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Introduction. 

This chapter deals with the law relating to employment 
in the two codes: the Louisianian and Quebec provisions will 
be examined in their relationship to the law before 

codification and the sources drawn on by the codifiers. 
From the preceding chapterp it will be obvious that up to 
the eighteenth centuryp relations between family and servantp 
artisan'and apprentice had been close. There are three 

matters to be discussed: firstq the exclusion of the servant 
from the family; secondq the development of wage labour; 

and thirdp the particular social and economic circumstances 
of Quebec. All three have been touched on in describing 
Quebec and Louisiana society 

16; but here it is necessary 
to reformulate the material in order to confront more 
directly the three issues mentioned above., and to place the 
following discussion of the''law in its appropriate context. 
The discussion of these three issues will be followed by 

an account of the civilian approach to themp as the received 
Roman law of Europe provided the basic material used by the 

redactors of the two codes. 

(i) The exclusion of the servant from the familY. 

In the introduction to chapter 4, the intimacy of 
masters and servants was touched on: it is now appropriate 
to expand on this and to show briefly how the servant came 
to be excluded from the family. The impressive study of 
Arias once more permits us to explore this difficult area, 
Up to the'seventeenth centuryp. the notion of "service" was 
not necessarily connected with menial tasks. Thus sons of 

noble families would wait at table or be sent off while 

young to serve another nobleman; but the seventeenth century 

was a period of confusion over the role and status of 
servantst who were hence forth to be on the samd footing as 

2. 
manual labourers. Ariesipoints out. 9 howeverg that although 
in the seventeenth century the status ofoservants became 

degraded: 
"There still remained between masters and servants 

S--SS-S- 

1. See chapter two supra. 
2. Arit'sv U. cit. (chap. 4,, note 5 sulDra),, at P-396. 
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something which went beyond respect for a contract 
or exploitation by an employer: an existing 
bond which did not exclude brutality on the one 
hand and cunning on the otherq but which resulted 
from an almost perpetual community of life. " 3- 

Ari'4s-surveys contemporary source material on masters and 
servants and concludes that: "A servant was not paid, he 

was rewarded: a master's relationship with his servant was 
not based on justice but on patronage and pityp the same 
feeling that people had for children.,, 

4-Flandrin 
also 

emphasises this aspect of the master-servant relationship: 

, "the notion of wages was nebuloust it was by ensuring the 

material independence of a servant that one recompensed his 

services"; 5-and, he shows that servants were in a position 
similar to that of children in regard to the head of the 
household. 6. 

In other wordsq the master-servant relationship 
was not Legarded as one based on contract# but as one of 
dependency analogous to the dependency of children on their 

parents. (The legal relationship, will be discussed below. ) 

In the course of the eighteenth century this changed. The 

family (narrowly defined) withdrew into itself; servants 

were excludeds and their relationship to their masters. or 

employers became more formalp and as such more akin to a 
strict contractual relationship. 

The development of wage labour. 

So far we have been discussing service in the householdt 

a service which might be loosely termed "domestic". Another 

aspect of service is that in a workshopp one artisan 
employing another (or one being apprenticed to another), 

. 
This form of service took place within what might 

7 
conveniently be called "artisan production". - That ist the 

independent artisan produced goods in his own workshop which 
he sold to the merchant: he was a small independent 

3. Ariesp 22. cit., P-396. - 4. Ibid., P-j97-' 
5. Flandrin, 2R. cit. (chap. 4. note 2 supra)p P-142. 
6. Ibid. 9 PP-140-50 and Passi 
7. -Cf. Alfred Sohn-Rethelp Intellectual and Manual Labour: a 

-Critique-of EPistemol2Eyq MacMillan, London# 19189 p. lTT-. 
"The artisan producer owned his means of production.,,. [and] 
nominally sold his finished product to the merchant. 
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producer. Artisan production existed along with the 
inclusio'n of servants in the family. Although there might 
appear to be a difference between service with or 
apprenticeship to an artisan and domestic service# this 
difference is not real if the nature of society, as a whole 
is considered. The place of production and hence of employment 
was the artisan's home: his servants in his labour and his 
apprentices would stay with him, and they formed part of his 
household. The unit of production and that of consumption 
were co-terminous. 

8. In the eighteenth century this "familial" 

relationship between the artisan and his "employees" was 
breaking down and re-forming along contractual lines. The 

employees 
% 
and apprentices were excluded from-the family and 

their status changed. At the, same timeq artisan production 
was in declinep to be replaced in the nineteenth century 
by industrial production. Industrial (factory) production 
involved the use of wage labour; that isp employees were in 

a formal contractual relationship with, their employer# and 
sold their labour for wages. No longer were., employees part 
of the household of an artisan. 9 and the artisan. household 
disappeared as the primary unit of production. Of, coursep 
wage labour has always existed; but it did not predominate 
until industrialisation. 9-Furtherp 

although servants had 

always been "employees", and perhapsp in some abstract formal 

sensep wage labourersf the content of the, master (employer) - 

8. Cf. Flandrinq 
. 2p. cit., pp. 62-3: "If a distinction has 

become established today between the worker and the domestic 
servantp the reason is thatt with the exception of some 
tagricultural workerstp the worker today is no longer 
accomodated in the house of his employer. 'The co-terminous 
character of the unit of production and that of consumptiony 
which was formerly customary, has become exceptional. " 
9. Cf. these statements of H. Bravermans Labour and Monopoly 
Caritalp Monthly Review Press, New Yorkq _I9_71T_tP*52: "It is 
important to note the historical character of this phenomenon. 
While the purchase and sale of labour power has existed 
from antiquityl a substantial class of wage-workers did not 
begin to form in Europe until the fourteenth centuryp and 
did not become numerically significant until the rise of 
industrial capitalism (that is, the production of 
commodities on a capitalist basist as against mercantile 
capitalism, which merely exchanged the surplus products of' 
prior forms of productionT -in the eighteenth century. " 
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servant (employee) relationship changed from one of domestic 
dependency to one of formal contractq empty of domestic 
association. 

The particular circumstances of Louisiana' and Quebec. 

In chapter 2, there was discussion of the changing 
nature of the relationship between master and servant in 
Louisiana and Quebec. Allan Pred has pointed out that, in 
the United States generally, techniques of industrial 
production were not used until after the first decades of 
the nineteenth century. Up to thenp production used 
handicraft techniques rather than machinesq and was organised 
on a household and workshop basis rather than on that of 
the factoryt while being marked by rural dispersionp rather 
than concentration in urban centres. Cities themselves were 
mercantile rather than industrial in character. 

10. This 
amounts to what we have described as "artisan production"; 
Pred's description would fit economic life in Louisiana. 11. 

There' was little or no industrial production: the economy 
was based on trade and agriculture. There would correspondingly 
be few opportunities for employment as a labourero especially 
when the institution of slavery is considered. 

12. Thuso the 

need for a developed law on employment would apparently be 

slight; although the developing individualist conceptions 
of society would suggest that employment would be regarded 
from a primarily contractual viewpointg rather than from 

one of domestic dependency. 

Quebec, however., is rather different: codification came 

10. A. Pred,, "Manufacturing in the American Mercantile City. 9 
1800-1840s" nn-Ili-142p esp. at P-1119 of K. Je Jackson and 
S. K. Schuiz týeds. )q Cities in American HistOryp 19720 Knopf. 

; tria A useful study of the process of indu --Iisation in 
North America is C. G. Steffenst "Changes in the Organisation 
of Artisan Production in Baltimore. 9 1790 to 1820,9" 36 The 
William and MaZ! y Quarterly (3d. series) (1979)9 ppAOI-117* 
-Steffens studies the structural changes in employment and 
labour in artisanal workshops in Baltimorep reflecting the 
movement towards concentration of capital in factory 
(industrial) production. 
11. See chapter 2 supra. 
12. For Baltimore, Steffens,, 2p. cit. j, P-107,, states: "Although 
slave labor contributed substantla"lly to artisanal production 
in Baltimores apprentices provided the chief source of 
workers. " 
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only in 1866, and by then liberal capitalist notions of 
individualism had greatly affected, the conception of the 

relationship between employer and employee, which was 
viewed from the perspective of classic contractual freedom. 
Artisans and journeymen were wage labourers; and therewas 

a continuing transformation of the concept of employment 

or service. 13-This 
said, it should be remembered that in 

Quebec) out of the total population# the numbers so employed 
were slightp the majority remaining peasant farmers. 

Hence, there was a difference between Louisiana and 
Quebec at the time of their respective first codifications: 
Quebec by 1866 had gone much farther in transforming the 

relations. hip between master and servant than had Louisiana 
by 1808* 
(iv) The civilian background. 

The civilian legal systems have traditionally classed 
the contract for labour as one of, hire: hire of labour being 

one aspect of the general contract of hire. 14-Both the C. N. 

and the C. Q. deal with employment as hire. The D. O. does 

so, too; but it also includes a title on masterýand servant 
in its first book. This being sop, it is-necessary to describe 
the Roman law on the subject, and then to discuss the 

reception of, that law in Castile and in, France; it is usefulp 
tool to examine the manner in which these latter two-systems 

treatedýservants in general. - The provisions of the C. N. 

and Proj., An VIII will also briefly be discussedt and some 

concluding remarks will complete this introduction before 

we consider the provisions of the D. O. and C. Q. 

A. The Roman legal background. 
In Roman law the hiring out of one's labour for gain 

13. See R. Tremblay, "La formation matle'rielle de la classe 
ouvrAre ýý Montr6al entre 1790 et 183011,33 TZ. H. A. F,. (1979).. 
pp-39-50- 
14. The new draft Quebec code breaks this tradition. See 
the Rep2rt of 1977, vol. 1. pp. 440-443 (Draft) and vol. 2t 
tome 2 (Commentaries) pp-738-742: at P-738: "It will be 
observed that the term 'lease and hire of services' is 
henceforth dispensed with to make way for a notion closer 
to contemporary reality. " 
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was part of the general law on hire: it was thus one aspect 
of the consensual contract of locat io conductio. Some 

scholars have suggested that the hiring out of one's own 
labour developed from the hiring out of slaves* Thomas 

disagrees, * arguing that the leasing of the labour of free 

men is easily as old: his argument is plausible; but-we 

need not concern ourselves with this point. 
15-Locatio 

conductio was a bonae fidei consensual contract with three 

requirements: consentp price (merces which had to be certain 
and in money 

16. ) and the thing. 17-Modern commentators 
Usually divide this contract into three main types (the 

trichotomy): locatio conductio rei; locatio conductio oDeris 
faciendi; and locatio conductio orerarum. For the first 

and third of these the person who supplies the thing or 

services is the locatorp the person who pays is the, conductor; 

while for the secondp the person who gives the order for 

the work to be done and who pays is the locator, the person 

who executes the work is the conductor. 'r Although the 

terminology might appear confusingg if it is borne in mind 
that the locator is the one who. "places" (I'locat"),, the 

reason for the difference in terminology will appear. Iýocatio 

rei needs no explanation: its meaning is obvious. Locatio 

operis faciendi is where the locator hands over something 

orL. which the conductor is to workp the latter being paid 

by the former: it is the putting out of work on contract. 

Locatio operarum was where a worker, the locatorplis 

employed by the conductorlas what we have termed a wage 

labourer. 

One point should be stressed: the trichotomY is the 

product of modern commentators. The Romans did not make this 
-a-aaaaa 

15. See J. A. C. Thomass I'Locatio and Operae", 1961, Bulletting 
Dell'Instituto Di Diritto Romano Ivittoria ScialoJ-ql 3d. Sere 
Vol. 3.9 pp. 231-247-at pp. 239-40. See also G' Lepointe and 
Re Monierv Les Obligations en Droit Romain et dans l'Ancien 
Droit Fran2ais, 1954s, pp. 262-4. 
16.0 certainty of prices see Gaiusj Inst. -3-142; ef-3-144. 
See also D. 19.2.2 pr.; h. t. 19.3 (rent in produce). See also 
h. t. 25.6 on locatio Partiaria. Justinian is definite on rent 
being money: ! nst, - 3.24.2,1 
17. See generally Bucklands Textbook, pp. 498-506. 
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clear distinction. Schulzp for examplep describes the 
trichotomy as "a product of continental legal scholasticism" 
and argues for its rejectionp stating that it "leads to 

unneces. sary difficulties 18. Thus,, in D. 19.2.9 the title 

on this contractt texts relating to all three forms of 
locatio are scattered throughout the general discussion# no 
distinction being made as texts are fittedýin to the 

general scheme of the title. Purtherv the jurists did not 
stick closely to the terminology. Thusp in D. 19.2.22.2t an 
example of what we would call locatio operis-faciendis the 
jurist Paul starts off "correctly" according to the modern 
terminologyt and then appends a clause stating that the 

conductor "locat... operam suam": 
"Cum insulam. aedificandum locog ut sua impensa 
conductor omnia faciets proprietatem. quidem eorum 
ad me transfert et tamen locatio est: locat enim, 
artifex-operam suam, id est faciendi necessitatem. 11 

It must be concluded that, for the Roman jurists the 

distinction was of minimal importance: there was one contract: 
locatio conductio. This-is indeed sensible. Wage labour 

would not be of any particular importance in Rome because 

of slavery# and the patron-client system: 
19*11the 

sphere 
of the hired free worker at a wage, the locator operarump 
is very restricted. " 20. The contract operis faciendi was- 

probably of considerably more importancep and this would 

explain the greater attention paid to it. 
I 

Thomas puts forward an interesting argument which, if 

acceptedp helps explain the lack of attention paid to locatio 

operarum. He argues that the worker was originally regarded 

as letting himself outp and not his pRerae as a separate 

entity. Thusp theýworker se locat rather than suas operas 

locat. 21, He argues that se locare is found in the early-- 

--------a 

18. Classical Roman Lawy Oxfordt 1951P pp-542-4. F. Olivier- 
Martin has credited Voet with the invention of the 
trichotomy: see "Des Divisions en Louage en Droit Romain'19 
15 R. H. D. P. E. j, 1936, pp-419-475. (Hereafter this important 
article wi be cited as Louage). 
19. See generally J. A. Crook, Law_and Life of Rome, v 1967P 
Thames and Hudson, London, pp. 192-205. 
20. Ibid -P PA95 
21. Thomasp U. cit. note 15 supraq p. 234. 
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texts, 22-and 
suggests that locatio operarum. was not in use 

until the time of Hadrian (indeed, he conjectures that the 
term was invented by Julian). 23OHe 

argues that this change 
reflect. s both an upgrading of the status of wage labourers 
(mercennarii) and juristic development: the result was the 
realisation that what was concerned was not the leasing of 
an individual but of his services (operae) 

. 
24*Thomas himself 

admits that the evidence is slight; butt given the paucity 
of texts dealing with locatio operarump this is inevitable . 

25. 

If he is correct (and his argument is plausible) his 
suggestion helps explain why the jurists did not consider 
locatio operarum as being in any way different from locatio 

Lei*, There was absolutely no difference between letting of 
an object and letting of oneself: one let oneself as an 
object. If. as Thomas suggestap there had been an upgrading 
of the status of the wage labourer in the early Empires to, 

change the terminology from se locare to o]2eras locare 

would provide a satisfactory euphemism: a euphemism both 
in line with the new status and conceptually satisfactory. 
The jurists, howeverp while changing the terminology in 

cosmetic fashiont continued to treat locatio operarum in 
the traditional way as letting of oneself, and did not 26. 
concern themselves overmuch with this aspect of the contract. 

This leads on to another point: upper class Romans 
despised the mercennarius, p who was mercede conductus. (Lower 

class Romans, no doubtv did not despise the mercennarius 
in the same way; butv unfortunately for ust they have left 

no statements equivalentt for examplep to those of Cicero. ) 

The artes liberales could not be the subject of letting and 
hiring, although in some of the liberal professions it 
became Possible to receive an honorarium as their work came 

22. DA9.2.6o-7 (Labeo): "Se ipse se locasset'19 referring to 
slave letting himself out# rather than being let out by his 
master. See also D-47-10-11.4 (Proculus). 
23. Qp-cit-, p. 234 and pp. 238-9. 
24. See ibid., pp. 234-7* 
25. BUcklandp Textbook# P-5059 note I also stresses the 
lack of textual authority. 
26. It seems likely that much of the modern concern with 
locatio o322rarum arises out of the importance of this contract 
in the contemporary world: an importance it did not have 
for the Romans. 
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to be regarded as mandate (a supposedly gratuitous contract). 
The matter of the nature of the reward earned by members 
of the liberal professions is rather confused; but this need 
not concern us. 28. For our purposes, it is important to stress 
the menial nature of locatio operarum in the Roman law# the 
law from which the modern civilian systems drew many of 
their rules. 

In law. 9 the nature of the relationship between locator 

and conductor was a formal one of contract between abstract 
equals. Either party could be liable to the other for any 
damage done arising out of the former's culpa. Were the 
locator incompetent in the work he contracted to carry outt 
he would, be liable for culra. 

29. Despite this formal equality 
the wage labourer (mercennarius) was in an inferior 

position. In the agricultural familiap he was described as 
being in loco servorum: 

30- 
an obviously inferior status for 

a free born man. Indeed,, the very silence of the legal 

texts on the subject of the mercennarius suggests his lowly 

status. Given Roman society, the nature of the contract 
would result in mercennarii 

' 
always being of low status. 

31*. 

It would seem likely that, in some circumstances at leastp 

27- See A. Watson, The Law of Obligations in the Later 
Roman Republiep Oxford, 19b5.9 PP-109f. On mandate an 
honorariap see Bucklandl Textbook# P-515- For some work 
no reward could be collected: D-50,13-1-4 & 5, (Professors 
of Philosophy and Law). See also Thomass, 2p. cit-P pp. 240- 
7. But cf. D. 2-38.1, in which Paul seems to class 
advocates among those who lease out their services. 
28. See references in note 27 supraq, and Crookq U-cit. jp pp. 203-205. 
29. See D. 19.2.9-5 and generally Buckland, Textbookp,, 
PP-504-505- 
30. D-7-8-4 pr. and 43A6.1.18. 
31. The evidence brought forward by Croqk would support 
this: Uo--cit-p PP-193-200. 
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32. the conductor would have the right of levis castigatio. 

We may conclude that locatio conductio operarum was . 
not differentiated from the general law on locatio conductio: 
this was perhaps due to the historical origins of locatio 

oDerarum, and its general unimportance (for the Roman 

jurists). The wage labourer was of low status; it is 

possi ble, however, thatv in the second century A. D. p the 

status of the mercennarius improved somewhat. Prestigious 

skills and tasks could not be the subject of locatio 

conductioo The locator, and conductor were formally equal; 
but the evidence suggests that this equality was indeed 

only formal, and that the locator was in a dependent 

posiiion': Few texts were devoted to locatio operarum. 
These were the skimpy provisions the Roman law bequeathed 

to the civilian systems. 

B. The French law of the ancien regime. 

_-An adequate account of the reception of the Roman law 

on locatio conductio would be a lengthy work: it is 

fortunate that such an account need not be given here. 33-In 

the following discussiont one point should always be recalled: 
the analysis of locatio conductio according to the ' 
trichotomy is a modern developuente It is contended that 

-----a- 

32. The case of the, "apprenticell would suggest this: D. 9.2-5 
and 19.2.13-4. (Whether the contract should be classed as 
operis faciendi or operarum is irrelevant. The 

, 
boy's 

father had an , actio ex locato; this was the only matter of 
importance given that the Romans did not distinguish 
clearly between the three types of locatio. ) It is 
explicitly stated that the conductorp the sutorp-had the 
right of levis castigatio. Whether or not the boy is an 
"apprenti; e" is irrelevant (perhaps to speak of 
"apprenticeship" is unhelpfully anachronistic) and D. 9.2. '7 
envisaged the father recovering for loss of future-earnings 
from the boy. Anyway, that a master could chastise his 
mercennarius is hardly surprising. The "apprentice" texts 
are usually discussed within the context of Aquilian 
liability: seep e. g. 9 Thomasp "The Case of the Apprentricets 
Eye", 8 Revue International-e des Droits de_l'Antiquitet 
1961, PP-357-372. 
33. On the reception of locatio conductiop much useful 
material may be garnered from Olivier-Martinp Louage 
(see note 18. supra). 
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two conflicting approaches to servants may be traced in 
the French juristic writings: one approach deriving from 
the Roman locatio conductio; the other treating the servant 
as a-dependant of his master, not as an abstract contracting 
individual. The first approach will be demonstrated and 

exemplified by discussing a treatise of Pothier934*the 

second by discussing the work of Pocquet de Livoniere. 35. 

It will further be shown that under the ancien 
' 

rg-qime wage 
labour was regulated primarily as a matter of public policyp 
rather than of private law. 

In pre-Code France little juristic attention seems to 

have been devoted to locatio operarum. 
36. (I will continue 

V to use the term for concenience. ) Pothier discusses the 

lease of personal services only in a number of provisions 

scattered through his discussion of locatio rei. He 

discusses locatio operis faciendi separatelyq as louage 

dlouvrage. He states that there are two kinds of louage: 

louage, des choses and louage des ouvraizeBO37-The lease 
I 
of 

personal servicesp he discusses as an aspect of louage des 

choses* Thus, for Fbthier, locatio operarum is assimilated 
to locatio rei he is making a bi-partite division not at 

all similar to the trichotomy. Purtherj, the rules he 

enunciates on louage des services (locatio operarum) are 

few in number and not clearly worked out. 
38-Tucker suggests 

that Pothier's treatment of louage des services (which he 

misleadingly calls louage d1ouvrages) was the result of the 

fact that "lease of services ... was not yet important 

34. Traite du Contrat de Lou (hereafter T. C. . 
)p Bug. 

49 PP71-170- 
35. Regles du Droit Francois, 1737t 3d. edn. p 

(hereafter 
cited as Pocquet, Bk. 19 tit. 2, sectn. 4, pp-54-8. (This 
work has been used already. See, e. g. su=a-t chap. 49 
note 619. ) 
36. See e. g. DtEspeissesq ap. citst Part One, vol. 1t tit. 29 
sectn. It P-879 where he defi'nes louaget stating it has two 
forms: he does not mention the form now called locatio 
operarumt though he was aware of its existence is 
obvious from section 2 n. 6, p. 92). He does not clearly 
distinguish locatio operarum from the other forms. 
37. T. C. L. p Preface., Bug. 4. - P, I. 
38. They will be discussed infra. 
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enough to the order of things to warrant careful 
development .... 

[Tljhe contract.. * was noteconomically important 

enough to merit much more than academic notice .... it 39. 

There is undoubtedly some truth in this; but this statement 
is by no means the whole truthq and requires qualification. 
Firstp the existence of regulation of labour by the public 

authorities would suggest that some importance was attached 
to wage labour (and this will be discussed below). Second# 

what# above all elsep seems to have influenced Pothier's 
treatment of , 

loua; ze des services is the inherited academic 
tradition of Roman law. Pothier's discussion reflects the 

Roman attitude of not clearly distinguishing between locatio 

rei and locatio operarum. Tucker does not appear to 

appreciate that the trichotomy was a modern development not 
followed by Pbthier: and this accounts for the latter's 

treatment of louage des services. 
40. 

Pothier also follows the Roman law in confining louaize 

to lowly services; he excludes the artes liberales: 

"Observez ... qu'il nly a que les services ignobles 
et appreciables ý[ prix d'argent qui soient 
susceptibles du contrat de louagev tels que ceux 
des serviteurs et servantest des manoeuvres, des 
artisanst etc. 

Ceux que leur excellence, ou la dignit6 de la 
personne qui les rend, emptche de pouvoir slapprecier 
a prix d'argentp n'en sont pas susceptibles. 

Clest pourquoi le contrat qui intervient entre 
un avocat et son client ... nlest pas un contrat de 
louagep mais un contrat de mandat. " 41. 

Neither Cujas nor Bartolus make this distinction between 

operae liberales and other operae. 
42. In facty in direct 

contradiction of D. 50-13-1.4 and 5P 43-Cujas 
states: 

"Et Juris professory si ad docendum suas operas 
aa-aa--- 

39-T. W. Tucker, Personsp p. 273- 
40. On Tucker's misapprehensiont see his Persons, q pp. 268-70. 
mulligant who translated Pothier's T. C. L. t appears to make 
the same mistake: see C. A. Mulligan, f6thier's Treatise on 
the Contract of Letting and Hiringg Durban. 9 19539 p-1P 
his note on Fbthier's Introduction. His statement is 
slightly ambiguous. 
41. T. C#L, no. 10, Bug. 49 P-7. 
42. See Olivier-Marti. nt Louage, p. 456, and note 3 thereon. 
43. See note 27 supra, 
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exhibeatp so de mercede paciscatur locator eat, 
discipuli aunt conductores. Quod si juris 
professor complures in ejus disciplinan se dantes 
edocendos suscipiatv conductor eats discipuli 
sunt locatores. " 44. 

The exemption of the arte8 liberales gained grounds however. 
Thus, we find Pasquier pouring scorn on the exclusion of 

advocates from being subject to the contract of louage 

because theirs is a dignified profession. He characterises 
this exclusion of advocates as "une hypocrisie de droict 45. 
invent"6e par lea jurisconsultess pour auctoriser leur science. " 

Despite the sympathy one may feel for Pa8qUier's views 
Pbthier does correctly state the law for the eighteenth 

century. 

Pothier may be taken as an example of an author treating 

louage des services from a formal contractual standpoints 

using categories inherited from Roman law. His treatment 

of serviteurs as abstract contracting individuals does not 
fit with the reality of the relationship between master and 

servant of his period: neither master nor servants would 

consider each other as equal individuals bound only by the 

formal tie of contract. What is most obvious in Pothierts 

account is civilian tradition. 46. 

Fbcquet de Livonniere treats servants separately from 

the contract of lease. The fourth section of the first 

book of his work is entitled I'De la puissance des MaTtres": 

he thus categorims the relationship between masters and 

servants as being of the nature of those between fathers 

and children, and between husbands and wives. His approach 

is interesting, and radically different from the notions 

of formal contract found in Pothier and the Roman sources. 

What seems important to Pocquet about the relationship 

between master and servant is that serriteurs place 

44. Found quoted in Olivier-Marting Louage, P. 456, note 4. 
45. Pasquier, 2M. Sit. t chap. 56, p. 6-973-. -TSee chap. 49 
note 992 supra for details. ) 
46. One obvious reason why Pbthier discusses locatio 
operarum with that rei is that for both the person who 
paid was the conductor. No doubt sources for this usage 
could be traced. 
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themselves in the 
-power of and under the authority of their 

mattres. The rules he provides, howevert are no more 
detailed than those scattered through Pbthierts discussion; 

nor, in contentp are they radically different from those 

of the latter. The significance of Pbcquet's treatment 

of the material is his approach: he does not consider the 

relationship between master and servant as one of formal 

contract between free, equal and abstract individualsp 
but rather as one of dependency and power within a definite 

set of social relations. He may also be influenced by the 

Roman classification of the first division of the law of 

personst and by feudal concepts of service between lord and 

vassal; butp especially as regards the formert even if 

existing2 such influence is slight. What is worthy of stress 
is that Pocquet is treating "service" as a statusl similar 
to-that of being a wife or a child in power. His aprroach 
to the tie between master and servant from a perspective 

other than that of contract would seem to be more in line 

with the social relations of master and servant47-than 
would the approach of Pothier. Traces of the attitude of 
Focquet may be found in other works. Thus Merlin 

. -but he acknowledges lease of services as part of lougZe. 48 

prefers to discuss lease of services under "domestiquet, 49. 

and "ouvriert, 50. 
where an account of the relationship between 

master and servant will not be hampered by notions and 

categories inherited from Roman law. His discussion of. * 
for example, I'domestique" is far removed from the formal 

Roman law and, making due allowance for the legal viewpointp 

recognises the real sooial bond between master and servant 
'S. 51. described by Arie 

To state that the law of the ancien r9gime in France 

on what we have called wage labour is only that found in the 

Juristic writings would be to mislead. Those jurists who 

discussed the legal aspect of wage labour from a purely 

47. See sections (i) and (ii) of this introduction. 
48. See REpertoir I vol. 7 (1813)., 8-v. nouagely P-573. 
49. See ibid p vol 4 ý1812j, s. v. I'domestiquellp pp. 2ff. 
50. See ibid:, vol: 8 1813 9 s. v. "ouvrier". 
51. See text at note 3 sui2ra. 
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Roman perspective would tend, following the Roman 
traditions both to give a brief account and to show little 
interest in the topic. Pocquetp on the other hands because 

of his stress on the power and authority aspect of master- 
servant relations, tends to discuss the topic within the 

confines of domestic service. All this gives an impression 

of a lack of legal regulation of employment; but such an 
impression is false. Originallyp as in Europe generally, 52. 
the trade guilds had regulated employment and apprenticeship. 
The guildsv with their particular rules for admission and 

apprenticeships were suppressed by an edict of February# 

1776.53'The position is complex; but one may say that 

generally industry was regulated and controlledo and that 

industrial work was regulated corporately by special royal 

ordinances and the body of industry itself. 54-The 
regulation 

of labour was more a matter of policy than of formal law. 

Hencep the jurists, concerned with the formal law and 

operating mainly within the inherited Roman traditions would 

not be concerned with the regulation of labour; their 
discussion of service would accordingly be limited to the 

Roman categories. In this, the redactors of the Louisiana 

and Quebec codes would be likely to follow the jurists. 
The C. N. devoted only two articles to locatio operarum; 

55. 

they would be a prime source for the redactors in Louisiana 

and Quebec. The loi de 22 Germinal,, an XI9 one year before 

promulgation of the C. N., regulated industrial work in 

Napoleonic Frances again, as under the ancien r6gimep from 

a perspective oriented towards policy; the loi contained 

regulations on employment and apprenticeship. 
56 - This loiq 

a-eaaaaa 

52. See F. Olivier-Marting Hi_stoire (see chaP. 3p note 30)t 
PP-170-176o 
53. See Merlin,, Re'pertoireq vol-3 0812)v s. v. ' "Corps des 
Arts et Miehiersl; he quotes the 1776 edict suppressing the 
guilds of Paris at pp. 226-9. 
54. See Olivier-Martinp Higtoireq pp. 619-32p and the short 
account in J. Rivero and J. -Savatierv Droit du Travail, 
Paris, Presses Universitaires 1966, pi-. 19-21-. - 
55. C, N. 1780 and 1781. The Prol. An VIII included rather 
more; the Projet's articles have be-en influential on the 
D. O. 
56. See Merlin. 9 R6pertoireq_vol. 1 (1812), 8-v- "apprentill, 
P-309.. and Planiolp Trait6 Elprmentaire de Droit Civilt vol. 
2j. no. 1829 (Louisiana State Law Institute translationt 1959). 
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as with the legislation of the ancien rýgimev might not 
provide a usable source for the two sets of redactors. 

57. 

C. The Castilian law. 

Consideration of the position of wage labourers in 
Castilian law indicates the same conflict as in the French 

ancien droit between treatment of the labourer according 
to the categories inherited from Roman law, and recognition 
of the special relationship between master and servant. 
The Siete Partidas themselves show this conflict of methods 

of dealing with servants. 

On reading through the Partidasp the impression one 

gains is of the servant's place in the familyp of his part 
in the household and of his personal dependency on the head 

of the household. To demonstrate thiso it is sufficient to 

examine a few texts. Thusp Part. 7.33.658 *describes those 

serving (servientes) as part of the familia under the power 
of the se"nor de la casa: those serving being both his 

slaves (servios) and other (free) servants (criados). 59. 

The same text defines dom6sticos as domesticap field 
labourers (Los labradores que labran sus heredades 

,) 
and 

freedmen(aforrados), all of whom are also part of the 
familia, Part-7-8-9 states that a master may chastise his 

servant; although if a master kills his servantp he is 

subject to the penalty for homicide. 
6o. Part-3-31.21 states 

that if a man is given the use (usus) of a hoUsep he may 
live there with his wifep sons and . whichp in this 

57. It is most unlikely that the D. O. redactors would have 
access to it; perhaps it might also be considered as too 
dependent on conditions in Prance. 
58. See supraq chapter 4, text at note 166, where quoted. 
599 Note that in the 1844 loopez edition. * slavesy servios. 9 
are not mentioned. See chap. 4p note 166 supr The 
point is not important here. 
60. "Castigar puede ... el senor a su siervo 6 su home 
libre.... Home libre placed here in apposition to siervo 
(slave) must mean servant: literally his free man. It 
cannot mean freedmang the word for which in the Partidas 
is aforrado though no doubt it encompasses such. Sons 
are also mentioned. 
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contextv means personal attendants. Under Part. 7.14-49 
a master may be liable for the crimes of his servantst 
though only in very limited circumstances. Part-3.2.6 in 
general forbade servants to sue their masters. All these 

examplesp and especially the last. 9 show that the Partidas 
do not generally envisage the relationship between master 
and servant as being primarily contractual: in thisy the 
Partidas are not following the Roman law on locatio 
operarum. Under the Roman lawq one who locat suas operas 
would definitely be able to sue the conductor under the 
actio locati. These texts of the Partidas, consider the 

servant as a member of the family# a personal dependent of 
the senort in a position analogous to those of children and 
slaves. This conception of the relationship is undoubtedly 
rooted in the social circumstances of the period of 
compilation of the Partidas. 

On the other handp the Partidas also contain Roman- 

inspired versions of the tie between master and servant: 

and it is instructive in this respect to examine the eighth 
title of the guinta Partida, a title called "De los 

Logueros et de los Arrendamientos"; that ist "of locatio 

conductiollo The treatment of letting and hiring is of a 

pervasively Roman castq even to the extent of the examples 

used. 
61. 

The compilers of the 
, 
Partidas. paid to locatio 

operarum as little attention as did the Roman jurists: this 

is instructive. The requirements stated for the contract 

were the same as in Roman law. There had to be a certain 

price (cierto prescio) which had to be paid in money (. 1-n 

dineros contados); if notp there was not locatio but rather 

an innominate contract. There had also to be a thing (cosa)p 

the subject of the contract; and this could be work (obras). 62. 

No distinction is made between the various aspects of 

locatio conductio, and, as in Justinian's Digestq references 

61. Thus Part-5.8.10 gives as an example the liability of a 
workman if a precious stone cracks: the same example as used 
in D. 19.2.13-5. Cf. the barrels in Part-5-8.14 in which oil 
or wine is put with the wine jars of D. 19.2.18.1. Minguij6n 
in his Historia, vol. 11, remarks at P-155: 1'Las Partidas se 
ocupan extensamente de esto contrato [i. e. Arrendamiento] 
inspirAndose en las doctrinas Romanas.... " It is unfortunate 
for us that he does not discuss contracts of service. 
62. Part. 5-8-1. 
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to what would now be classified as locatio orerar are 
few: locatio o eris faciendi was obviously of more interest 
to the compilers. 3. 

' 
Locatio o-perarum doesp howeverp receive 

mention. Part-5.8-3 states: "Obras que home faga con sus 
manos... pueden seer logados 6 arrendadas. " This would 
include the contract operarum. Part-5-8.9 deals with 

entitlement to the salary of a deceased ascendantp 

mentioningt among others, royal officials who appear to 

have been paid an annual salary: the contract concerned 
must have been, in modern classificationp locatio 

operarum. 
64-Abogados 

were mentioned in this textv and 
though this would (now) be classed as locatio operisp it 

may be concluded that in the Partidas not only menial 
tasks weýe the subject of locatio conductio. 

We may conclude this discussion of workers in the 

Partidas with the following remarks. Servantsp whether 
domestic or otherwise, were in a relationship with their 

masters which was not primarily regarded from a contractual 

viewpoint. Neverthelessp influenced by the Roman law, 

there was in the Partidas a discussion of locatio ponductio: 

a discussion which inevitably touched on contracts of 

service. The Partidasp however, are more concerned with 
the putting out of work on contract to artisans (i. e. 
locatio o-Peris faciendi ). 650 

Artisans are also discussed 

in connection which their apprentices who pay them for 

training. 
66. 

The stress on individual artisans rather than 

wage workers is an obvious reflection of the organisation 

of work at the time of the writing of the Partidas. 

In this discussiony we have been employing the 

terminology of the modern trichotomy; to do so isy Of 

course, anachronistic. The authors of the Partidas are 

obviously quite unconcerned about the nature of any 

particular locatio: they regard all locationes as specific 
---_-aa- 

63-See Part. 5.8.10,, 11, t 12 and 16 - all referring to locatio 
operis faciendi. 
6-4-. Part-5.8.15 refers to shepherds - locatio operarum or 
o-peris faciendi? This indicates the prbblems caused by use 
of the modern classification. 65. See Part. 5.8AO and 12. 
66. Part-5.8.11: influenced by D. 19.2.13.4. 
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examples of the one contract. This is important. In the 

Partidasp the hiring of workers generally refers to the 

hiring of artisans to undertake some specific task. In 

all the leyes which refer to the hiring of workersp the 

reference is fitted in to the general (rather loose) 

conceptual scheme of the title: thus, Part-5.8.10 and 11 

are particular examples of liability for culpa; a similar 

remark may be made on leyes 15 and 16. There was no 

attempt made to differentiate the hiring of work from thatv 

for exampleg of barrels. One may conclude that the 

contractual hiring of wage labour was relatively unimportant 
(except for that of artisans for specific tasks) and that 

service was regarded from a fundamentally different 

viewpoint: servants were considered part of the familys 

their bond with their master not being of an abstract 

contractual nature. Discussion of servants in title eight 

of the Quinta Partida is largely a reflection of the 

influence of Roman law on academically trained jurists. 

More modern works on Castilian law are also of interestp 

and show development subsequent to the Partidas. Febrero 

gives a fairly conventional definition of lease and hire 

(not even making a bipartite division). 
67-He 

remarks: 
"Todas las cosas del commercio humano ya sean 
muebleBy raices 6 semovientesv y las obras de manos 
pueden ser arrendadas con libre y espontan6o consentimiento 
del locador y conductor., " 68. 

In the whole of his chapter "De los Arrendamientos" Febrero 

does not properly deal with locatio operarum: locatio rei 

is what interests him. 
69. 

Asso and Manuel give more 

consideration to lease of work. They state: 
"En tres cosas pues consiste este contrato: en el 
consentimiento de las partes; en la cosa 6 obra 
clue se alquila, 6 arrienda; y en el precio-11 70. 

They Point out that only illiberal or mechanicýl work may 

be the subject of this contract. 
71-Of 

great interest is the 

67. Pebrerop Primera Parteg chap. 
chap. 4.9 note iOl supra). 

ýl no. 11, p. 234. (See 

68. Febreros Primera Partev chap. 9. S1 no. 49 p. 235- 
69. See his Primera Parte, ch. 9 generallyp pp. 234-262. 
70 Asso Y Manuelp vol. 2p Bk. 2, tit. XIVp p. 112. (See 
chýp-. 74-v--n-o-t-e--9-F9, supra). 
71. Asso Y Manuelp vol. 2., P. 112: "Que todas las cosas capaces 
de uso y las obras iliberales se pueden arrendar". 
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following remark on the price: "el precio ha de ser justo,, 
cierto, y en dinero contado. t, 72. The notion of lesion has 
been applied to wages. 

73- The Nueva Recopilaciýn has several 
relevant leyes; but the important point here is that none 
of the relevant ones are found in its titles on 
arrendamiento. 

74-Rec, 
Cast. 4.15.9 (in the title on 

prescriptions) states thatv in general, those who have been 
in the service of another have to seek their wages within 
three years of quitting such service. Titulo XI of Libro 
Septimo of the Recopilacjn is entitled "De los oficiales,, 
y jornaleros, y menestrales y mesoneros"; it contains 
various regulations on menial tradesp but makes no allusion 
to the contract of hire. 

Thus, in the Castilian lawv as in the 
, ancien droit of 

Francep there are two competing traditions for dealing with 
servants. One tradition, derived from Roman law, treats 

servants and their masters as parties contracting according 
to the rules of lease: this approach is best exemplified 
by Asso and Manuelp who deal with servants only in connection 
with arrendamiento. Even so, there was no developed 
division of lease into anything similar to the trichotomy 
in the sources; lease was generally still viewed as a 
single contract. 

75-Only the illiberal, mechanical arts could 
be the object of lease. 76. Purthero by the time of Asso and 
Manuelp remuneration had to be just. The other tradition 

treated the servant divorced from the Roman contract; the 

employment of artisans was regulated by the Crown. 77. 

Relationships between master and servant were based on the 

dependency of the latter on the formerv in a position 

analogous to that of a child, Servants were not merely 

wage labourers bound by contractual ties. 

72. Asso Y Manuel, vol. 2. p. 112. 
73. ibid, q P--114 on how disputes over "Just" wages were 
solved. See also Rec. Cast. 7.11-3. 
74. See Rec. Cast. bk. 99 titles Xv XI, and XII. 
75. Febrero shows'this clearly; so also Asso y Manuel. 
76. Asso y Manuel show the law has changed from the time 
of the Partidas: it should be recalled that Bartolus did 
not limit the contract to the illiberal arts. 
77. As the Nueva RecopiLaci6n shows. 
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D. The Code Napol6on. 

The C. N. and its 1800 j2rojet were important possible 
sources for the redactors of the two codes. The C. N. 
contains only two short articles directly relating to 
lease of labourv C. N. 1780 and 17819 and it is useful to 
quote them here for easy reference: 

"Chapitre III. Du louage-d'ouvrage et d'industrie. 
1779. Il ya trois especes principales de louage 
d'ouvrage et d'industrie: 
1. Le louage des gens de travail qui slengagent au 
service de quelqu'un. 
2. Celui des voiturierst tant par terre que par 
eau... Cetc. ]; 
5. Celui des entrepreneurs d'ouvrages par suite de 
devis ou march6s. 

Section Premie"re. Du louage des domesticlues et 
ouvriers. 
1780. On ne peut engager ses services qu"a tempsp ou 
pour une entreprise determin6'. 

1781. Le ma: 'Nre est cru sur son affirmationg 
Pour la quotite" des gages; 
Pbur le paiement du salaire de Vann6e e6chue; 
Et pour les a-comptes donnes pour Vannee courante. " 

Other articles relating to lease of labour will be referred 
to in discussing the C. Q. and D. O.; it is appropriate, 
however, to mention that in the C. N. the modern civilian 
trichotomy is not used to analy8e louage. 78. So states C. N. 
1708: 

"Il ya deux sortes de contrats de louage: 
Celui des choses, 
Et celui d'ouvrage. " 

79. This might seem to be the same division as that of Pothier; 
but he (as seen) classed locatio operarum as part of locatio 
Zeiv the other division being only locatio operis faciendi. 
In the C. N., locatio operarum and locatio oper . is faciendi 
are subdivisions of louaize d1ouvrase. Olivier-Martin 
suggests that in their division of . 

1ouage into two the C. N. 

78. See Olivier-Martin, Iouaizet_P 465. 
79. See su]2rav text at notes 36 4K 
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redactors were influenced by Domat. 80. 
This may well be 

so; but the division of lou e into two forms was common 
- 81. in the eighteenth century. 

A further source of provisions on louage would be the 
Proj. An VIII. The Louisiana redactors obviously used this 

work; the C. Q. redactors must have had access to this Projet, 
though they do not appear to have used it. 82 'On louage 
dlouvragess in the sense of , 

locatio operarumg the Proj. 
An VIII had four articles not found in the C. N.: Prol. An 
VIIIP 3.13-109 is equivalent to C. N. 1779; ProJ- An VIII., 
3-13-110 corresponds to C. N. 1781 and 3.13-111 to C. N. 
1780. ProJ- An VIII, 3-13,9 112-116 were excluded from the 
final redaction of the C. N.; they regulated termination 

of louage and damage 13.83-The D. O. redactors used them. 

80. See Olivier-Martin, Louage, P-466. The passage he refers 
to is Domat, Part. 1. Bk. 1p tit. IV, introduction. Olivier- 
Martin does state that "Naturellement, ýDomat] 

... aussi 
ignore lea trois louages. 11 Loc. cit. 81. Por example, Gerhardt No-odt, Opera Omniap Vol. 119 
1724 edn-9 Commentary on some titles of the Digestv Ad 
lib. XIX Tit. II Ibcati conducti (P-421): "Ait praetor, 
Quo locatum et conductum. ease dicetur. Quid haec verba 
proprie significent et quemadmodum distinguantur non 
caret difficultate. Mihi sic videturg quod locatio eat 
duplex: alia rerum, alia operarum. Nonius: locandi 
manifesta, significatio eat ut aut operis locandip aut 
fundi. 11 Guyot, Rgpertoire, Vol. Ilp s. v. "Louage", at 
P-46 states: I'Louage. Cleat une sorte de contract dont 
on distingue deux espýýces: 11une eat le contrat de Louage 
des choses; ... 11autre eat le contrat de Louage dlouvrage. *** 
Merling Rgýertoire., Vol. 7 (1813) S-V. I'Louage", P-573 
still states the same, with the addition of remarks 
between double square brackets to take account of the 
O. N. 's wording. An important point is Guyot discusses 
only locatio operis faciendi under loua 9 for locatio 
o-perarumt one has to turn to his article on I'Domestiqueltv 
Vol. 6, -p. 162. 
82. The Projet is printed in Vol. 2 of Fenet's'Recueil 
Completp a work available to the Codification Commission: 
see McCord's 1867 edn. of C. Q. 9 abbreviations. 
83. They will be discussed infra. Cf. Pothierp T. C. L. 
nos. 167-17T, Bug. 4. pp. 63-4. See also Tucker, Personsp 
pp. 273-4. 
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(V) Some concluding points. 

We may conclude this introduction by pointing out 
thatv in generalt the two sets of redactors were not 
provided with any particularly useful set of rules to 

regulate the employment of wage labour. The traditional 
Romanist sources provided a minimum of rules; this minimum 
was not always clearly distinguished from other aspects 
of the law of lease. In Liouisianap this lack of useful or 
comprehensive rules might not have been recognised as being 
important given the organisation of manufacturing in the 
territory and the widespread use of slave labour. In 

Quebeco on the other handq since industry was in the process 

of developing, the nature of the contract for the hire of 
l4bour could well have been of acute importance; but it 

should be pointed out that the redactors might not have 

considered that there was a need for a more developed 

regulation of labour, especially when their belief in 

classic economic liberalism might well have caused them, 

supporting freedom of contract, to accept the sufficiency 
of minimal statements embodying formal equality and freedom 

as found in the traditional civil law. 

Part One. Employment in the 1808 Louisiana 
Digest. 

The contract for hiring labour is part of the general 
law on contracts in Louisianav aspects of which will be 

discussed in a later chapter. 
84-Only the special provisions 

contained in the D. O. on hire of labour will be discussed 

here. These provisions are found mainly in Title Six of 

Book One., I'Du MaTtre et du Serviteurlip chapter two of which 

is entitled., "Des Serviteurs Libres"s and Title Eight of 

Book Three, I'Du Louagellp chapter three of whiC4 is called 
I'Du louage dtOuvrage et de Service'19 the Section 

, 
Premiere 

of this chapter being headed I'Du Louage des Domestiques et 

Ouvriers". 

The first article with which we shall dealg howeverp is 

84. See chapter six infra. 
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from the second title of Book One, "Du Domicile". D. O. 8 
(P-13) states that: 

"Les majeurs qui servent ou qui travaillent 
habituellement chez autruil ont le mie"me domicile 
que la personne qulils servent ou chez laquelle 
ils travaillent, pour qulils demeurent avec elle. 11 

This is virtually identical to C. N. 109.85-The D. L, V. refers 
to Part. 3,2.329 to Domat (to his Le Droit Publieg suite 
des Loix Civiles dans leur Ordre Naturelp rather than to 
his Loix Civiles)86 *and to Febrero. 87. Part. 3.2-32 concerns 
before which judge a plaintiff (demandador) ought to bring 
his action; the connection of this I= with D. O. 8 (P-13) 

is tenuous. There are two provisions in the ley which are 
slightly related to the D, O. article: first# a wife should 
answer a summons before the judge having jurisdiction over 
her husband; and secondp a knight (caballero) who receives 
pay or other benefits from a sAor (rescibe soldada 6 
bienfecho de senilor) ought to be summoned before the Judge 

of the place where he lives by reason of his service as a 
knight (caballeria). Part-3.2-32 is obviously not a source,, 
nor even an oblique inspirationt for D. O. 8 (P-13). Domat - 
as cited - likewise gives only a loosely analogous provision. 
He states: I'll ya des personnes dont les liaisons sont 
telles, que la domicile de 11une est celuy de l1autre. 1188. 
He does not mention servants as such people; he refers to 

children and married women, and discusses the domicile of 
widows. He points out that marriage only changes domicile 

when accomplished. 
89. Thus say the provisions of Domat to 

which the D. L. V. referred; but nowhere in the third section 

of the relevant title of Domat's work are servants mentioned. 
Pebrero does make relevant remarks. The passage cited is 

85. According to Batizal C. N. 109 is the "almost verbatim" 
source of the D. O. Is article. 
86. Droit Public, Bk. lt tit. 16, sect. 39 arts. 10-13. Note 
that a reference to Domat alone always refers to his Lois 
Civiles. 
87. See Febrero, Primera Parte, 

- 
chap. 10 ý3i no. 6, pp-5-6 

for relevant text on domicile; this reference differs from 
that of D. L. V. for reasons already explained. It is likely 
that this is the relevant text; but if notp no mattert as 
it expresses Febrero's opinion on the domicile of servants. 
See chap. 4 note 101 

-supra. 88. Art. 10. 
89. Arts. 10-13. 
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concerned with deciding who may properly be classed as 
resident in any particular domicile: intention to remain 
is of crucial importance (Animp de permanecer). 

90OSons 
of 

a family under the 
-potestad of their fathert and domestic 

servants who are unmarried and live and eat in the house 
(but not those who are married and live outside on the 

portion given them) are considered to reside with the head 

of their household, The provision is roughly the same as 
that of D. O. 8 (P-13); the mode of expression isp however# 

very different. It is obvious that the D. O. redactors have 
followed C. N. 109; the significance of the coincidence of 
their provision with this statement of Febrero's isp however, 

difficult to assess. The C. N. provision itself was new law 

settling a disputed point: the prior French law had been 

uncertain as to the domicile of servants. 
91-There 

were some 
sources in the Digest of Justinian which could have been 
used here3, and which do seem to have been considered in 

connection with the C. N. and C. Q.; there is no specific 
reference to them in the D. L. V. opposite any articles, though 
there is a general reference for Book Onep Title Two to 
"Digeste liv. 50 tit. I ad municipalem et de incoliSn*92. 
Nothing in D-50.1 has had an influence on the article here 
discussed, q and the title does not deal with servants (unless 

libert are taken as analogous to servants)093- 

It should be concluded that this article has been 

adopted from the C. N. The servant appears to have a 
domicile of dependencyy deriving from the authority of his 

master over him. The suitability of this provisions and the 

extent to which it is compatible with the contractual aspects 

of service will be considered later. 

Title Six of Book One of the D. O. has no equivalent in 

90. Reference as note 87 supra. 
91. See 2 Pan. Fran. pi, 427; and Iferlinp R6pertoireovol-4 
(1812) s. v. "domicile", pp. 10-11. Merlin doubts the wisdom 
of the C. N. provision. 
92. See interleaf of D. L. V. facing p. 12 of D. O. 
93. These Roman texts will be discussed in connection with 
the C. Q. Domaty of coursep in his Droit Public referred to these 
Roman texts, and was himself cited by the D. L*V* 
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either the C. N. or C. Q.; indeed (as far as I am aware) there 
is no similar title in any nineteenth century code. D. O. 1 
(P-37) states that: "On distingue dans ce Territoire deux 

especes de serviteurs, lea libres et lea esclaves. 11 This 
article hints at why this title may have been included in 
the bookp "Des Personnes'19 of the D. O. A slave was a 
particular kind of juristic person, in law partaking to some 
extent of the characteristics of both a natural person and 
an object. In Roman lawv the slave was dealt with under 
the first division of the law of persons: this seems likely 
to have influenced the redactors in placing the articles on 
slaves here. This does not explain why master and servant 
were deaýt with here. The redactors must have been influenced 
by the analogy between a servant and a slave. Chapter Two# 

on free servantat contains thirteen articlesp of which three 
define the various kinds of serviteur - D. O. 2-4 (P-37). 

D. O. 5-10 (PP-37-9)t six articles in allt deal exclusively 
with engagEg and apprentices. For D. O. 11-14 (P-39) there 

appears to be a return to providing regulations for servants 
generally. Engaggs and apprentices were bound to their 

masters in a way rather different from that in which other 
servants were. A master had more rights over his apprentices 
and engages: they were in a position more similar to that of 
a slave than was that of other free servants. This could 
have influenced the redactors in their placing of these 

articles. (In this connectiong it may be noted that D. O. 4 
(P-37) refers to the title on louage for the regulations on 
the service of servants other than apprentices and engaggs, 
though D. O. 11-14 (p. 37) do apply to the former as well. ) 

As will be shown, Blackstone seems to have had some influence. 

This whole problem may be pursued more satisfactorily after 
the discussion of the articles of the code. 

94. 
,A 

further 

spur to including these particular articles in this part 

of the gode may have been the recent (1806) Act on 

94. See infrav conclusion to first part of this chapter. 
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. 0.95. apprentices and indented servants (engages). 

The first article of the chapter "Des Serviteurs Libres"v 
D. O. 2 (P-37)pstates that: 

"Les serviteurs libres sont en g6n6*ral toutes les 
personnes qui louent vendent ou engagent leurs services 

quelqu'un dans ce Territoire, pour y 'ýtre employes 
a quelque travail, commerce ou occupation quelconquep 
au profit de celui qui contracte avec eux, moyennant 
un certain prix ou re-tributiong ou A de certaines 
conditions. " 

The D. L. V. gives no references. Batiza states the source 

of the article to be Blackstone's Commentaries: 
96. 

a "partial 

influence". Tucker does not attribute any source to this 

article; 
97-and 

he must be correct. Batiza must be mistaken 
in his assertion that Blackstone is the sourcep as the 

particular passage he cites does not resemble the Digest 

article; 
98. 

nor does any other passage from the relevant 
chapter of Blackstone. 99-The 

source is unimportant, as the 

article merely provides a definition of serviteur libre: the 

phrasing and content will be considered infra. 

D. O. 3 (P-37) gives the following classification: 
"Il ya deux sortes de serviteurs libres dans ce 
Territoire savoir: 

Les serviteurs proprement ditsy c'est-a-dire 
ceux qui se louent, ou s'engagent envers un autre pour 
b'*tre employe-s 'a un travail ordinaire ou de force; 
tels que les domestiques de maisons, les ouvrierst 
manoeuvriers et tous ceux qui slengagent pour 
travailler aux champs et sur les habitations etc. 

95. Louisiana Acts, 1806, ch. 11p May 21st. j 1806: An Act for 
the regulation of the rights and duties of apprentices and 
indented servants. In the 1823 Projet p. 119 the redactors 
state: "We have been under the necessity of altering this 
chapter in order to insert in it the principal dispositions 
of the Act of May 21,1806, entitled "an act to regulate the 
rights and duties of apprentices# etc. " Though the redactors 
have recast this part of the D. O. 9 the provisions are not 
incompatible; they have merely included more of the provisions 
of the 1806 Actq ch. XI than did the redactors of the D. O. 
96. Commentaries, vol. 1, ch. 14,21 no. 49 p-427- 
97. Persons, p. 2809 note 84. 
98. The passage he cites states: "There is yet a fourth species 
of servants, if they may be so calledt being rather in a 
superiorg a ministerial capacity; such as stewardso factors, 
4nd bailiffs: whom however the law considers as servants,. Uro 
temM-r-e, -w-1Yh regard to such of their acts as affect their 
master's or employer's Property. " 
99. This is importantj lest the reference have been a Misprint. 
Batiza might no have changed his mind on this attribution: the 
relevant work-ias unavailable to me. Thisq howevert would not 
be important here; the content of the rule is not of interest. 
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% 
Et lee apprentifs qui sont ceux qui s'engagent 

a servir quelqu'un a Ileffet d'apprendre quelque 
arts meitier ou profession. " 

It should be noted that only the D. O. regulates apprenticeship: 
the C. N**. * Proj. An. VIII and C. Q. do not do so. 

100. Batiza 
gives passages of Blackstone as the sources classifying 
them as a "substantial influencell. lo'*Tucker 

refers to the 
1806 Actv ch. XIp s. lq and Pbthier. 102 'The section cited of 
the 1806 Act regulates the indentures of apprentices and 
enga, qfs: it cannot be described as a sources though it may 
well have inspiredp to some extents the last paragraph of 
the article. Pothier's provision cannot be taken as a source 
either; but his list of the various kinds of work capable 
of being the object of louage has some similarity to the 
list in the D. O. t though this is hardly surprising given 
that both the D. O. and Pbthier have similar notions of lease 

of work. 
103-Batiza is probably correct in giving Blackstone 

as the origin of this article; though he ought also to have 

cited another relevant passage. 
104-The 

wording of the D. O. 
does not follow Blackstone closely (perhaps it is influenced 
by Pothier to a slight extent); but what seems to indicate 
that the redactors were influenced by Blackstone is the 

similarity of the material covered in his work and in the 
D. O. 9 and especially the discussion of apprenticeso even 
though apprentices are the subject of the 1806 Act ch. XI. 
(It is important to note that Blackstone gave a modern 
discussion of the law on apprenticeship; none of the 

civilian sources consulted by the redactors seem to have 
done the same# while the 1806 Actq ch. XI only regulates 

certain aspects of the contract of apprenticeship. ) 

D. O. 4 (P-37) is of considerable interest: 

100. This will be considered infra. 
101.1 Commentaries,, %I nos. 2 and 3 (p. 426), ch. XIV. 
102. See Tuckerp Persons, p. 280, note 84. 
103. See Pothier,, T. C. L. no. 10, Bug. 4. * P-7. The passage 
is quoted in relevant part surra at note 41. 
104. To the reference in note 101 su ra probably should be 
added no. 1 (P-425). Note that this article of the D. O. 
was amended and improved in the 1823 BE-01-219 pp. 11-12. The 
Projet's recommendation became C. L. 157. 
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"Loraque quelqu'un s'eat engagg a en servir un autre 
pendant un tems fixe'9 moyennant une certaine somme 
ýlargent une fois pay6e, cette convention iquivalent 
a une ventel les obligations qui en resultent sont 
beaucoup plus 6troites et plus rigoureuses que celles 
des personnes qui ne font que louer leurs services 
Journaliers, moyennant de certains gages. 

Les obligations de ces derniers et lea regles qui 
en fixent 1`6tendue et lea bornes sont 'etablies au 
titre du louage. 11 

Batiza gives as the source Domat and Pbthierg classed as 
"partial influences'l. iO5*The D. L. V. gives no references; 
nor does Tucker. Batiza is mistaken in his "sources". 

Both Pothier and Domat (as cited) are dealing with that 
locatio classed by modern civilians as operis faciendi; the 

D, O. is concerned with locatio operarum. The D. O. article 
deals with engagess or indentured servants, who bind 
themselves for a fixed time in return for a certain sum of 
money in a contract regarded as equivalent to or analogous 
to a sale. it is this reference to sale which seems to have 

caused confusion for Batiza: the redactors are comparing 
the contract made by an indentured servant to that of sale 
(indeed a curious comparison, discussed further below); 

while Pothier and Domat are discussing whether a contract 
is one of sale or lease of work. The question posed by 
Pothier and Domat is one beloved of Roman jurists# and it 

is a question specific to the giving out of work on contract 
(locatio operis faciendi). The nature of this question, 
and the extent to which it differs from the D. O. articleg 
may most readily be grasped by giving an example. Suppose 
A contracts with a glovier that the latter should make him 

a pair of gloves. Is the contract lease of the glovier's 
services to make the glovesg with A as locator paying and 
the glovier as conductor carrying out the work9 or is it 

sale of the gloves by the glovier to A? What if A supplies 
the leather for the gloves, or what if the glovier supplies 
it himself? This is the nature of the debate found in 
Pothier and Domat, andq as pointed out, it is a debate 

105. Domatt Part. 1,, Bk. ip tit. IV. Sect. VIIp footnote to 
art. 3; Pothier, T. C. L. no- 394, Bug. 4, P-134. 
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traditional to civilian jurists. 106. It is obvious that the 

provision of D. O. 4 (P-37) has nothing to do with this debate: 

in fact# the texts of Fbthier and Domat simply cannot be 

compared to the D. O. article. The only similarity is in 

the mention of sale. Thus Pothier starts by saying: "Ce 

contrat a aussi beaucoup d'analogie avec le contrat de vente. " 

Domat makes a similar statement. 
107-The Batiza references 

cannot be to "sources", as the matter being discussed is 
quite different from that in D. O. 4 (P-37); nor is there 
any similarity in the wording of the D. O., Pothier and Domat 
such as would entitle one to argue that there has been 
influence on the language of the code. Batiza is here simply 
mistaken., If further proof were needed,, it should be 
sufficient to point out that, as regards those who let their 

services dailyf the D. O. here refers to its title on louage; 

no such reference is made for those who let their work for 

a 'Items fixell. Locatio operis faciendi is aleo dealt with 
in the title on lease, while the service of engaOs is nott 
being dealt with in this title of Book One: it is obvious 
that the D. O. is in this article not dealing with the same 

subject matter as Pbthier and Domat. It may be concluded: 
firstp that D. O. 4 (P-37) deals with enizag6s and those who 
lease their services (locatio operarum); secondt thatp 

following a long tradition, Pothier and Domat (as cited by 

Batiza) are debating whether certain circumstances amount 
to sale or lease of labour for a specific task (locatio 

operis faciendi); thirdf that Batiza is mistaken in his 

claim that Pbthier and Domat are the source of D. O. 4 (P-37); 

and fourtht thatf Batiza being wrong, and no other source 
being tracedp the redactors must have drawn up this article 

without borrowing from any single obvious source. 

The articley distinguishing clearly between engages 

and servants who were not indentedp was probably prompted 
by the existence of the 1806 Act, ch. XI: in any case# it 

provides useful definitions, and refers the reader of the 

106. See D. 19.2.2.1 and h. t. 22.2. Justinian attempted to 
solve the problem; see -Inst. 

3.24.4* 
107. See references in note 105 supra. 
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code to the title on louage 
'. 

Indentured servants were very 

much a part of life in Louisiana: penniless immigrants 

would bind themselves to serve for a term, and in return 

would have paid their passage to the New World. A supply 

of labour and of colonists was thus provided. 
108. 

D. O. 5 (P-37) states thus: 
"Ceux qui ont vendu ou engage leurs services pour un 
certain tems, et moyennant une certaine somme une 
fois pay6e, comme aussi les apprentifa qui se sont 
engages pour un certain tems, Ift Veffet d'apprendre 
un art# zeftier ou profession, doivent e"*tre contraints h Vex6cution sp-e-cifique de leurs engagemens respectifs, 
pour le tems qui est marque dans Vacte 'A moins qu'ils 
n1aient une juste cause pour en -etre dispens6sv ainsi 
qu'il est dit ei-apr8s. 11 

Batiza gives s. i of the i8o6 Act, ch. XI as a source of 
"substantial influence" on the D, O. article. D. L. V. also 

refers to s. i of this Act. Tucker states that s-5 is the 

"source" of the D. O. article. S. 1 provides: 
"That all and every person or persons who may be 
bound to serve either as an apprentice in any artv 
mystery or occupationg or as a servant for the sole 
purpose of ordinary or hard labort shall be bound 
to serve the term of time expressed in their 
indentures respectively.... 11 

The section continuesp providing that minors required the 

consent of their parentsv guardians or curators to be bound 

thust'09'and that the apprenticeship of minor females should 

end at or before they reached eighteen years of age while 

that of minor males should end at or before they reached 

twenty-one years; if either the male or female were over 

twenty-one at the time of entering "into indenture of 

apprenticeship or servitude". they could bind themselves for 

a period of up to seven years. 
110-S-5 

states that absconding 

apprentices or indentured servants may be forced to serve 

108. See J. H. Deilerj "The System of Redemptiorý in the State 
of Louisiana", 12 Louisa. Hist. Quar. (1929) pp-426-460; 
and Dech9nep 22. cit. 9 PP-50-77: though Dechbne deals with 
French Canadap her account is best in depicting the system 
of ellgagement for service in the colonies. 
iOSý. - Were there no such parents, guardians or curators in 
the country where the apprentice or servant resided, the 
mayor, or Judge, or justice of the peace had to consent. 
110. The 1823 Projet changed this to five years. See P. 12 
of the Projet: this recom: mendation became C. L. 160. 
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their masters or mistresses two days for every one day they 
have been absent without leavep or may be compelled to Pay 
damages. Tucker states thus: 

"One wonders why the draftsmen chose the right of 
specific performance over the already integral 
English actions for wrongful departure and wrongful 
retainer. Whatever their motivesp the choice must 
have been a conscious one since the latter are 
clearly exhibited in Blackstone. " Ill. 

Four points should be made. First, to say that these actions 
"are clearly exhibited in Blackstone" is to exaggerate. 

112. 

Secondq since the redactors are not setting out to codify 
Blackstoneq there can be no reason for surprise at the 

rejection of the English actions. Third$, the "English 

actions" 'are "integral" only if one presupposes that the 
law in this section of the Digest is intended to bev and 
in fact isq identical to the English law. There is no reason 
to suppose this was the intention of the redactors. Fourthp 
the 1806 Act, ch. XI presupposed that engages and apprentices 
be forced to the specific implement of their contract. 
Pothier also points out that servants may be compelled to 

return to their masters. 
113-Thusp in their provisiong the 

D. O. redactors here embodied the existing law on apprentices 
and engages. As Tucker himself points outq given the 

existing social and economic conditions in the Territoryp 
to compel apprentices and indentured servants to make specific 
implement of their contracts was sensible: 

114-apprentices 

and engages traditionally could be compelled to perform their 

contracts. 
115. 

ill. Tucker, Persons, p. 290, note 131. 
l12. There is no discussion of these actions in ch. 14 of 
the Commentaries, vol. 1; Blackstone makes glancing references 
to causes of departure and servants being retained: seep 
e. g., the passage quoted infra in note 124 and. the one quoted 
in the text infraq between notes 133 and 134- 
113. See T. C. L. no. 176, third paragrapho Bug. 4p p. 64- 
114. Persons, -p. 290, note 131. 
115. See Blackstonev Commentariest vol. 19 ch. 14 %I no. 2 
P. 426 (in some circumstances certain apprentices could be 
compelled to serve out their time); on the punishments for 
bound servants who ran away, see Dechb'nep U-cit-v pp. 69-71: 
she points outj at pp. 66-7o that masters could sell their 
engages. 
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D. O. 6 (P-37) gives a straight reference to the 1806 
Act, ch. XI for the form of the identures of apprentices 
and engaggs,: as such it need not be considered here. 116. 

D. O. 7 (PP-37-9) states as follows: 
"Il est de llessence de l1engagement forme entre le 
maltre, Venga 10' u apprentif que celui-ci s'oblige 

I ale 
o 

ýr servir em tre pendant tout le tems de l1engagementv 
et que le maltre sloblige de son cbt6 A le nourrir 
et entretenir pendant ce tems. 

Le maTtre doit en outre, A llýgard de Vapprentift 
Vinstruire dans son artv m6tier ou profession; et il 
est assez d1usage quten raison de cetter derni-ere 
obligationp le maTtre regoive une certaine somme de 
l1apprentifq comme prix 8u r6compense de 
Vinstruction qu'il doit donner. 11 117. 

Batiza giýres s. 2 of the 1806 Actt ch. XI as the "substantially 
influencing" source of this article. The D. L. V. also refers 
to s. 2 of the Actp to Part. 5.8.11 and to Febrero. 118. 

Tucker states the sources to be ss. 1t 2 and 6 of the 1806 
Actt and Blackstone. 119-The ley of the fifth Partida is of 
relevance. It starts: "Resciben los maestros salario de sus 
escolarest et otrosi, los menestrales de sus aprentices para 
mostrarles sus menestres"; but then the ley goes on to deal 

with the right of teachers and artisans to chastise their 

pupils and apprenticesq which is the real subject of the text. 

In so far as the ley states that masters may receive 

payment from their apprenticesq it has some relation to the 

subject matter of D. O. 7 (PP-37-9); but this is the extent 

of its relevance. Though this ley cannot be said to be 

the source of D. O. 7 (PP-37-9)9 it is quite compatible with 
the Digest's article. Febrero states that fathers may place 

their sons as pupils or apprentices with masters who shall 

teach them some art or trade, to which endq masters may 

116.18o6 Acto ch. XIj 8.2. 
117. Note that the English version renders: "Il est de liessence 
de Vengagement" as: "An implied condition of the contract" 
and: "nourrir and entretenir" as "to maintain". The 
significance (if any) of these differences is unclear. 
118. Pebreroj Parte Primera, ch. 15, § 4, no-322 pp. 245-246. 
119. Commentaries, vol. 1. P. 426 of ch. XIV- 
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chastise their apprentices as allowed by Part-5.8-11- 120. 

The passage from Febrero also is obviously compatible with 
the D. O. article. The Blackstone text is of similar importp 
stating in relevant part that: 

"Another species of servants are called apprentices (from Apprendrep to learn)v and are usually bound 
for a term of years,, by deed indented, or 
indentures to serve their mastersp and be maintained 
and instructed by them. This is usually done to 
persons of trade, in order to learn their art and 
mystery; and sometimes very large sums are given 121. 
with them, as a premium for such their instruction.... 

(It should be noted that the English version of D. O. 7 uses 
"premium" for "prix" and "to maintain" for 11nourir et 
entretenir". ) The 1806 Act is also obviously relevant. The 
forms and'styles of indentures for apprentices and bound 
servants found in s. 2 say much the same as D. O. 7P though 
in considerably more detail. In s. 6 it is said that if there 
is a school in the place where apprentice or servant are 
boundp should such apprentice or servant be under twenty-one 
years of age, a clause must be put in their indentures binding 
the master or mistress to teach or to cause to be taught 
the apprentice or servant to read and writet and to be 
instructed in arithmetic. 

The D. O. article is obviously compatible with a whole 
range of provisions. What is of importance though, is that 
it gives an abbreviated version of the rules found in s. 2 

of the 1806 Act, ch. XI: the D. O. here is continuing the 
law in force. This saido it is obvious that Blackstone has 

exerted some influence on the wording of the article. The 

articlep howevery describes the standard relationship between 

apprentice and masterp the nature of which was identical all 

over Europe; this is why the D. O. redactors were able to 
borrow the phrasing of Blackstonep and why the article is 

compatible with the Castilian texts. This is an important 

pointl and it will be returned to later. 

120. We have already discussed this text of Febrero in 
connection with -puissance Paternelle; see supra, ch-4, at 
notes 587-588. 
121. Commentariesp vol. 1 ch. XIV, %I no. 2.9 P-426. 
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D. O. 8 (P-39) provides thus: 
"Les engagemens fait entre les enýýgesq les 
apprentifs et les ma&res peuvent etre rieedus 
avant le tems fixe dans le contratp soit a la 
r6qulýte desdits engages ou apprentifs respectivementp 
soit a celle des mýTires, s'ils ont une juste cause 
pour demander cette re'solutiong et dans ce cas, le 
juge ordonnera la restitution d'une partie du 
prix paye"- sur l1engagement, proportionnie- au tems 
ciui reste ý[ courir sur celui qUi aurait 6týe fixe-, si 
ce nlest clue la rie-solution ait ; 5tei-causee par la 
faute de celui qui avait pay'e ce prix, dans lequel 
cas ii n'y aura lieu 'd aucune restitution. " 

The D. L. V. gives no references; Batiza and Tucker both refer 
to Blackstone, 122. 

Batiza limiting himself to %I no. 2 

P-426, while Tucker refers to pp. 425 and 426, thus including 

no. 1 ofjý1.1230Batiza classes Blackstone as a "substantial 
influence". Batiza must be correct: I cannot see any 
relevance in no. 1 oflil, P-425,, which deals with menial 
servants or domestics. 124 'The passage of the D. O. does differ 
from Blackstonet however; Blackstone states that "Apprentices 
to trades may be discharged on reasonable cause, either at 
the request of themselves or masters, " and he adds that the 
judges "may... if they think it reasonable) direct restitution 125. 
of a rateable share of the money given with the aplrentice... 
It should be noted that, first, Blackstone appears to state 
the judges as having more discretion in the matter of 
restitution of moneyp and, second, he does not mention 

engages. EnqaP,, 6s were included in the article because of 
the 1806 Act, ch. XI and their importance in the Territory. 

Although the 1806 Act, ch. XI has no section providing 

specifically as D. O. 8 (P-39)p and although the article has 

been influenced strongly by Blackstonev the provision is 

122. Commentaries, vol. I ch. XIV, 'SI. 
123. See Tuckerg Personsq p. 280t note 84. 
124. The only passage from this section of Blackstone that 
could be taken as having, any relevance here is the following: 
"and no master can put away his servanty or servant leave 
his masterg after being so retained, either before or 
at the end of his term without a quarter's warning; unless 
upon reasonable cause to be allowed by a justice of the 
peace.... It PP-425-6. I am not convinced that this has 
any bearing or has had any influence; it has nothing to do 
with engaizes or apprentices. 
125. Commentaries, vol. I ch. 14P ý3' 1 no. 29 P-426. 
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quite compatible with the Actp whicht in its 8.3. governed 
the matter of either party violating the contract: this 

section states, inter alia, that if a master or mistress 
has not discharged his or her duty towards his or her 

apprentice or (indentured) servant or if the apprentice or 

servant has not discharged his or her duty towards his or 
her master or mistress9 the aggrieved party could apply to 

the judge of the county who could "take such order and 
direction between the master and mistressp apprentice or 

servant as the equity and justice of the case may require. " 

This must cover the same circumstances and results as the 

"Just cause" and Possible restitution of D. O. 8 (P-39). 126. 

Though no Castilian source has been referred top the law 

there presumably would have contained similar provisionsp 

as would only have been just (cf. Part. 5.8.11). 

D, O. 9 (P-39) states that: 
I'Si un mattre maltraite son engage' ou son apprentifq 
ou se conduit cruellement ou ne remplit pas les 
obligations qulil avait contractle-es envers lui; et 
de ffelae si ledit engag'e ou apprentif se sauve ou 
stabsente de chez son malktreq sans permission ou slil 
ne remplit pas son devoir ou ses obligations envers 
lui, chacun de ses actes pourra 'etre consid7ere- co=e 
une juste cause pour de"charger la partie lese6e de 
ses engagemenag ou pour lui accorder telle autre 

.0 

reparation que Vglquitýe ou la nature du cas pourra 
exiger, 9 la discretion du juge. 11 

Tucker 
127-and Batiza both give the source of this article 

as 8.3 of the 1806 Act, ch. xi; the latter classifying 
it as an "almost verbatiml in part" source. The D. L. V. 

refers to 88.3 and 5 of the Act, and Part. 5.8.11. Tucker and 28 
Batiza here are surely correct; 8.3 is the obvious direct source. 

126. This section is quoted in note 128 infra. 
127. Personsp p. 280p note 84. 
128. S-3 states thus: "And be it further enacted, That if any 
master or mistress shall abuse or cruelly or evilly treat or 
shall not discharge his or her duty towards his or her 
apprentice or servantp or if said apprentice or servant shall 
abscond or absent him or herselft from the service of his or 
her master or mistressv without leave, or shall not do or 
discharge his or her duty to his or her master or mistress# then 
said master or mistressp or apprentice or servant, being 
aggrievedv shall or may apply to the judge of any county where 
the parties reside for redress, who, after giving due notice 
to the party against whom the complaint is lodgedv and bring 
said parties (by warrant or otherwise) before himp and take such 
order and direction between the said master and mistress, 
apprentice or servant as the equity and justice of the case 
may require. " 
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S. 5 concerns only absconding apprentices and bound servants; 
it states that such may be compelled to serve two days for 

every day of unauthorised absenceg or pay such damages as 
are decided to be "equitable and just"s Thusq though the 

provision of 8.5 is not specifically covered by D. O. 9 (P-39)v 

8*5 is related to the circumstances laid out in the articlev 
and the D. L. V. has referred to a provision which is 

relevant to the D. O. article, though not a source of same. 
Part. 5.8.11 deals exclusively with masters beating their 

apprentices pretty severely. There it is said that the 

apprentice ought to be freed from the apprenticeship, to 

receive back the payment made (el ). and that the master 
ought to make amends 11como este A bien vista del judgador 

et de homes bonos. **tt, The Partidas' text is thus more 
restricted than the D. O.; it is nonetheless quite compatible 
with the Louisianian article. The D. O. provision is only 

reasonableg and obviously is taken from s-3 of the 1806 Actp 

ch. XI. It is likely that any such apprenticeship contract 
would always be liable to resolution in this way: Blackstone 

stated that apprenticeships could be dissolved for "reasonable 

cause" ; 
129. the circumstances narrated in D. O. 9 (P-39) 

would undoubtedly have amounted to such "reasonable cause". 

D. O. 10 (P-38) is as follows: 
"A master may correct his indented servant or 
apprentice for negligence or other misbehaviourp 
_rrovided 

he does it with moderation; but he cannot 
exercise such right with those who only let their 
daily services. " 130. 

Both Tucker131-and Batiza give Blackstone as the source Of 
132. this articlev Batiza describing him as the "almost 

verbatim" source. The D. L. V. refers to Part. 5.8. il and 
Febrero-133-Blackstone states: 

129. Commentaries, vol. 19 ch. XIVv i no. 2 P-426. 
130. The French version, D. O. 10 (P-39) states thus: "Un 
mýTtreq peut corriger son engagg ou apprentifp lorsqu'il est 
negligent ou se conduit malt rouryu qulil le fasse avec 
mode'rationg mais il ne peut exercer un pareil droit envers 
ceux qui ne font que louer leurs services journaliers. " 
131. Personst p. 280s note 84. 
132. Cgmmeatgrigs, vol. Is ch. XIV, 6)11, first parts second 
paragraphs P-428. 
133. Febrerot Parte Primeraq ch. 15p %IVp no-329 pp. 245-6. 
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"A master may by law correct his apprentice for 
negligence or other misbehaviourg so it be done with 
moderation: though if the master or master's wife 
beat any other servant of full ageo it is a good 
cause of departure. " 

Part. 5.8.11 says, in relevant part: 
11[L]os maestros ... et otrosi los menestrales... cada 
uno dellos e8 tenudo los Usc. escolares et aprentices] 
ensernfar... et castigar con mesura... ; pero este 
castigamiente debe seer mesuradamiente et con recabdo 
de manera que ninguno dellos non finque lisiado nin 
ocasionado por las feridas quel there su maestro. " 

It is obvious that ley 11 is compatible with the D. O. article; 
but Tucker and Batiza are correct in giving Blackstone as 
the source of D. O. 10 (P-39). Part-7.8.9 deals with the 

same point in a more general fashion# providing that a 
Cj senor may beat his servants. 

134*Pebrero states that those 
instructing apprentices could chastise themp so long as 
the master "no los lisien en los cuerpos": he cites Part. 
5.8.11 as authority. If Part-7.8.9 is taken along with 5.8. 
ily it is possible that D. O. 10 (P-39) changes the law. 
Certainly the test of what punishment is permissible 
(punishment given in moderation) is taken from Blackstone. 
It should be noted that implicit in Blackstone's statement 
is the idea that any servant not of 

, 
full g&e may be beaten; 135. 

this is different from the D. O., where it is specifically 
said that servants who are not apprentices and engag6s may 

not be beaten. The reason for the redactors not following 

Blackstone here is difficult to discover. Given that 

Louisiana was a slave-owning society., it might well have 

been considered inappropriate for free servants to be 

chasti8edq except for those who were indenturedt as being 

rather more at the disposal of their masters. It should be 

noted that in the 1823 Projet this article was amended to 

forbid chastisement of free servants using a whip; it was 
there stated that: "The reason of this restrictiong in a 

134. See supra,, introduction to this chapter at note 60. 
135. The r-e-re-vant passage states that a master may beat his 
apprenticep but that if the master or his wife beats "any 
other servant of full age".. it is "good cause for departure": 
obviously a master may beat any servant not of full age. 
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country like ours, needs no explanation. 
036-Fear 

of treating 

free men as slaves might well have caused the restriction 
(engajz'e of chastisement to only apprentices and engaELes ist 

of courset are mentioned in none of the sources). 

D. O. il (P. 39) states thus: 
"Le me(hre peut intenter une action contre un tiers 
pour avoir battu ou estropi-e- son serviteur, mais dans 
ce cas il doit fonder son action sur le tort qu'il 
a reýu par la privation de son service, et ce tort 
doit thre prouve- lors du jugement de la cause. " 

Batiza givesy as the "almost verbatim" source, Blackstone; 137. 

as does Tucker. 138. Both are correct. 139-The D. L. V. gives 
no reference; but it is a fair assumption that the Castilian 
law would have allowed a similar action, though I can trace 

no relevant text in the Partidas. The important point is 
that the redactors are here following Blackstone. It should 
be noted that in this article the redactors have returned 
to using the generic term I'serviteur"; this will be 

considered later. 

D. O. 12 (P-38) states thus: 
"A master may justify an assault in defence of his 
servant and a servant in defence of his master; the 
masterp because he has an interest in his servantp 
not to be deprived of his service; the servantp 
because it is part of his duty for which he receives 
wagesq to stand by and defend his master. " 140.141. 

Batiza gives Blackstone as the "almost verbatiallsource; 

136. See 1823 Projet,, P-13: see C. L. 167. 
137. Commentaries, vol. Ip ch. XIVt i. ýIII, Ist. par., P-429. 
138. Persons, p. 280, note 84. 
139. Blackstone states: "A master also may bring an action 
against any man for beating or maiming his servant: but in 
such case he must assignq as a special reasong his own 
damage by the loss of his service; and this loss must be 
proved upon the trial. " 

it 140. The French version, D. O. 12. (P-39) states thus: Le 
meitre peut se justifier d'avoir attaqUe quelqu"un, s'il 
ne Va fait que pour deýfendre son serviteurg et le serviteur 
peut se justifier d1une semblable attaque, lorsqulil ne Va 
faite que pour 

jq9fendre 
son maitre. 9 parce"clutil est de 

Itint-erlet du maitre de nt'gtre point prive de son service, et 
Wil est du devoir du serviteurg pour lequel il rejoit des 
gagesp de se tenir pr"eis de son mattre, et de le d6fendre. 11 
141. Reference as note 137 

-su-pra: 
"A master likewise may 

Justify an assault in defence of his servant, and a servant 
in defence of his master: the masterg because he has an 
interest in his servant, not to be deprived of his service; the 
servantq because it is part of his duty, for which he receives 
his wages, to stand by and defend his master. " 
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Tucker does likewise. 142. The D. L. V. refers to Part-7.8.6; 
this is an abvious mistake for Part. 7.8.16. The latter 
ley deals with the duty of slaves and servants to aid their 
masterp, mistress and the latter's childreng if someone 
attempts to murder or injure them: "Acorrer deben los servios 
et los sirvientes de casa al seRor 64 la se'niaora 64 los 
fijos dellos luego que vieren que algunos los quieren matar 
6 ferir. 11 The ley goes on to detail the actions a servant 
should take in defence of his mastery etc.: servants should 
protect their master by using their hands2 or arms, or by 

putting themselves in the middle of those attempting to 

commit the murder or by shouting for help. Likewise a 

servant should prevent his master from murdering himself or 
his wife or his children in a fit of anger. If any servant 
failed to do these thingst he ought to be killed. The ley 

expands on the penalty and on defences. Nowhere is there 

mention of the se'n"'or aiding his servant. The reference of 
the D. L. V. is to a ley with some bearing on the D. O. article; 
but it is obvious that the Louisiana redac'tors have copied 
their provision from Blackstone. 

The D. O. states that the master and servant have a 
reciprocal duty to defend each other, based on their 

respective rights of service and to receive wages; the. IgZ 

of the Partida Septima merely states that servants have a 
duty to defend their mastersq without any reference to 

anything they receive in returng other than stating that if 

they do not defend their masters, they may be executed. The 

D. O. redactors here must have approved of Blackstone ts 

formulation of a reciprocal duty of protection between 

master and servant; a duty arising out of their respective 

rights and duties under the contract. The Partidas in this 

put forward a very different conception of the 
. 
Le 
relationship between master and servant: one which the 

Louisiana redactors have not adopted. 

142. Persons, p. 280, note 84. 
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D. O. 13 (P-39) is as follows: 
I'Le maltre est responsable des d6lits et cluasi de-lits 
co=is par son serviteur, suivant les re-i-les I-etablies 
au titre des asi contrats et quasi d'Elits. " 

Batiza and Tucker' rport to find the source of this 

article in BlackstoneI44-: a "substantial influence". The 
D. L. V. refers to Part. 7-13-4. Blackstone merely enunciates 
a rule of tortious liability: 

"As for those things which a servant may do on 
behalf of his masterp they seem all to proceed upon 
this principlev that the master is answerable for the act 
of his servantv if done by his command either 
expressly given or implied: namp qui facit per ali 
facit per se. Therefore if Th-e servant commit a 
trespass by the command or encouragement of his 
master2 the master shall be guilty of ity though the 
servant is not thereby excusedq for he is only to 145. 
obey his master in matters that are honest and lawful. " 

This is not really the "source" of D. O. 13 (P-39). Given 

that Blackstone seems to have been influential on the order 

of this qhapter, it is possible (but only possible) that his 

work suggested the inclusion of this article. The D. O. 

article is only giving a reference to another title of the 

code; the rule that a master is liable for the delicts of 
his servants is stated only as a broad general principle, 146. 
and to attribute influence to Blackstone is very misleading. 
Delictual liability for servants will be dealt with laterp 

and Part-7-13-4 will be discussed then: likewise it is not 

a "source" of the D. O. article. 

D. O. 14 (P-38) provides thus: 
"The master is answerable for the damage caused to 
individuals or to the community in general, by 
whatever is thrown out of his house into the street 
or public road, in as much as the master has the 
superintendance and police of his house, and is 

143. Persons, p. 280p note 84.1 
144. Commentaries vol. It ch. XJV, tIII 2nd. paragrapht 
p-429. 
145. Ibid. t PP-429-430. 
146. Since Batiza founds conclusions on the numerical frequency 
of sources, the inclusion of a "source" such as this shows 
that his numerations are misleading: indeed the rules on 
the master's liability for servants in the relevant title 
are in fact of Prench origin. 
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responsible for the faults committed therein.,, 147. 

Tucker148-and Batiza give Blackstone149-as the sourcep 
classed as "almost verbatim". This must be correct. The 
D. L. V. refers to Part. 7.15.25 which deals with objects 
thrown from the house into the street: it does not mention 
servants in particular; but it is to be presumed that they 

would be included in the provisions of the ley by implication. 
Blackstone states that: 

"A master is ... chargeable if any of his family 
layeth or casteth any thing out of his house into 
the street or common highwayq to the damage of any 
individual, or the common nuisance of his majestyts 
liege people; for the master hath the superintendance 
and charge of all his household. And this also agrees 
with the civil law; which holdsl that the rater 
familias, in this and similar cases., tob alterius 
culpam tenetur, sivi servi sive liberi-F 150. 

Thus# it may be seen that Blackstone states the rule as 
applying to members of the "family" generally: he obviously 
classes servants as members of the family. Secondp Blackstone 
notes that the principle he gives is the same as that of 
the Roman law; it cannot be stated that in this article the 
D. O. has imported a rule of common law. Indeedp the 
principle of the Roman law is as cited by Blackstonep and 
is the same as the rule in Part-7-i5.25. D. O. 14 (P-39) 
differs in specifically applying the rule to servants; but 
this is merely a particular example of a general rule, and 
would be comprehended within the Roman provisions. 

151. 

ILýý. The French version, D. 0-14 (P-39). 
9 states thus: "Le 

=itre est responsable pour tout ce qu'on jette de sa maison 
qans la rue ou dans le grand chemin et qui cause du dommage 
a quelqu'un en particulierp ou peut lhýKe pre'Judiciable aux 
habitans du lieu en g'en-eralt car le maitre a la surintendance 
de la police de sa maison et est responsable de toutesles 
fautes qui s'y commettent. 11 
148. Persons, p. 280, note 84. 
149. Comment'aries,, vol. 19 ch. 149 %IIIY p-431- 
150. Ibid. 
151. See D. 9-3-1 pr: Praetor ait de his, qui-deiecerint vel 
effuderint: "Unde in eum locum, quo vulgo iter fiet vel in 
quo consistetur deiectiLm vel effusum quid eritp quantum ex 
ea re damnu-m datum factumve erit, in eum, qui ibi 
habitaveritp in duplum iudicium dabo. 11 H. t. 5-1: Si quis 
gratuitas habitationes dederit libertis et clientibus vel 
Suis vel uxoris, ipsum eorum nomine teneri Trebatius ait: 
quod verum est. " Also see Justinian's Inst. 4-5-1. 
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Blackstone may have prompted the inclusion of this rule 
here; but the rule has a Roman origin. This article is 

similar to D. O. 17 (P-321) (Book 3P title Wo which gives 
a further refinement of the Roman rule; but this latter 

article need not be discussedp as its rule is consistent 

with D. O. 14 (P-39) and does not have a particular bearing 

on master and servant. 
152* 

It is now appropriate to consider Book Three, Title VIII9 

Du Louage, 9 and to discuss the provisions it contains relating 
to master and servant. The first chapter of the title has 

some relevant provisions. D. O. I (P-373) states thus: 

"Il ya deux sortes de contrats de louagep savoir: 
Le louage des choses; 
Et le louage d'ouvrage. 11 

(It should be noted that in the English version, I'louage 

d1ouvragell is rendered "letting out of labour or industry". ) 

Batiza gives as the equal "almost verbatim" sources of this 

article Proj. An VIII, 3.13.1 and C. N. 1708. He is correct. 
The D. L. V. refers to Part. 5.8.1., Domat, 153-Pothierl54-and 

Febrero-155-The Quinta Partida gives a definition similar 
to that of the D. O., but without the clear division found 
in the latter into lease of work and lease of things: 

"Loguero propiamente es quando un home loga A otrop 
obras que ha de facer por su personag 6 otorgar un 
home 4 otro poder de usar su cosa et de servirse 
della por cierto prescio quel ha de pagar en 
dineros contados.... " 

Febrero gives a conventional definition of arrendamiento; 

152. It is of interest to note that D. O-i7 (P-321) is taken 
verbatim from Proj. & VIIIP 3.3-17. This article was 
excluded from the final redaction of the C. N. D. O. 17 
(P-321) was suppressed by the 1823 Projet (p. 293) and does 
not appear in the C. L. of 1825, the relevant chapter of 
which was recast to more resemble the C. N. The D. L. V. 
refers to Domat, Pt. 11 Bk. 29 tit. 8 sect. Isarts. 1-6 
and Part. 7.15.20 and 26; all of these give versions of the 
relevant Roman rules, for which see D. 9-3y Rle U-s- c. Lu-i 
effuderint vel deiecerint. 
153. Part. Ip Bk. 1, tit. 49 preamble. 
154. T. CO op Introduction, Bug. 4P P-1: though I cannot 
decipher the D. L. V. ts reference, I am certain it must be 
as given here. 
155. Febrerop Parte Primera, chap. 9 %19 p. 234, no. 1. 
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this definition lacks the clear division into two found 
in the French code. Pbthier states that: 'III ya deux es]ýeices 
de contrats de louage: le louage des choses,, et le louage 

156. - 
des ouvra; zes. 11 Pothier,, as already pointed out, treats 
locatio operarum as part of louage des choses: his louage 

des ouvrages deals solely with locatio o-Peris faciendi (to 

use modern civilian terminology). Although Ebthier's 
definition appears ex facie to be the same as that of the 

D. O. and C. N.,, the meaning he attributes to chose and 
ouvrage is different from that found in the D. O. and C. N.: 

he could only have exerted an influence on the form of the 

French code's article. The first sentence of the preamble 
to Domat's title IV (as cited by the D. L. V. ) is compatible 
with the provisions of the D. O. and C. N.; it is, according 
to Olivier-Martin# the source of the provision of the French 

code. 
157-Domat 

gives meanings to lease of work and lease 

of things identical to those found in the C. N. 158. Thusq in 

this article the D. O. has followed the French redactorsp 
who themselves followed Domat. The Castilian sources referred 
to by the D. L. V. obviously give similar definitions; but 
these definitions do not have the developed and clear 
division of louage into two types as found in the Prench 

sourcesp being closer to the Roman unified conception of 
locatio conductio. 

156. See su rag text at notes 37-40. 
157. Louage, P. 466. 
158. Domat states thus: "Ce titre comprend le commerce ciue 
font les hommesq en se communiquant llusage des chosesp ou 
de leur industriev ou de leur travail, pour un certain 
prix..., Carp comme il nlest pas possible que tous ayent en 
propre toutes lgs choses 

I 
dont ils ont besoin, ni que chacun 

fasse par soy-meme ce qu on ne peut avoir que par 11industriet 
et par le travail, et qu'il ne seroit pas JuBte que Vusage 
des choses des autres, ni celuy de leur industrie et de leur 
travail fut toujours gratuit, il a 'ete necessaire qu'on en 
fist commerce.... [A'ýnsi on fait co=erce 

'0 
de Vindustrie et 

du travail ou a prix fait. - ou a la journeep ou par des 
autres marchez. 11 See note 153 supra for reference. 

/1 
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The next relevant article in the first chapterp D. O. 
3 (P-373)9 provides as follows: 

I'Le louage d1ouvrage, est un contrat par lequel 
l'une des partieB s'engage a faire quelque chose 
pour Vautre, moyennant un prix convenu entre elles. 11 

C. N. 1710 is identical; Proj. An VIII, 3.13.3 is very 
similarp though perhaps phrased to account for locatio operis 
faciendi alone rather than for this locatio as well as that 

operarum: 
159-this infelicity in phrasing perhaps explains 

why the D. O. redactors preferred C. N. 1710.160. The D. L. V. 

refers to Part. 5.8.1 and 3. Domat, 16l. Pbthier 162. 
and 

Febrero. 163-The 
relevant section of Part. 5.8.1 has been 

quoted above; im 3 of that title, in relevant part, states: 
110biýas que home faga con sus manosp et bestias ýetc. ] 

... et todas las otras cosas que home suele alogarp 
pueden seer logadas 6 arrendadas. 11 

The. IgZ expands on this, except for giving further details 

of lease of work. The provision is obviously compatible 
with D. 0; 3 (P-373)p but lacks the clear division of lease, 
found in the D. O. and C. N. p into louage des choses and 
louage d'ouvrage (and indeed the same may be said for the 

whole of this title of the Partidas). Pebrero, as cited, 
states: 

"Todas las cosas del commercio humano, ya sean 
mueblesp raices 6 semovientesq y las obras de 
manos pueden ser arrendados con libre y espontaneo 
consentimiento del locador y conductor por, tiempo 
limitado 6 por la vida de alguno de elles o de 
ambo s. .. 

[etc. ]. " 

Though Febrero distinguishes work from objects of human 

commercep he is not making the clearl conceptual distinction 

of arrendamiento into two found in the French sources; 
indeed, the rest of his chapter does not properly deal with 
--- 

159. Prol. An VIII., 3.13-3 states thus: I'Le louage d'ouvrage 
est un contrat par lequel l'une des parties donne quelque 
chose laý faire 9ý llautrep moyennant un prix convenu entre 
ell es. 11 
160. Batiza gives C. N. 1710 as the "verbatim" sourceq and 

. 
Prol. An VIII, 3.13.3 as a subsidiary one. 
161., Pt. 19 Bk. 19 tit. 49 sectn. I. art. 
162. T. C. L. no. 393, Bug. 4, P-133- 
163. Febrerop Parte Primerap ch. 9p ý1 no. 4., p. 235- 
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lease of work. 
164-Domat 

gives in the passage cited a general 
definition of lease of things and lease of labour; this 
definition is quite compatible with the article of the D. O. 
Pothier treats specifically of locatio operis faciendip not 
of lease of work as a whole: although D. O. 3 (P-373) 

comprehends locatio operis faciendi, it also includes locatio 

operarump which Pothier discusses under louage des choses. 
165. 

There can be no doubt that this article is copied from the 
C. N.; rather than contradicting the Castilian lawt howeverp 
the article is more developed, in following a clear analysis 
of louage into two forms. 166. 

D. O. 5 (P-373) states that: 
"Le'louage d1ouvrage,, ou servicey se subdivise aussi 
en plusieurs, esp`8ecesq ainsi qu'il sera expliqug 
en son lieu. " 

The main effect of this article is to refer to subsequent 
parts of the title. Both the C. N. (1711) and the Proj. An 
VIII (3-13-4) had here defined the various forms of louagep 

whether of choses 
, or of ouvrage. In its articles 49 5 and 6 

(P-373) (the equivalent to C. N. 1711) the D. O. has departed 
from the model of the French redactors: this has no 
significance for us. 167-The third chapter of this title is 

164. Note that Febrero's statement is hardly satisfactory: 
there could not be a lease of one's labour for onets life, 
as he seems to suggest. See infrap text and notes at 
notes 177-178. 
165. The second paragraph of T. C. L. no. 393P Bug. 4P P-133 
states thus: I'Dans le louage des choses, ctest le conducteur 
clui stoblige de payer le prix du louage au locateur; contra, 
dans le louage d'ouvrage, ctest le locateur qui s'oblige 
de payer le prix du louage au conducteur. 11 This explains 
why Pothier discussed locati. 2 operarum with locatio rei (as 
already suggested above in note 467---in the contract 
operarumt the conductor paid the locator. See text supra 
at notes 17-18,1 
166. By saying that the French sources are "more developed"t 
I should not be taken as implying they are somehow necessarily 
better than the Castiliant in having progressed further in a 
teleology culminating in the trichotomy: I should be 
understood as implying that there has been an attempt to 
refine the analysis of louagep and to make it more 
conceptually satisfactory. 
167. Note that in D. O. 4 and 6 (P-373)9 there are accounts 
of the various forms of louage des chosesp th h there are 
none such for louaqe d'ouvraE-- 0- -30U5. . Le in D 0.5 (P 
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headed "Du louage d'Ouvrage et de Service": this is the 

chapter equivalent to those entitled by both the C. N. and 
Proj. An VIII as "Du louage d'ouvrage et d1undustrie". It 
is interesting to note that the English version of the D. O. 

calls this chapter "Of the Letting out of Labour or Industry 

and is thus closer to the C. N. and its ProJet. 
168. All three 

codes start this chapter with a general provisionp whichp 
in that of Louisiana, D. O. 55 (P-383)9 provides thus: 

"Le louage a trois objets principaux: 
1. Celui des gens de travailt qui se louent au 
service de quelqu'un; 
2. Celui des voituriers, tant par terre que par eau, 
que se chargent du transport des persormes ou 
marchandises; 
3. Les devisq ou march6s dtouvrages. " 

The first line of the English version reads: "Labour may be 
let out in three ways., " while its third subdivision reads: 
"Workmen hire out their labour or industry to make buildings 

or other works. " Batiza states that the "almost verbatim" 
source of this article is Proj. An VIIIP 3-13-109; he 

gives C. N. 1779 as a subsidiary source. Proj. An VIII9 3. 
13-109 is virtually identical to D. O. 55; the only difference 

of significance being that where D. O. 55 starts "Le louage 

a... lip the Proj. An VIII's article starts "Ce louage": it 
thus is rather more sensible. 169. C. N. 1779 has been quoted 

170. 
already; its first line reads: "Il ya trois espe-ces 
principales de louage d'ouvrage et d'industrie, " while its 
third subdivision reads: "Celui des entrepreneurs d'ouvrages 

par suite de devis ou march-e's". Thus, it may be seen that 
in form the English version of D. O. 55 is closer to the 

C. N., while the French version is closer to the Prod. An 

VIII: in factv the English version resembles a translation 

of C. N. 1779 rather than appearing a translation of the 

French version of D. O. 55. In the 1825 C. L., the first 

168. It is difficult to see what significance there is in this. 
169. There are two other differences: first, the 1800 Proj6t 
has "des" before I'marchandi-ses" in its second subdivision; 
and secondp it has no comma after I'devis" in its third 
subdivision. 
170. See text supra, introduction to this chapterp (iv) D. 
Subdivision two is not quoted there; this is unimportantv 
as it is identical to the same subdivision of the 1800 
ProJet. 
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line of the French version of D. O. 55 (P-383)9 now C. L. 
2716, was altered to be identical to the first line of 
C. N. 1779# though the 1823 Projet proposed no such change-171. 
The significance of all these differences and changes is 
quite unclearp especially when there is no difference in 

meaning between the articles; what is clearp howevery is 
that the redactors, in compiling the Digest, were involved 
in a complex process of borrowing and adaption. 

172. 

The general provisions on lease in the D. O. p setting 
out the distinction between lease of services (locatio 

operarum), and the other forms of lease have been set out 
abovey as have the equivalent provisions found in the C. N., 
the 

' 
ProJ*' An VIII9 Domat. 9 Pothier, title VIII of the, Partida 

Quinta: this enables us to suggest the likely origins of 
the conceptual scheme of the D. O. on lease (but not that 

of title VI of Book Onep which will be discussed infra as 
raising wider issues). It is obvious that the D. O. has 
followed either the C, N. or Proj. An VIII (or both; which 
is irrelevant) and thus the redactors have adopted the 
French bipartite division of louagep which probably 
originated in Domat. Pbthier also has a bipartite division 

of louage, p but his is different in substance from that of 
the D. O. and C. N. The Partidas do not contain this division; 

nor does Febrero: they do distinguish between the various 
objects of lease, but there is no distinction of a 
conceptual nature. In the manner of the Roman sourcesy 
neither the 

' 
Partidas nor Febrero classify lease into various 

types according to the object and form of the contract: in 

similar fashionp they do not structure their discussion of 
lease to take account of different types of lease; for them 

there is one unified contract of lease which may have 

different objects. Thusp though the referenced made in the 

171. The last line of D. O. 55 (P-383) stdyed in its original 
form. 
172. No satisfactory explanation can be suggested for this 
article. What of the fact that the English title of the 
chapter is closer to the O. N. than is the French? 
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D. L. V. to Castilian sources are to passages related to 
the subject matter of the articles of the D. O. v these 

passages cannot be said to have been a source of the D. O. 's 

provisions. The D. L. V. also refers to Domat and Pothier: 

againp the references are to related passagest though 

since Domat probably inspired the C. N. 's approach to 

lease, he is closer to the D. O. than is Pothier. The 

conceptual scheme and the actual articles on the nature 
and types of lease found in the D. O. are of Prench origing 
taken from the C. N. and ProJ. An VIIIp and deriving 

ultimately from Domat: the reasons for the actions here of 
the redactors will be canvassed infra. 

I The'first section of chapter three of the eighth title 

of the third book is headed "Du Louage des Domestiques 

et Ouvriers"; it contains five articles. The equivalent 
section of both the C. N. and its Projet has the same'title. 
It will be recalled that the C. N. has only two articles 
in this section: 1780 and 1781.173-The D. O. has rejected 
C. N. 1781 and its 1800 Projet equivalent, Proj. An VIII. 9 
3.13-110.174. This article provided thatp in certain disputes 
between master and servants the master was to be believed 

on oath. That the oath of the master should be decisory 
in disputes between master and servant, in the absence of 

written proof, was the jurisprudence of the ancien droit. 175. 

The master's decisory oath cannot have been rejected as - 

being not found in Castilian laws as it is clear that'in 

such circumstances the Castilian laws as previously applied 
in Louisianal would have permitted proof by oath of the 

master; and the D. O. redactors must be presumed to have 

173. See 
-su]2raq 

introduction to this chapter., '(Jv) D. 
174. This is identical to C. N. 1781; note that the Projet's 
equivalent of C. N. 1780 is 3-13-111-, 

"Domestique" 175. See e. g. Guyot' Re-pertoirep vole 6, s-v- 
p. 102; or Merlin, R6pertoire. 'vol. 4 (1812) s. v. 
"Domestique". IVP P-5. 
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known this. 176. One may only conclude that the redactors 

considered that disputes between master and servant should 

not be governed by special rules of proofq and that the 

master should not be privileged. If this is correct# it 

could be taken as evidence of the influence of liberal 

individualismo notions of freedom of contract and belief 

in the formal equality of contracting parties; but this 

should probably not be stressedg and the reason for the 

rejection of this rule should be left undecidedg though the 

rejection does indicate the treatment of relations between 

master and servant from a more conventional contractual 

viewpoint. 

The'first article of this sections D. O. 56 (P-383) 

states that "On ne peut engager ses services qula tems, ou 

pour une entreprise dlegtermin'ee. " This is identical to C. N. 

1780, and similar to Prol. An VIIIs 3-13-111 (the formerp 

according to Batizas the "verbatim" sources and the latter 

a subsidiary one). The 1800 Projet states that "On ne 
peut engager ses services qulaii tempst et non pour la vie. " 

The D. L. V. gives no references. A passage from Febrero's 

work, already quoteds appears to suggest that one may lease 

out oneself for life; this seems likely to be a careless 
slip on the part of Febrero, the result of a slackly 

composed sentence*177-It should be recalled that Febrero 

does not distinguish at all between lease of work and lease 

of things, and is more concerned with the latter than with 

the former. In his gloss on Puero Real 4.4.8, Montalvo does 

discuss whether or not one could grant a lease of oneself 

for life (in perpetuum) and he concludes that one could not 

176. See Puero Real, 4.4.8 and Fuero Vie op 4-3-5P and the 
Latin gloss of'V-ontalvo on Puero Real, 4.4.8 as found in the 
1544 edition. It should be' pointed out that in both Pueros 
the provision on oaths is not so dogmatically phrased as in 
the C. N.: e. g. the Fuero Viejo states that the senor must 
be 11tal ome, que sea sin sospecha a blen vista de judgadorp 
e de omes bonas, " Fbthier, T. C. L. no. 175P Bug. 4, P. 64, 
is also less firin than the C*Ne: I'LL]e Juge doit-il slen 
rý, Pporter a la declaration du ma tre? - Je reponds que la I 
decision doit etre laissee a l1arbitrage du juget 9. ui doiA 
d'eterminer par les circonstancesq et par la dignite du maitre. 11 
177. Quoted in text supra, at note 163-4- 
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do so validlyq such a lease being unenforceable as in 
Praeiudicium libertatis. 178. The Partidas say nothing 
relevant on this point. The intention of the redactors of 
the D. O. is important: would they consider the passage 
already cited from Febrero to be accurately stating the 
Castilian law? There is no reference in the D. L, V. here 
to Pebreroq and nothing to indicate that this aspect of his 
passage was seriously considered: the question cannot be 
answered with certainty. What may be saidg however# is that 
the redactors would have agreed with Maleville, whop after 
quoting C. N. 17809 stated: "Et non pour-toute sa viep car 
alors on serait une espece d'esclave. 179. 

D. O. - 57 (P-383) provides as follows: 
"Les domestiques attachle's a la personne du maTtre, 
ou au service des maisons, peuvent '9tre renvoy6s en 
tout tems sans expression de causes et peuvent de 
m'e)ne quitter leurs maltres" 

This is identical to Proj. An VIII. 9 3-13-112, v which isp 

according to Batizag the"verbatim" source. The D. L. V. gives 
no references, and there is no equivalent article in the 

C. N. The reasoning behind this article would best be left 

undiscussed until the following articles have been taken 
into consideration. 

D. O. 58 (P-383) states thus: 
"Les personnes qui ont loue leurs services sur les 
habitations, ou dans toutes autres manufactures pour 
Y atre employees aux travaux qui sly fontp ne peuvent., 
ni '311 itter le proprii6taire auquel ils se sont lou6s, 
ni'4ý; e renvoyees par eux avant le tems convenug que 
pour cause grave. 11 

The English version starts: I'Labourers who hire themselves 

out to serve on plantations or to work in manufactures. esell 
There is no equivalent article in the C. N.; Prol'. An VIII9 
howeverp does provide thus at 3.13-113: 

"Les domestiques attach*6s *a la cultures les servantes 

178. See 1544 edn., gloss e, Si algWa soldada. Inter aliap 
Montalvo states: 1131 tamen quis operas suas in perpetuum 
locaret: tali pacto adiecto: ne liceat ei per substitum 
servire: nec interesse praestando liberari: tunc non 
valeret talis locatio: quia esset in praeJudicium 
libertatisQetc. ]II 
179.3 Analyseq P-401. 
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de cour, les ouv;! iers artiýtesq ne peuvent ni- 
quitter leurs mE(ftresp ni etre renvoye's par eux, 9 

z 

avant le temps convenup que pour cause grave. 11 

Batiza gives this as the "almost verbatim last part" source 

of the Digestt8 article. The D. L. V. gives no references. 
That the redactors were directly copying from the 1800 

Projet is indicated by the curious mistakes in the French 

of the article: Ilils se sont lou'es" ought to be "elles se 

sont louees". since the pronoun is referring back to 'Iles 

personnes", feminine; and "par eux" ought to be "par lui'l. 9 
referring back to 'Ile propri6taire". These mistakes would 

seem to be the result of copying-Ahe Proj. An VIII-withOut 

taking account of the Projetts use of Omaltres"t pluralp and 

of the masculine nouns., I'domestiques" and "ouvriers". i8o. 

Given that the redactors were following the Projetq it is 

obvious that the changes they made were quite deliberate. - 
Consideration of their reasons is best left until we have 

examined the following articlesp when we will examine the 

Pther French and Castilian authorities. 

D. O. 59 (P-383) states that: 
I'Si hors le cas de cause grave, le proprietaire 
renvoie la personne qýi lui a loule ses servicesp 
ainsi qulil est marque en Varticle prec6dent, avant 
l1expiration du tems convenu il doit lui payer le 

salaire de l1ann6e ou du tems' pour lequel il 
Vavait loue'. 11 

The English version describes the "personne qui... a loue' 

ses services" as a I'labourer". 18l. The ProJ-. An VIIIP 3.13. 

114 provides thus: 
I'Si hors le cas de cause gravet le maTtre renvoie son 
domestique ou son ouvrier avant le temps convenup 

180. The 1800 Projet has. * of course't no equivalent phrase 
to "ils se son7t-16`uesII; but in their composition of the 
articl6v the D. O. redactors must have paid too, close 
attention to the Projet's nouns. 
181. The English 'version, P-3821 states thus: IIjf9 without 
any Just ground of complaintp a man should send away a 
labourer whose services he has hired for a certain time, 
before that time has expired, he shall be bound to pay to 
said labourer, the whole of the salaries which he would have 
been entitled to receive had the f services 
arrived. t- whether said labourer was hired bY the month or by 
the vear. 11 This could hardly be called an accurate 
translation; Part of the French text is missed out, and the 
section underlinedp were it a correct translationp would read: 
"the salary for the year or period for which he had been hired. " 
See La. Leg. Arch. # vol- 39 part II, p. 1504. 
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il doit lui payer le salaire entier de Vanleet ou du temps pour lequel il Vavait lou-ep deduction 
faite de la. somme que le domestique ou Vouvrier 
pourra vraisemblablement gagner ailleurst pendent 
le temps qui reste 9 courir. 11 

Batiza alasses this as the "almost verbatim in part" source. 
The D. L. V. refers to the Puero Vielot 4-3, '5 and the Puero 182. 
Realp 4.4.8 (and to a third reference which I cannot decipher). 
The provisions of the two Puerps are roughly equivalent to 
that of the D. O. (as are also propositions put forward by 
Pothier 183); but it is convenient to discuss these texts 
later. 

The final article of this section is D. O. 60 (P-383); 
it states as follows: 

t IlSi'clest au contraire'la personne qui. a engagie" 
, ainsi-ses servicesp qui quitte le propri6tairej, 
sans cause lEgitime, il perdra le salaire pour le 
tems qui s'est licoulg jusqulalors sur son engagements, 
ou sera obligle- de restituer-au proprigtaire ce qulil 
aura reg de lui d'avance sur Varm-be courantepou 
sur le ems de Ilengagement. 11 

The English version'once more renders Illa personnel' as' 
"labourer 184* Proi. An VIII9 3-13-115 provides thusoo 
--aa-- 

182. The Avant Proas of the D. L. V. containsq at its ends 
an explanation of abbreviations; thisp howeverp is 
incomplete, and no abbreviation helps interpret or. decipher 
the citation here. I suspect that the reference is Teatrol, 
vol. 4t P-195: is this the work elsewhere referred to as', 
the"Theatre de Xavier Pereffl. This latter work-has been cited 
in conriection with D. O. 11 (p. 27)p but the PrapmAtica 
therein referred to could be obtained from another source. 
Therefore, if the work cited is as suggested herep it would 
have been unavailable to me any ways and unlike with D. O. 
11 (p. 27)y there-is no indication of the legislation (if 
legislation it be) which it is intended to cite here. 
183. See his T. C. L. nos. 165-177, Bug. 4, pp. 61-64. 
184., The English versions P-382, reads-thus: "But if,, on 
the other hand, a labourer, after having hired out his 
services, should leave his employer, before the time of his 
engagement has expired* without having any just cause of 
complaint against said employer, the labourer shall then 
forfeit all the wages which may be due to him and shall 
moreover be compelled to repay all the money he may have 
received either as due for his wages or in advance thereof 
on the running year or on the time of his engagement. " Note 
that the section underlined is a mistranslation; were the 
French version Properly translated, this would read merely 
"in advance. " This is a major difference in meaning# the 
English version severely penalises a servant, who leaves his 
master. The clause was not altered in the 1825 C. L., and 
still remained in the 1870 Code. -See La. Leg. Arch. 9 vol. 
3,, part 119 PA504- I. 
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1181 c'est le domestique ou ouvrier qui quitte sans 
cause 16 itime, il doit latre condamn6p envers le 
maltr 

0& 

1 
une indemnitA qui est fixie sur ce qu'il 

en co te de plus au maltre pour obtenir d1un, autre les mfmes services. It 
Batiza claims this as the source copied for the Digest's 
articlep classing it as a "substantial influence". The 
D. L. V. gives the same references as for D. O. 59 (P-383)v and 
again they contain provisions roughly equivalent to the 
article of the D. O. 

The following general remarks may be made on D, O* 57-60 
(P-383). The D. O. appears to divide the servants therein 
discussed into two classes: firstq domestiques attached to 
the person of a master or in the service. of houses (families); 

and secondp those who have hired themselves out to labour 

on plantations or in manufactures (factories), Following 
the rubric of this section, the first class will be called 
domestiques (personal servants) and the second ouvrIers 
(labourers). The description of the first class is identical 
to that found in the Proj. An VIII; that of the second class, 
however) is not: the 1800. Projetlspeaks of farm handsp yard 

maids and artisans. The D. O. redactors may have chosen to 

describe ouvriers as those working on plantations or in 

factories as more accurately describing agricultural and 

other production in the territory;, it is certain that none 

of the sources they appear to have drawn on (Pothier#, Domat 

and Blackstone) thus describe ouvriers or labourers (the 

description in Proj. An VIII., 3.13-113 appears to be 
influenced byl or to be taken fromp Pothier 185*). Given 
that the D. O. distinguishes so between domestiques and 
OuvNi. ers (and Tucker reaches the same conclusiong if I 
interpret him correctly 

186. ), it seems that D. O. 59-60 are 
intended to apply only to ouvriers (and not to. domesticiuqs), 
since these articles employ the term 

-propri'dtairep 
not 

e Prolori6taire must refer to the owner of the 
habitali-, One and manufactures. The Prgj. - An VIII's 
equivalents to D. O. 59 and 60 (3-13-114 and 115) apply to 
both domestiques and ouvriers. Here the redactors of the 
D. O. must be parting deliberately from the Projetp since they 

185. See T. C. L. no. 176, Bug. 4. p. 64- 
186. See his Persons, pp. 291-2. On other aspects of Tucker's 
analysis of servants in the D. O. 9 see infraq. text at notes 
222-245@ 
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have changed mAire to'-Propriýtaire (as Tucker'points outI87- 
Against this interpretation of the'ProJ*et. ' it could be 
argued that I'domestiques" in the two articles refers to 
I'domestiques attachles a la culture" and not to other 
domestiques; "this would seem unlikelyt and for two reasons: 
first, the normal meaning of domestique is that of personal 
or house servant 

188. 
; and secondp given that two different 

types of domestigue have been mentioned in articles 112 and 
113s the mention of domestigRe unqualified in 114 and 115 
must be, at leastp, a reference to both., - and not, to an 
unusual meaning. ýEven were it to be accepted that, 9 in 
3-13-114 and 115s, the Proj. An VIII was referring to 
domesticlues attach6s II la culture (and it is argued here 
that it should not so be accepted), the D. O. redactors, in- 
their own articles 59 and 60 (P-383)v have departed 

sufficiently from the Proj. An VIIII for it to be clear that 
they did not consider they were taking their rule# that D. O. 
59 and 60 should not apply to personal servants, from the 
Projet: the Louisiana redactors'obviously thought that 

articles 3.13-114 and 115 of the Projet applied to both 

personal servants and labourers. Thus, the classification 
of servants into, two kinds - domestiques and ouvriers 
found in this section of the D. O., though obviously 
influenced by the Proj. An VIII9 does, not exactly correspond 
to the Projet's classification, in so far asq in the Projetp 

187. See ibid.,, p. 292. 
188. See Dlerlin., R6pertoireq vol. 4 (1812)t s. v- "Domestique".. 
P. 2: "On appelle ainsi cluelqulun qui regoit-des gages et 
demeure dans le maison de la personne qui le paye. Tels 
sont lea valets, laquais, portiers etc. " Article 3172 of 
the 1825 C. L. states thus: "On appelle domestiques ou gens 
de -services ceux qui regoivent des gagesq et demeurent dans 
la maisOn de la personne qui lea paye et lea emploie a son 
service Personnel ou & celui de sa famille. Tels sont lea 
valetsq laquaist' cuisiniers, maltres d'hotel ou autres qui 
sont a demeure dans la maison. 11 Merlin is obviously the 
source Of this article of the C. L. (potentially his 
predecessor Guyot,, whom I have not checked). Batizag "The 
Actual Sources of the Louisiana Projet of_1823: A General 
Analytical Survey". 47 Tul. L. Rev. (1972 3) PP-1-115Y P. 104 
gives the source of the iden-ticýal provision of the Projet 
as Pothier, T. O. no. 709 (5). Bug. 2. P-391 - he must be 
wrong. (In fact he cites no. 710; this is a slip or a result 
of the use of different editionstbut the point is unimportant. ) 
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the only distinction between domesticlues and ouvriers is 
that the former may be dismissed more-readily; the other 
provisions of Proj. An VIII in this section (3-13-114 and 
115) apply to both kinds of servants* 

189o 

The Castilian sources cited by the D. L. V. do not appear- 
to contain this distinction at all. Fuero Viejop 4.3.5 

mentions only I'mancebo o manceball and 11senor" - general 
terms meaning "manservant or maidservant" and "master". 
The, Puero Real refers only to I'manceboll and 11se"nor". A- 
distinction such as that made'here by the D. O., cannot be- 
traced'either in the eighth title of the Partida Quinta or 
in Febrero. 190. Part-7-33.6 does recognise a distinction 

among servants; but this distinction does not appear to have 

any legal results, as all (apparently) are classed as memb era 
of the familia. This ley thus, defines familia as: 

"el se'njor de la casa.. -* etý todos los que -viven con 

1 
61 sobre que ha mandamientog asi como. los, fiJoSt 
et los servientesp et(los siervos et los otros 
criados .... Otrosi son Ilamados dom6sticos todos 
estos., et, demas los labradores que labran sus 
heredades et los aforrados. 11 191. 

I Thus,,, although there is recognised to be a distinction 

between "domAsticos" properly so called and '1108 labradores 

que labran sus heredades", any servant under the power of 

the seýor is part of the familiag and no distinction of 

relevance to the D. O. is made. Purtherothisley. is 

concerned primarily with definitionsp and it defines the 

relationships in terms of status; it does not consider the 

juridical relationship of locatio, operarum. The distinctionp 

found in D. O. 57-60 (P-383). 
* between domestiques and ouvriers 

does not originate in the law of Castile. 

The relevant D. O., articles all deal-with termination 

189. There is of course another article in this, section of 
the 1800. DMI-etv 3-13-116, which states thus: "L'ouvrier 
artiste employ9 a la journ6e, nlest pas tenu de la mal-falon 
de son ouvrage. " This article does not relate to the point 
presently at issue. 
190. See Pebreroq Parte Primerap ch. 99 pp. 234-262. 
191.1807 Real Academia edition; this varies slightly from 
the Lopez edn. here, but not in a material way. See note 
59 sulora. 
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of lease of work (in a wide sense). This is not a subject 
extensively treated of by Domat; no precedent may be traced 
in the relevant sections of his work. 

192. Pothierv howevert 
in the few provisions in which he discusses loc 

, atio 
p 

193. 
. 
Xerarpmv in total eighteenp devotes no less than thirteen 

of them to the ending of the contract. 
194- His views would 

be likely to be of major importance for the redactors of the 
D. O. p the C. N. and the Proj. An VIII (his influence on the 
Prol. An VIII has been recognised by Tucker 195. ). The section 
of his treatise on hire most relevant for the articles of 
the D. O. under discussion is that contained in nos. 168 to 
176.196. These provisions are in a section of the treatise 

on the remission of rent. 197-No. 168 starts thus: "A llegard 
des ouvriers 6t serviteurs qui louent leurs services pour 
une anneep pour un moisp ou pour quelque autre temps limit-e... 
[etc. ]-It The text deals with remission of wages if the 
ouvrier or serviteur is ill. In no. 169, Pothier discusses 
remission of wages where a serviteur or ouvrier has left his 
master's employment of his own accord; indeed the master can 
t4ke proceedings'to compel the servant to returnt andp if 
he does not, he may be forced to pay damages. In no. 170, 
the case of the servant (serviteur) leaving his master for 
an honourable reason is discussed; though the servant is 

still due damagesp they should be less severe than if he had 
left for another reason. Pbthier deals in no. 171 with a 
servant (serviteur) enlisting in the armyp either voluntarily 
or compulsorily. Imprisonment of a servant (serviteur) is 
discussed in no. 172. No. 173 concerns a servant (serviteur) 
leaving because of ill-treatment, and no. 174 with a master 
dismissing the servant. In no. 175 Pothier discusses proof 
of the various complaints. No. 176 is as followst 

192. See Domatv Part Onev Bk. 1p tit. IVv especially sections 7-9. 
193- T. C. L. nos. 10,409 63,66,165-177 and 372, Bug. 4.9 PP-7.9 19,9 277-_ý26_9 29.9 61-64 and 127. 
194. T. L. L. 165-177, Bug. 4. pp. 61-64. 
195. ke--rsons, P. 274. 
196. Bug--4, pp. 62-64. Nos. 165-167, Z-. 

-C-L., 
Bug. 4.9 pp. 61-2 

concern the hire of labourers for a day. No. 177P ibi .#p. 64 
states that the servants of army officers cannot leave such 
service until the end of the campaign, on penalty of being 
treated as deserters. 
197. T. C. *9 nos. 139-1779 Bug. 4. pp-54-64. 
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"Ces louages de services pour un temps determin'ev 
sont d'usage I 1"egards des 8erviteurs de campagnal tels que lea serviteurs de labourp de vigneronsp de meuniers, etc., lea servantes de cour. Ils sont 
aussi d'usage dans lea villes 'R l"Egard des ouvriers. 

A 1"6gard des serviteurs quilouent leurs 
services aux bourgeois des villesp ou M'eme "a la 
campagne aux gentilshommes pour le service de . 1a 
personne du maitrev quoiqulils lea louent 'a raison 
de tant par an, ils sont nle-anmoins cens'e-s ne lea 
louer que pour le temps qulil plaira au mdi*tre de 
lea avoir A son service; cleat pourquoi le maTtre 
peut lea renvoyer quand bon lui semblep et sans en 
dire la raisonp en leur payant leur service jusqu'au-,. 
jour qulil lea renvoie. 

Mais, il ne leur est pas permis de quitter le 
service de leur ms(I"tre sans son conge'p et ils doivent 
'9tre condamnles *9 retournert ou jUsqutau jour du , 
prochain terme auquel il est dfusage dans le lieu de 
louer les serviteurs, ou seulement jusqu'a ce que le 

a m 'ktre ait le temps de se pourvoir d'un autre serviteurp 
lequel temps lui, est limit! 6 par le juge. 

On doitp ýi cet 16gardt suivre les differents usages 
des diffle-rents lieux. 11 198. 

A first point-to be made is that Pbthier does not use the 

terms serviteur and ouvrier to describe certain kinds of 

servant: serviteur is not equivalent to domesticluep and may 
describe a farm hand or a valet de chambre. Ouvrier is 

used generally in a more restricted meaning, referring to 

manual labour. To indicate that these words are not used in 

a strict technical senseq it 
talks in one passage of 'Iles 

aux ouvrages de la campagnell. 

may be pointed out that Pothier 

serviteurs et servants destine's 
199- Secondv Pothierv however, 

198. T0C. L. no. 176,, Bug, 4., 
- p. 64. 0 199. 'T: %-*C. L, no. 372.9 Bug. 4P p. 127. Tuckerv Persons, p. 274, 

8tateýi that Pothier used the term "s ervi t eur"r-int er'change ably 
with I'domestique". He is mistaken. Pothier in fact uses 
-ý-'MeBtiaue only oncep in no. 177Y Bug. 49 p. 64. Serviteur 
: 6r_]ý_bth'Ver clearly meant one who servesp no matter in what 
capacity. See the relevant texts, cited in note 193 supra, 
Elsewherej Tucker suggests that Pothier used sbrviteur in 
the sense of domestique: see Persons, pp. 289-90 note 129, 
cited in-, 1fra at note 231. To some extent Pothier contrasts 
servitgur and ouvrier; but generally he seems to treat 
ouvriers as a sub-group of serviteurs and often in the 
phraseF-Ilserviteurs ou ouvri-! e: L '"'rerviteurs et ouvriers" 
he seems to be using a tautology to make his meaning 
certain. He quite definitely uses serviteur to cover 
ouvrier; he is also not quite consistent. 
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does distinguish between personal and other servants. His 

nos. 168 to'175 discussed above refer to 
' 
serviteurs and 

ouvriers, and deal with such servants leaving or being 

dismissed: these provisions applyp as no. 168 states# only 
to those who let their services for a year# a month or some 

other limited time. The first sentence of no-'176 states 
that: "Ces'louages de services pour un temps determineg" 

are customary for rural servants and labourers in towns. 

The text then points out that the rules for personal servants 

are different, and then, gives details"Of such rules. Thus 

Pothier makes the same distinction as the D. O. between 

personal-servantsq hired for as long as it pleases their 

master, though their'services be let for a particular amount 

per year.. and other servantst-hired for fixed periods. 

In applying D. O. 58-60 (P-382) only to servants who are 

not personal servants (ouvriers as they are called in the 

rubric) the Louisiana redactors are following Pothier. The 

fact situations governed by D. 0-59 and 60 (P-382), though 

the rules are more generally phrasedp are those Pothier deals 

with in nos. 168 to 175 of his Traite (though it should be 

said that_other writers of the ancien r9gime make the same 
e 200. ). distinction as Pothier: see Guyot's Reperto re In 

this actionp the redactors have rejected the Proj- An VIII's 

application of its articles 3.13-114 and 115 to-, both 

200. For Pothier here T. C. L. nos. 168-175. Guyotv Re^'pertoirev 
vol. 6, s. v, "Domestique". p. 102 states thus: "Au surplus 
il faut observer que ce qui vient. d"e"'tre dit au sujet des 
louages de service pour un temps d6termin`69 ne doit s'appliquer 
qu"R certains Domestiques tels que lea valets de labourp 
lea servantes de basse cour., etc. Quant aux Domestiques -, 
q'4i louent leurs services aux bourgeois des villesq ou 
mbNe ýL la campagnet aux gentilshommes pour le service de 
la Personne du maltre, et quoiqulil y ait une somme fixe"e 
P2ýur lea gages d1une anneep ces Domestiques ne-sont 
neaw, oins cense's engag'es que pour le temps qulil pAait 

N au mel Itre de lea avoir a son service. Ainsi le maitre 
peut lea renvoyer lorsqu'il le juge 'a propos et sans en 
dire la raisont en leur payant leurs gages jusqulau jour 
qU'il lea renvoi. 1, 
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personal servants and ouvriers 

,. 
As regards personal servants 

quittingy in D. O. 57 (P-383)t the-redactors have followed 
Proj. & VIII,, 3.13-112 rather than Pothier: why should they 
have done so? Pbthier stated that a, master could dismiss 
a personal servant at will with payment up to the date of 
dismissal; it may be presumed that this was because he 

conceived of personal service as based on a personal 
relationship which went beyond mere contract. A personal 
servant was his master's dependent: his master could dismiss 
him at will; he, howeverv required his master's permission 
(cong ) to quit. The personal servant was in the power 
(puissancej of his master; were such a servant to quit, 
without permissioný-he'could, be made to return to his master 
until the next term day (or as otherwise, provided by local 

custom). The D. O. redactors apparently recognised this 

close personal relationship; butp because of the movement 
towards notions of abstract, equality, in the eighteenth 

century. 9 
201. they followed the Proj-. An VIII in allowing-a 

personal servant to quit with the same freedom as his 

master could dismiss him. The Proj., An VIII assimilated 

personal servants to, ouvriers (doubtless because of 

recognition of the change in the nature of the relationship 
between master and servant); the D. O. redactorsý howeverg 

chose not to follow hereg perhaps because of legal 

conservatism or because they thought there to be still in 

Louisiana a difference between the personal servant and the 

labourer or workman: the former yet being in a close 

relationship with his masterp to some extent outwith the 

nexus of abstract contractj the latter being in a 

relationship fully subsumedýwithin the formal law of contract. 
Given how closely the D. O. here has followed the 1800 Projet, 
it is quite certain that the maintenance of the. distinction 
between personal and other servants was a deliberate 
action on the part of the redactors. 

The rejection of the Castilian authorities requires 

201. See introductiong supra, at notes 1-12. 
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explanation. These authorities (as cited in the D. L, V. ) 

did not distinguish between personal and other servants: 
both were regarded as being in a closepersonal relationship 

with the seVor or Paterfamilias. The closeness of this 

personal bond would be inappropriate in Louisiana of the 

early 1800's with what has been characterised in the 

introduction as the "exclusion" of the servant from the 

family. 202. The conception of the link between master and 

servant found in these sources was overly based on the notion 

of service being a status within the familyp for such 

conception to be appropriatefor the social conditions of 
Louisiana) where there had been a limited development of 

wage labour. (It should always be remembered that in 

Castiliazý law there also was the contractual tradition of 
lease of services, so that the provisions in the D. O. in 

general had precedent in the Castilian law. ) 

One final article concerning servants should be 

mentioned; the fourth title of the third book of the D. O. 

is called "Des Engagemens qui se forment sans conventionp 

ou des Quasi-Contrats et Quasi-D'elitsp" and its article 20 

(PP-321-3) states thus: 
"On est responsable, non seulement du dormiage que 
Von cause par son propre fait, mais encore de 
celui qui est caus-e par le fait des personnes dont 

on doit r-epondrej ou des choses que Von a sous son 
garde: 

Le pere, et la mere apRs le d6des du Mario sont 
responsables des die'lits de leurs enfanS mineurs; 

Les maltres et les commettansp des delits de leurs 
domestiques et priepos'Es dans les fonctions auxquelles 
ils les ont employes; 

Les instituteurs et artisans, des d'elits comis 
par les 6coliers et apprentifs; 

La responsabilite" ci-dessus, nta lieu que lorsque 

, 
pVecher les pýere et merep ma'hrep commettanso ont. pu e 

le dElit et ne Vont pas fait. Ils sont censes 
avoir pu emj(e"*cher le d6litt lorsqulil a Zt'e commis par 
suite de leur nbegligence a surveiller ceux dont ils 
sont responsablesp ou lorsqu'il a -R6 commis en leur 
presence. 

Le propri'gtaire dtun animalg est responsable du 

202. See supra at notes 2-12. 
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d, 61it ou du dommage que Vanimal a caus'69 soit que 
l1animal fut sous sa garde, ou qulil fut Egar6 
ou echapp6.11 

This is virtually identical to Proj. & VIIIP 3.3.20 and 
very similar to C. N. 1384: 203-there 

can be no doubt that 
the redactors have copied the formerp and in the sections 
of the article relevant here there are no differences 
between the D. O. and Proj. An VIII. 204 'The D. L. V. on this 

article refers to Domat 205-and the Partida Septimaq title 
13, je . iy 4 and title 15v leyes 229 23 and 24. The passage 
of Dom at cited states that: 

"Les maltres dl6cole.. les Artisans# et autres qui 
rejoivent dans leurs maisons des fcoliersq des 
Apprentifsp ou d1autres personnes pour quelque 
art, ý quelque manufacture, ou quelque commerce, sont 
tenus du fait de ces personnes. 11 

This is obviously close to the provision of the D. O.; what 
is interesting to note is the stress on responsability for 

those whom one takes into one's own house in order to teach 

them. Domat stresses control over the person under 

instruction. Another passage of Domaty uncited by the D, L. V.., 

states that: 
"Ceux qui pouvait emp9cher un dommagey que quelque 
devoir les engagoit de prevenir, y auront manqu6, 
pourront en 'e. -Nt-re tenus, selon les circonstances. 
Ainsi. 9 un maltre qui voit et souffre le dommage que 
fait son domestique, pouvant llemp-etherg en est 
responsable. 11 206. 

This is obviously a relevant text available to the redactors. 
1%) 

Part. 7.13.4 deals with the liability of a senor for a 

robbery committed by his slaves or by I'los otros homes que 

vivieren con 61.11 If we ignore the question of robbery 
committed by a man's slaves, and look at robbery by homes 

203. Batiza gives the farmer as the , almost verbatim" sourcep 
and the latter as a subsidiary source. 
204. C-N-1384 differs in lacking the last paragraph on damage 
by animals (covered in C. N. 1385)9 and in that the 
paragraph in the D. O. and 1800 Projet which starts I'La 
responsabilitg ci-dessuslIf has only one sentence: 

1ý 
La 

responsabilit6 ci-dessus a lieu# 'a moins que les pere et mýreq 
instituteurs ou artisanso ne prouvent qulils n'ont pu emýecher 
le fait qui donne lieu iai cette responsabilitg. " 
205. Part 1. Bk. 29 tit. 8. sectn. 1. art. 7. 
206. Pt. Ip Bk. 2,9 tit. 8, sect. 4, art. 8. 
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libres, p we may see that the se'n"or with whom such homes 
libres, live is not in general liable unless the robbery 
has been carried out with his approval (gon placer del 

senor) or on his orders. Part. 7.15.220 23, and 24 deal with 

an ownerts liability for damage done by animals and are not 

relevantýhere. The principle in Part. 7.13,4 is similar 
to that in D. O. 20 (PP-321-3)9 though the former deals with 
that which would now be classed as criminal law. 

Though uncited by either the D. L. V. or Batizap Pothier 

in his Traite des Obligations enunciates a rule similar to 
207.: indeed one would suspect that of the C. N. and D. O. 

that the Proj. An VIII and the C, N. drew on Pothier for 

their rule on maktre and domestiques 

The D. O. redactors obviously preferred the'provisions 

of the French code and its 
, 
Projet. The French redactors 

provided them with a sophisticated rule dealing with 

liability for servanteacting in the course of their duties. 

As regards servantst this'sophistication wa's-'lacking in both 

Domat and the Siete Partidas. It should be noted that the 

liability for apprentices in the D. O. is greater than that 

for servants: this is presumably b, ecause apprentices being 

generally young people their masters were more in the 

position of parentsv and had greater control over them. 

The D. O. 's conception of't'he masterts liability for his 

servants is more in line with the early nineteenth century 

view of the relationship between master and servant than 

is that of Domat or the Siete Partidas; neither of the 

latter two sources deal in detail with the question of the 

Master's negligence in supervision nor with the acting of 

the servant in the course of his duty. The article of 

Domat cited by the D, L, V. appears to make a master liable 

for all the actions of his apprentices; presumably this is 

because the apprentices live with him as members of his 

familYp under his authority and complete control. The other 

article of Domat quoted above208-similarly does not mention 

207. T. O. no. 121, Bug. 2, P-58. 
208. See text suiora at note 206. 
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that for a master to be liable for his servants they 

should be acting in the course of their duties: it only 

states that he is liable if he has seen them do damage and 
has not. prevented them. This also presupposes the 

relationship between master and servant as being more than 

merely one of a contract to work, and as being based on 
the servant's subjection to the authority of his master. 
There was developing in Louisiana a notion, of the tie -- 
between master and servant as being more one of contract: 
this new notion of the relationship between master and servant 

would call for a rule more akin to that of the C. N. than 

to that of Domat. 

"A final problem in connection with D. O. 20 (PP-321-3) 

is that the French text talks only of I'domestiques".. and 

not of other servants (and apprentices are mentioned 

specially). Should this'be taken as meaning that masters 

would not be liable for the actions of their "ouvriers" (or 

indeed of their "engag6s". since they too are not mentioned)? 

A first point to note is that-both Plýoj. -An VIIIt 3.3.20 

and O. N. 1384 also mention only I'domestiques" in this 

connection; Pothier, however, had stated that: "On rend 

aussi les maýktres responsables du tort cause par les'delits 
209. 

et quasi-de-lits de leurs serviteurs ou ouvriers". The 

English version of this article of the D. O. rendered 
I'domestiques" as "servants". 'A further point is that D. O. 

13 (P. 39)j, which refers forward to this particular articlep 

speaks of masters being liable for the d6lits and gRa6i- 
d9lits of his "serviteur": it thus uses a more general term. 210. 

D. 0- 3 (P-37) defined 11serviteur", stating there were two 

kinds of free 11serviteurs": first those who hire or engage 
themselves to another for ordinary or hard labourp such as 
I'domestiques de maisonllp "ouvriers'lo "manoeuvriers'l, and_all 
those who engage themselves to work on the fields or on 
Plantations; and second# apprentices. 

211-Thus, D. O. 20 
(PP-321-3) must be read along with D. O. 13 (P-39); from this 

we may deduce that the redactors'intended all I'serviteurs" 

209. T. O. no. 121,, Bug. 29 PP-58-9- 
210. See text suprat at note 143, 
211. quoted supra.. at notes 99-100. 
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to be covered (11serviteurs" having the meaning attributed 
to it in D. O. 3 (P-37) ). Tucker would, presumably disagreeg 
since he gives a different meaning to "serviteur"; his 
arguments will be dealt with later. 212. If the above be 
correctv it is still necessary to explain why the term 
I'domestiquell was used in D, O. 20 (PP-321-3) rather than 
"serviteur'l. ' This is readily done. In D. O. 20 (pp. 321-3) 
the redactors have, copied Proj. An VIII very closely indeed: 
the only difference is that where the D. O. has 11dans les 
fonctions auxquelles ils les ont, employe-silt the Proj. An 
VIII has 11dans lea fonctions auxquelles ils les ont preipos6sll 
the D. O. has here preferred the verb used by C. N. 1384-- 
The D. O., redactors have thus copied the'noun used by the 
C. N. and its 1800 Projeti, without considering the possible 
implications of doing so. It must be taken then that the 
use of I'domestiques" in this'article does not limi 

,ta 
master's liability for his servants acting in the course 
of their duty to only the actions'of his house and personal 
servants: the D. O. redactors must have intended the law to 
be as stated by Pothier. 213-The, third paragraph of the 

article covered liability for the first: 'kind of free 
11serviteurs" as explained by D. O. 3 (P. 37)t while the fourth 

paragraph (on apprentices)-covered the second kind of free 
11serviteurs". Any other interpretation would be ridiculous: 
if I'domestiquell meant only "house" or "personal servant", 
a master would not be liable if his ouvrierp acting in the 

course of employmentp being negligently supervisedp and 
with his master watchingg through negligence in his work, 
injured a third party. 

Conclusion on Fmployment in the 1808 Digest. 

The first point to be made is that"in all'aspects of 
the law on master and servant discussed above (apart from 

212. See Perso pp. 289-293 and see also note 129 on his j:! ý. r_Las ons 
p. 289. Por argument against Tucker, see infrap text at 
notes 222-245. 
213. See Pothier, T. O. no. 121, Bug. 2,, pp-58-9: quoted in 
part, text at note 209 supra. 
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the provisions in title six of the first 'book) the 
influence of the C. N. and its 1800 

, 
Pro'jet, is pervasivep 

in the actual articlesq the ordering of the topics and 
the matters discussed. The Castilian law has not been 
followed. The Castilian law is not incompatible with the 
provisions of the D. O.: this is because of the common 
foundation of their laws in the Roman contract of locatio 
conductio. Nonethelessq the D. O. redactors have preferred 
the propositions of law they found in the C. N. and its 
Projet; this must have been because the work of the French 
redactors provided rules more developed than those of the 
Castilian sourcesy rules, moreoverp which were in a form 

easy to ýorrow. The redactors must also have considered 
the French sources to be more suitable for the Territory# 

as is suggested by their alteration of'the French articles 
presumably to render them more apt for the redactorsl-view 
of the needs of Louisiana. Thusp in D. O. 57-60 (P-383). 9 
the redactors have closely followed the Proj. An VIII; 

but they also make a distinction in these articles (not 

found in the Projet) which seems to originate in Pothierg 

though they have not followed the latter's view exactly 
(see furtherg below). 

In Title Six of Book Onep the redactors have departed 

drastically from the C. N. and its Proj Some reasons for 

the placing of this title , have already been canvassed. 
214. 

Blackstone seems to have exerted a strong influence over 
these articles on servants (though perhaps not as much as 
Tucker and_Batiza believe). Articles 1-4 (P-37) of this 
title concern servants in general# and are devoted to 
defining and describing the various kinds of servants. 
Articles 5-10 (PP-37-9) regulate the relationship between, - 
masters'and their indentured servants (engawfs) and 
apprentices. (D. O. 10 (P. '39) mentions other servants as. 
well - but merely to exclude them from the rule propounded. )- 

D. O. 11-14 (P-39) are devoted to all serviteurs and deal 

214. See text surra, between notes 93-95. 
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with master and servant relationships involving a third 

party. From the foregoing discussion of the sixth title's 

articles on servants, it will have been seen that there 
is a possible influence from Blackstone on D. O. 3 (P-37) 

215- 
and a certain influence on D. O. 8.9 i0v ill 12 and 14 , (P-39). 

It has been argued that all the rules in these articles 
are generally compatible with other sourcesp though 
Blackstone has provided the formulation. Thusq the use of 
Blackstone has not necessarily imported from the common law 

principles somehow alien to the civil law. Blackstone seems 
to have exercised influence over tbedisposition of the relevant 

articles in the sixth title of the first books in so far as 
the treatment of the topics generally follows the order 

of the treatment of the same topics in chapter fourteen 

of his first book. Blackstone has obviously been a major 

source of inspiration for these articles. There are, two 

issues: firsts why include these articles at all; ýand 
seconds why follow Blackstone? The redactors were faced 

with a recent act of the territorial legislatures regulating 

the service of apprentices and engages. They also had to 

include rules on slavery. It would be obvious to the 
1, 

redactors thatq following civilian traditions slaves should 

be dealt with in the first book of the codes that on persons. 

This may have suggested to them the inclusion of some 

articles not found in the C. P. to deal with servants - 

especially with indentured servants and apprenticest for 

whom there was no place in the scheme of the C. N. If this 

suggestion is correct, once having decided to discuss enEag6s 

and apprentices herel it would have been necessary for the 

redactors to include general articles on the various kinds 

Of servants, in order to make it clear just what was 

significant about engagjgs and apprentices. After resolving 
to include these articlesg the redactors must have examined 
their sources to find suitable provisions: the C, N. and Prol. 

An VIII did not regulate apprenticeships much less the 

215. Tucker and Batiza would attribute influence from 
Blackstone to other articles. For the reasons for any 
disagreementv see text supra, at notes 94-152. 
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binding of-servants by indentures; nor did Pothier nor 
the Castilian sourcesq except for some few provisions in 
the latter on apprenticeship. 216. The only work readily 
available to the redactors containing useful and extensive 
provisions on apprenticeship would be Blackstone. Thus the 
rules on aprr6nticeship in the D, O. are an amalgam of 
Blackstone and the 1806 Act, ch. XI. The use of Blackstone 

would suggest the inclusion of provisions on other matters 
with which he deals: hence the redaction of D. O. 11-14 
(P-39)- It is not suggested that the redactors necessarily 
drew up the relevant chapter of the code in the manner here 
laid out; what is important is that the redactorsp influenced 
by the 18 

' 
06 Actt ch. XIp decided to regulate apprenticeship 

and indentured servantsp and turned to Blackstone as the 

only source available to them providing comprehensive rules 

on apprentices. This saidq the inclusion of these rules 
in Book One of the Digest must indicate that the redactors 

were willing to contemplate the relationship between master 

and servant as being more than merely contractual and as 
being analogous to the ties of dependency between father 

and son and between husband and wife. As Tucker rightly 

points outp to some extent to be a servant (according to 

the sixth title of the first book) is to have a particular 

status in the ordering of society: a servant is not only 
217. 

an abstract contracting individual but is a legal person. 

Purtherv the treatment of master and servant along with 
husband and wifep parent and childv guardian and ward and 

even with corporationsp could have been influenced by 

Blackstone. 218* 

216. It should be noted that the Castilian provisions on 
aPPrenticeship, e. g. Part. 5.8.119 are not part of a complete 
treatment of the law, on apprenticeshipt but ard mentioned 
in the discussion of other matters. 217 Persons, p. 286. 
218: ThTe--M; t title (X) of the first book of the D. O. is 
entitled "Des communautle-s ou corporations". There is no 
equivalent in the O. N. or its projet. It is plausible to 
suggest that the inclusion of this title was suqgested by 
the inclusion in the first volume of Blackstone s 
Commentariesq Book One of which is "On the Rights of Persons" 
of a chapter (18) entitled "Of Corporations". 
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Tucker (if I understand him correctly) appears to 

believe that the treatment of servants as a class derives 
from Blackstone and that the provisions of the D. O. in 
this matter are somehow alien to the traditions of civilian 
legal systems. 

219.1 
would suggest that here he is-mistaken. 

Pocquet de Livonnie*. -*re in his Re ois 
_gles 

du Droit Franq 
treated servants as being in the power of their masters in 
the way a son was. in the power of his father. 220. The notion - 
as Part. 7.33.6. shows - was hardly alien to the Castilian 
law. The law of civilian countries in the eighteenth century 
was well used to concepts of class - consider the French 

noble# roturier and bourgeois. Purthert Tucker would seem 
to emphasise over much the dependency of the rules of the 
D. O. on t he common law: as already arguedv the provisions 
taken from Blackstone are not unique or remarkable, and it 

would seem unlikely that the redactors introduced the 
historical common law conception of the relation between 

master and servant as still "colored by the ancient concept 

of status - estate. 11221 *The rules taken from Blackstone 

are perfectly compatible with the trad itions of the 

civilian systems on which the redactors of the Digest drew: 

there is no necessary connection between the law in the 

Digest on servants and the concept of tenurep as there 

would need to be for Tucker's argument to be correct. The 

rules are perfectly compatible with the traditional 

civilian treatment of servants as members of the family or 

as contracting parties: this is why the rules in title six 

of, the first book of the Digest are compatible with the 

Castilian sourcesp and indeed with some French ones. That 

provisions have been drawn from Blackstone does not really 
affect the matter. It is clear that the redactors followed 

a civilian (but not Roman) concept of servant in line with 
o 

Sources describing the social relations between master and 
servant Of the mediaeval and early modern period; they 
-aas-___ 

219. See Tucker, Persons, p. 275. 
220. See suprap text at notes 46-53. 
221. See Persons., p. 280 and pp. 286-8. 
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borrowed from whatever texts they could to provide a 
coherent statement Of their views and Blackstone provided 
convenient legal propositions and texts. As regards 
apprenticeships the rules of Blackstone would be very 
appropriates as the incidents of apprenticeship and its 
form were the same all over Europe: Blackstone would be a 
convenient sources because of his reasonably extensive 
discussion of apprenticeship. 

The sources from which the redactors borrowed provisions 
for their articles were the C. N. and its projetv Blackstone 

and Pothier - the last indirectly in D. O. 57-60 (P-383). 

They did not adopt rules from any of the Castilian authorities. 
The ruled adopted were not incompatible with the rules in 

the Castilian authorities; but the authorities the redactors 

used provided more sophisticated rules than did the 

Castilian sources: the provision on masters' liability for 

their servants' actions show this clearly. The rules the 

redactors borrowed were generally in a form rendering them 

easy to borrowp and also would be more in line with the 

redactors' view of the needs of their society. 

The D. O. classifies servants into various types. The 

redactors in D. O. 1-3 (P-37) use servi_teur as a general 

term for one who serves in any capacityt and they., divide 

the class of serviteurs into apprentices, engag and those 

who lease their services. Those who lease their services 

are later divided into ouvriers. 9 manual labourers on 

plantations or in, manufacturesp and domestiques. Apprentices 

and enEages are dealt with together in the sixth title of 

Book One'because they are both bound to their masters by 

indentures; domestics and labourers lease their services. 

Before considering the implications of the above, it 
is necessary to discuss briefly the views of Tucker. He 

denies that labourers may properly be classed as serviteurs 

under the D. O. When the terms of D. O. 11-14 (P-39) are 

considered, it may be seen that his views could cause 
difficulties. 222. He states that: 

222. These articles use the term serviteur. 
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"Although the Code is not entirely consistentp 
serviteur is apparently a term which gauges the 
extent of the master's authority (rotestas) over 
the particular type of servant. Whether or not 
the servant is a serviteur depends on the degree 
to which he necessarily becomes part of the 

, 223. master's familia as a result of his contract. 
It may be pointed out that in D. O. 1-3 (P-37) the Digest 

uses serviteur to describe any kind of servant - even a 
slave. Furthermore, D. O. 3 (P-37) purports to define 
11serviteur" stating that 11serviteurs" properly so called 
are those who lease or engage themselves for ordinary or 
hard labourt such serviteurs being domestigges de maison, 

ouvriersp mainoeuvriersv and all those who engage to work 
11aux champs et sur les habitations etc. 116 Thuss the Digest 

itself is quite clear that a serviteur is one who serves 
in aa caT)acity-. it does accep It in D. O. 3 (P-37) that an 

apprentice is not a serviteur properly so calledt but that 
224 , is all. 'Tucker puts forward the idea that serviteurs 

are only those servants who may be classed as part of the 

master's familiae There is one relevant article in the 

Digest, D. O. 78 (p. 127): 
"Le mot de famille employýe dans cette sections doit 
slentendre de la femme, des enfans et des domestiques 
de celui & qui le droit d1usage ou d'habitation est 
accorde. 11 

This article refers only to domestiques not to serviteurs; 

moreover it refers specifically to the question of use 

and habitation. Rights of use and habitation were very 

restricted rights, as Domat, for examples explains: 
225. 

this article is concerned to stress that if one is granted, 

for example, a right of habitations one's domestic servants 

may live with one. 
226. In this, the article finds precedent 

223. Persons, pp. 289-90. 
224. This-i-s no doubt why in D. O. 20 (PP-321-3) discussed 
supraq notes 203-2i3t there is a separate provision for 
apprentices, if it is accepted there that domestiquesp taken 
with D. O. 13 (P-39) should be understood as serviteurs. 
Ironicallys Tucker, Persons, p. 290 would have to include 
(by his own logic) apprentices as part of the familia and 
hence as serviteurs. 
225. See Part 1. Bk. I tit. XII preamble. 
226. See D. O& 
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in Domat 227-and in Part. 3.31.21. The D. L. V. refers to 
Part. 7.3.6# here: this is a mistake for 7.33.6p already 
quoted. 

228. Part. 3.31.21 and Domat are texts also dealing 
with rights of use and habitation; Part. 7.33.6 defines 
"family". As it stands. * this article is quite unexceptional. 
Tucker quotes D. O. 78 (p. 127) only in a footnote; 229. he does., 
howeverv quote in his text article 3522 of the 1825 C. L. 9 thus: 

"Family. Pamily in a limited sensep signifies the tatherp mother and children. In a more extensive 
sense, it comprehends all the individuals who live 
under the authorit f another, and includes not 
only the servants 

r', 
loee serviteurs but also the 

slaves of the father of family. It is also employed 
to signify all the relations who descend from a 
common root. " 230. 

It seems to be from this article of the C. L. that Tucker 
has developed the idea that serviteurs in the D. O. referred 
only to servants who lived with their masters. Though 
Tucker has to recognise that. serviteur is sometimes used 
in a broad sense in the D. O., he states that "in a more 
restricted sensep it is used almost interchangeably with 
domestique. This latter seems to be the sense given it 
by Pothier. 11231*The statement about Pothier is misleading. 

232. 

That the D. O. itself uses serviteur interchangeably with 
domestLque also seems unlikely: there is no evidence that 
this is so. It has already been argued that in D. O. 20 
(PP-321-3) domestique was used when serviteur, should have 
been; but there were obvious reasons why this was so and 
this usage does not give support to Tucker's statement. 

233. 

The equation of domesticlue and serviteur allows Tucker to 

227. Part 1, Bk. 19 tit. XI, Sectn. 21 art. 8; it seems likely 
that the D. O. took the term "domestiquell from Domat. 9 who said: 
"Le droit d'habitation s'eftend 'a toute la famille de celui 
qui a ce droit. Car il ne peut habiter sei-parament de sa 
femme,, de ses enfans de ses domestiques. Et il-en est de 
mgme si ce droit est asquis a la femme. Ce qui slentend 
de 1'habitation mgme qui etoit acquise avant le mariage. 11 
228. See supra notes 58-59 and 191. Batiza on this article 
of the D. O. wrongly refers to Part. 7.23.6 and Tucker wrongly 
to Part. 7.1.6 (Persons p. 285 note 108). Strange that all 
three should all give different wrong references. 
229. Persons, p. 285,, note 107. 
230. C. L. 3522,, paragraph 16. Tucker in his quotation in Personsp 
p. 285, quotes identically to the quotation here. 
231. Personsp note 129, pp. 289-90. 
232. See text supra at note 199 and note 199 itself: at most 
Pothier contrasts serviteur to ouvrier; but he is by no means 
consistent - he seems to regard ouvriers as a sub-class of 
serviteurs. 
233. See text supra at notes 209-213. 
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assimilate C. L. 3522 to D. O. 78 (p. 127). In factp C. L. 
3522 is the only evidence Tucker has for domestique 
having the same meaning as serviteur. 234-That this usage 
of the 1825 C. L. should necessarily be taken to show the 
intended meaning of the'D. O. seems dubious: furtherj, to 
expect consistency in usage is to be unrealistic. There 
can be no gainsaying the redactors' use of serviteur in 
D. O. 3 (P-37) to mean gM one who serves in whatever 
capacity. 

235-Tucker finally looks at D. O. 57-60 (P-383). 
D. O. 58-60 deal with ouvriers. labourersq and Tucker states: 

"It seems certain that this second categoryp the 

234. It : Ls interesting to note the background to C. L. 3522t 
paragraph 16. The 1823 Projet recommended the inclusion 
of titre 239 I'De la signification des termes de Droit": 
pp. ý4716-724- Paragraph 36 of the one article of this title 
read thus: "Famille. Ce mot appliqu6 aux personnes dans 
son sens ýe plus ttendup signifie toutes celles qui sont 
soumises a plus puissance d1un autre, et en ce sens il 
comprend non seulement les domestiques du pe're de famillep 
mais m8me ses esclaves. - Strictement on entend par le-mot 
famille, le pZýre, la mere et les enfans. - Dans un sens. 9 
plus 6tendul on entend tous les parens qi; i dependent d'une 
souche commune. " This became C. L. 3522 (16). Note that 
domesticlues is used in Projet, whereas serviteurs is used 
in the C. L.; further# the Projet uses strictement whereas 
the CZ. refers to 11un sens limit6.11 These changes are 
interesting, and could affect Tuckerts argument; but we 
need not consider this here. Batizap "The Actual Sources 
of the Louisiana Projet of 1823: A General Analytical 
Survey". 47 Tul. L. Rev., pp-1-115p at P-115 gives as the 
sources of this pro sion of the Projetp Part-7-33.6 
and D-50-16.195.1-5. (Actuallyp he gives D-50-16.1-5; 
this is an obvious mistake in printing. ) D-50-16 is the 
famous title, De Verborum Significatione. 
235. Tuckers however, does try in his footnote 129 in 
Persons, p. 289. He states that "In addition, article 1.6. 
-5--- lRcludes among serviteurs 'properly speaking'p 
laborers and workmen; this inclusion was suppressed in 
1825. " This is misleading. D. O. 3 (P. 37) was indeed 
reformedg and became C. L. 157; this new article made no 
mention of labourers or workmen. This was not'because 
serviteur was redefined so as to exclude them; ratherv 
the article was phrased in more general terms, and 
ouvriers (though not mentioned) would still be classed 
as serviteurs. C. L. 157 may be found quoted infra at 
note 257. 
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laborers, is not intended as a class of serviteurs. 
In the first places the articles refer only to 
lpropriigtaire' or proprietor throughout# in place 
of ImE(ttre' or master; this could hardly be the 
result of inadvertancev since the articles from 
the Projet of the Year VIII, from which these 
articles are drawng refer to the ma"i**tre and 
domestique. In the second places the service of 
the laborer is defined in terms of that which is 
done ton plantations or... in manufactures'. This 
is a departure from the service of all other 
servantsvwho are bound to serve their masters. " 236. 

Tucker's first point - the use of propri'gtaire - is quite 
irrelevant. The D. O. has to use this term because it talks 

of those who lease their services on plantations or in 

manufactures: the proprigtaire is the owner of such 

plantations or manufactures. In the Proj. An VIII9 maltre 

and domestictue are indeed used: in 3.13-113 the term 

I'domestiques" is qualified by the phrase "attaches a la 

culture"; 
2,37-in 3.13-114., domestique and ouvrier are 

mentioned 
238 

11 and in 3.13-115 once more both domesticlue 

and ouvrier are mentioned. 
239-The difference is that Proj. 

An VIIIP 3-13-114 and 115 apply to all servants# whereas 

D. O. 59 and 60 (P-383) only to ouvriers. 
240 'Furthers the 

Projet has phrased the articles more directly than has the 

French text of the D. O. (and the French is here the original 

text 241. ): thus the D. O. talks of the person "qui a, louiell 

or "qui a engagib" his services leaving the loroprietaire of 

the plantation or manufacture; whereas the Projet talks 

of the domesticlue, or ouvrier quitting the ma'hre or being 

dismissed by him. The Projet c, ould not use the term 

-proloriEtaire 
because it talks also of domestic servants; 

the D. O. does not, and follows the usage established in 

D. O. 58 (P-383). As regards Tuckerts second points all 

that may be said is that he is correct in so far as what 
aaa_- 

236. Persons, pp. 291-2. The three dots where an excision has 
been Radfeiý the passage Tucker quotes are his. 
237. Quoted supra between notes*179-80- 
238. Quoted 'supra between notes 181-82. 
239- Quoted supra between notes 184-85- 

es 185-202. 240. For argumentp see text supra at not 
241. The mistakes in the French caused by the copying of 
the 1800 Projet for D. O. 58 (P-383) show this. See text 
suprap at note 180. 
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differentiated on ouvrier from other servants is the 
nature of the ouvrier's work: that the nature of the 
employment of an ouvrier is different from that of a 
domestique is inevitable and has no bearing on whether or 
not an ouvrier - if this be the correct term for the 

personnes discussed in D. O. 58-60 (P-383 )242. _ is classed 
by the D. O. as a serviteur. Thust these two points Of 
Tucker, though correct in themselvess have no bearing on 
whether or not an ouvrier should be classed as a serviteur. 

We may conclude that Tucker has failed to establish 
that ouvriers or labourers should be excluded from the 

general. class of serviteurs: thus, contrary to Tucker's 
opinionp, D. O. 11 and 12 (P-39) would apply to workmen. 

243. 

Serviteurs here must be used in the general sense given the 
term by D. O. 3 (P-37) 

. 
244 *What maybe of some significance 

is that the D. O. nowhere defines domestictue or ouvrier; 
in D. O. 57, (P-383) the term "domestique", used in the sense 
of personal or house servants, is qualified by the phrase 
Itattachie's a la personne du m61"trell, while in D. O. 58-60 
(P-383) the Prench text only refers to those who lease 
themselves. The D. O. recognises the different objects of 
the contracts of lease as having different consequences; 
but it does not use domestiques or ouvriers as strict 
technical terms with a particular, defined meaning (though 

it has been convenient to use them here with such a meaning 
for purposes of discussion) 

. 
245*That is, in the D. O. 9 

domestique and ouvrier (labourer) are essentially used to 
describe the kind of work, rather than describing a 
servant in a particular juridical relationship with an 

242. The rubric of course states "Du Louage des Domestiques 
and Ouvriers". 
243. Persons, pp. 292-3. 
244. In his Persons, pp. 292-3, Tucker mentions only D. O. 11 
and 12 (P-39): what of D. O. 13 and 14 (P-39) - surely he 
should state that ouvriers are not covered by these articlesp 
since they too talk of serviteurs? In his note 1299 pp. 289- 
90 at p. 290, he suggests thatp in these articles too, 
serviteurs had the meaning of domestiques. However, he does 
not take account of this in pp. 290-3. In factq it cannot be 
so for D. O. 13 (P-39)9 without radically changing the law 
in a rather ridiculous fashion: see supraltext at notes 
143-146 and 209-213, 
245. The C. L. 9 of courset in its article 3172f gives a 
definition of domestique; this need not concern us. See note 
188 su ra,. 
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employer. An enwa , for examplep could serve as a 
domestique or as an ouvrier. 

The division of servants into engages and apprentices# 
as found in the D. O. t and the rules on such engages and 

apprentices seem reasonable and in line with socio-economic 

conditions of the Territory, where engagg's were used 

extensively and where apprentices to trades would probably 
play an important part in production - as they didq for 

246. 
example# in Baltimore in the same period . Apprentices 

were certainly very much a feature of artisan production 
before industrialisation. Domestic servants and manual 
labourers are distinguished one from the other; this is 

apparently because the former are in a close personal 
relationship with their masters, while the latter are not. 
In the-introduction to this chapterv it was pointed out 
that in the seventeenth century the status of personal 

servants was lowered towards that of manual workerst though 

their relationship to their masters still retained a 247. 
closeness which went beyond a merely contractual connection. 

In the discussion of the Castilian lawt it was shown that 

in the Partidas servants were considered as part of the 

family of the senor: such servants were a fairly wide classp 

according to Part. 7.33.6, going beyond merely personal 

, servants. Such closeness of relationship would be unsuitable 

for Louisiana as regards manual labourers; but as regards 

domestic servantsý it is difficult to say whether or not 

they were in a close relationship with their mastersq a 

closeness going beyond the formal contractual tie. The extent 

to which the notion of wage labour had developed in 

Louisiana by this period is unclear: it is certain that 

employment in industrial production was negligible. One may 

surmise thatp because industrial employment had not developed, 

as regards domestic service, the notion of service had not 

become completely subjected to the ideals of contract. 

246. See on enFap,, 6sf Deiler, 2. p. cit ,. 
note 108 surra, and 

on apprentices C. G, Steffens, op. cit. note 10 surra at 
P-107; on the latter see also note 11 surra. 
247. See surra, text at notes 2-9. 
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Should this be correct, it explains the adoption (and 

adaption) of the distinction found in Pbthier (or Guyot) 
between domestics and manual labourerse 248 'Domestic service 

was regarded as involving a personal bond beyond the mere 

contractual tie. Yeto because of the development of the 

ideals of liberal individualism and of the exclusion of 
the servant from the family, the relationship between 

master and servant was becoming subject to increasing 

contractual regulation: this explains the difference from 

the law as stated by Pothier or as in Guyotts Rgpertoire. 249. 

The more "personal" view of domestic service would explain 
the rejection of the provisions of the C. N. and its ProLe_t 

which did not distinguish, to any extentv between manual 
labour and domestic service; indeedg they largely assimilated 
the latter to the formerv rendering personal service much 

more a division of the rules on contract. The close 

relationship between the personal servant and his master in 

Louisiana would explain the adoption of the rule of the 

C. N. that a servant living with his master acquired his 

master's domicile . 
250-The 

choice among the sources on the 

liability of the master for his servants' acts would also 

seem to reflect the contemporary (more contractual) 

conceptions of the nature of the bond between master and 

servant; the master's liability for his apprentices would 

also seem to reflect the nature of the contract of 

apprenticeshi P. 
251. 

This leads to the conclusion that the redactors of the 

D. O. 9 while heavily influenced by the civilian traditionp 

recognised both the personal nature of domestic servicep 

and the very loose tie between a master and his labourers: 

accordingly, drawing on the sources available to themp they 

sought to embody this recognition in the propositions of 

248. See text su-pra at notes 185-202. 
pertoire, vol. 6, s. v. "Domestique", p. i()2 249. See Guyot, EgE 

where he makes exactly the' same distinction as Pothier 
between personal and other service; this is quoted in note 
200 supra. 
250. See text supra at notes 85-93. 
251. See text supra at notes 20.7d-213. 
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law laid down in their code. From the terms the redactors 
of the D. O. used, it is obvious that they only conceived 
of the employment of persons of low status: this probably 
reflects the outlook of their societyq and follows the 

civilian tradition. 

One problem has still to be dealt with: D. O. 2,4 and 
5 (P. 37) all mention "sale" of services. D. O. 2 (P-37) 

states: "Lee serviteurs libres sont en gen6ral toutes lea 

personnes qui louentp vendent ou engagent leurs services 
[etc]" D. O. 4 (P-37) states that the contract which "quelqu'un 

stest engag-6*9 en servir un autre pendant un tems fixýjq 

moyennant une certaine somme d1argent une fois pay'eell in 
Itequivalent a une vente. 11 D. O. 5 (P-37) states that: "Ceux 

qui ont vendu ou engag-e- leurs services pour un certain temsy 

et moyennant une certaine somme une fois pay6ep comme aussi 
lea apprentifs qui se sont engag'es pour un certain temstetc; It 

may be forced to make specific implement of their contracts. 
What is the significance of this usage? D. O. 4 and D. O. 59 

by stating that it is those undertaking to serve for a specific 
time for a certain sum of money who "sell" their services., 

show that it is only indentured servants, enEag. -eso who "sell" 

their servants; apprentices are not considered as selling 252. 
their servicesp as the wording of these articles indicates. 

That this is probably the correct interpretation is 

suggested by the 1825 C. L.; on the recommendation of the 

1823 PrO-Jett 2-53-D. O. 3 was reformed and D. O. 4 and 5 

suppressed, all to be replaced ultimately by C. L. 157s which 

reads thus: 
"Il ya trois sortes de serviteurs libres dans cet 
Etat, savoir: 

1. Ceux-,. qui ne font que louer leura services a 
la journee, a la semaine, au mois ou A l1ann6et 
moyennant de certains gages; 

Les rýgles qui fixent 1'Ztendue et lea bornes de 
ces contrats, sont Etablies au titre du louage. 

2. Ceux qui slengagent 'a servir pendant un tems 
fix'69 moyennant une certaine somme d1argentv et quit 
pour cette raisong sont conside'reos, non comme ayant 

252. Tuckerv Persons, p. 290 states thus: "Bound servants and 
apprentices, for examplep are considered to have sold their 
services for the contracts term.... " I cannot agree with his 
view that apprentices - according to the D. O. - sell their 
services; he must be mistaken. 
253. See 1823 Projett ppli-12. 
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loue-p mais ayant vendu leurs services; 

1 
3. Les apprentiag ctest--a-direp ceux pi 

s engagent 'A servir quelqulun, a Veffet d apprendre 
quelque art, m6tier ou profession. 

Ce qui concerne les engagies, dont les services 
sont vendus pour le payement de leur passage, est 
regre par une loi particuli-e're qui nlest point 
rappell6e par ce titre. 11 254. 

This article is generally only a reformulation of the 
material of the D. O.; and, as such, it is good evidence 
that only engaggs were considered by the D. O. redactors as 
selling their servicesq apprentices not being considered 
as doing so: the redactors of the 1825 C. L. have obviously 
thought this to be the meaning of the D. O. For an 
apprentic Ie to be considered as "selling" his services is 
quite illogical anyway. As D. O. 1 (P-453) statesp sale 
is a contract by which one party gives a thing for a price 
in money and the other gives the price to have the thing. 
An apprentice cannot be considered as "selling" his servicesp 
for he is getting no money in return; indeedv as D. O. 7 
(PP-37-9) states, often the apprentice paid the master: 
thust these articles cannot be referring to an apprentice 
as "selling" his services. 
makes the following remarks: 

"The analogy to sale is 
Strictly speakingg the 
in the civil law ought 
impossibility.... 

On D. O. 4-5 (P-37)v Tucker 

puzzling and unfortunate. 
sale of a free mants services 
to be a conceptual 

Even apart from Pothier's later distinction 
between obligations to do and those to givep a 
sale of services is problematical; it is difficult 
to conceive of a man transferring all his interest 
in his own acts to anotherp without also selling 
his body as part of the deal. 

There are two possible explanations for this 
bit of deeming. One is that it lays the theoretical 
groundwork for the master's right of specific 
performance (article 1.6.5 (P-36)). The other is 
historical. Hire at common law was regarded as sale 
for a time. Even today, the master at common law hires 
the man 

,# 
not his services. @, * And in 1808.. the 

incidents of the "hire" more closely resembled those 
attached to a civil law sale than to lease. In the 
translation of common law incidents to civil law 

254. The last paragraph was not proposed in the 1823 Projet, 
P. 12. The act referred to must be the 1806 Act, ch. XI. 
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formp perhaps that form was chosen which most 
nearly embodied the alien incidents. " 255. 

It seems unlikely that the intention behind the use of the 

term_11sale" was to ground the master's right of specific 
performance; such a right of specific performance was 
integral to the particular contract entered into by engaggs: 
furtherv apprentices could be held to specific implement 

of their contracts, and they were not considered as having 
"sold" their services (though Tucker mistakenly thinks 
they were 

256. ). The common law influence also suggested by 

Tucker as perhaps being the reason for the reference to 

sale in these articles seems unlikely to have been the cause: 
though it is possible that it was. 

257-What seernso however# 
I 

to have most influenced the redactors was the nature of the 

contract entered into by enizag6s, and their consequent 

social position: engages were not free men anymore. The 

1806 Actv ch XI, s. 1 talks of parties "entering into 

indenture either of apprenticeship or servitude"; rewards 
, 258. 

were offered for the return of absconding engages. In 

I- Quebecp an engage was described as: "un homme tenu d1aller 

partout et faire ce que son mall"tre lui, demande comme un 

esclavep durant le temps de son engagement" . 
259-Cargoes of 

immigrants were advertised as arriving in New Orleans so 

that they could be bound for a sum of money which they would 

hand over to the captain of the ship which brought them to 
260. 

pay for their passage. The description of an engage as 

having sold himself was accurate and apt. Tucker states 
that sale of one's services was conceptually impossible 

for the civil law; but the D. O. was dealing with circumstances 

in Iouisiana in the early nineteenth century. The D. O. 

255. Persons, p. 2909 note 130 thereon. 
256. See note 252 supra. 
257. Blackstones Corm-nentaries, vol. I ch. xIV9%III9 p. 429ý 
does after all say: "The reason and foundation upon which 
all this doctrine is built, seem to be the property that 
every man has in the service of his domestics; acquired by 
the contract of hiringg and purchased by giving them wages. " 
258. See Deiler, 232. cit., pp. 435-7. A, 259. So said governor Fr(>ntenac in 1681. Quoted DecWd-nej 
2Z. cit. 9 p. 63- 
2bO. See Deiler, a. cit., pp-433-4 and 440. 
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redactors were faced with an institution unknown to the 

Roman law, but very important in the Territory. They seem 
likely to have been struck by the obvious analogy of 

engagement to sale; and they used the term "sale" 

accordingly in their code to enable them to make a 
distinction between the indentures of engages and the 

contracts of domestics and labourers. That the redactors 

were cautiousq however, in their use of sale is indicated 

by the fact that in D. O. 2 (P-37) they couple sale with 

enizager: I'vendent ou engagent; 11261 *they do the same in D. O. 

5 (P-37): "Ceux qui ont vendu ou engagie". D. O. 4 (P-37) 

only states that engagement is equivalent to sale. The 

redactors obviously are using the best verb to hand to 

indicate the nature of engagement as an indentured servant, 

a verb appropriate given the social circumstances; but they 

exercise a certain caution in doing sop since they always 

couple vendre with engager. There is accordingly no need 

to posit common law influence to explain this usage. 
262. 

In conclusion, it may be said that the redactors) in 

their articles on servants of all kinds, by selecting 

among the sources available to them (though with appropijate 

innovation and adaption)9 provided a set of rules in line 

with legal tradition but which also reflected the redactors' 

views of the socio-economic realities. There was adequate 

account taken of the varying kinds of service in Louisianaq 

and clear rules were provided. The D. O. conceives of 

"service" as primarily contractualg but with a residue of 

older notions of the close personal relationship Of servants 

with their masters within the "family". It is worth 

reiterating that though many of the individual provisions 

in the D. O. on this topic were taken from the work of the 

French redactors or Blackstonev the redactors were not 

breaking from the past: they were providing more modern 

rules taken and adapted from the sources to hand-rules which 

fitted the tradition within which they worked - andq to a 

261. The English version of D. O. 2 renders I'louent vendent 
ou engagent" as "let, hire or engage*" 
262. At a genera level, comparison of locatio conductio to 
sale was common. See D. 19.2.2 and Pothierv T. C. L. no, 2, 
Bug. 4, p. 2. 
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certain extent, the rules in the D. O. (allowing for the 

colonial institution of engagement) could readily be 

viewed as a development or modernised version of the rules 
in the Partidas. This must be because of the similarity 

of the notions of service and apprenticeship in Europe 

before industrialisation and because of the Castilian and 
French laws' common inheritance from Rome. 

Part Two. Employment in the 1866 Quebec Code. 

In the C. Q. the only provisions to deal specifically 

with employment are found in the seventh title of the 

third bookt "Du Louage", "Of lease and hire". The 

Codification Commissioners indicate that the English rubric 

mentioned both "lease and hire" because "lease" alone was 

not equivalent to the French I'louage" or Roman I'locatio": 

they added that translations of both the C. N. and C. L. showed 

that the extra word was needed. 
263-As 

already pointed outp 

the C. N. contains, in its article 17089 an analysis of 

lou into two types and it follows this analysis in the 

scheme of its title on louage. By the time of the redaction 

of the C.. -Z. 9 many academic Roman lawyers had adopted the 

trichotomy in their analysis of locatio conductio. 
264-The 

trichotomy was known to the redactors of the C. ý. # since 

they cite Ortolan's edition of, and commentary ont 

Justinian's Institutes: Ortolan followed the trichotomy in 

his treatment of locatio conductic. 
265-It is of interest 

to see whether or not the contemporary theory of the 

trichotomy has had any influence on the redactors' analysis 

of louage: and the implications of the influencev or the 

lack of influencep of the trichotomy on the Quebec redactors 

will be studied. 

263. Fourth Report, p. 22 
264. See Olivier-Lartin, 
la doctrine allemande et 
louages. " 
265. See J. L. E. Ortolan, 
de 1'Empereur justiniený 
vol. 2,, p. 260. 

0 
Louawe, p. 467: livers 1830-1840 toute 
francaise cormaissait les trois 

5 
ExT)lication Historiclue des Instituts 
4th. Edn.., Parisq 1,547 (2 vols. )q 
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Employment in the modern sense is regulated in the C. Q. 
by five articles only of Book Threel Title Seven: three 

more than in the C, N,, but considerably less than in the 
1825 C. L. p which generally retained (though modified) the 

provisions of the sixth title of the first book of the D. O. 

The provisions in the C. L. on engagEs might not have been 

useful, as such indentured servants played no part in the 

life of mid-nineteenth century Quebec (at least as far as 
I can discover) though they had been important at an earlier 

period. 
266. Apprentices, however, were a feature of economic 

life (indeedp the C. Q. mentions them in some articles 
267. ) 

and it would have been of evident utility to regulate their 

legal exi. stence in the code. This was not done, and the 

example of Louisiana was not followed. Several reasons 

why may be suggested. First, the method of working adopted 
by the Codification Commission was such that the ordering 

of topics in the C. N. would be followed closely. The C. N. 

did not include in its first book (On Persons) a title on 

servants. Second, the Commission followed closely not only 

the ordering of the C. N., but also its individual articles: 

there were no articles in the C. N. on apprenticeship. Both 

of these points arising from the method of working would 

militate against the inclusion of articles on apprenticeshipp 

though they are perhaps not sufficient in themselves to 

explain the exclusion of provisions on apprenticeshiPp since 

the redactors of the C. Q. did sometimes depart from the form 

of the C. N. and that code's individual provisions. A third 

reason for the exclusion of regulation of apprenticeship 

may be found in the fact that the redactors placed most 

reliance on Pothier as their guide to the ancien, droit: he 

nowhere discusses apprenticeship (which in his day would 

have been regulated not by private law but by the guilds 
268. 

and thus would form part of public law rather than private 

266. See Dech"ýne, or). cit.: pp-50-77. 
267. See,, e. g. 9 C. Q. TO-54 2262 and 720. 
268. See text supra at notes 52-57. 
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Purtherp the commentators on the C. N. whom the Quebec 

redactors consulted likewise would contain no discussion 

of the nature and content of the contract of apprenticeship. 
Fourtht though not all of title six of the first book of 
the D. O. concerns apprenticesp the very presence of this 
titl. e in the Book "Des Personnes" might well have discouraged 
the redactors from following Louisianats example in regulating 
apprenticeship in their code, because the notion of a 
servant as a particular type of legal person might have been 

quite unacceptable to the redactors who were working at the 
high point of liberal individualism, the precepts of which 
the redactors espoused. 269. The redactors could have placed 
articles, on apprenticeship elsewhere in the code; but there 
is no evidence that they ever considered doing so. Thusy 
though the four Suggestions as to why the redactors may not 
have included provisions on apprenticeship cannot be said to 

have necessitated the neglect of aprrenticeshipp they do 

seem likely to have reinforced the redactors' attitude in 

not regulating the indentures and service of apprentices. 

The suggested reasons for the exclusion of articles on 

apprenticeship would help explain the neglect of the other 

articles of the C. L. (which of course had replaced the D. O. ) 

on servants in its first book. 270-O. L. 170 and 171 (formerly 

D. O. 13 and 14 (P-39)) would of course be covered adequately 

elsewhere in the C. Q. The C. L. in its articles 3172 to 

3174 both defined domestics and regulated what privileges 
they had in claims for their wages. 

271-The C. Q. regulated 

such privileges in O. Q. 2006; but the C. L. has not obviously 
been influentialo and the redactors did not take the 

oprortunity to define servants as the C. L. had. Here the 

redactors were probably guided by the O. N. 9 though their 

269. See chapter 7 infra. 
270.1 have generally talked in terms of the sixth title 
of the first book of the D. O. as this title is already 
familiar to the reader; it must be borne in mindp howeverp 
that the C. Q. redactors used the 1825 C. L. and that it 
had reformed, to some extent, the D. O. See supra note 95. 
271. On C. L. 3172., see supra, note 188. 
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section on privilegesp as it relates to servantag does differ 
from that of the latter code. 

272. 

As regards the redactors' general approach to lease of 
services, in their Sixth Report, in the section on mandates 
they I state that the distinction between hire of personal 
services and mandates when not gratuitous, is insubstantial. 
They remark that the distinction is not the result of a 
price being paid or the nature of the service. They point 
out that the contract is derived from Roman law in all its 
fundamental rules, and that the distinction in the Roman 
law was founded upon social differences among the Romanst 

and upon the fact that arts and professions were exercised 
by free people (hence "liberal") while other work was left 
to slaves. Compensation for exercise of the liberal arts 

was a (voluntary) honorarium, while that for the illiberal 

arts Was called merces or Pretium. They state that such a 
distinction founded only on shifting conditions of social 

rank can never become fixed or universal in character. 
273. 

Since this is so - they continue - which contract should be 

classed as lease of services and which mandate must vary 

according to the nature of the society: thus, aristocratic 

societies had regarded mercantile business as disreputablep 

while it is no longer regarded as such. 
274-They point out 

that inevitably there is great disagreement among jurists 

as to which professions are properly regulated by mandate 

and which by lease and hire: thus in Rome painting was 

272. See C. N. 2101. C. Q. 2006 speaks of domestic servantsp 
hired personso clerks, apprentices and journeymen. 
273. Sixth Report, p. 6. 
274. Ibid. 9 pp. 6-8. The statement of the redactors is worth 
quoting as it holds some interest: 11CIlt must vary with the 
changing estimate which different societiest according to 
their various constitutions place upon the honour or 
dishonour of particular employments, either from their 
imputed excellence, or from the dignity of those who follow 
them. That occupation which at one timet in an aristocratic 
statey is regarded as disreputable, at another period# with 
the diminution of the aristocratic element, may be looked 
upon as highly honourable; mercantile business affords a 
farailiar illustration of this. " 
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subject to lease and hire while Pothier states that to be 

a painter is to be a member of a liberal profession in 

France; Cujas states that advocates and Coquille that 

attorneys are governed not by mandate but by lease and hire 

while others# including Pothier and Merlingtake the 

opposite view. 
275-The 

redactors state that, for all practical 

purposesp mandate and lease and hire of services are 
identical; yetp only one code in Europe (the Austrian) - 
they continue - has chosen to treat all services paid for 

as objects not of mandate but of lease and hire: the 

distinction was considered "as the offspring and relic of 276. 
a condition of things which has long since passed away-. 00" 

-Despite these pointsp the Quebec redactors did not 
follow the example of the Austrian Code (article 1163)t 

though they recognised the artificiality of the distinction 

that some occupations were the object of mandate while 

-others were that of lease and hire. On the Austrian Codep 

they remark that Marcade' repeats the opinion of Troplong 

that its dispositions were all one would expect from a 

country that enforces military discipline by blows. 277. 

(Obviously the redactors did not consult the Austrian code 

themselves: its provision was only known to them through 

their use of (probably) Marcadi'a_. 278. The redactors give no 

275. Sixth Report, p. 8. See surra text at notes 41-45. 
276. Sixth Report, p. 8. 
277. See Marcadto QM. cit., vol. 6, P-519 (on C. N. 17799 II)v 
footnote 1: "Une telle disposition est sans doute quelque 
chose de p6nible a voir dan-s le Code d1une nation europeenne; 
mais elle y cadre assez bient au surplust comme le fait 
remarquer M. Troplong, avec la discipline militaire a 
coups de b9ton. " 
278.1 deduce this because the reference to the Austrian 
code is quite exceptional; I am sure they gained this 
knowledge from 2iiarcadie who cites and discusses-the Austrian 
Code. It is significant that they do not cite Troplong's 
own comment on the codep but rather Marcade's repeating 
of Troplong's corrment: see note 277 au-2-ra- 
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explanation in their Sixth Repqrt of why they kept the 
traditional distinction; in their Fourth Reportp howeverp 
they state that lease and hire of work resembles mandate 
and often the two were so similar as to render it difficult 
to define wherein the difference lies. The Commissioners 

add that they were tempted to submit articles connecting 
the twov but desisted because the contracts have continuously 
been kept separate not only in the Roman law but also in 
all countries that received Roman law: and - they state - 
the distinction is so woven into the doctrine and jurisprudence 
that to disturb it might lead to unforeseen difficulties 

and inconvenience. They conclude that therefore they have 

adhered to the rules which obtained under the ancien droit, 

and which were reproduced by the Code Napol'60n. 279. 

The explanation in the Fourth Rercrt of the redactors' 
reasons for not assimilating mandate and lease and hire of 

work is reasonable. Given the redactorst reference to 
M, arcadeF (and indeed other jurists who discussed the matter) 
it is tempting to speculate that there may have been other 

reasons for rejecting the approach of (for example) the 

Austrian Code; MarcadeFq whose report of Troplong's comment on 
the Austrian Code the redactors cite (approvingly? )p Puts 
forward against the Austrian approach arguments influenced by 

the Romantic movements and concludes that it would be better 

for liberal arts and professions to be the subject of a 

contract sui weneris, 280. All the evidence howeverp points to 

779. F3uR5 Report, pp. 23-30. 
280. OP-cit. vol. 6, P-519. Notable for obvious influence 
from the Romantic movement are the following remarks of 
Marcade" on this point: I'LLIes oeuvres de ltesprit et du 
coeur ne devraient etreq selon nous, ni ltobjet d1un mandat 
ni ltobjet d'un louage; car il re"pugne dtadmettre que le 
zýle de ces missionaires qui vont arracher des peuplades 
sauvages a la barbariev clue la charitle' de ces saintes 
religieuses qui renoncent aux joies de la monde... pour soigner 
dans nos h&pitaux les maladies les plus repoussantes, que 
le devouement du medecinp du soldat, de l1avocat et du 
professeur9que le ge-nie de Vartiste et du savanty avec sa 
brialante ardeurp son inspiration et son enthusiasmev que 
toutes ces saintes et belles choses ne sont que des choses 
V% - a louer, nlest-il pas aussi par trop bizarre et contraires 
6 toutes les id6es rejues de voir un mandato ... dans tout 
travail sans prix, de telle sorte que le savetier qui 
raccammode mes bottes se trouve 6levg 9ý la dignite de 
mandataire le jour ou il veut bien, pour un fois en passanto 
leg raccowx-, oder gratis: See also P-520 where in respect of 

-Po 
I etep artiste, savantp pr9tret soldatp and professeur, he 

talks of I'llardeM amour du vraiq et du beau, le d6-vouement a 
la patrie et a l'humanit6t l1enthusiasme du ge5niet ces nobles 
et saintes passions des grandes ames. " 
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the reason behind the redactors' rejection of any change 
as being legal tradition. The Austrian Code indicated that 
change was possible and the redactors acknowledged the 
inadequacies of the traditional civilian distinction between 
lease of wage labour and mandate and recognised that this 
distinction was outmoded; the Commissioners, howeverp 
because of the influence of tradition, did not consider 
that the law should be changed. Their legal conservatism 
maintained the traditiong even though they recognised the 

need for change. 
281. 

Before discussing general divisions of louage, and the 

actual provisions on lease of labour, C. Q. 84, from the third 
title`10f, Domicile" of the first book, must be dealt with. 
This article states thus: 

"The domicile of persons of the age of majorityv who 
serve or work continuously for otherst is at the 
residence of those whom they serve or for whom they 
work, if they reside in the same house. " 

This conforms to C. N. 1099 from which it is closely copied. 
The redactors do not indicate that this article settles a 
dispute which existed in the old law, though they must have 

been aware of this since they refer to both the Pandectes 

Fran(; aises and Merlin's Repertoire. The authors of the 
-J 

former work state of C. N. 109 that, "Cet article decide une 

question autrefois fort controverse-e. On doutait si la 

commoration pour une service ou un travail habituely 

attribuait le domicile. 11282. The Pandectes Fran2aises discuss 
2Týz the two main arrats on the point; ., Merlin, whom the 

redactors also citeg does likewise and he gives as his 

opinion that the C. N. had decided the point wrongly and that 

281. Though the titles on mandate and on lease and hire are 
adjacent in the code, they are the subject of different 
reports separated by almost a year. Thus, the Fourth Report 
(lease and hire) is dated 20th. Februaryp 18639 while the 
Sixth Report is dated Ist. Januaryv 1864. This does not seem 
siEnificant for usp however. Both titles were originally 
drafted in English by Commissioner Day. See Brierleyp 
Codificationg P-538 note 45 and EicCordq Preface, pp-viii-ix. 
Marcadg had ýeen studied in connection with title on lease 
and hire: his views on the matter and on the Austrian Code 
etc. must have been known. 
282.2 Pan. Fran, P. 427. 
283. Ibl-d. 
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a servant ought not necessarily to have the domicile of 
his master* 

284-The 
redactors also cite provisions of the 

Digest title ad municipalem et de incolis: D-50-1.6-3 and 
h. t. 22 . 

285-These Roman texts are only of relevance if 

servants are equated with freedmen. It is difficult to 

accept that the Quebec redactors seriously considered these 

texts; one suspects that they are cited only to give 
validity to the proposition in the C. Q. by lending it 

286. 
support from the prestige of the Corpus Iuris Civilis. 
The redactors were not legal historians; they sought suitable 

workable propositions of law: one may suspect that the 

solving of the dispute in the ancien droit over the domicile 

of servants was much more important than considering Roman 

provisions on freedmen which seem to have been cited as an 

. 
2x post facto justification of the redactors' choice. 

The Quebec redactors were here faced with tWO 

284. Merlin, Ri5pertoire, vol. 4 s-v- "domicile" 4 n. 1 and 2 
pp. 10-11. The first arrlýt concerned sieur ITicolas Sautereaut 
by origin from Burgundy, who was employed as an Intendant 

, by the Marquis de Bonnelle between the years 1724 and 1760 
with whom he lived and by whom he was fed and lodged. On 
arbitration, five avocats decided Santereau had retained 
his domicile of origi-n--FBurgundy): the arrýt of 13th. 
Augusty 17639 confirmed this. A decision of'the Chýltelet 
of 6th. 1,. ay, 1768, judged that a domestic was domiciled with 
his master. Youveau Denisart, vol. 6 s. v- I'domicile'19 fý IIt 
3 on servants also put the view contrary to that eventually 
taken by the C. N. The C. Q. redactors do not cite the 
rouveau Denisart; but they do cite I Bour. 90. This is a 
reference to FranSois Bourjonp Le Droit Conmun de-la France 
etc. (see chap. 4 note 945 §u±r-a7-. Book I of vol. I Of 
Bourjon's work, P-90 is to a section on domicile (Title 9 
Du Domicile starts p. 89); howeverp in the edition I used, 
that of 1747, there is no allusion to the doMiCile of 
servants: and indeed, the work was written before the two 
arr/ehs already mentioned. 
2T5-- 5-50-1.6. ý: Libertini oriEinecri patronorum, vel 
domiciliwa sequuntur: itern qui ex his nascuntur. I will 
only quote the proemium of h. t. 229 the subsequent parts 
not beinE, of particular relevance: Filii libertorurij 
libertarumquep liberti., paterni et patroni manLu-IlissOris 
domicilium aut originem sequuntur. 
286. "Jaleville, I Analyse, p. 109 does sitnilarlY; on C. N. 109 
he only makes the following laconic reraark: "Conforme aux 
lois 8 et 22 ff ad municip. 11 He does not allude to the 
dispute in the ancien droit. 
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possibilities: they could give a servant who lived with his 

master the latter's domicile or they could not. The ancien 
droit was undecided. The C. N. offered one solution (such 

a servant was domiciled with his master); but this solution 
was the subject of some criticism. The Quebec redactors 

chose to follow the C. N. 0 whichq in its article 1099 could 

suggest that the relationship between master and servant 

was other than one of pure contract. Of courseo ouvriers 
working in industrial production would not acquire the 

287. domicile of their masters, with whom they would not live. 

The acquiring of another's domicile is inevitably predicated 

on some notion of dependency on him: the servant is his 

master's dependent and hence acquires the latter's domicile. 

This contradicts the idea that a servant by contract leases 

his services to his master and in return gains wages: a 

purely formal arrangement between individuals in which 
domicile is irrelevant. The redactors believed in the 

doctrines of freedom and sanctity of contract; but they 

preferred to follow the C. N. here, though its article could 

have been interpreted as contrary to current notions of the 

contractual nature of relations between master and servant. 

It may be said that domestic servants living with their 

masters in fact would be economically and socially quite 

derendent on them. 

Title seven of the third book of the C., ý- is entitled 
"of lease and hire". Its first articlep C. Q. 1600, states thus: 

"The contract of lease or hire has for its object 
either things or work9 or both combined. " 288. 

This is rather different from its equivalent in the C. N. 9 
1708, which states: 

III1 ya deux sortes de contrats de louage: 
Celui des choses, 
Et 10elui d'ouvrage. 11 

The Quebec redactors state that the first three articles of 

287. In Preindustrial society, workmen and apprentices would 
frequently have lived with those artisans whom they served. 
288. In the French version: "Le contrat de louage a. pour 
objet soit les chosesy soit l'ouvragey ou les choses et 
Vouvrage tout a la fois. " 
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this title correspond with the first three of that (title 

eight) of the C. N. (1708P 1709P 1710). but that they have 289. 
improved on the wording of C. N. 1708 in their own C. Q. 1600. 
Indeedp though the organisation of this title of the C. Q. 

'follows 
that of the C. N. t and thus follows the latter's 

analysis of louage into twop C. Q. 1600 seems to suggest that 

there is one contract of louage but with three typesp 
depending on the object of the contract: further, in their 

Report# the redactors have suggested that the division of 
loua into two found in the C. N. 1708 is inaccurate and 
that they have "improved" on C. N. 1708.290. The change in 

c. Q. 1600 from the wording of C. N. 1708 is of interest; but 

before considering it further, it is useful to examine the 

sources referred to by the redactors. 

The authorities cited for this article are C. N. 1708p 

the Digest2 Cujas, Pbthier and Voet. The first of these has 

already been quoted. The relevant passage of the Digest 

is D. 19.2.22.1: 
"Quotiens autem faciendum aliquid datur, locatio este" 

Cujasp as cited, states: 
"Locatio conductio est negotium : ýcv-6'crTpofoY 
emptioni et venditioni, quia proximum et, 
simile adeop ut emptionis venaitionis et, 
pretii verbo promiscue utamur etiam in 
locatione, conductione et mercede. Et est 
locatio conductiog conventio nuda faciendi 
fruendive aliquid certa mercede. Locator qui 
dat aliquid fruendum, vel faciendum. Conductor# 
qui accipit. Et locatori datur actio locatio 
conductori utraque directa. " 291. 

289. Fourth Rerortp p. 22. 
290. Ibid. 
291. Paratitla in Libros Quinquaginta Diprestorum, se 
Pandectarum Imperat. Uoris] Iustinianiy Parlsv 1656.9 Cum notis 
Alex. Chassanaei et indice obligationem et actionemt et 
Epitome in eundem Indicem; 19.29 Locati conductip (PP. 137-8 
of this edition). It is interesting to note that 1.1alevilley 
3 Analysep P-372 cites this passage of Cujas and on P-3739 
cites D. 19.2.22.1: this seems another example of the obvious 
phenomenon that in the C. Q. redactors' B. P-r-20ELs less obvious 
or more obscure writers are often only cited if some author 
whom the redactors regularly use (e. g. 1.1, aleville, Plothierv 
Pan. Fran) refers the redactors to such authors. One may 
3on-clude that the redactors did not assiduously read all the 
writings of the numerous authors they cite. If Maleville 
cited a passage of Cujasp and this passage seemed interestingo 
the redactors would read it. 
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Pothier states: 
"Il ya deux espýhes de contrats de louage: le 
louage des choses, et le louage des ouvrages. " 292. 

And: 
"Le contrat de, louage est celui qýlon appelle bail 
ý loyer: on l'appelle aussi bail a fermep lorsclue ce 
sont des fonds de terre ou des roits qui en font 
11objet. " 293. 

The citation of Voet is "Voet, ad Inst. 1.9 3, t. 259 

this must be a reference to his Elementa Iuris secundum 
ordinem Institutionum in usum domesticae exercitationis 
digestag"'"which, in relevant part, states: 

"Locatio conductio est contractus bonae fideip 
consensu constansp de usu vel opera cum mercede 
commutanda. Licet enim in jure nostro occurrat 
etiam locatio et conductio operisp unde et operam 
redemtores appellantur, et eius quidem vel per 
aversionem, vel in pedes mensurasve elocati... 
tamen ipsa conductio seu redemtio operis continet 
in se locationem operae; dum artifex opus redimens 
locat operam. suam, seu faciendi necessitatem.... 

ITititur haec locatio et conducto iisdem fere 
regulis iurisq quibus emtio venditio; nam et tria 
requirit substantialia requisita consensumt et usum 
vel operamt ac mercedem: et perfecta censeturp 
quamprimum de usu vel opera et mercede convenit... 
mercesque in ea debet esse certa. " 295. 

Voet here apparently makes a fairly convential division into 

two types: he would seem to distinguish between lease of 

the usuS of an object and of the oDus or operae of a man. 

He does point out that there may also be locatio et conductio 

operis by contractors (redemtores), though he adds that such 

conductio seu redemtio 2, Ueris contains in itself a locatio 
296 

o-Per he here echoes-D. 19.2.22.2. 'Voet in his 

292. T. C. L., introductiong Bug. 49 p. l. There is in fact no 
reference to this; but since it is relevant, and known to 
the redactors, I have included it. 
293. T. C. L. no. 11 Bug. 4, p. 2. It is to this-passage that 
McCord refers: and though I have only quoted it in part, 
this part is the only relevant section. 
294.1 used the second edition, Leydeng 1705. For this being 
the only work which corresponds with the C. Q. referencep see 
A. A. Roberts, A Guide to Voet. Includ_ J. 
Voetq Pretoria, 19339 PP-15-17. 
295.1705 edn., Bk- 3P tit. 259 PP-151-2. In the quotation, 
the dots replace various references to passages of Roman 
lawq such as D. 19.2.22.2. 
296. See note above. D. 19.2.22.2 is quoted supra between 
notes 18 and 19. 
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Commentarius ad Pandectas did first develop the modern 
trichotomy and analysis of locatio conductio. 

297. 

None of the passages cited by the redactors contain a 
description of louage at all resembling that found in C. Q. 
1600, though indeed all the passages are inevitably related 
to the Quebec code's description of louage. As statedq the 

redactors in their article provide that louag-e has three 

alternative objects, the first two of which are obvious 
and traditional; the third, however, is problematic: 'Iles 

choses et Vouvrage tout a la fois. 11 This cannot be the 

contemporary theory of the trichotomyq though the trichotomy 

was known to the redactors 
298. 

: locatio operis could not 

readily be described as a combination of lease of things 

and work. Where the third aspect of lougge (lease of things 

and work combined) in C. Q. 1600 seems to originate is in 

criticism of the organisation of the French code and its 

treatment of the material. The title of the French code 
I'Du louagell is divided into four chapters. The first of 

these contains general provisions on louage; the second 
deals with louaEe des choses; the third with louaqe 

dlouvrage et d'industrie; and the fourth with bail a cheptel 
(the lease of cattle on shares). The ýuebec redactors have 

followed this scheme exactly. C. N. 1708 said there were 

two types of loua-ge: that of things and that of work. C. N. 

1711 said that these two types subdivided into several typesp 

one of which was bail a che-ptel. Marcad6' criticises the 

French code. He points out that the code states bail ýa 

cheptel to be a subdivision of the other twoo and he 

comments thus: 
"Or il C i. e. le code] se met ensuite en contradiction 
avec gette donn*e-ev puisque, au lieu de placer le 
bail a' cheptel dans l'un des deux chapitres prVc6dents, 
il le range dans un chapitre particulier et en fait 
un troisi-e"me classe indgpendante. 11 299. 

297. Commentarius ad Pandectas, esp. 19.2-33. On this being 
the origin of the trichotomy, 'I have accepted the views of 
Olivier-', ',, artin: see his Louage, pp-467 - 8. 
298. Ortolan, 2. p. cit. note 265 supra, vol. 2, pp. 260-261 
exhibits the trichotomy most clearly: he accepts the 
contemporary view without hesitation. The redactors consulted 
and apparently borrowed from Ortolan for C. Q. 1663: see infra 
at notes 331-341. 
299. Marcad'e, 2j2-cit- 9 vol. 6, P-418, conment II on C. N. 
1708-711. 
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He continuesv pointing out that of the two approaches the 

code adopts to bail ý[ cheptel (firsts treating it as a 
subdivision of the other two; seconds treating it as a 
third class)t the second is the more appropriatet because 
bail Eir cheptel presents a "nature toute particuli*ýrell not 

only as "tout 'a la fois louage de choses et louage d1ouvragell 

but also as being closely related to the contract of 

partnership (socigtg). 300* Though the redactors do not 

cite Marcade' as an authority specifically for C. Q. 1600, 
they were familiar with his works and used it extensively: 
indeed, they cite a passagel next to the one just quoted 
fromg in connection with C. Q. 1602. 

It may be concluded that the third aspect of lease 

adumbrated in C. Q. 1600 - 'Iles choses et 11ouvrage tout a 
la foist' - refers to the fourth chapter of the titlev that 

on bail 'a cheptel. The redactors have improved on C. N. 17089 

influenced by comments such as those of D,,, arcad6f though none 

of the authorities cited specifically in connection with 

c. Q. 1600 (the Digestv Cujas, Voet, Pothier and C. N. 1708) 

indicate the origin of the description of louage in C-14. 

1600 nor provide a critique of the French code. It is 

tempting to suggest that 1.,,. arcade's phrase "tout a la fois 

louage des choses et louage d1ouvrage" is the source of C. Q. 

1600's 'Iles choses et Vouvrage tout a la foist'; but this 

is not necessary for the argument. 

The Quebec redactors knew of the trichotomy; nonethelessy 

they rejected the threefold division of louage and followed 

the scheme of the French code. Some reasons may be 

suggested for their actions. First, had the trichotomy been 

adopted, the provisions of the C. Y., and the model provided 

by its titlev could not have been followed; the redactors 

would also have had to provide a new title on bail 'a cheptel,, 

300. Ibid. MarcadE' gives as his opinion that bail Aý cheptel 
E_, properly so jou should not be treated as an aspect of 1_Ea e 

called, because of its connection with partnership. 
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even though the latter was of minimal importance in Quebec 

Secondp the conservative nature of the actions of the 

Quebec redactors generally would militate against a 

radical alteration of the ordering of the material on louaEe. 

A division of louage into two was traditional; the Quebec 

redactors could have seen no real reason for altering that 

traditional analysis and none of the authorities they cited 

would have suggested that they should. Thusp the redactors 

followed the scheme of the Code Napoleon. They altered the 

general provisions in the first chapter to improve on the 

descriptions of the various forms of lougge: this seems to 

have been prompted by criticism of the Code Napolidon. They 

maintained the Code Napol'eon's treatment of bail 'a c- heptel 

as an aspect of 12ua e though this was in some respects 

unsatisfactory (Pothiert notably, does not treat of 22ail 'a 

cheptel in his Trait6 on louage). 

The first chapter of the title has one further article 

mentioning louage of work, C. N. 1602, which states that: 

"The lease or hire of' work is a contract by which 
one of the parties, called the lessor, obliges 
himself to do certain work for the otherp called 
the lessee, for a price which the latter obliges 
himself to pay. " 

The French text renders "lessor" locateur and "lessee" 

locataire. This is similar to C. 17.1710p and the articles 

of both codes clearly refer to both locatio oreris and that 

operarum, (indeed they combine the two). C. -ý. 1602 differs 

from C. N. 1710 basically only in including the phrases 

301- On the redactors' knowledge of the trichotomyý see note 
298 supra. On bail 'a chentel, the redactors point out that 
there are 32 arTi-cles in the C. N. 9 but only three in the 
C. Q.: this is because - they say - in certain parts of 
France the leasing of cattle and sheep on shares was very 

JTi vernois and common. Such provinces as Berryp BrittanYP ý 
Bourbonnais had abundant and minute provisions on it in their 
CoutiLmes, and the C. N. has drawn on them. They remark that 
"In this country, the contract is of little comparative 
frequency or importance. " They rejected the C. N. 's detailed 

rules as useless and perhaps harmful in Quebec where 
parties accustomed to make special agreements or conform to 
local usage in such a bail. Fourth_Eprorty P-34. 
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"called the lessor" and "called the lessee. " The redactors 
refer to Cujas and the Digest (both as cited for C. Q. 
1600) and to Rousseaud de la Combe and Marcade. 302. In the 

relevant passage, Rousseaud de la Combe states that: 
"Le locataire appellTen Droit, conductor, est 
celui qui dat pecuniam; le bailleur appell; F en 
Droit, locatorp gui eam recipit.... " 303. 

Rousseaudts account does not consider that in locatio operis 
it was generally the locator who paid the money. he 
C. Q. redactors cite two passages from L: arcad7e'1s Explication. 
The first passage cited305-gives a lengthy discussion of 
the various views put forward as to who was locator and who 
conductor; the second passage cited summarises Marcade-'s 

306. 
opinion and arguments. This second passage states thus: 

"Le louage pur ou parfait est un contrat par lequel 
une partie qu'on appelle locateur sloblige ýt faire 
jouir,, soit d1une chose, soit de son travail ou 
de son industrieg une partie quIon nomme locataire et 
qui stoblige ýý lui payer le prix de cette jouissance. 11 

It goes on to summarise further the first passage. For 

our purposesp a passagep uncited by the C. Q. redactors, 

may conveniently be quoted as concisely putting Marcadie's 

vi ews: 
"Nous avons prouve- plus haut (art. 1710-III)p contre 
les jurisconsultes romains, et contre Domatv Cujasp 
Pothier et M. Troplong, que l'id6e d'apres lacluelle 
le locateur esty dans le louage d1ouvragesp aussi 
bien que dans le louage des chosesp celui qui reSoit 
le prix, et le locataire celui qui paye, id6e clul 
est consacr6e par notre Code, est en effet la seule 
qui fqt vraiment rationelles, la seule clulune 
16', gislation logique dut adopter. 

Le louage d'ouvrage ou d'industrie est donc un 
contrat par lequel une partiep qu'on appelle 
locateur, s'oblige a*Z faire jouir de son travail une 
autre partie qui stoblige ý le payer et qu'on appelle 
locataire. " 3 307- 

Elarcade lays great stress on who pays the price as what 

302. They refer also to Troplong, whom I have not been able 
to consult; but see note K8 below. 
303. Rousseaud de la Combe (or. cit., ch. 4, note 952 supra), 
P-441 S-v. "louage". 
304. See text surra at notes 17-18. 
305. Lllarcade-, 22. cit. v vol. 6, pp-419-4249 comment III on 
C. N. 1708-1711. 
306. Ibid., riTsume du tifre huitiame, P-570. 
307. TlarcadZ, U. cit., vol. 6, P-517o comment I on C. Y. 1779. 
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should distinguish the lessor from the lessee. The C. Q. 
redactors have adopted Miarcade's viewq and., no matter the 

nature of the ouvrage, accept that the person who pays is 
the lessee or locataire. This fudging of one of the 
distinction's between locatio o-Perarum, and that operis (as 

developed by the trichotomy) highlights the C. N. 's division 

of louage, into two types. The redactors of the C. Q. have 

adopted Marcade-ts terminology to avoid the possible 
confusion over who was locateur and who locataire: a 
confusion which the C. N. had apparently given rise top 

since Troplong had been of the opinion opposite to that of 
Marcad'e'. 308 eAs is obvious, this adoption of the opinion of 
MarcadE rqist have caused some problems for the redactors: 
his opinion ran contrary to that of many of the writers 
on the ancien droit - notably Pothier309-- and contradicted 
the Roman texts. Indeed, it is notable that Miarcade states 
that Domat 9 Pothier, CuJas and the Roman jurists disagreed 

with himv while citing no jurist of the 
, ancien droit in his 

support. Marcade"states that only two other writers on the 

C. N. discussed the point: Duvergierp who agreed with Earcade-f 
710. though providing no arguments, J and Troplongp who held 

the contrary view. In follo-wine Larcade's the redactors 

would be open to the charge of changing the law. The 

redactors, howeverp cite a passage from TRousseaud de la 

Combe to justify their view: this passage conforms with 

1,1, arcad-ets opinion; but Rousseaud's use of the term bailleur 

sugEests he only had louape des choses in mind, as bailleur 

is a term normally reserved for one who lets out land to 

another in a contract of bail ýt loyer or bail ýý ferne. 311. 

All the redactors reraark in their Report is that the proper 

application of the terms "lessor" and "lessee" is explained 

to avoid confusion. 
312. 

I 

comment III on 308. See 1ýi. arcad-e, pp. 2it. 9 vol. 6, pp. 421-424ý 
C. N. 1708-1711. ' The O. Q. redactors cited Troplong (see note 
302 supra); but the fact j',. arcade- cites him allovis us to 
know what Troplong said and to know that the C. Q),. redactors 
rejected his views. 
309. See T. C. L. no. 392p Bug,, 4 P-133. 
310. Marcad6, op. 2it. 9 vol. 

; 
P. 420-421, coment III on C. N. 

1708-1711. 
311. See 11, arcade, Rp. cit., vol. 6, P. 419, and Pothier, T. C. L. 
no. 1. Bug. 4, p. 2: it could be used also for bail a cheptel, 
but not for louage d'ouvrage. 
312. Fourth 'ferort, p. 22. 
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The conclusion must be that here the redactors have 
innovated, following Mlarcade. This innovation is probably 
sensible; and it certainly does avoid any possible 

confusion over terms. It doesp howeverg amount to a break 

with the Roman tradition and the ancien droitv though the 

citation of Rousseaud would suggest that the redactors 

might have been trying to conceal their change or thought 

that there was an alternative tradition. Given that the 

redactors were working at the period when the theory of 
the trichotomy was becoming influentialp such a definite 

ascription of the terms to the parties would avoid possible 

confusion (it may be recalled that the trichotomy placed 

great emphasis on the conductor operis being he who was 

paid while the conductor, operarurn and conductor rei were 
those who paid). The redactors must have considered that 

not to make he who pays always the locataire would be likely 

to cause confusion, especially when there was such 

disagreement over terminology. 313. 

C. N. 171,314. has no equivalent in the C. Q. 315- The third 

chapter of this title is that entitled "Of the Lease and 

Hire of Work. " ý16. Its first section contains one articlep 

1066: 
"The principal kinds of work which inay be leased or 
hired are: 
1. The personal service of workmeny servants and others; 

2. The work of, carriers, by land and by water, who 
undertake the conveyance of 7ersons or things; 

5. That of builders and others, who undertake works 7 
by estimate or contract. it 

313. Note that ý,., arcadC in disagreeing with C'ujas cites a 
different work of the latter than that cited by the C. Q. 
The passage of Cujas cited, however, does disagree with the 

vievis of iv. arcadF and C. --4.1602 
in so far as Cujas defines 

the "locator" as he who hands over something, 
314. See text supra at notes 166 and 167.2, 

that the 315. The redactors remark, Fourth Re]2ortt p. 2 
specification of C. N. 1711 has not been adopted. Thisp of 
course, has to do with the new description of louage, in C. Q. 
1600 and with the fact that in C. N. 1711 bail a cheDtel is 
stated merely to be a subdivision of lease of fbings and 
lease of work. See text supra at notes 297-301. 
316. See text surra at notes 273-231 for general comments 
of redactors. In Frenchq "Du louage dlouvrage". 
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The French text renders "workmen" as "ouvrierall and "servants" 

as I'domestiques". O. Q. 1666 is similar to C. N. 1779, with 
one difference significant here: the first type of louage 
d1ouvrage described in the C. N. 's article is I'Le louage des 

gens de travail qui slengagent au service de quelqu'un. 11 

The C. Q. has phrased this form of louaEe d1ouvrage as 

apparently incorporating a much wider class of workers than 

does C. N. 1779; this could be the result of a growth in 

the number of occupations in which one leased one's services. 
The redactors unfortunately do not say why they here altered 
the wording of C. N. 1779: all they do state is that their 

proposed article corresponds in character to C. IT. 1799.317. 

The wider phrasing of C. Q. 1666 must have some significance; 
but the problem is whether "and others" ('let autres") should 
be interpreted broadly or restrictively. Both Faribault318. 

and L., Iignault 319'are 
of the opinion that this section must 

comprehend more than domestics, manual labourers and the 

like. Mignault points to C. Q. 226o, 2261 and 2262 on 

prescriptiong which seem to imply that not only menial tasks 

are the subject of lease of personal service. 
320. If he is 

correct, the Quebec redactors have widened the scope of 321. 
locatio orerarum: Pothier took a much more restricted view. 
This broadening of the scope of lease of cervices must be 

in response to the growth and complexity of economic life 

in Quebec: it is in line with the redactors' wish to assimilate 

mandate and lease of work. 

Section Two of this chapter is entitled "of the lease 

and hire of the personal service of workment servants and 

others", "Du louage du service personnel des ouvriersý 
domestiques et autres. " Its first articleg C. Q. 1667P 

317. Fourth Rerortq P.:. 30. 
318- Faribault, Traite du Droit Civil_du Quebecp vol. 12, 
pp. 289-290. 
319- Mignault, Droit Civil, vol. 7 pp-368-9. 
320. C. Q. 2260 Týýstates: 'Ilfor hire of labourg or for the 
price of manualg professional or intellectual work and 
materials furnished. " 2261 (3): "For wages of workmen not 
reputed domestics who are hired for a year or more" 2262(3): 
"For wages of domestic or farm servantso merchants' clerks 
and other employees who are hired by the day, week or -, nonthp 
or for less than a year. " 
321. T. C. L. no. 10., Bug. 4., P-7 quoted su-pra at note 41. 
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states thus: 
"The contract of lease or hire of personal service 
can only be for a limited time, or for a 
determinate undertaking. 

It may be prolonged by tacit renewal. " 

C. N. 1780 is similar, but without the second paragraph. 
322. 

The wording of C. Q. 1667 is also more precise than that of 
C. N. 1780; but the further significance (if any) of this 

is unclear. The provision on tacit renewal was found in 

the. ancien droit: 
'III paralt que la tacite reconduction doit aussi 
avoir lieu pour les services des serviteurs, des 
servants et des ouvriers. " 323.324. 

Andq of course, tacit renewal would apply under the C. N. 

The redactors cite D'Espeissest who stated that: II[LIthomme 

libre ne peut pas louer ses oeuvres 'a*" perple-tuite.... " He 

explains: 
I'Vous avez 6tFachetes par prix; ne devenez point 
serfs des hommes.,, parce que ce seroit rendge 
inutile la liberte, a moins que le louage ne fut,, 

_ fait en faveur de la cause pieusey comme si on s etoit 
loue a servir perp'Etuellement un ý8`pital; car alors 
ce louage est bon. " 325. 

As regards the C. N. p similar statements are made by Ll'aleville 

and the Pandectes Frangaises ? 26. The redactors also cite 
.0 

Troplong who was of the opinion that a contract of service 

for a determinate period, but which would last for the 

lifetime of the lessor could be invalid. 327. It is difficult 

to know what significance to attach to this reference to 

322. Quoted supra between notes 77 and 78. 
323. Pothiert T. C. L. no. 372 Bug. 4. p. 127. 
324. See e. g. 1ý11-arcadef or). cit. vol. 6t P-527p comment III 
on C. N. 1780-1781. 
325. DtEspeissesp 22. cit., s, v, "Louagellp s. 2n. 6, p. -91 of 
tome I of 1750 edn. The redactors of course cited Pothier 
(as note 323 supra). 
326. See 1-ilaleville, 3 Analyse, P-401 and 13 Pan. Fran, pp. 
190-1. Serres, U. cit., Bk- 3v tit. 259 1 ý-. 501-states 

kne louer ses oeuvres, son travail et son "on peut me Ruite industrie, pour un certain temsp mais non pas a perpe 
ou ý vie: car un tel trait6seront nulp comme sentant la 
servitude et Vesclavage. 11 
327. Troplong's work was unavailable to me; Larcadev U. cit. 
vol. 6, PP-525-7p comment II on C. N. 1780-81 discusses him 
extensively and enables us to know Troplongts opinions. Of 
course, this may not be the particular passage to which the 
C. Q. redactors refer; even sop it is of relevance. 
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Troplong. 
328- 

The redactors also cite provisions from 
Justiniants Digest dealing with attempts to infringe otherst 
liberty of action as regards marriage and domicile. 329. 

All that may definitely be said about this provision 
of the C. Q. was that it follows the ancien droit and improves 
on the wording of the C. N. in making express the provisions 
on tacit renewal and in stressing that the term of service 
was "limited"y I'limit"611. (Could this latter be a reaction 
to Troplong? ) All the redactors state in their Re]22rt is 
that they have added to C. N. 1780.330. 

C. Q. 1668 is as follows: 
"It is terminated by the death of the party hired or 
his becomingg without faultt unable to perform the 
services agreed upon. 

It is also terminated by the death of the party 
hiring, in some casest according to circumstances. " 

There is no such article in the equivalent section of the 

C. N.; the redactors remark that this is a matter which had 

to be decided and inserted here, the extinction of a contract 
by the death of one of the parties being an exception to 

the general rule. 
331-There 

is also no equivalent article 
in the 1825 C. L. The redactors apparently did consult C, N. 

1795, from the next section of the codeq which stated: 
"Le contrat de louage d'ouvrage est dissous par 
la mort de Vouvrier, de l1architecte ou entrepreneur. " 

Pothier is also referred to; specifically ncs. 165-8 and 
171-5 of his Trait'e-. 332. ros. 165-8 concern the effect of 
force majeure. No. 165 enunciates the general principle that 

"Lorsqu'un ouvrier ou serviteur a lou6 ses services a un 

maitre, si rar une force majeure ces services n'ont pu etre 

rendus, le mattre doit 8"tre de-charg-e du prix desdits services. " 

The rest of nos. 165 to 168 discuss this point by means of 

examples, and deal with the rights and liabiliýies between 

328. Supposing that this is the passage the redactors had 
in mind: see note 327 supra. 
329. D-35-1-71.1 and 2. from the title de condicionibus et 
demonstrationibus et causis et modis eorum quae in 
testamento scribuntur. 
330. Fourth Reportq P-30. 
331. Fourth Rerortf P-30. 
332. T. C* . nos. 165-8 and 17l-5p Bug. 4v pp. 61-2 and 63-64. 
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master and servant in various circumstances of force 

majeure. Nos. 171 to 175 deal with the difference between 
force majeure and fault in the event of the contract between 

master and servant coming to an end. Should there be fault, 
the party at fault is liable in damages. 333-Thusv these 

passages are relevant as regards the contract ending by 

force majeurev or one party without fault becoming unable 
to carry out his bargain. There is no mention of the effect 

of the death of one of the parties on the contractv andq 
indeed, in the context of the contract for servicesp Pothier 
does not discuss the point. On locatio 

' operisp Pothier does 

say that the contract would be dissolved if the obligation 
depended on the personal work and abilities of the conducteur; 

should it not) the heirs of the conducteur had to carry 

out the work. 
334-The death of the locateurp howevery in 

locatio onerisp according to Pothierg never ended the 

contract: this is in line with C. N. 1795 (surra), also on 
335. the contract operis. 

The redactors cite no other writers on the ancien or 

nouveau droit. They do cite Ortolan's ExPlication Histori 

des Instituts de ltEmnereur Justinien. 
33b. orto lan states thus: 

"Pour le louage des services (operarum)t le contrat 
finit par la mort de celui qui a loug son travailp 
car avec lui p6rit aussi la chose louee. 11 

This seems to be the direct source of the Quebec rule on 

death of the parties. It may be pointed out that no such 

direct rule is made in Justinian's Institutes; the only 

passage the Institutes have on this point states that: 

111i1ortuo conductore, intra tempora conductioniss 
heres eius eoderr. iure in conductionem succedit. " 337. 

For the contract operarum the conductor would be the master 

333. On these passagesv see further supra at no tes 194-199. 
334. T. C,, L. nos. 453-6, Bug. 49 pp. 172-4. 
335. T. C. L. no. 444, Bug. 4, p. 149: "La mort du locateur ne 
r6sout pas le contrat de louage d1ouvrage. " See on the 
relation of Pothier's vie-zis to C. 1-T, 1795y Fenet sur Pothierg 
P-564. 
336. Vol. 2 p. 269. The redactors cite p. 271; this could be 
the result of different editions. 
337. Inst. 

. 
3.24.6. See also D. 19.2.19.9 and Voet ad 

Pandectas,, 19.2.22 and 27. 
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338. 
or employer; for that operis, he would be the person hired. 

The redactors' rule must be correct, and for the 

reason Crtolan givesq even though they produce no authority 
from the ancien droit Marcadep for examplep states that: 

"Le louage des services finit toujours par la mort 
ne saurait du domestique ou de l'ouvrier. Le mal 

'atre contraint d'accepter leurs hieOritiers 'a leur 
place, et ceux-ci recipro uement ne pourraient pas 
Iftre contraints par le maltre "a continuer le travail 
de leur auteur, le contrat ntayant 'ete" forme- de part 
et de Vautre que pour la personne de cet ouvrier ou 
de ce domestique. juant 'a la mort du mahrej son 
effet ne saurait 1hre indique* en these et dlune 
maniere absolue; car cleat par lea circonstances de 

%I chaque espece qju on verra si le louage nta 6te- fait 
qulen considi6ration du maTitre, et si la raort des lors 
doit re'soudre le contrat. " 339- 

This is the rule of C. Q. 1668; indeed any other rule would 

be unacceptable. The most interesting aspect of this article 

is not the content of the rule on the effect of death but 

the fact that the redactors (prestunably) could find no 

source from the ancien droit, to support their propositionp 

and ended by citing a textbook on Roman law. This must 

reflect the increased interest in the contract for services 

in the nineteenth century. 

There is one further important point in connection with 

this article. It will be recalled from the discussion of 

Louisiana that Pothier and Guyot divided servants into two 

types: personal servants and ouvriers. 1--asters could dismiss 

personal servants at will and with impunity; personal 

servants had not a corresponding right to quit. The rules 

for ouvriers viere different; they could neither be dismissed 

nor held to their contracts in the way in which personal 

servants could. 
340. No trace of such a division between 

personal and other servants appears in the C. ýJ., q which has 

here followed the C. N. in not distinguishing between servants 

accordinE to the nature of their work. In the authorities 

338. Of. Pothier's rulep notes 334 and 335 suDra. 
339.1.1arcade-,, 2pcit.. q vol. 6, PP-527-8) coaniý-. ent III on 
1780-81. 
340. See text surra at notes 193-200. 
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consulted in connection with C. Q. 1668, it is notable that 
No. 176 of Pothier's Traite"is not mentioned: this is the 
passage that makes explicit the distinction between personal 
and other servants. 341-The 

redactors have clearly rejected 
this distinction found in the ancien droit. The distinction 
is founded on the idea that personal servants are in a close 
relationship with their master: a relationship outwith the 
ties of formal contract. The redactors have preferred to 

place all servants in the position of abstract contracting 
individuals rather than having personal servants as 
dependents in the power of their master. c. Q. 1668 thus 

contains a change in the law not pointed out by the redactors. 

The next article in this sectionp C. Q. 1669, states 
that: 

"In any action for wages by domestics or farm 
servants, in the absence of written prooft the 
master may offer his oath, as to the conditions 
of the engagement and as to the fact of paymentt 
accompanied by a detailed statement. 

If the oath be not offered by the master it 
may be deferred to him, and is of a decisory 
naturet as regards the subjects to which it is 
limited. " 342. 

Though this article is apparently different from C. N. 1781t 

the principle is the same. The redactors state the provision 

follows the existing law and is coincident with C. N. 1781.343. 

The redactors cite as authority article 127 of the Coutume 

de Paris, Pothier, Guyot's RýE-ertoiret and the Vouveau 

Denisart. Article 127 states that there is a year's 

prescription period for wages; on this Ferriere states: 
11CS]i les serviAeurs font leur dernande dans Van 
contre leurs maitres, ils ne sont pas reýus a eur 
serment, au cas que leurs aidNres alleguent le 
r-ayement fait de leurs loyers, mais le sermient est 
d6fer-e aux maNres.... " 344. 

The 'T'ouveau Denisart states that the servant's action against 

341. T. C, L. no. 176, Bug. 4, p. 64, quoted supra at note 198. 
342. Quoted sunra between notes 77 and 78. 
343. Fourth Rerort, P-30. 
344. Corl-:, s et Comp. vol. 2, col. 542, no. 16 on C. de P. 
art. 127. 
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his master prescribes after one year; but a servant may 
still put his master on oath. 

345-Guyot's 
Roe'rertoire states 

that: 

"Boniface rapporte un arret qui a juge' que quand 
il ya contestation entre le maltre et le Domestique 
sur les conditions de l1enggement et le payement 
des gages, le serment du ma 4 tre doit faire foig A 
moins clulil nly ait un "6crit. 

Cette Jurisprudence est aussi celle du chqtelet 
de Paris et le parlement Va confirmee par arret du 
14 Decembre 1764. " 346. 

Pothier is cited; but his passage does not repeat an 
identical rule. He discusses whether, in a dispute between 
master and servant over the former's dismissal of the latter, 
a master should produce proof of his allegations of' just 
cause or if the judge should rely on the master's "declaration". 
Pothier states that 'Ila decision doit 'ýtre laissee ýa 
Varbitrage du juge, qui doit se determiner par les 

3 
circonstances, et par la dignitie- du mahre. 11 547-It is 

obvious that C. Q. 1669 follows the existing law. Pothier's 

more cautious statement has not been adopted; the redactors 
presumably preferred the more certain rule of the other 
authorities. 

The reasoning behind the provision is easy to understand. 

The Pandectes FranRaises explain that: 
"En effet, on nlest gu'ere dans ilusage de prendre 
des quittances des gages que Von paye a' un 
domestique, et des salaires que Von donne a un 
ouvrier. Il est juste, dans ce cas, d1accorder la 
creance au maitre. La rirgle contraire, ou celle 
clui exigerait une preuve ticrite serait tre's- 
embarrassante. " 348. 

i1aleville states as folloi7s: 
"On demanda si le domestique ou ouvrier pouvait'etre 
reýu'a Prouver par temoins que le mdl\tre avait 
convenu lui devoir tant, et si malgrg 11offre de 
cette preuve, l'affirmation devait '8tre d6feree 
au mýTtre. 

345. IT. D. s. v. "gages" 3 ýP, 143-4 of vol. 9- See also 
lerlin, Rgpertoirep vol. 41 12 s. v. I'domestiquell no. IV 

P-5. 
346. Guyotv R6pertoireq vol. 6, s. v. I'domestique", p. 102. 
347. T. C. L. no. 1759 Bug. 4, p. 64. 
348.13 Pan. Fran. P-191. Ferriere, Corrs et Comp. vol. 2v 
col. 542, no. 16y gives the same exId-anation. 
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On re"pondit que l'offre de preuve ne devait 
pas'hre reque parce que les ouvriers et domestiques 
se serviraient de t'emoins entre eux. " 349. 

The redactors would approve of the class distinctions and 

attitudes implicit in these statements: servants were 

presumed to be much more likely to be dishonest than masters. 
One point of note is that C. Q. 1669 states specifically 
that it applies only to actions by domestic and farm 

servants. That this is so specific must mean that other 

ouvriers and employees are not subject to these rules. (It 

may be recalled that C. Q. 1666 mentions generally "workmen, 

servants and others") This means that the provision differs 

from C. N. 1781., which covers all those who lease their work 

under the, contract of louage des Domesticlues et ouvriers. 

As pointed outP350-the contract in the C. Q. also seems to 

be of wider application: more types of work would seem to 

be covered. Thus, other wage labourerst such as factory 

hands, would not seem to be governed by C. Q. 1669. The 

reasons why are likely to be the following. The rules of 

the C. N. and the anci, en droit presuppose that the master 

and the servant will be on terms of some familiarity: 

otherwise the master would not know if the servantp for 

examplev had been paid or not. The Quebec code has 

broadened the scope of the contract; other classes of workers 

being parties to lease. Factory production had developed 

in Quebec - though admittedly to a limited extent. The 

owners of factories would not know all their workers 

individually; furtherp a factory will have accounting 

procedures to deal with wagesq and proof of payment or 

otherwise would be relatively easy. Alsol the broadening 

of the scope of the contract to include other classes of 

employees could fudge the class distinction implicit in the 

rule. I 

Thereforep it may be concluded that C. Q. 1669 contains 

a reform of the law in line with changing socio-economic 

conditions in Quebec. By specifically mentioning only 

349.11alevillep 3 Analyse, p. 402. 
350. See text supra at notes 316-321. 
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domestics and farm servantsp the redactors have deliberately 
restricted the application of the rule in comparison to 
C. N. 1781 and the ancien droit; though they do not admit 
in their Re. 22rts that they have restricted the rule. 

C. Q. 1670 states that the ordinary rules common to all 
contracts apply to the lease or hire of personal services, 
which are also regulated in certain respects in the country 
districts by a special law and in towns and villages by 
local by-laws. The redactors refer to provincial statute 
law. C. Q. 1671 refers to provincial and imperial statutes 
governing the hiring of seamen. We need not consider these 
articles further. 

These are the only articles specifically on louawe of 
personal service. There is a relevant article on the 
master's liability for his servants' acts, and this will 
be considered below; but it is appropriate first to discuss 
the C. Q. 's rejection of the authority of C. L. 2718-2721 on 
the dismissal or quitting of servants. 

351- The C. Q. has 
left this aspect of the termination of lease of services 
virtually unregulated in comparison to the C. L. The C. N. 

also had not dealt with this point: this must help explain 
the attitude taken by the C. Q. redactors, especially when 
they make no references at all to the C. L. as regards the 
louage of personal servants. c. Q. 1668 dealt with termination 
by the death of a party or his becoming - without fault - 
unable to perform the services agreed ur. on. The contract 
would normally end on the date agreed; if the contract 
become unworkable because of the fault of either partyt 
then, C. Q. 1670 would apply, and this article provided that 

the rules common to contracts would apply (it also referred 
to srecial laws and by-laws). Thus, the hire of r-, ersonal 
services has been assimilated more to the general law of 

contract. I-Agnault remarks that I'Le louage des services 
prend fin pour les memes causes que les autres contrats, 
quand ces causes sont applicables ..... , 352. By rejecting 

351- Virtually the same as D. O. 57-60 (P-383) discussed above 
at notes 179-200. 
352. Droit Civilq vol. 7s P-375. 
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the example here of the C. L. p the Quebec redactors have 

rejected special provisions on the dismissal and quitting 
of servants: this is in line with their rejection of the 
distinction made by Pothier and the C. L. between rersonal 
servants and workmen. 

353-The 
redactors have attempted to 

rid the law of those provisions iihich hinted at the 

relationship between master and servant as being other than 

purely contractual. The redactors affirmed the formal 

equality of the parties in a contract of louagt des servicesp 
and rendered the contract itself, as much as possible, part 
of the general law on contract. 

The last article we need consider is C. Q. 1054 in the 

chapter (the third) of the third title of the third book 

entitled "Of Offences and Quasi-Offences". The article 
states as follows: 

"He is responsible not only for the damage caused 
by his own fault, but also for that caused by the 
fault of persons under his control and by things 
which he has under his care; 

The father, orp after his decease, the mother, 
is responsible for the damage caused by their minor 
children; 

Tutors are responsible in like manner for their 
pupils; 

Curators or others having the legal custody of 
insane persons, for the damage done by the latter; 

Schoolmasters and artisans, for the damage 
caused by their pupils or apprentices while under 
their care. 

The responsibility attaches in the above cases 
only when the person subject to it fails to establish 
that he was unable to prevent the act which has 
caused the damage. 

1; asters and employers are responsible for the 
damage caused by their servants and workmen in the 
performance of the work for which they are employed. " 

IIIIJI-asters" is rendered I'malitres" and "employers; ' "commettants" 

in the French text; "servants" are I'domestiques" and 
"workmen" "ouvriers". C-1\1- 1384 the equivalent articles is 

rather different: 
"On est responsable, non-seulement du dommage que 

353. See supra at notes 340-341. 
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llon a cause par son propre fait, mais encore de 
celui qui est cause par le fait des personnes dont 
on doit repondre, ou des choses que Ilon a sous 
sa garde. 

, 
Le p"ere et la mýre, apres le deces du marip sont 

responsables du dommage cause' par leurs enfants 
mineurs habitant avec eux; 

Les maitres et les commettansv du dommage 
caus6 par leurs domestiques et prFpose-sdans les 
fonctions auxquelles ils les ont employes; 

Les instituteurs et les artisans, du dommage 
cause par leurs e-: l'eves et apprentisy pendant le 
tems qu'ils sont sur leur surveillance. 

La responsabilite- ci-dessus a lieug 'a moins 
que les pýýre et merep instituteurs et artisans ne 
prouvent qutils n1ont pu empecher le fait qui 
donne lieu ýd cette responsabilite-. " 

The redactors of the C. Q. cite various authorities. First, 

they refer to Justiniants Digest (D-47.6. i. 1 and h. t. 5 

. 
354. ); second to Pothier's Trait' 

355. 
and 6e des Obligations,, 

third to the, Y. ouveau Denisart356.; fourth to Zachariae's 

commentary on the French code; 
357-and fifth to Toullierý58. 

The rule of the ancien droit was expressed by Pothier 

thus: 
"Non-seulement la personne qui a comis le delit 
ou le quasi-de'litest oblig. 6e ýI la r6paration du 
tort qu'elle a caus6, celles qui ont sous leur 
puissance cette personne, telles que les peresq 
maresq tuteurs et pr"e-cepteurs, sont tenues de cette 
obligation, lorsque le d'elit ou quasi-d'elit a ete- 
commis en leur pr-6sence, et g6he'-ralement lorsque 
pouvant Vemprecherý elles ne llont pas fait: mais 
si elles n'ont pu Vempecher, elles n1en sont point 
tenues .... Quand mýme le d'elit aurait 'et6 commis a 
leur vu et su.... 

On rend aussi les ma. *ýtres responsables du tort 
cause par les de'lits et quasi-d'elits de 

, 
leurs 

serviteurs ou ouvriers qu'ils emploient a quelque 
service. Ils le sont m8me dans le cas auquel il 

354. The reference to the Digest is curious. LIOCord reports 
it thus: 'Iff. L. I., % 19 Si fam. fur. fec. dic. 69 7P 1.479 t. 
69 L-5-11 Having given the book and the title, the name of the 
title is irrelevant. Further, there is no lex. 7 in D. 47.6. 
The reference has the appearance of two separate references 
to the Digest being run together. 
355. Pothier, Z. O., nos. 121-2,, Bug. 29 pp-58-9- 
356.1youveau Denisartv vol. 6 "De'lit" -F3 III no. 59 P-152 
(This concerns parents and children). 
357. K-S- Zachariaep Le Droit Civil Frangais, translated from 
the German by G. Lass?, Ch. Verglýq annotated put in the 
order of the Code Kapoleon, Paris 1854-1860, vol. 4. p. 24, 
note 8. This is a note on those who have minors under their cart 
358. On-cit-v Vol. 11 nos. 26C-78 and 282, pp. 218-228 and 
pp. 233-235. 
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n1aurait pas "ete" en leur pouvoir dlemp/e*cher le 
doe'lit ou quasi-d6lit, lorsque lea dElits ou quasi- 
d'e'lits sont commis -oar lesdits serviteurs ou 
ouvriers dans l1exercise des fAnctions auxquelles 
ils sont employes par leurs maitres, quoipe en 
l1absence de leurs maTtres; ce qui a ete etabli A pour rendre lea maitres attentifs a ne servir que 
de bons domestiques. 

A l'-e-gard des d'elits ou quasi-d6lits Aý'ils 
commettent hors de leurs fonctionsp lea maitres nten 
sont point responsables. " 359. 

The Nouveau Denisart also pointed out that masters were 
liable for the wrongs done by their servants in the functions 

for which they were employed, because the master was 
36o. 

supposed to have made a bad choice of servant . This stress 

in th-e ancien droit on the masterts responsibility arising 

out of his failure to choose his servants properly is of 
interest. An ordinance of Francois I of December, 1540 

had forbade the taking into service as domestiquesl people 

of bad character. 
361. In the C. Q. and C. I,, T. l the basis of a 

masterts liability has changed to liability for his servants' 

actions in the course of their employment. Toullier explains 

the new liability of the master thus: 
"[Ill est conside-*rV corrme ltayant faite lui-mieipe 
par le minist'ýre de son do: -nestique ou de son pr6posýep 
contre lesquels il ne reut -far consi5quentp avoir 
de recours.... " 362. 

"Se &Mlay see that the master is now liable because the servantp 

acting in the course of his employmenty is considered as 

an extension of the master; under the ancien droit there was 

a tendency to render the master liable because of his 

failure to choose good servants. This change in the 

reasoning behind the rule (though the rule is the same) must 

reflect a new conception of the relationship between master 

and servant: the new reasoning places more stress on the 

employment, whereas the old ei. -, rhasised the character of the 

servants. It is difficult to see what si, r,, -nificance this 

359. T. C. no. 121, BuE. 21 PP-58-9. 
360.7--ouveau Eienisart. vol. a, s. v. 'ID61it", ý3_ III P-151 no. 
2. See also Lerlin, R6rertoire, vol. 4 (1812) s. v. I'Dor, ^., estiquell 
P-5 no. VIII. 
361. Guyotj Repertoire, vol. 6,1p. 99 s. v. "Domestiquelf', 
7162. U. cit-vol. 11p -no. 282, p. 235. 
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has here; the expression of the rule as regards masters 
and servants in the C. Q. is derived from the article of 
the C. N. 

The Quebec redactors have replaced the C, N. 's "pre'pos'es" 
with "ouvriersl''(workmen). The meaning of the two is rather 
different. "Commettant" and 1'preposeP1 in'C. N. 1384 
signify a relationship analogous to the English principal 
and agent. In C. Q. 1054., "commettants" is rendered 
"employers" in the English text; and this is appropriate 
given the use-of the'term, "ouvriers" and "workmen". This 
would seem to be narrowing the applicability of the article. 
The importance of this alteration is hard to assess; it is 

obviously'an improvement on the wording of C. N. 1384P in so 
far as the latter only spoke of domestigues. The fact that 
the Quebec redactors fe It it important to mention ouvriers 
specifically could indicate the increasing importance of 
the employment of wage labour in Quebec. Pothier could also 
have been of influence, here in that he also mentions 
ouvriers as well as domestiques. 363-A further consideration 
is that this article comes from a section of the Code 

almost certainly drafted originally in English by Commissioner 
Day. 364-It does not seem likely, howeverp that this has had 

any particular effect on the article: Day would not have 

misunderstood, commettants and pr, 6pos6s as meaning "employers" 

and "workmen". The change must be deliberate. It should 

probably be stressed that that difference in meaning 
between the articles of the C. N. and, C#Q*-, is likely to be 

effectively minimal: both are intending to signify a 

relationship of controlp where one party carries out the 

instructions of the other. 
365-All that should be understood 

from this change in the article is that there is more of a 

363- See text quoted sulpra at note 359- 
364. See McCordt Preface, p. ix; and Brierley., Codification, 
pp-546 and 578. 
365. For a slightly different approach on thisq see G, V. 
Nichollsq The Resronstbility for Offences and Quasi-Offences 
under the Law of Quebeco Torontoy 19389 P-65. For an aid 
in interpreting llouvriýrsll, Nicholls refers to art. 2013a. 
of the Code: this is not possible for us since this is not 
an original article. - 
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concentration ong and recognition of the importance ofp 
the ouvrierp workman or wage labourer. 

On this articlet all the redactors state is that the 

wording has been changed to obviate certain objections to 
the French articleg while there has been the addition to 
the cases enumerated of paragraphs, relating to tutors and 

366s the curators of insane persons* For examplel'the provision 

on tutors seems to have been suggested by Zachariaets work. 
367. 

Relevant for us.. criticism of C. N. 1308 has resulted in the 

placing of the paragraph on domestics and workmen at the end 
of the article; this was because there was some controversy 
over. whether or not the last paragraph of C. N. 1384 referred 

368. to maýtres and commettants though they were not mentioned. 
Should the last paragraph have been so appliedý this could 
have amounted to a change from the ancien dro'it. 369 '; The 

redactors avoided any ambiguity in the Quebec article, by 

altering the sequence of the paragraphs. 

Conclusion on Employment in the Quebec Code of 1866. 

The influence of the French code on this area of the 

Quebec law has obviously been strongg and before further 

discussing the changes wrought in the Quebec law and the 

redactors' selection and rejection of sources, it is 

appropriate to sumiarise briefly the innovations introduced 

by the redactors into the ancien droit. Firstv an uncertain 

point in the 
' 
ancien droit has been decided by following the 

French code's Provision-that servants were, domiciled with 

366. First Report, p. 16. 
367. See note 357 supra. The note in Zachariae's work is of 
course a contribution of the French translators and editors; 
it is not a point made by Zachariae himself. That many of 
the references are not quite relevant for the point we are 
interested in explains why some of them are not discussed 
in the text. The Digest passages, for example, deal in the 
main with a master's liability for thefts carried out by 
his slaves; the analogy is indeed obvious. 
368. See e. g. Toullier, 2pcit. 9 vol. lip no. 283p pp. 235-6, 
and Malevillet 3 Analyse, . p7p-. 162-3. Compare the provision 
of the 1800 Projet and of the D. O.: see text supra at 
notes 203-204. 
369. See Pothier's statement of the ancien droitp quoted 
supra in text at note 359. 
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their masters. Secondp the scope of louaEe de service 
personnel seems to have been broadened somewhat. Thirdp 
the scope of the masterts decisory oath seems to have been 
reduced., Fourth, the distinction between domestic and other 
servants has been abolished. Fifth, though the traditional 
rule on masterst liability for servants' wrongs seems to 
have been retaineds the basis of the rule seems to have 
been changed. Sixth, and finally, the redactors-have 
followed Marcadbe in deciding that the term locataire always 
describes he who pays. 

The C. L. of 1825 distinguished between various types 

of servants. The C. N. did notv apart from with respect to 
domicile. ' The C. Q. makes only two tiny distinctions between 

classes of servants. Firstv following the C. N. 9 only 
servants above the age of majority who reside with their 

master are considered domiciled with him. Second, only in 
disputes, with domestic and farm servants is the masterts 
oath decisory. On the first of thesep enough has already' 
been said; on the secondq the following remarks may be made. 
That proof should depend on the master's oath presupposes 
that receipts will not be given' that records and accounts are 

not kept and that the relationship between master and 

servant will be close and informal: as such, the masterts 

oath would seem particularly apt for deciding matters 
involving domestic and farm servantsp whose service is 

likely to be supervised directly by the master. The growth 

of industry, and the development of a class of urban wage 
labourers would render desirable restriction of, the use 

of the masterts decisory oath to domestic and farm servants; 
the process of factory production would divorce servants 
(factory hands) from their masters, while the increased 

likelihood of proper accounts being kept would-provide 

alternative modes of proof. 
370-Factory hands would not be 

in a relationship with their masters whereby the masters' 

oath would be a satisfactory means of settling disputes., Thusy 

370. See supra at notes 348-353. 
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the distinction as regards the master's oath between 
domestic and farm servants and other servants was suitable, 
and the Quebec code's modification of both the ancien droit 

and the Code Napoltron was appropriate given Quebec social 

organisation. It is obvious that there is no longer a major 
distinction drawn between domestic and other servants: the 

only oney in factl is that on domicile. This lack of 

distinction amounts to a change in the ancien droit as 

expressed by Pothier and Guyot. 371. This distinction , had been 

based on the notion, that personal and domestic servants 

were closely bound to their masters and dependent on them 

in a manner which transcended the idea that both master and 

servant were equal contracting individuals. The Quebec 

redactorso in this respect9 have assimilated personal and 
domestic servants to ouvriers (manual labourers): the 

relationship between a master and his domestic has been 

reduced to being more within the category of formal contract. 

The strong social bond described by Arie's as existing between 

master and servant has completely disappeared. 
372. A lease 

of personal services is now regarded by the law solely as 

a formal contract between abstract individuals. 

The reduction - in law - of the relationship between 

master and servant to one in theory between equal individuals 

undertaking reciprocal obligations has. not fully been- 

carried out. The rule, on domicile shows this; there the 

redactors followed the French codeq though they probably 

need not have done so. The redactors have followed the 

Code Napolei-on's division of louage, though improving on 

the expresion of C. N. 1708 and 1711. The only influencep. 

"from the current trichotomy of locatio reig locatio 

o-Perarum and , 
locatio operis faciendiv traceable in the C, Q. 

is in C. Q. 1602's description of locateur and locataire: 

the description would seem in part to be a reaction against 

the trichotomy$ prompt 
, 
ed by the trichotomY'S influence in 

contemporary academic thought. The redactors were tempted 

371. See supra at notes 340-341 and 193-200. 
372. See text supra at notes 2-3. 
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to assimilate lease of services to mandate: this modernisation 
of the law they rejected because of the weight of legal 
traditionp despite the fact that they thought there was no 
tenable distinction between mandate which was not 
gratilitous and lease of personal services. 

Traditionallyp some kinds of work were the object of 

mandate rather than of lease and hire because they were 

considered to be of such a nature as not properly to be 

amenable to lease and hire which was identified. with menial 
tasks. Both Pothier and the C. N. clearly limit the 

application of louage to fairly lowly tasks: domestic service 

and manual labour. In the discussion of the Quebec articlesp 

it has been suggested that the redactors seem to have 

supposed a wider application for lease of services. It must 

be stressed that the exact intended width of application 

of the articles is unclear. Givent however, that the 

redactors even considered merging mandate and lease of 

servicesp it is obvious that they did not see much point in 

the distinction between the two; they cannot have believed 

that since some tasks were more menial and some more 

elevatedp there should be a distinction between the two. 

Yetp though widening the scope of lease and hire of services 

they do appear to have maintained to some extent the 

traditional limitation. Legal tradition prevented a major 

change recognised as desirable. The extension of the scope 

of lease and hire of iYork would probably have been desirable 

in Quebec at this period: the development of factory production 

would inevitably have meant the employment of many people, 

other than manual labourers and fairly lowly clerks. Industrial 

and mercantile enterprises of size could employ people from 

varied backgrounds in numerous tasks. 

From the above discussion, and that of the actual 

articles# one point, above all, may be extracted: if the 

historical relationship of master and servant as'described 

in the introduction to this chapter be accurately depicted, 

the Quebec code represents an increased submission of that 

relationship to the formal rules of contract. The master 

and servant are viewed as equal individuals contracting 
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togetherp though with certain reservations due to specific 
circumstances and legal tradition. The redactors' have 
modernised the law according to their analysis of Quebec's 

needs; but all the modernisation they considered necessary 
has not been carried through because of the strength of 
legal tradition. The sources consulted by the redactors 
in their work determined the provisions they made and 
their-solutions to the problems posed were drawn from the 

civilian tradition. Wage labour was regulated by lease: 

a worker leased out his services. The provisions on 
employment were few, and the social nature of the 

relationship between, master and servant was not recognisedt 

exceptýperhaps in C. Q. 84 on domicile and C. Q. 1669 on 

masters' oaths. -, -The redactors accepted the tenets of 

nineteenth century liberalism: they did not consider that 

the employee and employer were not on objectively equal levels 

when it came to bargaining., The mid-nineteenth century 

was a period of continuous emigration of French Canadians 

from Quebec to the U. S. A. to find work: there was a 

shortage of jobs and an abundance of labour. Employers 

could generally dictate their own terms. 373. Under the 

ancien r'ggimes a whole body of social practice regulated 

relations between master and servantp and the law, was not 

over concerned with such relations; in France under the C. N. 

industrial labour was regulated on policy Erounds. In 

Quebect the few formal statements of law in the codewere 

all the, redactors considered necessary., Both the civilian 

tradition within which the redactors worked and their 

acceptance of economic liberalism and the doctrine of the 

maximum possible freedom ofcontract would support the 

minimum regulation of master and servantp and, the subjection 

of' the relationship to the general law of contrAct as much 

as possible (consider C. Q. 1670). The Quebec code stresses 
the contractual nature of relations between master. and servant: 

indeed the point of most interest in C. Q. 1054 on the master's 
liability for his servant's actions seems to be the 

373. See chapter two su ra at notes 88-89. 
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justification of the liability on the basis of employmentj 
whereas under the ancien droit the master's duty to choose 
good servants justified his legal liability. 374. 

General Conclusions on Employment in the Two Codes. 

In this chapter we have traced the selections made by 
the two teams of codifiers from the sources available to 

them; we have attempted to understand the motives forp and 
reasoning behind, such selections and to discover the 

relationship of the law and the changes in the law to 

social life. It remains now to extract some more general 
information from the preceding discussion of employment 
in the two codes. 

Both Louisiana and Quebec reformed and updated their 
law; both did so firmly within the confines of the civilian 

categories of lease and hirev with the exception of the 

sixth title of the first book of the D. O. This latter 

title seems to owe its existence to a combination of 
influence from Blackstone's Coffnentaries and desire to 

take account of recent territorial legislation on 

apprentices and indentured servants. This title permitted 
the redactors to include more provisions on the relationship 
between master and servant; but these provisions - despite 

borrowing from Blackstone - are generally compatible with 

the civil law as received and adapted. Bound servants 

were a particular feature of colonial life. The placing 

of this title is problematic; but-the redactors must have 

felt that it filled a need not met by the French codep. 

while Blackstone provided provisions suitable for borrowing. 

The reform of the law in both codes was conservative; the 

changes still maintained the civilian tradition, and indeed 

both sets of redactors could have gone further in reform. 
Thusp the contract for labour was important in Quebec; but 

the redactors maintained lease of work, though tempted to 

combinelease of work and mandate. 

374. See text supra at notes 360-363. 
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Social changes were nonetheless reflected in the law. 
We find in the Siete Partidasp the main source of private 
law in Louisiana under Spain, that the servant was 
considered primarily as part of the family, in a position 
analogous to that of a son. The same approach to servants 
may be found in French legal sources; Pocquet de Livonniýre 
notably treats servants as being in the puissance of their 
maitres. This treatment by the legal writers broadly 
reflects social circumstances of preindustrial early modern 
society. 

375. In the D. O. t personal and domestic servants 
are distinguished from other servants; the formerbeing 
in a relationship with their masters of a rather more 
familial pature in comparison to the latter. This would 
seem to reflect Louisianian society of theperiod to some 
extent; Louisiana had a mercantile and plantation society 
involving extensive use of slave labour. In the C. Q. p on 
the other handt no distinction of significance is drawn 
between domestic servants and labourers: both are 
considered as being outwith the family in a relationship 
with their masters of a primarily contractual nature. One 

or two anachronistic provisions lingered on (domicile for 

example); but the change in the social position of servants 
is obvious. 

The relationship of servant to-master in the early 
period had been regulated by norms not dependent on modern 
notions of contract and correlative obligations. Aries 

shows that aýservant was dependent on his master in the 
manner of a child. 

376. 
There did existo-however,, 'a body of 

civilian texts on lease; texts which were commented ono 
following the civilian traditiont but-which did not 
adequately distinguish lease of work from_lease generallyp 
lease of' services seemingly not being of much interest. 
Arie's tells of the gradual disappearance of the close and 
strong social bond between master and servant: servants came 
to be excluded from the family. 377-There seems to have been 

.. i 375. See supra at notes 1-13. 
376. See text at notes 2-6-supra. 
377. See text at notes 2-6 gurra. 
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a corresponding tendency in the-legal sources to deal 

with servants under the formal categories of contract. At 

the same timep the breakdown of the guild, system removed 

one of the other important methods of regulation of the 

service of artisans and apprentices; 
378-and the guild 

system had never existed in Louisiana or Quebec as a method 

of regulating the various trades. The main source of , 
legal provisions to regulate employment was the Roman locatio 

conductio: the civilian sources contained a small'body of 
textsy relating to, lease of servicesp and these texts were 

used to provide a formal regulation of the contractual 

relationship between master and servant. The Louisiana 

redactors'used French sources. * Blackstoneýand a territorial 

act to provide their law. These sources were altered 

somewhat to fit with social conditions in Louisiana and 

with the redactors'conception of the nature of employment: 

the redactors conceived of personal servants still being 

to some extent within the family, and they chose their 

sources accordingly; they considered manual labourers as 

outwith the family and selected appropriate provisions. 

The redactors rejected the Castilian provisions available 

to them, which did not deal with servants in a contractual 

fashion: the provisions on lease of service were vague 

and unsystematic and did not differentiate it properly 

from lease of things. The French sources, howevert 

provided a division of lease of service from leas'e. of things 

and were conceptually more advanced. In Quebecq servants 

were considered by the redactors to be in a purely 

contractual relationship with their mastersq and the 

selection of provisions was made accordingly. 

The small number of provisions on lease of service 

has frequently been pointed out; there would Seem to be 

two main reasons for this paucity of provisions. Firsto 

the civilian sources had never discussed lease of services 

to any extent. Secondt Quebec and Louisiana both, codified 

378. On the imrortance of the guilds in this connection, 
see surra at notes 52-54. 
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in the nineteenth centurys during the period of the 

ascendancy of support for economic liberalism and individual 

contractual freedom. The ideals of freedom of contract 
would suggest that masters and servants be left as much as 
possible to be free as equal individuals to bargain for 

conditions of employment. Thusv the paucity of traditional 

civilian provisions and the prevailing nineteenth century 
ideology would be mutually supportive. The Quebec redactors 

certainly never seem to have considered the real inequality 
between the bargaining individuals in this contract. This 

was crucialf especially in a society where wage labour 

was of increasing economic importance. In Louisiana in 

1808 the economy was based primarily on mercantile activity 

and slave labour was extensively used; the lack of regulation 

of the contract of employment would probably not be 

particularly important. What is most significant is that 

the provisions embodied in the two codes depended on the 

redactors' vision of what was necessary and possible; this 

vision was that of nineteenth century liberals. 

As regards the codes of both Quebec and Louisianaq 

that contract called locatio conductio oreris faciendi has 

not been discussed: both codes devoted rather more articles 

to this aspect of lease than they did to lease and hire 

of services. This form of the contract of lease would be 

of more importance for "artisan production" than would that 

for the hire of labour. This stress on the contract oreris 

faciendi might well have been apr, ropriate in Louisiana; it 

was not in Quebec where industrialisation was supplanting 

the mercantile economy. 

In Louisianap the D. O. contained a fairly major 

modernisation of the law: a miodernisation which-appears to 

have provided a systefa of' rules suited to the conditions 

in the territory. In Quebec, too, the law was modernised; 

this was not done in a radical fashiong hovievery andp 

indeedp not as radically as the redactors themselves would 

have wished. The Quebec redactors weref and considered 

themselves to be, constrained by legal tradition. The law 
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in Louisiana before codification was uncertain and outmoded: 
the redactors used the opportunity provided by codification 
to borrow wholesale from modern sources and models. The 

very confusion over the law in force permitted this. The 

existing law in Quebec was not outmoded and confused in 
the fashion of that in Louisiana before codification; the 

sources the Quebec redactors returned to for models and 

provisions were essentially the same as those used for 

the Louisiana Digest, fifty years before (though they did 
indeed make profitable use of commentaries on the French 

code). In Louisianap in comparison to Quebecv the law was 

radically inappropriatet the redactors had less to tie 

them to the established rules: the redactors accordingly 

actively sought to embody in the law what they considered 
to be the needs of their society, though they worked within 
the tradition of the civil law. In quebeco the law was 

not so outmoded as that of Louisiana; there was less need 

and pressure for modernisation while there was also no 

confusion over the law actually in force: tradition 

exercised greater restraint over the Quebec redactorsl they 

did not modernise the law as much as they themselves would 

have wished. 
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Chapter Six. 

The 18O8'Digest of Orleans. 
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In chapter three there was a provisional discussion 
of the nature of the 1808 Louisiana code - the Digest of 
the Civil Laws of Orleans. The study in chapters four and 
five of'the law relating to the family and employment helps 
now in assessment of the nature of. the 1808 Digest and 
suggests solutions to some of the problems arising out of 
the conflict over the sources and history of the 1808 

redaction. The de la Vergne manuscript has also been the 

subject, of considerable controversyt and the same study of 
the law on, family and employment allows an evaluation of 
the importance and significance of the volume. The study 
further allows the making of some remarks on the working 
method of Brown and Moreau Lislet; it also permits, ` 

commentary on the reassertion of the "Spanish" (Castilian) 

law after 1812. ' We are here concerned to a large extent 
with the dispute between Professors Pascal and Batiza over 
the origins of the provisions of the 1808 Digest: the study 

permits us to suggest'solutions to some of the problems they 

posed. One problemp howeverv may be stated here to be a 
false problem: in chapter three'- it was argued that either 

surprise that, the redactors copied from French sourcesp or 
denial that they did would. both seem to be the result of 

applying Austinian notions of legal sovereignty to a Digest 

whose redactors clearly were, influenced by theories of 

natural law - as will be demonstrated below. The 1808 

Digestts provisions on obligations have not been examined 
in this thesis, except for some of those on the specific 

contract of louage. Obligations are of major importance in 

the Digest, and# to aid'the following discussionp it is 

useful to examine some key articles 
2-of the Digest relating 

to obligationsp as this will help us assess the Digest. 

Accordingly., it is useful to devote a brief exduraus to the 

Digest's approach to contract: an approach derived from 

the French code. 

1. See chapter 3 suprap especially text at notes 134-155. 
2. Articles which Professor Franklin would class as "mobile" 
or , 

"Bew -eggrund" or lbausall or "presuppositional" texts. 
See his Existential Porcl, p. 98, 
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Excuraus. 
D-'O- 34 (p. 267) states thus: - II 
"Las conventions legalement form6esp tiennent lieu 
de, loi A ceux qui lea ont, faitese 

Elles ne peuvent ftres revoquees, que de_leurý 
consentement mutuelt ou pour lea causes que la loi 
autorise. 

Elles doivent kres exicutiees de bonne foi. 11 
This is an exact copy of that famous arti6lep C. N. 1134. 
The D. L. V. refers to Domats 3-who 

expresses an opinion 
nearly identicalt and to Pebrero. 4- The two Febrero texts 
are not directly in point: the first discusses fianza and 
the second concerns sale. 5, * Domat is in point and could' 
be regarded as a "source" (though secondary to C. N. "1134)p 
while Pebrero is not relevant and his provisions do not 
really admit of direct comparison with D, O. 34 (p. 267). 
D. O. 34 (p. 267) is a fundamental article expressing classic 
contractual--freedom; as suchq howeverp we cannot beýcertain 
that it is uniquely Prench. It is,, howevers the legal 
limits to such contractual freedom which are of importance 
here. We. can later explore this point further in relation 
to sale and'lease. 

, Another text of significance here is D. O. 
""126 

(p. 285)v 

which states that: 
"La clause penale eat celle par laquelle une personnel 
pour assurer l1ex6cution d1une conventiono slengage a 
quelque chose, en cas dl-inexecution-11 

This must be read along with D. O. 129 (p. 285):, 

-, -"La clause p'enale.. eat la compensation des dommages 
et int6r, ets que le creancier souffre de Vinex6cution 
de Itobligation principale,... It 

and with D. O. 52 (p. 269): 
"Lorsque la convention portep que celui qui manquera 
de Vexecuter, payera une certaine somme 4 titre de 
dommages inti6retsp il ne peut 'etre alloue' 'a l1autre 
partie, une somme plus forte ni moindre. " 

a-a---a- 

3. Domatp Pt. I Bk. Is tit. I see. 2 art. 7. 
4. Febrerop Primera, Parte, ch. 75 no- 126 and ch. 10 91 
no. 26. 
5. Febrero here significantly states that usury is prohibitedp 
and then demonstrates a way of avoiding the prohibition! 
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These articles are exact copies of'C. N. 1226,1229 (in, 

relevant part) and 1152 respectively. 
6. 

The French code of 
1804 here differs from the customary law of the ancien 
r6gim which allowed penalties to be modified by the judge. 7. 

Hence, we may say that the French code developed the law on 
penalty clauses along the lines of contractual freedom: "Las 

conventions ... tiennent lieu de droit.... It The C. N. and D, O, 
here also avoided problems of proof; but contractual freedom 

seems of prime importance. 

As regards D. O. 52 (p. 269), tfi'e D. L. V. gives no 
references: this is significantq especially when it is 

considered that every reference in its relevant section (IV 

of chap. '3 of tit. 3 of Book 3) is to Pbthiers bar two 

references to Domat. For D. O. 52'there could be no Pothier 

references as this was a provision antithetical to Pbthier's 

view of penalty clauses. For D. O. 126 (p. 285) the D. L. V. 

refers to Part. 5.11-349 Domatp 8. Febrero9- and Pothier. 10. 

For D. O. 129, the D. L. V. refers to Part. 5.11.34 and 35, 

6. The second paragraph of D. O. 129 (p. 285) and that of 
C. N. 1229 are identical; though not quoted in the textp both 
state that principal and penalty cannot be demanded together 
unless the latter is for mere delay. 
7. See Pothier, T. O. no. 345, Bug. 2t P-179. On the 
development of penalty clausesp see A. Pliniauxp 
I'LlEvolution du Concept de Clause P6nale chez les Canonistes 
du Moyen Age", pp. 233-247t Mflanges Paul Fournierp 1929p 
Paris. And see also Benjamin# "Penalties, Liquidated 
Damages and Penal Clauses in Commercial Contracts. A 
Comparative Study of English and Continental Law, " 9 
Int. Comp. L. Journal (1960) pp. 600-627 at pp. 6o6-W. The 
modern French law has recently reverted to what virtually 
is the view of Pothier. See the loi 

, 
of 9th. July, 1975, 

discussed in Sylvianne Sanzv I'La Cons6cration du Pouvoir 
Judiciaire par la loi du 9 Juillet 19759 et ses incidences 
sur la th'eorie e erale de la clause p6nalev" 75 Rev. Trim. 
du Droit Civil 1977)t pp. 268-288. 
167. Tomat, Pt. I Bk. i. tit. 1 secn. 4P preamblb see also 
arts. 18 and 19 not cited by the D. L. V- 
9. Febrerop Primera Partel ch. 131 !ý2 no. 29 see also 
his (uncited) no. 30* PP-179-80. 
10. TO. no. 337p Bug. 21 PA73- 
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Febraro as aboveg and Pothier. 11. Indeed, only this one 
section of Febrero and these two leyes 

, of the Quints. 
Partida are cited in the section of the D*L, Ve on penalty 
clauses, opposite the articles. 

12-Domatp 
as citedp defines 

a penalty clause; but he states at article 19 that such a 
clause's effect is regulated at the discretion of the judge. 
In essence, what he is saying is in line with D. O. 126 and 
129j, but possibly not with D, O. 52., when his article 19 
(not cited by the D. L. V. ) is considered. Pothier as cited 
is also at one with the D. O. provisions; but again the D. O. 
provisions must be understood along with D. O. 52, which is 
antithetical to Pbthier's conception of clause D. enale. If 
we next ýurn to the Castilian provisionsp we find the 
following. The text of Febrero and the two leyes of the 
Partidas cited by the D. L, V, are reasonably similar to the 

13 
provisions in the D. O.; 'but we cannot stop here. Once 

mores the D. L. V. references do not give a true picture of 
the Castilian law, Part. 5.11-40. shows that the law was 
radically different from that in the D. O. The Partidas' 

provisions also lack the sophistication of those of the C. N. 

and D. O. Ley 40 statesq in essences that usurious penalties 

are invalids and lays down how usury in penalty clauses is 

shown. Usuryo of course, much exercised the ingenuity of 
the Canonists of the Mediaeval period. 

14-That this method of 

reducing or forbidding excessive penalties was still 

operative in the Castilian law Just prior to the redaction 

of the D. O. p and was not merely a superseded provision of 
the Partidasp is shown by Asso and Manuel. The 1806 edition 
of their Instituciones states usurious penalties are not 

allowedp nor those that comprehend all a man's property nor 
those that are double the amount of the condition or bond. 15* 

11. TO. nos. 342 and 343P Bug. 2, pp-176 and 178. 
12. On the interleaf opposite p. 276 in the D. L. V., other 
sources on penal clauses are referred to: we need not concern 
ourselves with them. 
13 Eýg. the unquoted final paragraph of D. O. 129 (see 
noie supra) corresponds to certain statements in the two 
1 
114ey-ehe Pliniauxp R? M-cit. note 7 supra. passim. 
15. See Asso Y Manuelq vol. 2 p4o40 T9: 29 tit. 8). Cf. 
Puero Real,, . 5.10. 
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These prohibitions are analogous to Pothierle view that 
excessive penalties should be modified by the judge; such 
prohibitions also limit contractual freedom and prevent 
the agreement of the parties from making the law between 
them. No such restriction is found in the D. O., nor in 
the C. N.. 9 which the former is closely copying here. Febrero 
in his work for notaries did demonstrate how the laws on 
usury could be circumvented.,, 

i6-but this does not affect 
the point. It would be ridiculous to suggest that the law 

on penalty clauses in the D. O. is closely copied from the 
C. N. because the latter represented the Castilian law as 

avoided by Castilian notaries. 
i7-The D. O. redactors obviously 

chose to copy the provisions of the C. N., for reasons which 

will be discussed belows after we have examined two contracts 
in the D. O. and the Castilian law. 

The contracts it is proposed to look briefly at here 

are two which in the Roman law were bonae fidei consensual 
contracts: sale and lease. (Lease has been discussed alreadyt 
but only as regards lease of labour: 18. it is still useful 
to make some remarks here. ) It is not proposed in the 

context of these brief remarks to follow up the D. L. V. 

references, as this is unnecessary: it is sufficient to 

examine the approach of Asso and Manuelp which is very 
different from that in the D. O* 

In their title XIII, Dela Compra y_Ventap 
19. Asso and 

Manuel quote from Part. 5.5-1.20. the definition of sale 

and then state: 
"De esta definicion se sigue: I Que la comprag y 
venta se perfecciona con e. 1 consentimiento de ambas 
partes. II Que se pueda vender y comprar todo lo que 
estA comercio, 6 no se halls, prohibido. III Que 
el precio deba ser ciertop justot y en dinero contado. 

16. Febrero, Primera Parte, ch. 10 gi no. 26. 
17. Nor -I think - could the D. O. provisions plausibly be 
represented as here abolishing Castilian "legal scaffolding. ', 
See Watsony Society, pp. 87-96. 
18. See chapter 5 suiora. 
19. Vol. 2 pp. 87 et g1j, 9 (Bk. 2). 
20. The D. L. V. cites this also at D. O. I (P-453)p defining 
sale. 
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IV Que este contrato es oneroso A ambas partes-11 21. 
This is unexceptionable and would correspond with the 
provisions in the D. O. 9 apart from the provision that the 

Precip be justo. Section 3 of this title is on "lesion 

enorme"O 
22. 

and it explains what is meant by justo Rrecio: 
we will return to this after mentioning lease. In their 
title XIV, on Arrendami-ento, 23- Asso and Manuel again state 
that the "precio ha de, ser justo, ciertop y en dinero 

contado. It 24-Parther, 
sons of a family had restricted powers 

of buying and selling appropriate to the extensive Patria 
potestad of the Castilian law. 25. 

Asso and Manuel state in the third sectiont on lesion 

enormep of the thirteenth title of their second bookq that 

because price should be just = purchaser or Beller 

can have the contract overturned for enorm lesion, if the 

object is sold for less than half its value or for more than 

one and a half times its value, provided action is taken 

within four years. A minor can rescind for lesion if the 

price is excessive but under the above limits. If the party 

is an adult and price is between half the just price and 
the just price (or similarly for the upper figure) there can 

be no rescission, even if there has been deception (enwano) 
26. 

in the pricep provided always there has been no fraud (dolo). 

Similar provisions are found in the Castilian sourcess such 

as the Partidas, and the Nueva Recopilaci6n. 
27-Note that these 

rules on lesion apply to ar2y object sold. 

The French customary law also had rules on lesion. These 

rulesq however, applied only to immoveables# the period for 

rescission being ten years., 28. 
and only to sale. It was 

much debated whether purchasers could rescind for lesiont 

21. Asso Y Manuel, vol. 2 p. 87. 
22. Ibid., vol. 29 P*104. 
23. Ibid., vol. 2v PP-111-119 (Bk. 2). 
24. Tbid., vol. 29 p, 112. 
25. Ibid., vol. 2. p. 88. See also chapter fourt suprap 
at notes 137-157. 
26. Ibid:, 

5as 
cited note 24 supra. 

27. Wrt -5-56 and Rec. cast. 5-11-1- 
28. See, e. g.,, Pothier., T. O... nos- 33-39v Bug. 2 pp. 20-23,9 
and his Traitf du Contrat de Vente, (Z. 

-V-) nos. 330-371, 
Bug. 3v PP-139-i56. 
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though sellers definitely could seek such rescission. 
29. 

These rules on 111'e'sion dtoutre moitie"I (lesion en mas 6 

menos do Is. mitad, de justo prea io) were suppressed during 
the Revolutionary period by the loi of 14 fructidor, an 
3. After a prolonged and heated debatep rules on lesion in 
sale were reintroduced in the Code Civi, 930-and are to be 
found in C. N. 1674 to 1685. These rules did not reintroduce 
the ancien droit in totop but considerably modified it. 
Such rules on enorm lesion were common in Europep having 
developed out of the late Roman (probably Justinianic) 
laesio enormisq the origin and development of whichp during 
the Reception need not be dealt with here. Suffice it to 

say that the Roman laesio enormis applied only to sale of 
immoveables and only in favour of the seller. 

31* 

The sixth title of the third book of the D. O. deals 

with sale; the second section of the fifth chapter of this 
title is devoted to rescission of sale on the grounds of 
lesion: D. O. 109 (P-365) to D. O. 117 (P-367). This section 
is a virtually exact copy of the corresponding section of 
the, ProJ,. An VIII; it does differg howeverg in some respects 
from the corresponding Provisions of the C, N, Thus, with 

some minor differencest Proj. An VIII-3-9-98-106 corresponds 
to D. O. 109-117 (PP-365-7). 32. The differences here between 

the Proj. An VIII and the D. O. are trivial, being mainly 

minor differences in expression; the exception to this is 

D. O. 114 (P-367) which includes slaves among the class of 

possessions to which lesion does not apply. For all relevant 
purposes, we may say the two sets of provisions are the same. 

The D. O. and Proj,. An VIII both differ from the C. N. in 

29. See Maleville, 3 Analysep P-363. The Roman law had only 
allowed the seller to recover for laesio enormis,. 
30. See Maleville, 3 Analyse, pp-334-359. 
31. See 0.4-44.2 and 8. See Bucklando _Textbooks P. 486. A 
good account of the extended application of laesio enormis 
by later civilians is by R. W. M. Dias: I'Laesio enormis: the 
Roman-Dutch Storyllp PP-46-63 of Studies in the Roman Law of 
Sales dedicated to the Memory_ ýuluetaq edited 
by D. Daubeg Oxfordq 1959 0 32. As Batiza points out: see his Sources, appendix Cp 
P. 111. 
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the following respects (inter alia). Both provide a four 
year period for rescission, the C, N. one of two years. 

33. 

Both state that lesiong to be relevanto has to be Ild'outre 
moitie"t the C. N. that it should be more than 8even-twelfth8.34. 
We need not deal with the other minor difference8p nor with 
the rules relating to minor89 who are a rather special case. 

35. All three codes agree that lesion applies only to imovaablesp 
and that the rules operate only in favour of the seller: I'La 

rescission pour d'outre moiti6 n1a pas lieu en faveur de 
l1acheteur" state the D. O. and Proj. An VIII. 36. The D. O. 

and Proj. An VIII follow the ancien droit of northern France 

except in so far as they reduce the period for rescission 
from tento four years and settle the question - previously 
much debated 37-- 

as to whether or not a purchaser could 
rescind for lesion. 

The difference between the French laws and the D. O. and 
the Castilian laws is obvious: the former restrict rescission 
to the seller and only on sale of an immoveablep the latter's 

provisions were much wider. It could indeed be stated that 

the provisions of the Proj. An VIII are closer to the 

Castilian law than are those of the C. N. Despite copious 

references in the D. L. V. this would not support the 

argument that the D, O. copied the 
, 
Prol. An VIII because it 

was closer to Castilian law: the D. O. and proj. An VIII 

provisions are firmly and obviously based on the. ancien 
droit of France. The D. O. has adopted that law's restricted 

notion of enorm lesion and rejected the broad notion of 
the Castilian law, which had an important concept of Justo 

--precio: 
38. 

so important indeed that it was extended to 

33. D. O. 115 P-367)p Pro . An VIII, 3.9-1049 C. N. 1676. 
0 An VIIIP 3.9-98; C. N. 1674. 34. D. O. 109 

ýPP-365-7 
ELI 

35. See D. O. 109 (PP-365-7-79 bZt. An VIII 39 98 C. N. 0 

1674, and the "exclusion" article, f-. O. 114 (;. S67ý9 
Pro_j. An VIIIýp3S9-1039 and the less similar C. N. 1684. 
36. D. O. 113 . 67); Proj- An VIII9 3.9-102: of. C. N. 1683. 
37. See Maleville, 3 Analyse . 363. 
38. Asso y Manuel,, vol. 2, p. 94# state thus: "Del tercer 
ax'toma sq sigue: I Que sera cierto el precio de la cosa, si 
se dexa a arbitrio de un tercero, y este lo sen'alese, A 

cuya decision se debe estar, si no que fueBe desproporcionadog 
en cuyo caso se debe enmedar por juicio de hombres buenos. 11 
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ArrendamientoO39-(la 
, esio enormis did not apply to locatio, 

conductio), and special rules existed as to settling the 
"Just price" of wages. 

4o. 
The D. L. V. also cites Domat and 

Pothierp and indeed the provisions of these two Prench 

authors are much closer to the D. 0, provisions than are 
those of the Castilian sources cited. The fact that this 

section is copied virtually word for word from the 1800 

Projet of the C. N. isq however, incontrovertible. 

It is now necessary to complete this rather lengthy 

excursusp and to consider the origins of the Digests 

assessing the work of Professors Batiza and Pascal. From 
the foregoing examination of certain aspects of contract 
laws it Is clear that these D. O. provisions are of Frenchp 

and specifically codified French, origin: whether or not 
they are closer to the C. N. or the Proj. An VIII does not 

really matter, as what is important is that the law in 

the D. O. is clearly different from the Castilian law. The 

redactors cannot be assumed to have copied these codified 
French provisions thinking in their ignorance that they 

represented the Castilian law: what the Castilian law was 

could have easily been gathered fromp says Febrero. One 

must conclude that the French provisions were intentionally 

copiedp and two reasons may be suggested. First, the C. N. 

and its Projet offered a neat concise selection of texts 

in a form readily borrowed. Second, it was argued in 

chapter two that the period up to and past the 1808 

codification was one of a movement from a controlled 
economy to a free market: doctrinesof economic liberalism 

were current and espoused enthusiastically by the United 

States merchants. The particular areas of the law of 

contr4ct studied in this excur8us were chosen because they 

highlighted questions of freedom of contract and 
inviolability of contract (pacts, sunt 

' 
servanda). The 

Castilian provisions on penalty clauses restricted freedom 

39. Asso y Manuelq Vol. 21 p. 1129 and see supra, text 
at notes 22-25, 
40. Asso y- Manuel,, Vol. 2, P. 114 and cf. Rec. Cast. 
7.11-3. 
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of contract, while the provisions on lesion violated the 

notion of pacts. sunt servanda. The C. N. and its Projet's 

articles on both these areas were much more in favour of 
the current economic liberalism: this must have had some 
influence in their selection. Because in these areas the 

D. O. has followed the French provisions, D. O. 34 (P-267 )41. 

becomes an effective and guiding principle on contracts in 

the D. O. 

To say that the D. O. redactors selected these provisions 

purely because of economic doctrine is undoubtedly too 

simple; the fact thats in generalp they were closely 

copying the two French codes must have been influential, 

and the prestige of the French codification probably 
influenced themp too. To determine the historical causes 
behind these choices of provisions would demand an 

exhaustive analysis of the law of contract generally, and 

of the socio-economic background: an analysis outwith the 

scope of this work. Nonetheless, it can -I think - 

confidently be asserted that questions of economic 
liberalism were important, and must be taken to have 

influenced the D. O. redactors; just as such questions 
influenced the redactors of the C. Q. later in the centuryp 

42. 
when they came to draw up their own provisions on contract. 

The Digest of 1808: "French" or "Spanish"? 

The views of Professors Pascal and Batiza on the origins 

and sources of the 1808 Digest have regularly been referred 
to throughout this work: it is now possible to assess their 

theories. In some respects, the work of both Professors 

is -I would argue - unhistorical in appiikoch. Professor 

Pascal founds his view that the Digest is essentially 
"Spanish-Roman" on an assertions as he has not provided 
(as yet) any research to uphold his thesis. Cfiapters four 

and five above show thatp certainly as regards the law 

relating to the family and to employments Professor Pascal's 

41. See text supra at notes 2-3 where quoted. 
42. First Report, p. 129 remark on art. 13. 
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thesis may not be upheld. Professor Batiza has analysed 
the individual articles of the code and has concluded 
that the code is basically of French origin. The work of 
each Professor will be discussed in turn. 

As Professor Baade has succinctly pointed out. 
43. 

Professor Pascal's thesis is as follows: firsts he argues 
that "Spanish" and not French law was formally in effect 
in Louisiana when part of the Spanish Rnpire; seconds he 

states that redactors of the Digest were instructed to 

restate the law by which the Territory was then governed; 
and third, he claims that they did so, so that borrowings 

were made from the French code of 1804 only because they 

were a cýnvenient expression of the substance of the 
"Spanish" law as in effect in Orleans. In chapter threes 

we discussed the background to-he 1808 codifications the 
instructions to the redactors and the attitude of civilian 
systems to transplants or receptions of foreign law. 

Chapter four showed that the systems of puissance maritale 

and puissance -paternelle 
in the Digest did not express the 

Castilian law: especially as regards -pui ssance maritalev 
the conceptual system and actual provisions of the Digest 

were antithetical to the Castilian law. As regards the 

labour of servantes apprentices and enjqaggs discussed in 

chapter fives the position is perhaps more complex; but it 

may quite categorically be stated that these provisions did 

not amount to an attempt to express the substance of the 

Castilian law in French (or Blackstonian)terms. Professor 

Pascal's thesis cannot be upheld. There was some attempt 
to adopt rules from the Castilian law for the Digest (the 

"ganancial" comunity, the division into pupillage and 

minority); but this does not help Professor Pascal: the 

conceptual scheme was thoroughly Frencht as were the bulk 

43. Marriage Contracts, p. 83- He states: "Professor Pascal 
does not, however# base his thesis on legal history. " 
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of the provisions, 
44-and the adoption of some rules of 

Castilian law is hardly surprising. 
45. (D. O. 2 to 14 

(PP-37-9) cause problems; but these problems relate to the 
form of the codep which will be discussed below. ) 

Professor Pascal stated that: 
"The writer's experience, supplemented by information 
from some of his colleaguesq leads him to affirm 
that many of the institutions and rules of the 
Digest of 1808 will prove to be Spanish-Romanp even 
if in French dressý)or French (especially pre- 
codification Frenc as well as Spanish-Roman. 
Particularly to be mentioned are the non-obligations 
areas of the law. 9 such as filiationg paternal 
authority, minority with its divisions into impuberty 
and puberty and the corresponding tutorship of 
impuberes and curatorship of puberesp the rules of 
lesion applicable to minors, the division of thingsp 
riparian rights, and, in general., the law of 
succession. " (Emphasis added. ) 46. 

In this researchy not all of these topics have been covered; 

but I hope it is clear that as regards paternal authority 

Professor Pascal's assertion is not borne out. As regards 

the law on minority, as I have indicatedý there is some 

truth in his remarks; but over all his basic assertion 

cannot be maintained. The Digest redactors drew freely on 

many sourcesp and were some Castilian provisions not 

introducedg this would have been surprising. Further as 

emphasised in the quotation, Pascal particularly mentioned 

"non-obligations". This is significant. There is little 

point in counting up the articles of the code of 1808 

dealing with obligations; but most scholars would agree 

that in the 1808 Digest obligations constitute a very 

important and substantial part of the law, as indeed they 

do in the French code. The provisions on obligations in 

the code (bar the specific provisions on louage des services) 

have not been subjected to the same investigation as 

44. See Baadeq Marriage Contracts. passimp and see discussion 
supra in chapter 4 at notes 250-301, where the views Of 
Batiza in his Textual Evidence are taken into account. 
45. See infraq at notes 46-47; - 56-58; and 70-89. 
46. Reply, p. 6239 note 55. 
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devoted'to the articles on puissance maritale and 

Duissance Paternelle; but the excursus above shows that 

certain key articles of the D. O., adopted from the work 

of the French redactorsp provided a new orientation for 

the law on obligations away from that of the Castilian law. 

If the above argument is accepted as correct# then 

Professor Pascal's thesis should be rejected. The 1808 

Digest cannot be described as embodying the substance of 
the Castilian law though expressed in the terms of the 

French code and its Projet. That some provisions of the 

D. O. are taken from the Castilian law does not affect the 

matter: such provisions were not adopted necessarily because 

the previous law was Castilian, but because the redactors, 
for some reason preferred them to the rules discovered in 

the other authorities they consulted. 
47. 

Professor Batiza in a vast work has attempted to trace 

all the sources of the provisions of the 1808 Digest. It 
48. 

is appropriate here to form some conclusions on his 8u. 

By his own criterial Professor Batiza has made an occasional 

mistake; but this is probably inevitable in a work of such 

enormous scope and is not particularly important here. 
49. 

What is argued here is that Professor Batiza's work may be 

misleading. What he has done is as follows. He has taken 

each provision of the Digest and searched for and located 

its source. On the basis of these sources he concludes that 

the Digest is composedg in varying percentages, of 

provisions drawn from various sources. In so far as he 

has traced the individual sources of indi-vidual articlest 

Batiza's work is generally unexceptional. There arep 

howeverp some problems connected with his work. The Digest 

47. Such reason could even be that they preferred not to 
disrupt the atatus 

' quo without this supporting Pascal. 
48. His arguments are now scattered through several 
journal articles but have not changed from those in 
Sourcesl though here we may refer to various articles. 
49. As Batiza himself has recognised - see Textual Evidencet 
pp. 82-3p note 25. Note that - as frequently pointed out - 
the two works Batiza there refers to were unavailable to me. 
This is unimportants since I have been able to look up all 
the sources myself, and it does not matter here if I have 
occasionally quoted an attribution he has now changed. 
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is a sophisticated document: Batiza's form of analysis does 

not explicate all the intricacies of its composition. 

The most vexed aspect of Professor Batiza's work is the 

reliance on similarity of wording as indicating the "source" 

of an article. Such a form of testing has to be used 

cautiously; but, generallyp Batiza must be correct. It is 

useful to quote an important passage from Professor Batiza's 

most recently published article on the Digest: 
"This writer's position, drawn from the tracing 
of the sources of the 1808 Code to three different 
languages, is that clues provided by the wording of 
a provision are the surest means of identifying a 
source. Any suggestion that dichotomies exist 
between the language and the substance of a provision 
is untenable since it is clear thatp in adopting 
identical or nearly identical languagev the rule or 
principle therein incorporated is simultaneously 
received. In fact, it is rather the acceptance of 
the rule or principle which determines the adoption 
of the language in the first place. " 50. 

The first sentence of this quoted passage is probably 

correct: given that the redactors have left no indication 

of from where they adopted or adapted various provisionsp 

comparison of the Digest with various authorities known to 

be or likely to be available to the redactors is an 

important method of establishing influence. I would suggestp 

however, that the statement in the second sentence of the 

passage is not acceptable. This is indeed readily 
demonstrated. D. O. 57-60 (P-383) copied the wording of the 

Proj- An VIII: the mistakes made in the French of D. O. 58 

enable us to be certain of this. 51. Yet the classification 

of servants contained in these articles is not that of the 

Prol. An VIII, but is influenced by (probably) Pothier. The 

wording of the articles is copied to a greater or lesser 

extent from the 1800 Projetv while the rule is different. 

There can be a dichotomy between language and bubstance. 

Professor Batiza points out that the articles are not 

identical to those of the Proj. An VIII; 
52. but the test on 

50. Textual Evidence, P. 84. 
51. See chapter 5 supra at notes 179-200. 
52. He classes D. O. 57 as I'v". 58 as I'a.. v . 

(last partA 59 
as I'av, (in part)"and 60 as I's. i. 11 
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the basis of the words is not able to indicate that the 

rule is derived from the ancien droit. Batiza is correct 
in saying the wording is copied in varying degrees from 
the Proi. An VIII; but in so far as his work fails to 
indicate that the rules differ from those of the said Projet, 
it is misleading and cannot indicate the complexity of the 

redaction of the code. As saids Professor Batiza's work 
is valuable and generally correct in indicating the source 
of the wording (and usually the rule) of the Digest's 

article; but such tests must be used cautiously. Thusy the 

sole test of similarity of wording originally allowed him 

to cite Gaius' Institutes as a source; this is impossible. 53. 

Similarity of wording as the sole criterion is potentially 
unhistoricalv if incautiously used. 

Professor Batiza's work is potentially misleading in a 
further respect. Certain articles are more important than 

others: 
54-thusp Batiza gives an article referring to another 

area of the Digest the same weight as one laying down an 
important rule on, for example, contract. To the extent that 

he may identify the "Source" of an article of no 
significance, Professor Batiza is correct; but in so far 

as he adds up the individual sources to state thatj for 

example, the French code of 1804 is the source of 709 

provisions, he is misleading if it is to be concluded that 

this represents a necessary correspondence of rules between 

the two codes. In fairness to Professor Batizal it must be 

said that he does not draw such a conclusion: he merely 
claims to be tracing the individual sources of individual 

articles and does not explicitly state that there may be an 

exact correspondence of rules between the two codes; though 

such is a tempting inference from his work, especially when 
he denies that there may be a dichotomy betweezi language 

and substance. Groups of articles cohere to form conceptsp 
55. legal institutions in the MacCormick sensep and these 

53. See Sourcess p. 12, p. 34, appendix At and pp-37938 and 
39, appendix B. 
54. Franklin makes the same point: see Fxistential force, 
p. 98. 
55. N. MacCormickp "Law as Institutional Fact., "1974 
law Quarterýa Review., 90, pp. 102-129 passim. 
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concepts (e. g. that of puissance maritale) are of vital 
importance. Batiza's work does not take cognisance of this. 

What is excluded, may be of vital importance, in thatq if 

all the articles of the C. N. on a particular topic are 
borrowed for the D. O., bar onef and the exclusion of that 

article alters the meaning of the articles as a wholep 
then, although each individual article originates in the C. N. # 
it cannot be stated that the law in the D. O. is identical to 

that in the C. N.: Batiza's analysis does not recognise 
this. Again, Batiza does not claim that his identification 

of the sources of individual articles on any particular 
topic as being drawn from the C. N. means that the law is 

identical; but the inference is easy to draw andt unless 
the exact meaning of Batiza's work and its limitations are 

recognised, the unwary may be misled. 

In conclusions one may say that Professor Batiza's 

work is potentially ambiguous and misleading. The form 

of analysis to which he has subjected the code is 

unsophisticated. Comparison of wording to establish sources 

may mislead ands without due care, may be unhistorical in 

result. 
The above discussion of the hypotheses of Professor 

Pascal and the research of Professor Batiza helps focus 

attention on what Associate Justice Tate has recently 56. 
called "The splendid mystery of the Civil Code of Louisiana. " 

Though what is at issue in this thesis is not so much the 

sources of the 1808 redaction as the reasons behind the 

redactors' choice of concepts and ruless inevitably we have 

had to take into account the work of Professors Pascal and 
Batiza and the above assessment of their work is based on 
the study of the D. O. in this thesis. Can such study help 

suggest solutions to the "splendid mystery"? As regards 

puissance maritalep Puissance Daternelle and employment 
(to use the term loosely) the question may possibly be 

56. A. Tate, "The Splendid Mystery of the Civil Code of 
Louisianap" 25 Louisiana Bar Journal (1977) pp. 29-399 
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answered in the affirmative; but even so, caution is 

necessary. We may state that the concepts of puissance 
maritale and puissance Paternelle are essentially founded 
in the northern French droit coutumier, especially as they 

appear in the French code and its Projetv and differ from 
those of the Oastilian law. This cannot be gainsaid; the 

position isq howeverg more complex than might at first 

appear. There has beenp on the part of the redactorst a 
considerable process of selection among sources. In some 
codal articles it is possible to trace the influence of 
more than one "source": and although the over-all conception 

of one area ist sayp northern French in origing within that 

concept individual rules or codal articles may be drawn 
from elsewhere. The redactors quite happily would include 

articles drawn from any authority if they found them 

suitable. In any area of the law in the D. O. 9 there may 
be various layers of influence. Thust the articles on 
louage des services# and the analysis into two of louage in 

the Digest originate in the Projet of 1800 and the Oode 

Narol'e'on; but Pothier has exercised some influence too. 

Title VI of Book One of the Digest is rather more problematic. 
Blackstone has clearly exercised some influencet butp as 

shown in chapter 5, it would be wrong to claim these articles 
have a peculiarly English origin, or introduce common law 

principles into the Digest. Blackstone provided easily 
borrowed texts on an area of the law similar all over 
Europe. The other aspects of the Title were concerned with 

a recent territorial Act and with taking account of 

particular circumstances in Louisiana (consider engag'e-s). 

It must be taken as correct that) in the areas of law 

examined in chapters four and five,, and in obligations 

generally, the Digest owes more to the French Civil Code 

and its Prolctp and to the angien droi-tt than to the 

Castilian law. This, of coursev leaves undealt with many 

of the areas of the Code whichp according to Pascalp exhibit 

signs of Castilian origin. 
57-It is worth pointing outv 

-aa--aa 

57. See text supra at notes 45-46. 
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howevery that paternal powerv which he claims as "Spanish- 
Roman"y has been demonstrated to be of French origin: and 
hence caution must be observed before accepting his other 
claims. 'There has been no attempt here to examine these other 
areas of the Digest, as it is indeed not for me to attempt 
to prove or to refute Professor Pascal's thesis as regards 
these areas of the law; and I would maintain that the 
demonstration that important areas of family law and of the 
law of obligations are not of Castilian or "Spanish Roman" 
origin allows us to be certain that over-all the Digest 
is not the expression of the pre-existing Castilian law 
through French texts. 

The debate over whether the Digest is French or 
Castilian is not of primary importance herev as we are 
mainlyýconcerned with seeking a pattern among the selection 
of provisions and concepts which may help contribute to an 
understanding of legal development: thusp for usp whether 
or not the law of property is influenced by Castilian law 

is, in itself, not of great importance; 58. thoughp were it 

so to have been influencedg the reasons why would be of 
great interest. The study of aspects of family law and of 
the law of employment is sufficient to ground our 
conclusions. As has been maintained in chapters one and 
threep the process of codification appears to be one which 
lends itself to borrowing, selection and adaption: there is 

nothing whatsoever inconsistent in the D. O. redactors 
utilising the French law and Castilian law: they were not 
legal positivistsp but believed in the supremacy of natural 
law. The use of certain Castilian provisions along with 
French provisions does not mean that the redactors were 
consecrating antinomies in the Digest: 59- the provisions 

58. See Dargop pp. cit., pp. 161-3 and also Batizal Textual 

'Evidencep 
p, 92 not-e-629 third paragraph. , 59. To adopt the terminology used by Professor Franklin: 

see his Existential Force, P-75. A reading of Professor 
Franklin's article would-suggest that he categorises all 
the "Spanish" law as "mediaeval" or "feudal"p in opposition 
to the "bourgeois" Code Napolie-on: this will be discussed 
further infra in connection with the D. L. V. 
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would be selected to be compatible. (Consider the exclusion 

of aspects of the French law both pre-code and codified# 

and of certain aspects of the Partidas. 
60. ) Purthery 

even though some rules may be attributed to the Castilian 

law, the exclusion 
, 

of other rules is of vital importance. 

Thus, 9 the statutory community of the Digest may be 

influenced by the sociedad de gananciales; but the whole 
61. 

thrust of the rules on matrimonial property is "French" . 

We may sum up by saying that rules and concepts in the 

Digest may be traced to the French ancien droit, the C. N., 

the Prol. An VIII or the Partidas; but Moreau Lislet and 

Brown, w4ile closely following the style of the Proj. An VIII 

and C. N. 9 have produced something new: the Digest is not 

a slavish copying of the C. N. or its Projet - it is in 

many ways unique., being built up from varying sources and 

with some original invention. This does not mean that the 

laws selected were necessarily the most suitable. For 

examplep it would appear that the laws relating to the 

seashore selected in 1808 were quite unsuitable. 
62. (of 

course, in 1808, this is indeed unlikely to have been such 

a great problem as in the present dayv as there had then 

been no great commercial development of the seashore. ) 

It should be pointed out that these rules are not 

taken from the 0, N., the equivalent provisions of which 

possibly would have been more suitable (but see below)v but 63. 
from Roman law, more specifically from Justinian's Institutes. 

60. Consider the significance of the exclusion of C. N. 224 
from the D. O.,, or the fact that the D. O. 's rules on 
Duissance du mari are the same as some individual rules 
of the Castilian law but are contradicted by the rules as 
a whole of the latter. 
61. As argued supra in chapter 4, at notes 250-30it I accept 
Baade, 0 Marriage Contracts in preference to Batiza, Textual 
Evidence. 
62. See A. de Castro and A. C. Watsont "Seashore in Louisianallp 
Commentt 8 Tul. L. Rev. 0933-4) pp. 272-7. 
63. Inst. 2,1.1t 3 and 5. Frankling "Some Observations on the 
Influence of French Law on the Early Civil Codes of 
Louisiana", PP-833-845 of Le Droit Uivil rancais, Livre- 
Souvenir des JournVee du broit Civil Franoais; Sireyv Parisp 
Montreal, 1936 states at p. 843 that tHese4rules were taken 
from the French law: as regards the specific rules he is 
wrong, 
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The relevant articles are D. O. 3.4 and 5 (P-95): opposite 
them, the D. L, V. cites Part. 3.28.3 and 4 and Domat . 

64- 
The 

PartidaS state a rule similar to that of the D. O. and the 
Institutesp providing that seashore is one of those things 

which "pertenescen A todas las criatura8 que viven en'este 

mundo.... " (Part-3.28-3). The Institutes use the term 'res 

comznmis. D. O. 4 (P-95) states that the seashore is the 

land covered by the highest tide of the winter seasont 

which is the same as Institutes 2.1.3; whereas Part-3.28.4. 

states that "St todo aquel logar ýs Ilamad"o Iribera' 
, 
'de' 

, 
la'' 

mar quanto se cubre del agua della quando mas cresce en, 
todo el aln"op quier en tiempo de invierno 6 de verano. 11 In 

Louisianal the highest tides are during the summer; yet 
the redactors selected the provision of the Roman lawt more 

suitable for the non-tidal Mediterraneant in preference to 

the Partidas provision# potentially more suitablefor 
Louisiana in allowing the highest tide'at any time of the 

year to be the standard. Why the redactors selected the 

Roman provision can only be a matter of speculationt as with 

why they rejected the Partidas and the Code Napolgon. It 

may be said as regards the redactors not-ifollowifig the Code 

Napol'eon here that the first chapter of the first title of 

the second book of the D. O. has no equivalent in the C. N. 

The French code's provisions on public domain are somewhat 

confused and have attracted much criticism: 
65-the 

arrangement 

of the D. O. is apparently superior, and the problems with 
the French articles may well have caused the redactors to 

reject their rules. 
66. 

It should be'noted'fliat' the'D'*L. V. 

64. Domat, Prel. Bk. tit. 39 seen. 1, art. i and 2. The 
D. L, V. in fact refers to Book 1v Prel. tit-9 3. seen. 2 
loix I and 29 which is an obvious"error. Domat does not 
define seashoret though he mentions it: 'he cites' the Institutes. 
65. See Planiolp Trait6 ElEmentaire de Droit Civilp vol-. -i 
Part 29 nos. 3061-3063 kLouisiana State Law Institute 
Translation, 1959). i 66. Planiolt op. cit. note 65 supra, " --vol. 'l Part 2, no. 3060-- 
points out that the old jurists were not interest in public 
domainp but rather in royal domain. (See also his nos. 3059 
et seq Passi for much useful information. ) r-bthier., Traite- 
du Domaine de Propri9t9p no. 21q Bug. "9; pp. 109-110 mentions 
the sea and its shore as res communes'; but that is all he 
says on the topic. 
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does not cite the Institutes against any articlep that 

in the interleaf opposite P. 94P Institutes, 1. titles i 

and 2 are mentioned along with title 1.8. of the Digest. 

Whyever the redactors selected the Roman rules here, it 

most certainly was not because they were most suitablet 

nor because they expressed the law before codification. 
Though to give a definite answer to the question why the 

Roman rule was adopted here would require an analysis of 
the whole of the relevant section of the D. O.. 9 it may be 

said that the redactors apparently changed the law for no 

reason other than to obtain a concise rule: a rule which 

was not useful. 

In general, the Digest is a free mixture of concepts 

and provisions drawn from varying sources: and statements 

such as that the Digest is predominantly of French origin 
(or otherwise) are so general as not to have much meaning 

or significance. The Digest is a complex mixture of 

provisions taken from many and varied Bourcesp though obviously 

most heavily influenced by the work of the French redactors 

in the C. N. and Proj. An VIII. This leads on to a final 

point. Associate Justice Tate poses another problem. He 

points out that it is now clear that the redactors used both 

the French code and its 1800 Projet and remarks that "no 

explanation has been found for the contemporaneous use of 

the earlier draft along with final code [sic] adopted by 

the French. , 67*This 
is really a false problem. Considering 

that the 1808 redactors were forming their own code and 

plundering all the legal materials available to them for 

borrowable provisions, since both the C. N. and its Projet 

were available to themp there is no reason why they should 

not have used bothq and many reasons why they should use both. 

To use both the C. N. and its draft increased the redactors' 

pool of borrowable provisions. The redactors were not 

attempting to adopt the C. N. in its entirety. (The redactors 

also seem to have had a preference for the 1800 Projet 

because of their natural law orientation. 
68. ) 

6a. The citation of mat opposite the artAcle would serve. 
7. Op. cit. note 5 supra P-37 note 30- 

68. See following section. 
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2. Natural Law Influence on the Digest. 

In many waysp codes would appear to be positive law 

par excellence, and this might well lead to the conclusion 
that they were necessarily not the result of natural law 

influence; but this would be wrong. 

Arnaud, in Essai d'Analyse Structurale du Code Civil 

Franuis, v 
69. 

points to an important difference between the 

Code Napol'5on of 1804 and its 1800 Projet, namely that the 

former has*excluded the Preliminary Book of the latter. 70. 

As indicated in chapter three suprap7l'this preliminary 
book was excluded from the final code at least partly 
because of its didactic nature. Arnaud points out that this 

opposition given to definition and regulation points to an 72. 
opposition "qui existe entre science juridique et l6g18lation. " 

He then states that this opposition had various consequences: 
first# the disappearance of the Preliminary Book of the 

Proj. An VIII and its replacement with a title of six 

articles; the use of the future tense in the drafting of 
the code. I'Mais le Sens de ces transformations est plus 
important que le r6sultat, " he comments. 

73- He states that 

under the cover of a change of style and of languagev there 

has taken place a move from a system of jusnaturaliptique 

moderne to a system de conception Po Si tiviste'. He argues 

that it should be recognised that the Code Napoleon I'dans 

sa r5daction d6finitive, st6carte beaucoup du jusnaturalisme 

qui inspirait le Projet de l'An VIII. j, 74- The 1804 Code 

rigorously separated law and moralityp and natural law and 

positive lawp thus adopting a form of legal positivism. 
Arnaud argues that some of the effects of this legal 

positivism lead to the suppression of doctrine and to the 

growth of Jurisprudenceg both effects being essentially 
those of legal positivism: he here specially considers the 
aaaaa 

69. Paris, 1973. 
70. At p. 44. 
71. See chapter 3 supra at notes 202-204- 
72.2g. cit., P-44. 
73. Ibid. 
74. Ibid. 
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provisions on certainty of rule, the necessity of its 

promulgationg the subjection of the judge to the loig and 
the prohibition of interpretation of the law. 750Arnaud has 

highlighted a most important matter: the exclusion of the 

Preliminary Book points to a move from natural law theories 

towards positive law theories. It would seem that in 

Austriap in that country's long history of attempts at 

codificationg there was similarly a shift from the eighteenth 

century natural law to the notion of strict law (strenges 

Recht) founded on the Kantian critique of Natural Law# 
76. 

allowing a disjunction or legal order and moral order, in 

the 1811 Allgemeines BUrgerliches Gesetzbuch. 

How 'and why this shift from natural law to positive law 

took place need not concern us: that it took place in the 

final redaction of the Code Napol-6on is what matters here. 

The redactors of the 1808 Digest possessed copies of both 

the completed Code Napol'eon and its 1800 Projetp and they 

followed either or both in drawing up their code. They 

included a Preliminary Book based on the 1800 Projet., and 

rejected the C. N. ts brief Preliminary Title; and it is 

here crucial to discover why. 

As indicated in chapter three, this title had a didactic 

naturep and Franklin has suggested that this would help 

explain its reception in Louisiana: a territory with no law 

schools and inadequate legal training. 77-There is undoubtedly 

some element of truth in this. Secondlyq the redactors have 

an obvious tendency to favour the style and arrangement of 
the Projet de l'An VIII over that of the C. N. Thus, they 

have adopted the Projet's manner of numbering articles by 

Bookp Title and article and rejected the more convenient 

continuous system of numbering of articles used in the C. N. 

In the research herep we have come across a number of 

occasions where they favoured the approach of the. ProJet,. 
aaaaaaaa 

75. Ibid. 
76. See Henry E. Strakosch, State Absolutism and the Rule of 
Law. The Struggle for Codification of Civil Law in Austria, 
1753-1811, Sydney, 1967, ppel 5-215, esp. at pp. 206 et san. 
77. "Observations"t supraq note 63., Lassim but esp. p. 44-7- 
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Pirst. 9 in the definitions of marriage in chapter one of 
title IV of Book One (D. O. 1-3 (p. 25))p they copied the 

arrangement of the Proj_et (there being no C. N. equivalents)', 
although the Act of 1807 provided the legal material. 

78. 

Secondj* the articles on louaize des services were closer 
to those of the ProJet than those of the C. N. 79-Thirdp 

the section on rescission of contract on the grounds of 
lesion is closer to the Projet than the C. N. in both 

arrangement and actual provisions. 
80 - Hence it is probably 

fair to say that there is a recognisable pattern of 
favouring the Pr6jet. (Examples could be multiplied. ) 

The third possible reason for the adoption of the 

Projet's'preliminary book must be the one suggested by 
Arnaud: this book embodied notions of natural law as against 
the (potential) Positivism Of the C. N. 's short preliminary 
title. Franklin 81. has rightly stressed the importance of 
D. O. 21 (P-7). This article states as follows: 

I'Dans les matie'res civiles, le Jugev I d6faut de loi 
pr6cisev est oblig6 de proc6der conforme"ment ýa 
1'-equite;, pour die-cider suivant l'i'quitep il faut 
recourir a la loi naturelle et a la raisont ou aux 
usages regust dans le silence de la loi primitive 
(7 positive]. " 82. 

The Proj. &n VIII9 Prel. Bk-5-11 states: 
I'Dans les matie'res civilest le jugep a defaut de loi 
precise, est un ministre dl-equite-. L"e'quit6 est le 
retour "a la loi naturelle, ou aux usages rejus dans 
le silence de la loi positive. " 

The D. O. article is obviously based on that of the Proýet. 

Indeed the D. O. article strengthens the Projet's appeal to 

natural law by the reference to 1'reason"v the mot saere' of 

the eighteenth century enlightenment. The D-L. V. here refers 

to Domatq 
83-another 

natural lawyer, who, as cited, also provides 

for appeal to universal natural law in the absence of express 

78. See chapter 4 supra. 
79. See chapter 5 supra. 
80. See 8upra, this chapters at notes 32-37. 
81. Existential Force, pp. 94 and 99-100; "Observations"t supra 
note 53.9 at P. 842 Ed- "Equity in Louisiana; the Role of 
Article 2111 9 Tul. L. Rev. (1935) pp. 485 et seq,,; see also 
F. F. Stone, IITH-eSo'=Ca71-1ed Unprovided-Fipr Cases 53 Tul. L. 
Rev. (1978-9) PP-93-104. 
82. "Primitive" is surely a mistake for "positive". The 
English text uses "positive". 
83. Domat, Prel. Bk. tit. 1. seen. I art. 23. 
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written law. Undoubtedly, Domat here influenced the 
ProJet. 

Drawing on Arnaud's analysis of the shift between the 
Prolet de Van VIII and the Code Civil de Van XII, p it is 
fair to conclude that the copying of this title, and of 
article 21 (P-7) in particularý evidence a predisposition of 
the 1808 redactors towards "Jusnaturalisme modernelly the 

secular natural law of the eighteenth century. The Code 

Napoleon ignored this question of lacunae, and merely 
included a provision (article 4) penalising the judge who 

refused to judge by claiming that the law was silentp 

obscure or insufficient. One can understand why the school 

of exegesis developed in France. The Code NapolEon of 
course had not completely moved away from natural law: it 

had a hybrid character. 
84. In copying the style of Projet 

in giving definitions of marriage, as adverted to above985- 
the 1808 redactors again demonstrated their predilection 
for natural law, where first principlesq from which conclusions 
followed more geometrico 

,, 
were important. Such definitions 

would be unnecessary in a more positivistic code. 

Thus., one can conclude thatq over allq the 1808 

redactors were heavily influenced by the current theories 

of natural law: they were not legal positivists. This Of 

course refers us back to the previous section and to the 

arguments put forward in chapter three. Some scholars 
have expressed surprise thatt when the law formally in 

force was Castilian in origin, the Digest should be so 
strongly based on the French codes. 

86. Some have flatly 

refused to believe that it could be based on the French 

1804 Code and its 1800 Projet. 87- These attitudes are 
based on the misconception that the redactors Fere 
Austinian Positivists. They were natural lawyersp as their 

84. Arnaudq 2R. Sit. , P-45. 
85. See text supra at notes 77-78. 
86. E. G. Brow-n. -, -'Uoý-nflict, pp-53-9. 
87. One thinks especiall`ý of Professor Pascal's views. 
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time suggests and the internal evidence of the Digest 

confirms. Further# the Louisiana system at the time of 
redaction was civilian, with the internationalism which 
that implies. The common base of all civilian systems in 

Roman law allowed easy transmission of rules as the basic 

concepts were nearly always similar. Furtherp the 

recognition of Roman law as ratio scripta during the period 

of secular natural law also facilitated reception and 
transmission. During the nineteenth century, the 1804 

French code was very influential: it is not too great an 

exaggeration to state that it was often received as if it 

were ratio scripta 
8-8*and 

this despite the strictures of 
Savigny and the historical school of jurisprudence. 

89. 

Given the orientation of the redactors towards natural law# 

given the international outlook of the civil lawv given 
the prestige of the French codeq it is surely not a matter 

of surprise that the redactors should have plundered the 

French code for material and used it as their model. 
Further# the acceptance of the doctrines of natural law 

by the redactors and their international outlook explains 

why the sources of the Digest are diverse: the redactors 
did not consider themselves bound by any notion of a 
"national" law. 

The de la Vergne manuscript. 

In this study# we have paid close attention to the 

citations of authorities made by the de la Vergne volume, 
The examination of these authorities pemits the assessment 

88. The literature on this is voluminous. See., e. g. R. 
Poundq "The Prench Civil Code and the Spirit of Nineteenth 
Century Law". * 35 Boston Univ. L. Rev. (1955) pp-77-95P 
Jean Gaudemet. 9 111: e-STransferts du Droit"t 27 WAnnie 
SociologiQue (1976) Pp. 29'51 at PP-51-56, and see the essays 
in the third part of Le Droit Civil FranWgi-s, Livre- 
Souvenir (2p_. cit. note 63 surra)9-especitilly those of L-e-ger, 
ýP-7555--"915; Baez, pp. 829-831t Jonasce, pp. 911-940. See 
further J. Limpens, "Territorial Expansion of the Code", 
pp. 92-109 of B. Schurarz (Ed )t The Code Napoleon and the 
Common Law World, New York, i956. 
899 On the German historical school, see now P. Steing Legal 
Evolution - The Story of an Ideat Cambridge, 1980t PP-5j--68, 
esp. PP-5b-65 on Savigny. 
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of the nature of the do la Vergne volume and its references. 
We may also make some suggestions as to the purpose served 
by the compilation of the manuscript. 

There already is a fairly extensive literature on the 

de la Vergne manuscript, and a great deal of debate over 
its importance and significance. 

90. We will be able to assess 
the various arguments put forward as to the nature and 

purpose of the volume. To aid the following discussion# 

it is useful to describe the D. L. V. and the other copies 

of the Digest with similar annotations. 

The de la Vergne volume is a copy of the 1808 Digest 
(of which there was only one edition) bound with interleaves. 

Opposite the English text, the interleaves contain general 

manUscript references to Romanp Spanish and French legal 

authorities; opposite the French text are manuscript 

references to Frenchp Spanish and Roman law arranged 

according to the articles of the Digest; these latter are 

the references we studied closely, though the former were 

also referred to where relevant. The volume is entitled thus: 

I'Loix de I'Etat de la Louisianeq avec des notes qui 
referent aux Loix civiles et Espagnoles qui y ont 
rapport. 1814. " 

On the leaves following the title is written a long passage 

entitled "Avant-Propos. 11 The first three paragraphs of 

the Avant-Prop2s are worth quoting: 
"Le but de cet ouvrage est de faire connaitre par 
des nottes 'ecrites sur des pages en blanc attachees 
au Digeste des Loix de cet Etat, quels sont les 
textes des loix civiles et Espagnoles, qui y ont 
quelque rapport. 

90. See e. g. Frankling "An Important Document in the History 
of American Roman and Civil Law: the de la Vergne Manuseriptp" 
33 Tul,, &. Rev. (1958-9) PP-35-42 (hereafter cited as 
Important Document); J. Dainow, "Moreau LislWs Notes on 
Sources Of Louisiana Civil Code of 180011,19 IA. 1. Rev. 
(1958-9) PP-43-51; Pascal, "A Recent Discovery: A Copy of 
thelq)igest. cf the Civil Laws" of 1808 with Marginal Source 
References in Moreau Lislet's Hand" 26 La. L. Rev. (1965-6) 
pp. 25-27 (hereafter Recent Discovery); IlBook Note' 30 La. 
L. Rev. 969-70) pp-. 7--4-r--7, - "Book Note" . 52 La. L. Rev. 
(1971-MIPP-495-6; and L. A. Derby and T. J. McDonald, "A 
Recent Discovery: Another Copy of Moreau Lislet's 
annotations to the Civil Code of 1808,11 47 Tul. L. Rev. 
(1972-73) pp. 1210-1213. Other works refer to it too. 
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A cet effetq on trouvera a cote du texte 
anglais, une liste ge-n6rale de tous les titres des 
loix Romaines et Espagnolesq qui sont relatifs aux 
mati'8res trait*6es dans chaque chapitre du Digestep 
et it cote du texte franq,. ais et article par articlep 
la citation des principales loix des divers codesp 
d'oýL sont tir-ees les dispositions de notre statut 
local. 

On ne s'est pas bomb en citant les loix qui ont 
quelque rapport avec les divers articles du Digestep 
de marquer seulement celles qui contiennent des 
dispostions sýmblables; mais on ya ajoute celles 
qui, sur la meme matie-req offrent des differences 
dans ce qu'elles prescrirent ou Qui contiennent des 
exceptions au principe gEn6ral qui y est anonc'e. 11 
(Accents as in original. ) 91. 

The paragraphs following these describe the sources of the 

I'loix ES*pagnoles" and their order of precedence and do so 

accurately. 
92. The final paragraph of the Avant-Propos 

states that: "A Vegard des dispositions du droit Romain 

elles ne peuvent kre cit-6es comme Loix en Espagne, mais 

seulement comme raison ecrite. 11 I 

The Avant-Propos is followed by an "Explication des 

abrie"viations", divided into two sections: one headed I'Loix'19 
the other "Auteurs". Among the auteurs Pothier is mentioned, 
though Domat is not. Domat is referred to in the fourth 

paragraph of the Avant-Proros where it is stated he is used 
for easy reference to the Roman laws. At the very end of 
the Digestt the de la Vergne manuscript has a comprehensive 
alphabetical index. 

The outer leather binding of the volume is imprinted 

"L. Moreau Lislet"; and the tradition of the de la Vergne 

family ascribes the work to him, though the manuscript has 

not been written by him. 93. 

Several similar woeks have been found in Louisiana. The 

91.1 have used the 1971 photographic reprint by Claitor: I 
may have missed some accents because of the reproduction. 
I shall cite the Avant-Propos by paragraph. 
92. Cf. these paragraphs with Rec. Ind. 2.1.2 and see 
chapter 3 supra, at notes 66-8T. -Rec. Ind. 2.1.2 is quoted 
at note 67 
93. Dainow: p2. cit. note 90 supra gives a good physical 
description. 
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law school of Loyola University possesses two volumes 
Itsubstantially similar to the de la Vergneltp 94-one 

of 
which attributes the notes to Moreau Lislet in its 

manuscript title page: 
95-neither is as complete as the D. L. V. 

itself. 96. Tulane University School of Law possesses a 
volume also similar to the D. L. V. 97- The Southern Methodist 

University School of Law possesses a copy of the Digest 

with marginal annotations: these annotations are apparently 
unlike those of the D. L. V.,, and their significance (if any) 
is Unknown. 

98. The Louisiana State University Library 

possesses a copy of the Digestv without annotated interleavesy 

but with marginal annotations. 
99-This book bears the name 

of Moreau Lislet in manuscript on the title pagep though 

it is noi his signature. 100. All the marginal references in 

this volume apparently appear in the D. L. V. 9 though the 

latter's references are much more numerous. 
101. The 

Louisiana State University copy's marginal annotations 

contain corrections; they are also in a hand different from 

that of the D. L. V. 102. Apparentlyp the hand is that of Moreau 

Lislet himself. 103-Professor 
Pascal suggests this copy is 

earlier than the D. L. V. 104- Another manuscript copy of the 

annotations has been found in the Tulane University Law 

School Library. 105. This manuscript belonged to Henry Raphael 

Denisp a lawyer and contemporary of Moreau Lislet. io6 *(I will 

here refer to it as the "Denis Manuscript". ) The annotations 

appear to be in Denis's hand. 107-The Denis manuscript can be 

dated to after 18209 as its pages bear a watermark with 
that date. 108. It contains an Avant-Pro attributed to 

94.1 quote Darby and McDonald, 22. cit. t note 90 supra at 
p. 1211: I have not seen these other-works. 
95. See preface to Claitorts 1971 reprint of the D. L. V. t 
second page. 
96. Ibid. 
97. Darby and McDonald; u. cit., P. 1211. 
98. Ibid. p. 1211 note . 99. Pascalt Recent Discovery, pp. 25-6. 
100. Ibid. p. 25 and note 3 thereon. 
101. Md. p. 26. 
102. Ibid. p. 26. 
103. Profes3or Pascal and Mr. L. de la Vergne compared the L. S. U. 

anuscript and the D. L. V. with Moreau Lisletts olographic mr 
will. See Recent Discovery, p. 26. 
104. Recent Discover2l p. 26. 
105. By Darby and McDonald, see their workp p. 1211. 
106. Darby and McDonaldt U. cit. t p. 1211- 
107. Ibid. p. 1211* 
108. Ibid. p. 1211. 
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Moreau Lislet identical to that of the D. L. V. 109-The Denis 

manuscript differs in some important respects from the 
D. L. V. EIrstq the manuscript is not bound with a copy of 
the 1808 Digest. 110-Secondp 

apart from for the first five 

chapters of the first title of the third book, only the 

annotations opposite the Prench text of the D. L. V. are 
found in the Denis manuscript: for the said five chapters 
the annotations opposite the English text of the D. L. V. 

are also found in the Denis manuscript. 
Ill. Thirdo the 

manuscript is inscribed thus: 
"Renvoy aux Principales loix des divers codes d1ou 
sont tirees les dispositions du digeste de la Loi 
civile qui est en force dans Vetat de la Louisiane. 11 112. 

Darby and McDonald surmise that this title is taken from 

the second paragraph of the Avant-Propos (see above). 
113. 

The second paragraph refers to 'Iles dispositions de notre 

statut locall's while the Denis manuscript has rendered this 

as I'digeste de la, Loi Civile etc. " The interpretation of 
"notre statut local" has been disputed; 114-Darby and 
McDonald argue that the title of the Denis manuscript shows 

which interpretation is correct. 

If we turn to consideration of the various views put 
forward on the D. L. V. 0 we find there are two separate 

problems. Firsts there is the nature of the D. L. V. 

references: are they to "sources" of the articles? Seconds 

what was the Purase of compiling the manuscript notes? 
Professor Pascal claims that the references are to the 

"sources" of the 1808 Digests and it is appropriate to 

consider his views first. The discussion of his views will 

enable us to come to a conclusion as to the nature of the 

D. L. V. 

Pascal's general 

109. Ibid. 
110. Ybid. 
111. ! bid. 
112. ! bid. 
113. Md. 
114. See i 

p. 1212. 
p. 1211. 
P. 121 7, 
P. 1212: 
P. 1212. 

nf ra. 

thesis on the sources of-the Digest 
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has already been discussed. 115. He uses the D. L. V. to 

support his thesis by arguing that: first, the D. L. V. was 
compiled by Moreau Lislet; second most of the references 
are to "Spanish" and Roman legal texts; third, the Avant- 
Pro]2os indicates that the references are to the "sources" 

of the Digest; and fourth, there are no references to the 

C. N. or its Projet_,. He concludes that the D. L. V. helps 

prove his thesis that the 1808 Digest is the expression 
of "Spanish-Roman" law in French form. Though the last 

writing in which he expressed this view was in 19729 it is 

clear his views are unchanged. 
116. 

Professor Pascal's first point - that Moreau Lislet 

compiled the D. L. V. references - should probably be 

accepted. All the versions of the manuscript notes have 

some association with Moreau L18let. There is no evidence 
to suggest who might have been the compiler other than 

Moreau Li8let; so it should be accepted that he in fact 

did so. 

Secondp Pascal stresses that most of the references 

are to Spanish and Roman texts. This ignores Pothier who 

is cited almost continuously. Of courset Pascal is correctp 
the citation of Castilian authority is very great; butv as 

I hope it will now be cleart the Castilian law as a whole 

cited in the D. L. V. as regards puissance du mari and 

puissance paternelle differs radically from the law on 
these matters as a whole in the Digest. There is occasional 

correspondence, but this appears to be generally fortuitous; 

and only occurs in 
' 
isolated articles. Thus, the D. L. V. 

quite definitely,, as regards the Castilian citations on 

these mattersy does not reveal the substantive source of 

the Digest law. The citations to Pothier are a different 

matter: he does appear to have been influential as regards. * 
for example# aspects of louage. -The aspects of law 

115. See text sul2ra at notes 43-47. 
116.1972 Book Notet note 90 supra. See Timothy Hoffp 
"Error in the Pormation of Contracts in Louisiana: a 
Comparative Analysis"t 53 Tul. L. Rev. (1979) PP- 329-3799 
note 8, PP-331-333- 
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examined in chapters four and five are sufficient to show 
that the D. L. V. references to Castilian law are generally 
to analogous, provisionsp not to sources. Locatio operarum 
in the Castilian law is similar to that in the O. N. and 
D. O. This is due to their common Roman inheritance. The 

bipartite divisiong and general treatmentq of louage in 

the D. O. 9 howeverv are derived from the C. N. The important 

texts on contract we have examined suggest the same. The 

D. L. V- Castilian references are not to the substantive 
sources of the Digest. Some of the D. L. V. '8 references are 
to substantive sources - consider some of the references 
to Pothier and to Louisiana Acts - but taken as a whole, 
the Digest does not cite the substantive sources of the 

Digestp as there would have to be references to the C. N. 

and its Projet. 

The above also refers to Professor Pascal's fourth 

point. There are no references to the C. N. or its Projet 

not because they were not sources of substantive law in 

the Digestq but because whatever else the D. L. V. may be# 

its references most certainly are generally not to the 

substantive and conceptual sources of the Digestj though 

it does refer to some such. As regards matters not touched 

on in this thesisp they could originate in Castilian law# 

although this seems improbable; but on the basis of the 

D. L. V. it cannot be assumed that they do so originateq even 

if there is correspondence in some articles or ideas. 

Profes3or Pascalts third argument relates to the Avant- 

proros. Now the D. L. V. as a work of sources must stand 

and fall on whether the citations are to sourcest and it 

is clear thatv in general, the citations are not to sources# 

with some exceptionsv such as those to the 1807 Actp ch. 17 

and the 1806 Act, ch. 11. In other wordsýthe argument of 

Pascal does not hold up. The Castilian references are, not 

to sources, with the exception of certain isolated articles. 

That some references do reveal sources is irrelevant. The 

Avant-ProMat howeverv states that the purpose of the 

manuscript is to make known by notes written on the blank 
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pages attached to the Digest of the laws the texts Of 
civil and Spanish laws which have cluelciue rapport with 
them. 117-The 

references opposite the English text are 
stated to be to the Roman and Spanish laws "qui sont 
relatifs aux matieres" treated of in each chapter of the 
Digest. The references opposite the French textp article 
by articlep are said to be to the principal laws 'Idea 

divers codes d'ou sont tiribies lea dispositions de notre 
statut local. " 118. The third paragraph states that not 
only these laws which provide similarly to the 1808 Digest 
have been citedq but also those which have contrary 
provisions or which contain exceptions to the general 

principle. 
119. 

There is no explicit statement that the references 
are to "sources". 120 *The references are stated in the 

first paragraph to be to laws which have some relation to 

the Digest (and this indeed is truep as appears from 

chapters four and five above). The general references 

opposite the English text are again stated to be to laws 

relatLzlg to the Digestp and this is indeed correct. The 

third paragraph cannot be faulted in describing the de la 

Vergne volume: many citations are to similar laws# to 

contrary laws, and to works expanding on the topic 

mentioned in the concise Digest article. 

We will leave aside for the moment Professor Pascalts 

interpretation of the Avant-Propos's statement about the 

references opposite the French textp and examine his 

interpretation of the Avant-Proposts statement about the 

references opposite the English text. He states: 
"Those opposite the English textt on the other 
handl as the avant-propos states clearlyp give a 
general list of the Romanand Spanish laws which 
relate to the matters treated in each chapter of 
the Digestt' whether 'similar' or tpresentEing] 
differences or... containgnqlexceptions to the 
general principle. 121. 

117. First paragraph, supra, at note 91. 
118. Second paragraphp su ra, at note 91- 
119. Third paragraph 11 suDra, at note 91. 
120. As Sweeney points out, Tournamentp Pp-596-7- 
121. Reply, p. 607- 
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This is most interesting. He has also said elsewhere 
that the references opposite the English text are to 
"corresponding civil laws not used as sources. " 122. In 
the passage I have quotedg Professor Pascal himself quote8 
passages from an English translation of the Avant-Propos; 
he purports to show that the references opposite the 
English text are not to "sources" but only to "similarllp 
"different" or "exceptional" rules. Professor Pascal18 
selection of quotations is, howeverv very misleading. 
The description of the references opposite the English 
text is taken from the second paragraph of the Avant-Proras 
in describing them as these "which relate to the matters 
treatedýin each chapter of the Digest". "Similar" 9 
"semblablellp "differences" and "exceptions" come from the 
third paragraph of the Avant-ProL28.123-There is no reason 
to apply these comments of the third paragraph only to the 

references opposite the English text. It is possible that 

Professor Pascal connects "ont quelque rapport" in the 
third paragraph with 11sont relatifB11 in the second (the 

references opposite the French text being described as to 

principal laws of the various codes from which sont tirfes 

etc. ). If this was the reason, it would have been more 

appropriate to connect the third paragraph with the first: 

and the first paragraph surely governs all of the second. 

Further, the third paragraph states 'Iles loix qui ont 

quelque rapport avec les divers articles du Digestell 
(emphasis mine) whileg in the second paragraph, the 

provisions cited opposite the English text are said to be 

Orelatifs aux matieres traite"s dans chaque chapitre du 

Digestell (emphasis mine). Were similarity of expression 
(i. e. "relate", "some relation") Professor Pascal's reason 

for construing the third paragraph with only part of the 

second in this fashion, an argument could be put forward 

that the third paragraph's statements referred only to 

that part of the second paragraph dealing with the 

122. "Book Notellp 19729 note 90 supray P-496. 
123. See Avant-Propos as quoted at note 91 supra. 
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citations opposite the Prench text, as both the third 
paragraph and this part of the second refer to articles 
of the Digestt while the references opposite the English 
text are stated to refer to chaque chapitre of the Digest. 
This last argument should not be relied on as indicating 
the intended meaning of the third paragraph of the Avant- 

Propos; it is put forward merely to indicate that Professor 
Pascal's interpretation obscures the obvious meaning of 
this aspect of the Avant-Propos, 124* 

In the general description in the first paragraphy 
"ont quelque rapport" is used to describe the significance 

of all the citations for the Digestp those opposite both 
the English and French texts. This general statement must 

govern the interpretation of the second and third paragraphs 
which follow# and the third paragraph must refer to both 

sets of citations. This is, in factv the natural and 

obvious meaning of the third paragraph. The third paragraph 
then contains an accurate description of the references 
in the de la Vergne manuscript: some are to provisions 

similar to those of the Digest; some are to provisions 

containing differences from those of the Digest; and some 

are to provisions containing exceptions to those of the 

Digest. Pascal's construction of this third paragraph to 

refer only to the citations opposite the English text of 

the Digest must be rejected. 

Pascal argues that the second paragraph of the Avant- 

Propos means that the references opposite the French text 

are to the sources of the articles. The second paragraph 
itself states that the citations opposite the French text 

are to the principal laws of the various codes from which 

are drawn the dispositions of "notre statut local". The 

meaning of "notre statut local" has been disputed. In 

their translationsq both Dainow 125-and Franklin 126. 
offer 

124. The above discussion of the Avant-Propop might seem 
confusing; consultation of the quotation at note 91 ought 
to render affairs more simple. 
125. Pp. cit. note 90 suprap P-45. 
126. Important Document., P-39- 
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the meaning "our local statute": that is, It refers to 
the 1808 Digest. If Darby and McDonald are correctp 

127. 

then the title of the "Denis manuscript" supports this 

interpretation. Sweeney has argued thatp on the contrary, 
the phrase should be taken as meaning "or local status" 

or "state of affairs" or something akin to this. 128. In a 
later worky Franklin argues against this interpretation, 

and his arguements have some force. 129. Neverthelessp why 
did Moreau write "notre statut local" and not "Digeste". 
iflZigeste" was intended? 

The problems of translation and signification are 

manifoldq and there is probably little point in resolving 
this dispute. It is fair to say, however, that if Sweeney 

were correct, and the Avant-Propos were referring to the 

previous state of affairsp the section of the second 

paragraph at dispute ought to have read Ildlou etaient 
tirees les dispositions etc. " Insteadq the present tense 

is used: 11are drawn" not "were drawn". Hence., if wep for 

the moment. * accept Sweeney's suggestionq then the passage 

means something like "from where are drawn the provisions 

of our local status" as presently existing. 
130- That 

present "state of affairs" in 1814 includes the 1808 Digest: 

in other wordsp Sweeney's suggestion comes to mean 

something similar to the meaning attributed to the phrase 

by his opponents. Sweeney explains the sentence under 

consideration thus: 

127. a. cit. p. 1212. Darcy and McDonald argue that the title 
of the "Benis manuscript" is taken from the last sentence 
of the second paragraph of the Avant-Prorost with the 
replacement of "notre statut local-" by I'Digeste de la loi. *O" 
For this to be relevant- 1. their statement that the title 
is taken from that sent; nce has to be acceptea; 2. that 
Denis meant the title to have the same meaning as that 
sentence; and 3. that Denis correctly understood the 
meaning of the virase. 
128. Tournamentq PP-597-600. 
129. Ei-istential Force, pp. 80-93. Franklin's view will be 
discussed further below. 
130. The underlined phrase has no equivalent in the Avant- 
Propos; but its meaning is implicit. 
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lle., on the blank pages across from the French 
text, and "article by article" [are] those 
provisions of civil and Spanish law which formerIZ 
a. pplied in the Territory, and governed 'the local 
state of affairs'.... " 131. 

"Formerly", as underlined, has absolutely no equivalent 
word or phrase in the Avant-PropoS, forp as I have pointed 

outs the sentence is phrased in the present. Hence the 

two meanings are not competing: the variance of views only 

originates in Sweeney's making the sentence relate to the 

pastp which it does not. 
132. 

There is further evidence to suggest that "notre statut 
local" should probably be taken as referring to the Digest. 

In some early Louisiana cases, the Digest was referred to 

as a statute. 
133- The usage was known and acceptable. If 

it should be wondered why "our local statute" was used here 

in the Avant-Pro-Pos rather than "Digest"j, it may be 

suggested that the writer did so for the sake of variety: 
in the dame paragraphp "Digest" and "codes" have already 

been mentioned. 

If the above arguments are correct, then we may go 

on to consider the meaning attributed to this passage by 

Pascal. He argues that the passage means that opposite 

the Prench text are the "sources" of the articles. 
134-Prom 

the research detailed in chapters four and five we know 

thaty in some instances, this is truej in some it is not 

truey and that in general, the references to Castilian law 

are not to "sources"; they are references to equivalent 

provisions of the Castilian law. Further, as we saw in 

chapter four, on occasion, an article in the Digest matched 

a provision of the Leyes de Toro,., and thus, the D. L. V. 

reference might seem to be to a source: however, the 

131. Tournament., p. 601. I have included "are" to make the 
passage readable when extracted from context: it does not 
change the meaning. 
132. Franklin concludes toop that both phrases mean the 
same: see Existential Forcep pp. 80-93- 
133- See e. -8. Dewes v. MorjLan 1 Mart (0 S. )I at 2 (1809) - 
Sennet v. Sennetrs-Legatees 3 Mart. 

iO 
0 S: ) 411 at 06 (1814 

134. See Replyp PP-606-7. Note that in his quotation from 
the Avant-Propos he includes 11 the substance of 11 and 
there is no equivalent actually in the Avant-Propos: see 
Batiza, Rejoinder, pp. 648-9. 
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provisions of the 
, 
Leyes de Toro 

, on marital authority as 
a whole were radically, different from the equivalent 
provisions in the Digest. Thus the references are 
occasionally to sources (one thinks of the 1807 Act on 
celebration of marriages)p sometimes are to similar 
provisions and sometimes to contradictory provisions. How 
does this fit in with the passage under consideration? 
The passage states that the references are to the laws of 
the various codes from which are drawn "notre statut local". 

Now this is indeed trues they are. The Digest does contain 
provisions from the Castilian and civil laws. The passage 
does not say that the articles are drawn from the laws 

cited opposite them (though sometimes they are)# merely 
that the citations opposite the articles are to the laws 

of legal systems from which the dispositions of the Digest 

or "notre statut local" are drawn. (Thisi of course, 
leaves unanswered the question of ffhy the Code Napol6on 

and its projet are not cited, as they also ought to be 

included as part of the "divers codes". An answer to this 

is obviousp as will be shown below. ) Further, since 

Professor Pascal's construction of the third paragraph of 
the Avant-Propos must be rejected# the third paragraph 

applies here and the citation opposite the French articles 

are allowed to be to exceptional and contradictory 

provisions. The problem thus resolves itself, and 

Professor Pascal's construction of the Avant-Proros must 

be dismissed. Hencep the third part of Pascal's thesis 

can be discounted. 

To recap: Professor Pascal's argument on the D. L. V. 

reduces to four parts. The first, that it was compiled 
by Moreau Lislet, is probably correct. The second, that 

the majority of references are to "Spanish" and Roman 

sources, is correct but irrelevant. The thirdp that the 

Avant-Propos 
, 

states that the references are to the "sources" 

of the Digest has been shown to be wrong. The fourth, that 

there being no references to the French Code or its 

Projet shows that they are not sourcess can be dismissed, 
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since the D. L, V. apparently is not, in essencep a 
compilation of source references. His thesis that the 
D. L. V. proves that the Digest is in essence of Castilian 
origin may be dismissed. The matter of the lack of 
references to the C. N. or its Projet will be dismissed 
below. 

Professor Pascal is the only scholar who has argued 
that the citations found in the D. L. V. are in fact to the 
"sources" of the Digest's articles; thoughp as will be 
seen, others have adopted to some extentp aspects of his 
interpretation of the meaning of the Avant-Propos: an 
interpretation here argued against. For Pascalp the purpose 
or function of the de la Vergne notes is to make known the 
"sources" of the Digest. Othersp rejecting the contention 
that the references are to "sources" have to suggest 
alternative purposes or functions for the compilation of 
these manuscript citations. 

It will be recalled that Dean Sweeney interpreted 
"notre statut local" as "our local status" or "state of 
affairs"p as existing before the redaction of the Digest. 135* 

Reasons for rejecting this interpretation have been given 0 
136. 

Professor Batiza at one point appears also to have accepted 
this interpretation; 137-though there is reason to believe 
that Batiza would no longer agree with Sweeney here-138- 

Dean Sweeney has put forward an interesting suggestion as 
to the purpose of the compilation of the references in the 

de la Vergne manuscript. He suggests that the de la Vergne 

volume was intended to provide a cross-index to the 

Castilian lawp so that lawyers could readily ascertain 
139. 

which provisions of the Castilian law had been superseded. 

135. Tournamentp PP-597-601 and supra at notes 128-132. 
136. Supra at notes 128-132. 
137. See Rejoinder, p. 648 cf. Sourcest p. 9t note 34. 
138. See his Textual Evidencep--p. -_61t note 22p where he 
states of the references in the D. L. V. "that their main 
purpose was to divert attention from the concealed actual 
sources of the 1808 Code - principallYt the French Projet 
and Codep and to a lesser degreep Blackstone. " This is 
similar to the views of Baade and Franklin: see. infra. 
139. Tournament, p. 601. 
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This thesis is attractive; but there are three problems. 
Firstq Dean Sweeney's interpretation of "notre statut 
local" has been shown to be wrong: the references are not 
the laws previously in force. Secondv the style of the 

references opposite the French text would militate against 
the possibility of the use of the D. L. V. as suggested. 
The lawyer who looked up an isolated provision of Castilian 
law as cited in connection with a Digest article would 
not necessarily gain a true impression of that law as a 
whole. The citation of the Leyes de Toro on marital 
authority shows this clearly: to refer to an isolated ley 

would not give a true idea of the scope and nature of the 

provisions as a whole. Third., Dean Sweeney's suggestion 
does not take into account that the period of compilation 
of the D. L. V. was the period of revival of the Castilian 
law. Sweeney's hypothesis as to the intended function of 
the D. L. V. must be rejected. 

Professor Franklin puts forward an explanation of the 

function 
, 

of the D. L. V.: he accepts that as a matter of 
fact the references are not to "sources". 140-It 

will be 

recalled that in 1806 the Louisiana territorial legislature 

passed an act, vetoed by Claiborne, to provide for 

authoritative sources of law. 141-Franklin 
points out the 

de la Vergne manuscript cites the same Castilian works as 

the vetoed 1806 Act. He argues that there was a struggle 

not only between the civil law and the common law but 

between the "mediaeval Spanish Romanist feudal law" and 
the bourgeois French law. The 1806 Act was intended to 

secure the victory of the "feudal" forcesp while the 1808 

Digest won on behalf of the bourgeois French forcesp 

supported by Jefferson. The de la Vergne volume was intended 

to be a way of transcending the 1808 bourgeois Digest 

through the importation of the "Spanish feudal" law by 
aaS-aaaa 

140. See generally Existential Forget passim and 
ImDortant Document. 
141. See chapter 3 supra at note 1479 and Franklin# 
EX18tential Forcep PP-ýO--75- 
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meanes of the doctrine of natural law. 142-That is the de 
la Vergne manuscript posits a system of dual contradictory 
laws one negating each otherg unified through the phrase 
"some relation". Moreau Lislet masked the feudal tendencies 

of the de la Vergne manuscript through the use of the term 
"some relation" and by setting up the Spanish feudal law as 

natural law. 

Professor Franklin's discussion is perhaps rather more 

complex than the above brief exegesis can convey; but the 

nub of his argument is expressed. Professor Pranklin's 

view of the purpose of the de la Vergne manuscript must be 

dismissed. His view relies on there being a structural 

rivalry.,, expressed in the 1806 Act, between the bourgeois 

French law and the feudal Spanish lawv with the Spanish law 

supporting the sytem of slavery and the bourgeois French law 

rejecting it 
143 

This is unconvincing, as pointed out in 

chapter two. - There is no evidencep in the period leading 

up tothe promulgation of the Digestq of disunity in the 

civil law camp. There was general confusion in Louisiana 

over the laws in force: hence the passing of the 1806 Actv 

vetoed not because it was "mediaeval feudal18t Spanish"O 

but because it hindered the reception of the common law 

hoped for by the U. S. administration. 
144o 

It may be said further that Franklin's use of the term 

"feudal" is unsatisfactory. To some extent, he equates 

feudalism with slavery: this is surely incorrect, There is 

nothing inherently "feudal" about slavery. The feudal mode 

of production, in Marxist termst is not a slave-based mode 

of production. Slavery may exist within feudalismv but 

this is irrelevant* Similarly$ slavery may easily exist 

in a bourgeois mode of production, if bolstered by a 

sufficient ideology: and it did so in Iouisianh. 
145-Purtherg 

142. See Existential Force, PP-73-78; at P-78P Pr in 
states: 11 ... the aim of Ethe de la Vergne manuscript is to 
overcome by legal method the bourgeois Digest of 1808 by 
means of the system of legal materials set out in the 
manuscript. Thus the defeat of the ProJet of 1806 would 
be negated. 
143. See chapter 2 supra at notes 39-45. 
144. See e. g. Dargot 22. cit., pp. 128-137. 
145. See further on thes-epointsp Orlando Pattersont "On 
Slavery and Slave Formations" 117 ITew Left Review 1979 
PP-31-67. 
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although some of the Castilian materials (notablyt the 
Fuero Real and Partidas) were promulgated in a feudal 

societyt once abstracted from that societyp they no longer 

consecrate feudal relationships. That ist Louisianian 

society was not "feudal"; the "feudal" provisions of the 
Partidas could not be applied. Againt not all the 

Castilian authorities supposed or encapsulated a feudal 

system of social relations; that they originated in a 
feudal society is therefore not of importance. The de la 

Vergne manuscript referred to Domatv Pothier and territorial 
Acts of Louisiana. Professor Franklin's view of the D. L. V. 

does not take adequate account of this. He does allude 
to Pothier and Domatv pointing out that they influenced 
the redaction of the French code; but he only comments 
that they were jurists from before the French Revolution: 

he thus implies that they too were "feudal". 146. It may 

also be pointed out that the de la Vergne references are 

not to'Teudal" aspects of the Castilian law. The references 
to the Castilian law are not to aspects of that law which 

are in any essential way more feudal than the Digest: they 

are merely different. True that aspects of the Castilian 

law on contract were based on the "non-bourgeois" concept 

of "Just price"t but this does not affect the argument. 
Because the de la Vergne references have to follow the 

arrangement and articles of the 1808 Digestp there can 

only be references to topics covered in the Digestp which 

thus structures the references to Castilian law. 

Professor Franklin claims Jefferson as a supporter 

of the bourgeois French code and an opponent of the 

"penchant hispanophile". 147*This is unconvincing. 
Jefferson favoured the introduction of the common law. He 

argued in the Eatture case for the French law*as the law 

in force before adoption of the Digest; but this was not 

because he supported the French lawq but because in this 

146. Existential Porcep P-74. It should be recalled that 
the fourth paragraph of the Avant-PrOPOB stated that Domat 
was used as a guide to the Roman law. 
147. See Existential Force, p. 80 and PP-95-6. 
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particular instance it favoured his viewpoint. 
i48. 

It is true that there was from 1812 onwards an attempt 
to reassert the Castilian law in the courts. This has 
been discussed in chapter three and will be returned top 
below. Here it is sufficient to say that this attempted 
re-assertion need not be interpreted as designed to 

supplant the Digest and to restore the "feudal Spanish" 
law because of opposition to the "bourgeois" Digest on the 

grounds of slavery. It may be more satisfactorily explained 
in a different manner as will be shown below. Purtherp 
Moreau Lislet compiled the references in the de la Vergne 

manuscript: he can hardly be associated with an attempt 
to impose the "feudal Spanish" law as a system of natural 
law superseding the Digestp especially when his part in 
the redaction of the 1825 code is considered. (The 1825 

Code., it will be recalled, attempted to stop the use of 
Castilian authorities. )149. 

The final point to be made is that for the de la Vergne 

manuscript to consecrate an activist legal system 
introducing "feudal" law to supersede the Digesto the D. L. V. 

would have needed wide-spread circulation in order to be 

effective. There is no evidence of this. Several copies 

of its references are known: but this is insufficient 

evidence. This is a problem with which Professor Franklin 

does not deal. It could be suggested that the D. L. V. and 
1806 Act are merely outward signifiers of an inward 

structural rivalryp and thus merely evidence the struggle 
between 11bourgeoiB11 and "feudal" forces. There isp howeverp 

no evidence of such an inner structural rivalry apart from 

the de la Vergne manuscript and the 1806 Act as interpreted 

by Professor Franklin. All the other evidence suggests 
that Louisiana was a society safely e8conced within bourgeois 

ideology and social relations. There was no structural 

148. See Dargo, gp.. cit-9 pp-74-101 esp. at pp. 86-7; see 
also Browng Law and Go-vernmentp pp. 182-5. 
149. See chapter three supra at notes 214-220. 
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rivalry. It may be a truism that any society has 
contradictory elements; but if there were such in 
Louisiana, they were hardly of any importance or of 
relevance here. 

Professor Franklin's view that the function of the 
D. L. V. was to replace the "bourgeois" Digest with a system 
of "feudal" Spanish law imported as natural law must be 
dismissed. There is no evidence to support his view. 

Professor Baade has suggested that the borrowing of 
provisions from the French code and projet for the 1808 
Digest could not publicly be acknowledged: he suggests 
that the de la Vergne manuscript was intended to provide 
by its ýource notes a "positive law alibi" for the 1808 
Digest. He states that Moreau Lislet prepared the de la 
Vergne volume for publication in 1814.150*professor Batiza 
has recently seemingly adopted the same or a similar views 

when he-states that the notes in the de la Vergne volume 

were intended "to divert attention from the concealed 
actual sources of the 1808 Code - principallyv the French 

Projet and Codes and to a lesser degrees Blackstone. " 151. 

Professor Baadels view should probably be rejected. The 

Avant-Propos is indeed equivocal; but it does not 
specifically state that the citations are to the sources 

of the articles. Indeed, that the citations generally are 

not to the sources of the articles would have been 

immediately obvious to any lawyer who examined the passages 

cited. The de la Vergne volume would not have succeeded 
in persuading those who examined it that the Digest's 

provisions were taken from the Castilian law formally 

applicable in Louisiana before the enactment of the 1808 

Digest. Furthers Professor Baade's view relies on the 

citations having been prepared for publicatioii: there is 

no evidence of this. 

Having thfis described the de la Vergne volume, and 

150. Marriage Contracts, P-84. 
151. Batiza, Textual Evidencep p. 81 note 22. 
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discussed the views put forward on itt and having found 
them all in some respects wanting, it is now appropriate 
to consider the nature and purpose of the volume. In the 

passages describing other people's viewst a great many 
comments have been made both on the nature of the references 
and on the Avant-Propos. Several conclusions flow from 
thesep and we will deal with them next. 

The Avant-Propos is indeed equivocal in its statements; 
whatever may haveNMoreau Lislet's intention in writing itv 
he has not made that intention particularly clear. In the 

critique offered above of Pascal's viewsp it was emphasised 
that the Avant-Propos can successfully be interpreted to 

fit the, actual nature of the references as being to "sources", 

similar lawsv contradictory laws and exceptions. In the 

absence of any evidence to the contraryp it is fair to 

construe the de la Vergne volume as a wholet and to use the 

references to illumine the meaning of the Avant-Propos, - 
The onlý way we can avoid doing this is if we accept the 

views of either Pranklin or Baade, andp as argued abovep there 

is insufficLent evidence to support the views of either of 
them. If we consider developments in Louisiana law in the 

early State periodp that iss in the period in which the 

de la Vergne volume's manuscript notes were producedy we 

may see that knowledge of Castilian law was widespreadp152. 

so that any competent lawyer would have known that the D. L*V- 

did not refer to sources, whether or not it did so to 

provide a "positive law alibi". 

We are left with the following conclusions. The de la 

Vergne volume's citations did not provide a guide to the 

sources used in the redaction of the Digest. Sometimes, 

of courseq the citations do refer to the sources of a 

provision. The references in the maing howeverv are to 

equivalent provisions of the Castilian and pre-Code French 

lawsp which provisions are generally expounded at greater 
length in these doctrinal (and other) writings than in 

the Digest. There are no references to the Code Napollgon 

or its Projet, obvious sourcesg although the Avant-Propo-s 

states that the references are to the various codes (in a 

152. As an examination of the first series of Martin's 
Repqrts shows. 
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loose sense) from where the provisions of the Louisiana 
law are drawn. There are references to territorial Acts, 

parts of which have formed the "substantive source" of 

some (and a not inconsiderable number) of articles. The 

volume was composed around 18149 and several copies were 

made of it. The volume would not serve as a guide to the 

pre-Digest law. This last point will be expanded on below. 

All these statements are drawn from the evidence of the 

volume itselfq and leave the MIrpose or function (as 

distinct from nature) of the volume as mysterious as ever. 
The Avant-Propgs does state that the purpose (je but) of 

the work was to make known which texts of the Spanish and 

Roman lAws relate (or whatever) to the Digestp but it does 

not say jhy this should be done. Having shownt if the 

above arguments are correctv that the views so far put 

forward must be disregardedt it behoves us now to discover 
(if possible) why the de la Vergne volume was composed. 

Before considering this, it is important to point out 

why the de la Vergne references would not serve as a guide 

to the pre-Digest Castilian law, as Pascal suggests they 

wouldv153-and Sweeney comes near to suggesting they would154- 
(if I understand both correctly, in this respect). The 

reason for this is simple, and will have become obvious 

in the examination of substantive law in chapters four and 

five. The de la Vergne references follow the order of the 

1808 Digest. Thus# any particular reference (as distinct 

from the general chapter by chapter references) must be 

opposite a Digest article. As will have been seeng as 

regards the treatment of puissance maritalep the sections 

of the Digest follow the treatment in the French codes. 

This treatment is based on the northern French concept of 

ruissance maritale. Now, this concept is antithetical to 

the Castilian concept of puissance maritale (to use the 

term loosely). This has the result thatp because of the 

153. Reply, pp. 625-6 
154. Tournamentt p. 661. 
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different approach and concept, the Digest deals with this 

aspect of husband and wife relationships in a way very 
different from the Castilian law, andq indeedv provides 
rules that have no equivalent in the Castilian law. Hence 
the references in the Digest, because they are based 

around the French concepty give references to the Castilian 

law which are misleading# if these references are all 
that is examined. There are some Digest articles for which 
there are no Castilian provisions, and there are some 

aspects of the Castilian law that cannot appear in the de 
la Vergne volume because there are no French and Digest 

equivalents. Further# the Castilian law cannot be 

understo 
, 
od merely through the "statutory" provisions of 

the Nueva Recoj2ilaci6n or the Siete Partidas,. The 

Castilian juristic writings are of great importance. The 

Leyes de Toro have very important provisions on the capacity 

of married women: the only Castilian writer cited as providing 

an explanation and exposition of the relevant leyes is 

Febrero. Though Febrero was only a notary and his Libreria 

was written for notariest his work was much used in Mexico 

and Spanish North America, presumably because it was 

convenient; but one looks in vain for the citation of 

important Jurists such as Gomez or Llamas y Molina who 

authoritatively comnented on the Leyes. 
155-The de la 

Vergne references, unless supplementedv do not necessarily 

give an accurate picture of the Castilian law. The 

citations opposite the French text, since they are only to 

specific Castilian provisions., most certainly do not give 

an adequate account. This is, as pointed outp inevitable 

given certain important conceptual differences between the 

Castilian law and the law in the Digest. The areas of 

s6paration de biens and s6paration ! ýe corps show this 

clearlyp as do the articles on nui; sance maritale. 

155. In the chapter citations on husband and wife opposite 
the English text the only Castilian writer cited is 
Febrero. In the Avant-Proposp Gomez is citedo but only 
his Variae Resolu-tiones, not his Commentarius ad Leges 
Tauri.. 
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If we now return to the purpose behind the 
compilation of the de la Vergne volume: what hypotheses 

may be suggested? Since the de la Vergne volume itself 
is enigmatic, it is appropriate to examine its historical 

context. It may be recalled that in the early State 

periodl there was a series of Louisiana court decisionsp 156. 
conventionally regarded as starting with Hayes v. Berwickv 

which re-asserted the "Spanish" law to some extent to the 
detriment of the 1808 Digestp and which culminated in the 
famous case of Cottin v. Cottin, 157-We have already looked 
briefly at these cases in another connection#158-and will 

return to them again later. 159-These 
cases tell us something 

important about the matter on hand: namelyl that over the 

period during which the de la Vergne manuscript was written, 
the Castilian law came into prominence once more. For 

matters outwith the areas covered in the Digestp there had 

always been a tendency to rely on the Castilian law 
(although one will find other laws cited); but during the 

period 1812-18179 and thereafterg the Digest came to be 
interpreted in the light of the Castilian law. The reasons 

why need not concern us at the moment. 
160. During the same 

period# we also find the de la Vergne manuscript notes 
appearingg and their various copies. Although this is a 

speculative point, it is plausible to infer that there is 

some connection. 

If this is correct, the reason for the compilation of 
the manuscript notes by Moreau Lislet becomes obvious: 
Castilian provisions equivalent to the Digest articles were 

of a practical interest to Louisiana lawyers. It became 

of practical importance to see if there were a way of 

winning a case for one's client through the citation of 
Castilian authority in point. By arguing that a particular 

provision should be interpreted in the light of a Castilian 

156.2 Mart. ýO: S: ý 138((1812). 
157.5 Mart. 0S 93 1817). 
158- See suprav chapter 3a 208-227. 
159. See infray no. 5 of this chapterv at notes 175-240. 
160. See infrat no. 5 of this chapter, at notes 175-240. 
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authority, a lawyer could win an otherwise potentially 
hopeless case: this appears to have been the position in 
Cotti Why the Louisiana courts accepted this will be 

161. , considered below. The utility of a series of cross- 
references to the Castilian law would be obviousp and 
Moreau-Lislet was an able enough lawyer both to realise 
this and to carry out the task. One may surmise that his 

colleagues also would appreciate the benefits of'a series 
of cross references such as those in the D. L. V. and have 

copies made for themselves or indeed copy the references 
themselves, as Denis seems to have done. Purtherp a code 
such as'the Digest requires interpretationg and included 

among the de la Vergne references are references to Domat 

and Pothier; both of whom discussed, at great lengthy legal 

provisions very similar to those'in the Digest. The 

pasiage's of Domat and Pothier would suggest arguments and 
help interpret the Digest. The references to the territorial 

Actsbad a similar function. Not all the provisions of the 
162. 1807 Act on the celebr4tion of marriagest nor all the 

, 163. 
provisions of the 1806 Act on apprentices and engages 

were included in the Digest. The de la Vergne volume's 

references conveniently directed the lawyer's attention 
to' these important Acts. Hencep it seems , plausible to 

suggest that the functio n of the de la Vergne manuscript 

notes was to aid the practising'lawyer in interpreting the 

Digest and providing authority for arguments in court. 
Moreau Lislet was a busy advocate, and such a compilation 

would be'invaluable to him. (It will be recalled that it 

was he whop along with anotherp translated parts of the 

Siete ]Partidas. )164. 

I 
This explains the nature of the references: to 

Castiliang French and Roman lawl and to_terriiorial Acts. 

If the purpose of the volume were to reveal the "actual 
-a-aaaaa 

161. See infraq section 5 of this chapter. 
162. Louisiana Acts 1807 ch. 179 April 6thp 1807. 
163. Louisiana Acts 1806, ch. 11, may 21st. 9 1806. 
164. See chapter 3 supra at notes 221-222. The other, was 
Henry Carleton. 
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Castilian sourcesitp some of the references would be 
irrelevant: other references would be irrelevant if the 

purpose were to pretend that the sources were Castilian 

and to provide a "positive law alibi" - likewise were the 

purpose to introduce the Castilian law as natural law. 
This explains the content of the Avant-Propos. It should 
be said that the Avant-Propos, is, to some extent, still 
mysterious; but the explanation offered does not contradict 
the Avant-Pro]2ps statementsp does not pervert their meaning, 
and is in line with what is said therein. This argureAl- 
explains why theýAvant-Propos discusses at length the sources 

of the Castilian law: it allows the lawyer to sort out the 

precedence of the varying authorities. Further# we can now 
explain-why there are no'references to the Code NapolSon 

and, its Projet. Such references were unnecessary, as the 

articles of the French code and its 1800 projet would not 
help interpret the Digest. The absence of references to 

the C. N. and its Projet is only mysterious iflit is thought 

that the purpose of the notes was to reveal "sources"; once 
it is accepted that the purpose is to provide, referenceS 
to provisions to, interpret the law# the mystery disappears. 

It would be obvious to any Louisiana lawyer that the Digest 

was to a considerable extent copied from the work of the 

French redactors: the two texts needed merely to be put, 

side by side. There evidently were copies of the French 

code in Louisianap and there can have been, no mystery as 
to the origins of much of the Digest. If we consider that 

the Avant-Pro-Pos states that opposite the French text are 

references to the "divers codes d'ou sont, tire-es-les 

dispositions de notre statut local"O the reason why references 
to the C, N. were not included must be that no, 

_one_, 
doubted 

that the French code was a source. This is of. course an 

argument e silentio, p but nonetheless valid for that. If 

it is accepted, as argued herep that the de la Vergne volume 

provides references to aid interpretationt references to the 

French redaction would. be otioset as-all that would be 

found would be articles which were identical, or nearly sop 
to the Digest, which articles would hardly aid interpretation. 

Furtherp it must be recalledp that Jeremiah Brown was able 
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to write thus in 1806: 
"It is a matter of public notoriety that our St. 

, Domingo Lycurgus is avowedly copying his new code 
from that of Bonaparte, to the infinite delight of 
the whole party by whom he is employed. " 165* 

The St. Domingo Lycurgus isq ofcourse, Moreau Lislet. Were' 
Brown's pamphlet widely disseminated many must have known 

of the provenance of the Digest's articles. Indeedv if 

he were correct in stating that it was a matter of public 
knowledge that Moreau Lislet was copying the French code 
for the Digest because Moreau Lislet made no secret of, the 
fact that this was what he was doingp we can be certain that 

the Louiaiana, legal profession knew the origin of the bulk 

of the articles of their Digest. This makes unacceptable 
the suggestion that the D. L. V. was intended to conceal the 

origins of the articles of-the Digest. 

A further point arises. It is clear that - Blackstone 

has had some influence, as regards both parent and chUd and 

apprenticeship. Why is he not mentioned? That the de la 

Vergne volume is intended to aid interpretationg must be 

the answer. It was pointed out in chapter five that the 

provisions on apprentice's influenced by Blackstone were 

fairly universal; in other respects his wording was used 

but the real foundation of the law was the 1806 Act. 166. 

To have referred to Blackstone would not really have aided 

interpretation of the law: to refer to the 1806 Act wouldq 

and hence it is referred ýo. As regards the parent and child 

provisionsp Blackstone's texts were grafted into a 
thoroughly French conception of paternal power. To have 

referred to Blackstone would not have aided interpretation 

or understanding of that power. Further, even if Blackstone 

be regarded as a "source"., the de la Vergne volume does not 

refer to sourcesp but to provisions aiding interpretation 

and argument in court. The Castilian law was referred to 

because of its importance in the courts; Blackstone would# 
------aa 

165. A Short Letter to a Member of Congress Concerning th 
Territory of Orleansp Washingtong D. ýý. ý 1806ý p. 21, found 
quoted in Dargog pR. cit., note 80 on p. 231. 
166. See note 163 suýpra. ' 
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in these circumstancesp have no importance. 

In conclusion# we can state that the de la Vergne 
volume provided lawyers with cross-references to Castilian 

and French lawt and to relevant territorial Acts; these 
references had the practical function of aiding interpretation 

of the law. This conclusion is setisfactory in terms of 
the legal history of the period of compilation of the D. L. V.; 
it describes the nature of the references; and it is in 
line with the Avant-Prol2gs. It explains why there are no 
references to'the Code Napoligon and its projet, It does not 
force us to believe that Moreau Lislet lied in the Avant 

,- 
ProroSt as would the suggestion that the D. L. V. was intended 
to conceal the origins of the Digest's articles; nor does 
it make him the unconscious agent of hidden structural forces. 
Were Moreau Lislet deliberately attempting to conceal the 

origins of the Digestj he would have appeared ridiculous to 
his contemporariest who, as the law reports showp had a 
good knowledge of the Castilian law; while we have evidence 
that originally the copying of the French code for the 

Digest was well known and that Moreau Lislet openly admitted 
that much of the Digest was taken from the French code. 

167. 

Moreau Lislet would be well able to construct such a series 

of cross references as he must have been aware of the 

provisions of the Castilian law and the droit coutumier in 

order to, have used them in the redaction of the Digestp 

which he had undertaken with James Brown. Should the above 
be accepted, it provides a solution to the problems of the 

purpose and nature of the de la Vergne manuscript notes. 

The Working Method of the Redactors. 

In chapter three the following hypothesis was put forward 

as to the working method of James Brown and Louis Moreau 

Lislet in their redaction of the Digest: it was suggested 
that either the 1800 Projet or the 1804 Code Napol6on (or 

both together) was adopted and served for the Digest as a 

model from which exclusions were made or to which inclusions 

were made as the redactors thought fit. In so far as this 

167. See text at note 165 supra. 
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hypothesis is capable of verificationp it must be accepted 
as being correct; and -I am sure - few would disagree 

with it. 168. Pascal's thesis that the French code was 
adopted as a model because of its resemblance to the 

"Spanish Roman" law must now be reJected. 
169. Can any more 

specific conclusions be drawn?, 

First, it must be accepted that the adoption of the 

French code or its ProJet as a model was a deliberate action 
taken because of the excellence of the French code and its 
usefulness asýa model: the French code was not adopted as 
a model because it was thought largely to follow the 
Castilian law. This can readily be deduced from the fact 
that the redactors obviously compared the C. N. s. provisions 
with those of the Castilian law. Thuso the redactors 
sometimes departed from their model to follow-some Castilian 

provision (such as*the division of nonage into pupillage 
and minority); for them to do this, they must have compared 

critically the French code with the Castilian law and must 
have been aware of the differences. The acceptance of the 

C. N. or its projet was critical; they were not followed 

unthinkingly. This is not to deny that the C. N., was, uped as 

a model because it allowed the preservation of the civil 
law by facilitating a quick redaction of a codpp without 

causing too great a rupture with the past. 

Second, the redactorsy while following either the C*N- 

or its Projetj examined along with each Prench article - 
corresponding provisions in other sources available to them. 

Hence, they appear to, have collated with the French codal 

articles provisions found in territorial Acts, in various 
treatises of Pothier, in Domat's Droit Civil and-Droit PubliCo 

in Febrero's, Libreria de Escribanos, q in the Nueva 
Reco. pilaciLpin the Leyes de Toro, in the Siete Partidas and 

even in Blackstone. This may be deduced from the fact that 
the French codes have been departed, from or have subtly been 

altered in favour of provisionsýtaken from these source, 
Thus# it is fair to posit that the redactora carefully 
selected provisions they thought suitable, for, whatever, 

168. See chapter 3 supra-at notes 266-281.. 
169. See Replyp PP-605-607. 
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reason and by whatever criteria they set themselves. As 
has frequently been pointed outo the adoption of the Prench 

redactions as a model'did impose a certain dynamic or 
structure on the code# which dynamic and structure necessarily 
affected the provisions chosen. Neverthelessp within that 

structure, the redactors were free to depart from the 

provisions of the Prench law; they merely had to include 

provisions on certain topics which the logic of the Prench 

codes required to be covered. 

Thi. rdp from this use of many sourcesp we may deduce 
there was a selection among themv and it is thus possible 

and corre ct to suppose there were reasons behind each 

particular selection: reasons which may be deduced from 

comparison of competing potential provisions. This is, of 

coursev what has been done in chapters four and five. 

The above three points are of course closely related, 

and such separation of them is perhaps artificial; but it 

isp howeverg justifiable for the purpose of exposition. 
The above deductionsp were of course the hypothesis behind 

the present studyp and the arguments behind their adoption 

as a hypothesis were put in chapter One. It could be 

argued then that this study has been self-fulfilling or 

circularp in that the method here necessarily dictated the 

result; but this would be wrong. Firtp the results justify 

the method: it has been fruitful in shedding light on the 

reasons behind the adoption of certain provisions and the 

process of legal development in general. Secondp the method 

was deduced from, certain principles related to the task on 
hand: it was not based in a self-fulfilling way entirely 

on what was known of the Digest. Thirdq the hypothesis on 

the method of working of the redactorsp when shown to be 

plausible and confirmed by what can be gathered from the 

internal evidence of the Digest, may be supported by outside 

evidence-from other codes. That isp although it would have 

been wrong to suppose that the redactors of the Digest 

would have worked in the same way as the redactors of another 

civil code, if, we can establish that the Digest redactors 

appear to have worked in a certain wayp and if then we can 

point to another set of redactors of a civil aode who worked 
in a, similar way or the same way, then we have particularly 
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strong evidence to support our hypothesis and our 
interpretation of the evidence. In the Reports of the 

Quebec codifiers we have such support. In chapter threeq170- 

drawing on the excellent study of Brierley9171-the Preface 

of McCord172. and the Reports of the Commissioners for 

Codification in Lower Canada. 173-we 
set out the working 

method adopted in the, redaction of the Quebec Code. That 

working method was, based round the French codes with a 

critical examination of the French code in the light of 

other potential sources. This working method is indeed 

similar to that here suggested as having been used-in the 

redaction of the 1808 Digest. Since this is sot we can say 
that the suggestion based on what evidence there isy put- 
forward here, is probably correct. The 1808 redactors drew 

up their code on the basis of a critical examination of the 
French code in comparison with other sources and with an 
alteration of the French codal articles where thought 

necessary because of preference for provisions discovered 
in other sources. Conversely# where the, Prench codal, 
articles were left unalteredp we may asaume they were 
preferred to the provisions of the other potential sources. 
Thus the assumptions on the working method of the redactors 

assumptions necessary for this study - must be taken tabe 

correct. This working method would be speedyt while 

permitting a critical assessment of the laws within the 

general framework of the French code. 
174* 

5. Reaction of the Courts to the 1808 Digest. 

In chapter three there was a discussion of the attitude 
of the courts to the 1808 Digest in connection with dispute 
between Pascal and Batiza over whether the 1808 redaction 
was a "digest" or a "codell. 175. It is now appropriate to 

expand on this topic and to assess the use-made of the 
Digest. in the courts. This does not purport-to be an 

170. See chapter 3 supra at notes 416-435. 
171. Brierleyq Codif-ica-tion. 9 PP-542-573: see chapter 3 at 
note 06. 
172. McCordp Prefacep pp. v-ix. 
173. See quotationsp chapter 3 at notes 423 and 424. 
174. Batiza, Textual Evidencejýpp. 105-6-must be correct about 
drafting technique. Baade, Marriage Contracts, PP-83-84 
stresses the speed of the technique; I would disagree with his 
arguments as to why the French code was followed: see infra, m6, 
175. See chapter 3 at notes 208-227. 
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exhaustive study of the courts' attitudes to the Dige8t; 176. 

but the study here is sufficLent to raise some important 

points. 

Elizabeth Brown has studied to some extent the 
Louisiana courts' attitudess and her study is useful. 

177. 

Dargo's arguments on the courts' attitudes tolhe Digest 

ý178. have been recounted earlier; but it is useful to repeat 
that he argues from certain cases that the courts treated 
the Digest as a compilation of the previous lawg and that 
this is evidence both for the sources of the Digest and 
for the Digest not being an amendment of or derogation 
from the Castilian law. The accuracy of his facts# and 
the nature of his arguments from a historical point of view 
have already been commented on. A point to make is that 

Dargo bases his arguements on only two cases: HMea V. 
Berwicki79-and. Cottin v. Cottin. 180 *Brown in discussing 

the relationship of the Digest to the Spanish lawsp 

likewise discusses only these two. 181. As a sample of the 

general treatment of the Digest, these two cases are clearly 
insufficient. Cottin especially was an exceptional casep 

changing. the law to such an extent that it encouraged the 

legislature to appoint Moreau Lislet and Carleton to translate 

the Partidas. 182. For a proper historical picture of the 

courts' attitudess as distinct from tracing the mere growth 

of one legal principle, it is necessary to examine other 

cases; ones whichp unlike 
, 
Cottinp were not introducing new 

law in a revolutionary fashion. In his LL. M. thesis on the 

interpretation of the Louisitma codest T. W. Tucker has 

devoted rather more attention to the courts' attitudes to 

the Digest. 183- Tucker's discussion is of rather a different 

nature from the one following; it is also fairly brief. 1849 

176. An exhaustive study of the courts' methods of reasoning 
of the authorities relied onvand the treatment of the Digest 
and law generally would obviously be of immeasurable help 
in elucidating Louisiana's legal'history. 
177. See her Confliett PP-59-75- 
178. See chapter 3 at notes 208-227. 
179.2 Mart. (O. S. ) 138 (1812)o 
180.5 Mart. (0, S*) 93 (1817). See Dargop U-cit- P-158. 
181. Conflict, pp. 61-63. 
182. See chapter 3 supra at notes 221-223; Dargo, 2p.. Sit. 
PPA59-i6o; and Tucker, LCC Interpretationg PP-115-i17- 
183. WC Interpretationt PP-109-115- 
184. Ibid. PP-109-115. - 
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He does make some important points which will be acknowledged 
where relevant. He does not appears however, to argue the 

major point on the courts' treatment of the Digest as an 
ordinary statutes though he does recognise that they did 

804185-Purtherl he does not examine a sufficient number of 
cases to trace the development and changes of patterns of 
treatment of the Digest by the courts: he is more concerned 
to trace the courts' development of the Cottin doctrine and 
does not point out the contradictory tendencies. 

The following matters fall to be considered: firsts the 

courts' construction of the Digest and whether or not the 

construction varied or changed over the years; seconds the 

nature of the authorities cited; third, whether or not there 

was an assertion of "Spanish" law from the earliest cases 
or only from later; and fourth, should there have been such 

a reassertion of "Spanish" law., the reasons for such a 
happening. It is convenient to discuss these matters by 

discussing the casesp and pointing out what may be gleaned 
from them before reaching conclusions. Againt it should 
be stressed that this study is not exhaustive; 

186. but it is 

sufficient to assess the traditional views on Hayes and 
Cottin and the courts' attitude to the Digest. 

R1 first case to be considered is Dewes V. Morgan of 
1809. This case concerned the recovery of the price of 

a slave who diedv and the plaintiff's action was based on 
D. o. 80 (P-359). Brownp for the plaintiffo stated that 

"In this instanceg the statute follows the law of this 

country as it stood before its passage,, 0188-and he goes on 
to cite copiously from the Partidasp the Curia philippica 

and the Pandects. 189. (Brown's statement acknowledges that 

the'Digest (statute) was conceived of as, in many other 
"instancesllp not following the previous law. )' Henneng 

counsel for the defendantp quoted Domatq Justinianp the 

185. Ibid'. P*109 and pp. 112-113. 
186 Though it is the most exhaustive one known to me. 
187.1 Mart. (O. S. ) 1 (1809). This is the first case 
reported in Louisiana. 
188. Ibid. at p. 2. 
189. Ibid. at P-3. 
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Partidas and Gregorio Lopez. 19o. The judgep Lewis J. p 
found for the plaintiff; but what is significant here is 

that he construed D. O. 80 (P-359) in the light of D. O. 71 
(P-359)p operating the Digest as a-coherent system of rules 

in typical civilian fashion for construing a civil code. 

In Caisergues v. Dularreau, 1809,191. D. O. 32 (P. 409) 

was interpreted in the light of Castilian authority, cited 

by both counsel. This, it should be pointed outp is a 

fair method of interpretation, and in no sense was the codal 

article'displaced or circumvented. 
192. 

An interesting case is Miner v. The Bank of Louisianap 

1809p which concerned the honouring of a bill drawn on a 

bank. The case concerned the law in 1805P when the note was 

issued. Moreaup for the defendant, made the following 

interesting statement: 
"The principles of the civil and Spanish laws which 
regulated this territory in the year 1805, when the 
note was issuedt are in unison with those of the 
common law of England. " I, 93.194. 

He nonetheless went on to cite Part-3-18. iI4 4nd Pothiers, 

and the other defence counsel, Mazureaup cited the Curia 

]Philippicap'95-which'was also cited by Duncan for the 

plaintiffp who nevertheless cited Pothier and a plethora 

of English cases. 
196. What is interesting in commercial cases 

is that often English cases are copiously citedv although 

civilian liarning is adduced too; and indeed civilian 

authority often governed the courts'decision. Such a case 

is Stackhouse etal. v. Foley's Syndiesp 
197. 

where, although 

very many English cases were citedp the court stated "The 

ordinance of Bilbao must determine'this case. " Howeverp 

as with Miner (supra), it was sometimes (and often enough to 

be worth pointing out) remarked in coinmercial matters that 

190. Ibid,. at P, 4* 
191.1 iAart.. (O-S: j 7 (1 809). This is the second case reported. 
192.1 Mart. (O. S 12 (1809). This is the third case reported. 
193. Ibid. at P-14. 
194. Ibid. at pp-14 and 15 respectively. 
195* Ibidý. p. 18. 
196. Ibid, p, 19. 
197. T -mart. (0. S. ) 228 (1811 ). 
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the English law follows the eivilian'98*(in matters such 
as law merchant). Commercial cases such as Stackhouse and 
Miner are not really relevant herep as the Digest did not 
cover commercial matters: nonetheless what these cases 
tell us is that all kinds of authorities were used. In no 
sense could the common law be said to be in force in 

Louisiana; but in these cases judges and counsel were 

willing to attempt to assimilate the civil law to the 

common, the latter law being the one in which many of themp 

especially the judgesp were trained. Courts and counsel 
were eclectic in citation of authority. Tucker states that 

in commercial law "the Ordinance of Bilbao controlled"; 
he does not point out that in commercial cases English 

authority was cited regularly, nor that commercial law did 

not come within the orbit of the Digest. It should in 
fairness be pointed out that he is merely attempting to 

demonstrate the regularity and frequency of the citation of 
Spanish authority. 

199-He does later point out that "even 

English treatises and cases" were cited; 
200. though perhaps 

he does not adequately indicate how extensive was the use 

of English authority. 

An interesting case is Territory V. Hugentp 1810v which 

concerned libel. 201. This case at first was argued and 
decided purely on the basis of English cowmon law. The 

same case came later beforeMartin, J. p who in his decisionp 

discussed the English and U. S. authorities. 
202. He then 

stated that the absence of any'case overruling the principle 
in England or the U. S. A. would be conclusivep especially 

when it was considered that the French and Spanish laws 

----a---aa 

198. See e. g. Peretz v. Peretz et al. 1 Mlart. (O. S. ) 219 
at 220: "The dpanish authority cited by the plaintiff's 
counsel, fully supports him. The rule is the same in the 
courts of equity in the United States and in the court of 
Chancery in Eng. landp in which the practice is according 
to the rules of the civil law. 11 
199. 

, 
WC Internretation,, p. 111. 

200. Ibid Ill. 

. 
201.1 hla; tp. "ýO S: ý 102 1810j: 
202.1 Mart. O: S 108 

M10 
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conformed to the common law of England . 
203-He then merely 

cited some French and Spanish authorities. Herej the 

reference to the civil law appears as an afterthought. 

In 1812 came the case of Hayes v. Berwick. 2046f 
which 

no more need be said than to remark that the court used 
the Digest as an explanation of the law in 18059 before 
its adoptiong ando of coursep the court included the French 
law with the Spanish as the law in force in 1805.205. 

In Le Bretany. Nouchet, 1813,206. Livingstong counsel 
for the appellantq stated that Louisiana is "still 

peculiarly governed" by the laws of Spain. 207-He argued 
that a particular Castilian 2: V should be applied. He was 
opposed by Moreau as counsel for the other side. Livingston 
lost the appeal. 

An important case is Morse v. Williamson and Patton's 

andics, 1814.208. Here the court recognised that the 

provisions of the Digest under consideration conflicted 

with the Castilian authorities. After mentioning these 

authoritiesp the court stated: 
"But all these laws we conceive to be virtually 
repealed and abrogated, in all cases where the 
same things have been provided for in a different 
mannerp by the legislature of the late territoryt 
or of the state. 

The case must, thent be determined principally 
on that clause of the Civil Code which gives... [etýQ.. " 209. 

Here is a position similar to Cottin; yet, the court decided 

differently, applying the codev and regarding the "Spanish" 
_-_-aaaa 

203. He said: "If any doubt remainedp the absence of any 
casep in which it was overruled in England, or such of 
the United Statesp in which no legal provision existsp 
would be conclusivep especially when it is considered that 
the French and Rpanish laws, which were heretofore in 
force here) are conformable in this respect to the com-mon 
law of England. " 
204. ý, 2 Mart. (O. S. ) 138 (1812). 
205. See Tuckerv WO Internretationg P-1139 Brownp Conflictv 
pp. 61-62. 
206.3 Mart. (O. S. ) 59 (1813). 
207. See his speech at pý, 62- 
208.3 Mart. (0. S. ) 282 8143: 
209. Ibid. 9 pp. 283-4* 
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law as superseded. 

Another significant case is Bennet v Sennet's, LegateeSt 
18% . 

21 O*This 
case concerned the inheritance rights of 

naturai children. Porterv counsel for the plaintiffv argued 
on the basis of the Digest. Counsel for the defendantp 
Brentp put forward the following interesting argument: 

"Upon another ground: suppose the statute 17i. e. 
the Digest. ] to be absurd, inexplicable and 
contradictoryq the previous law of the landt the 
Spanish lawt clearly gave this power to the testator; 
its books breathe no other principle: and if the 
statute should be considered by the court as 
contradictoryp or not sufficiently plain or 
explanatoryq it is the previous existing law of 

, the statet like the common law of Englandy 
unaltered-by statute, which must govern and directp 
and this in favour of the appellees. 11 211. 

What is remarkable about this is that he argues: firsto 
the Digest being apparently contradictoryt Spanish law 

should applyp and secondt that this is so because the Digest 

should be interpreted in the manner in which the English 

common law would interpret a statute. That is, Brent argues 
for common law canons of statutory interpretation for the 

Digest. The court rejected this arguement of Brent ands 

applying the Digestv found for the plaintiff. 
212. 

The next case we 'should consider is RoEgý! v- Beillert 
1815.213*The relevant part turned on the interpretation of 
the Digest in the light of an ordinance. The judgment of 
Martin, J. is instructive, in showing his attitude to the 
Digests and therefore a lengthy quotation is justified: 

"In 18089 the Civil Code was published. This act 
purports to be a digest'of the law theretofore in 
force: a declaratory act. The person whot according 
toits is to attend to the estate of an intestate, in 
-the absence of the next of kinp is called a curators 
the expression of the civil law correspo4ding to 
that of the English or Amercian laws administrator. 

We concludes that neither the act of the 
legislative councils nor the civil Codes have 
repealed the ordinance under consideration. 

----_a-- 

210.3 Mart. (O. S. ) 411 (1814)o 
211. Ibid. at P-06. 
212. ibid. 9 pp-417-8- 
213.3 Mart. W. S. ) 665 (1815). 
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A general provision does not repeal a 
particular one by implication. If a particular 
thing be given or limited in the preceding part 
of a statute, this shall not be altered or taken 
away by subsequent general words of the same 
statute (6 Bacon's Abr. 231 verbo Statute; Stanton 
v. University of Oxfordp I Jones# 26. ) In this 
casep the provision was not in the same statutep 
but it was in onein j2ari materia, and all such are 
to be taken as if-they were one. (Douglas, 30. ) 

Unless the ordinance cannot exist with the 
Civil Codep it must be holden repealed. Nowo the 
duties it imposes are not more at war with the 
provisions of the Civil Code, than with the act of 
the legislative council. We conclude it is not 
repealed. " 214. 

More quotations could be taken from the judgment; but this 

is suffteient for our purposes. Analysis of Martints 

statement has the following results. First, he takes it 

as certain that the 1808 redaction is a digestp in a 

restrictive sensep of the previous law: a mere declaratory 

act. Secondy since this is so, it proves that the Ordinance 

is unrepealed. It will be recalled that the Digest purports 
to amend the law, as well as stating some of the previous 
law. Thirdp Martin equates the Digest with an English 

statute. Eburthp relying on English authorityp he argues 

as to how it should be interpreted in the manner of an 

English statutev and concludes that the ordinance should be 

construed along with the Digest, asp both being statutes 
(in the English sense) and in pari materiap they should be 

regarded as one statute. 

This reasoning has little connection with civil law; 

but every connection with common law. Indeedp Martin's 

reasoning appears nonsensical given the nature of the 

Digestv and of pre-Digest royal ordinances. What has 

happened is that Martin has introduced common law cannons 

of statutory interpretationp and the restrictiveness of 
these canons is notorious. It is these canons which enable 
him to sidestep the Digest provisions. 

The next relevant case we need refer to is Cottin v. 

214. Ibid. pp. 671 -2. 
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Cotting 215-the 
arguments of which are well known. Therein 

are made statements on the Digest as being a declaration 

of the laws previously in forcep which laws are untouched 
wherever the alterations or amendments in the Digest do 

not reach themy and are only repealed if contrary to or 
incompatible with the Digest. 

Can any pattern be seen in these cases which would 
explicate the four matters considered here? Because this 

study has not been exhaustive, the results are not 
definitive; but I would suggest that there is enough evidence 
to warrant the drawing of the following tentative conclusions. 
First. q. the early case of Dewea would suggest that originally 
the courts were prepared to interpret the Digest as a 
sufficient statement of the lawo one which could be construed 
by reference to its provisions as a totality: and the case 
of Caisergues does not contradict thist because interpretationt 

using previous lawp of a brief article is justifiedp as 
it is siill-the article which governs the lawp not the prior 
law governing-the articlet there being no attempt to 

defeat the Digest provisions. 

Secondt if the above is correatt the case of HUes 

perhaps connotes a change; but this is problematic. In 

Hayes, it will be recalled, the Digest was used as giving 

a statement of the law in 1805: in effect the Digest displaced 

the pre-Digest law and not vice versa. HaYeAS' importance 

for historians is the statement that the Digest did not 

amend the law, not that it could be displaced by the old 
Castilian law. Nonethelesst, by this argument on the origins 

of the Digest, the court gave scope for that displacement. 

Third, if H@Zes did presage a changet that the change 

should take place was not certain, -as is shown by the case 

of Morse: here the court'rejected an interpretation of the 

Digest through the medium of the Castilian law. The 

arguments were virtually as in the later case of Cottin; 

but the court rejected the interpretation later accepted in 

215.5 Mart. (0- 8- ) 93 (1817). 
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Cotting and decided that the previous law was abrogated. 
The important case of Morse 

, 
does not appear in this respect 

to have attracted the notice of Louisiana's legal 
historians. 216. This is unfortunate because this case clearly 
demonstrates that the Jurisprudence of the Louisiana courtst 
in the period from 1812 to 18l7t was not all tending towards 

the Cottin view: there was^precedent contradictory to Cottin. 

Cottin was not 'as inevitable as it has been suggested in 

the past. 
217. 

Sennet is important, as there counsel argued for the 
Digest to be interpreted as an English statute: a method 

of interpretation which would permit the revival of the 

Castiliazi law. The court rejected this arg=ent; butp in 

the fourth phase, in the case of Rogers, we find the court, 
in the person of Martin J. 9 following this line of reasoning. 
The Digest is construed as an English statute# the principle 
being that statutes are interpreted as restrictively as 

possible; it is construed along with an ordinancep looked 

upon as a statute of equal value to the Digest. Nowp if 

the Digest is construed in the manner of a statute in 

English lawq then the necessary corollary is that the pre- 

Digest law is of a nature equivalent to the English common 
law. Thust the Position is reached that the Castilian law 

is in force except in so far as it is not inconsistent with 

the Digest - the latter being interpreted as. restrictively 

as possible. 'This attitude culminated in Cotti 9 despite 

the protest of Livingston. 218. 

If the above be correctp then we may detect a pattern of 

change in interpretation of the Digest andein the courts' 

attitude to the Digest. At first, the courts applied the 

Digest as if-it were a wholep entire in itself; sop 

understandablyq they interpreted its brief statements by 

using other texts: a common method of interpreting civil 
---a-a- 

216. 'Tucker,, WC Interpretation, ignores this important casep 
jumping straight from Hayes to, Cottin; so does Brown in 
Conflict. (See notes 1-91 and 183 sirpra. ) Louisiana legal 
historians seem to have concentrated over much on the 
interpretation which predominated. 
217. Consider the viewss e. g-v of Pascal and Dargo. 
218. See chapter 3 surra at note 11. 
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codes. 
219. The case of Hlyes shows that it next became possible 

to argue that the Digest was merely a statement of the 
law before codification: this casep however, did not 
displace the Digest by the law prior to its promulgation. 
Morse shows, that in 1814 the court could still recognise 
that the Digest was something new and different from the 

Castilian lawp which was stated to have been abrogated by 

the Digest provisions. Counselts argument in Sennet and 
Martin's judgment in Rogers show that the Digest next could 
be recognised as statute in English fashiont and the 
Castilian law asýan Irmautable common law. Cottin shows 
that now the Castilian law could be revived to replace the 

Digest where possible. It would appear thenp that in the 

period trom 1812 to 1817P the Castilian law was reasserted 
by, the argument that the Digest was a-statute, in the English 

style and that the Castilian law was a common law in the 

English style. The Act of 1808-promulgating the code had 

repealedj, by s. 29 all laws contrary to or irreconcilable 

with the Digest. 220. This provided a "loophole" that the 

lawyers and courts,,, could utilise to reassert the Castilian 

law# especially through their restrictive interpretation of 
the Digest by common law methods. 

If the above is accepted then we may provide a solution 
to the, first and third of the problems posed towards the 

beginning of this ýubsection. The construction of the 

Digest varied over the years, and the change in method of 

construction permitted the later reassertion of the 

Castilian law as law in force. 

Before we consider the fourth problem, that of why 
this was done, as distinct from howt it is appropriate to 

deal with the secondt on the nature of the legal authorities 

cited. There is little point in giving any kind of 

arithmetical count of citations; and for our purposes the 

following impressionistic survey is sufficient. There is 

219. As the commentaries on the C, N. show. A neat example 
is Fenet sur Pothier where Pothier's texts were placed 
under the C. N. articles by Fenet to aid interpretation of 
the latter: see pp. i-iii. Batiza, Textual Evidence, P-79 
note 14 seems erroneously to believe Fenet wished to 
indicate sources. 
220. See chap. 3 supray at notes 184 and 204-207. 
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no need to mention instances of the extensive citation of 
Castilian authority: it pervades all the early court 
reports. As indicated, early English cases are often cited. 

22 222. 
Pothier is often citedv by both bench and bars 14o Deni8art, 

Pigeau; s Procedure du Chateletj 223*Domat 
. 
224-the Coutume 

de Par18j, 225-Ferri8re. 226. Of the 
' 
droit nouveau, in France* 

the Code Eapol6on itself is citedt 
227- 

as are Maleville'8 

AnalY8e227. and the, Pandecte8 Franoaises. 229. The Corpus 

Iuris Civilis is also cited. 
230. More obscure references 

231 232. 
are those to Voett8 CommentariU8 ad Pandecta8t - Bartolust 

Huberusi, 233-Stravius, 234-and Gothofredus. 235- Lord Kame8t8 

Principles of EquitX are found cited once. 
236 - These 

examples show the breadth of learning adduced in cases as 

authority for the arguing of points. Citations of Febrerot 
the Nueva Recopilaci6n, Gomezv the Curia Philippicap and 

the Partidas are common place. When counsel such as Moreau 

Lislet and Edward Livingston appeared opposing each otherv 

the authority cited would be great in number and very varied 

221. See e. g. 9 Miner v. Bank of Louisiana 1 Vart. (0. S. ) 12 
(1809); DArgX v. Godefroi I Mart. (O. -S)7.76 (1809); 
Macarty v. BapmiEres I Mart. (O. S. ) 149 (1810); and 
Beauregards Executor v. Piernas and Wife I Mart, (0. S, ) 280 
TIT-81 i)* 
222. See e. g. ) judgement of Martin J. v in Denis v. Leclerc 
1 Mart. (O. S. 297 at 310-11 and 313 (1811T, --Em-es V. 
Berwick 2 Mart. (0-S-) 138 (1812). 
223. See Martin J. in Denis v. Leclerep note 222 supra at 
309-310; and Hayes V. Berwichp note 222 supra. 
224. Seev e. g. p Dewes v Morgan I Mart. (0. -) 1 (1809) at 3; 
Marr v. Lartiwue 2 Mar;. -ý 0 S. ) 88 (1811). 
225. See e. g. p Marr v. Lartiwue, note 224 supra. 
226. See Marr V. Lartiguep note 224 suprap and Hayes v. 
Berwick note 222 supra. 
227. Smith v. Kemper 4 Mart. (O. S. ) 409 (1816). 
228. Smith v Kempers note 227 supra. 
229. Chretien v. Tuerd 2 Mart. --UN-. S. ) 299 (1824) 
230- See Dewes v, Morwa . note 224 supra and Marr v. Lartiprueg 
note 224* 
231- See Segui v. Debon, 3 Mart. (O. S. ) 5 (1813). 
232. Denis v. Leclerep note 222 supra at 300. 
233- Marr v Lartine, note 224 -s'-; Le Breton v Nouchet upra 
3 Mart. 0.;. ) 59-0813). 
234. Marr v. Lartipuep note 224 supra. 
235. Duplantier v. Pipman 3 Mart. (o. S. ) 2J6 (1814) at 238- 
236. Clark's Executors v. Cochran 3 Mart. O-S-) 353 (1814) 
at 354. 
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in origint as both could obviously draw on a vast range 
of civilian learning. 237*Tucker 

also points tolhe 

enormous scope of the authority cited. 
238. The above brief 

account does not do justice to the extent of the 

civilian learning displayed by some counsel in court; but 

it is sufficient to indicate how wide was the citation of 

authority: it also supports the statement made by the 

redactors of the 1825 Code in their 1823 Projet about the 

problems caused by wading through a mass of obscure 

civilian learning. 239. 

Why did the Louisiana bench and bar thus reassert the 

Castilian law by interpreting the Digest in the fashion of 

an Engli. sh statute? The answer to this question is 

inevitably speculative, but four factors seem to have brought 

about this result. First, many lawyersp both at the bar 

and on the bench, were trained in the common law. They 

would be accustomed to common law methods of statutory 

interpretationg and this could well have influenced their 

treatment of the Digest. Second, the procedure in court 

was based on counsel arguing the points between themp with 

the judge acting as referee and coming to a decision based 

on the arguments. Given the attraction of common law 

methods of interpretation, this form of procedure made the 

citation of legal authority of paramount importance where 

points of law were at issue. Third, given this stress on 

authorityp and the common law influenced interpretation of 

the Digesto Castilian law became an attractive source of 

legal authorityp and thus tended to be revived. Fourth, 

the procedure being contentiousp and lawyers wishing to 

win for their clientat the revival of the Castilian law 

permitted the search of many varied sources for authority. 

The circumvention of the Digest permitted the-examination 

of the Castilian law itself and of the civil lawp both in 

237. See e. g. Marr v. Lartipue, note 224 surra; Denis v. 
Leclercq note 222 gMrg; and Orleans Navigation Co. v. 2, Mlayor etc. of New brleans 2 Iviar-T. -TO. S. )9 (1811 ) 'and 2 
Mart. (0. S. ) 214 (1812). - 
238. See WC Interpretations, pp. 111-112. 
239.1823 Projetv p. XCII, quoted kSR_ra in chapter 3 atnote 
151. 
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the, CoriDus, Iuris and the modern commentators thereon. 

Thus2 we find even commentators on the French droit 

coutumier and on the French code being cited in court as 

authority. Lawyers had great scope in searching for 

authority -a scope which they seem to have utilised to 

the full. If one considers the amount of legal sources 

which the circumvention of the Digest permitted lawyers to 

use, it is obvious that, with diligent research2 a lawyer 

could come up with authority for virtually any propositon 

of law2 while working within the Castilian framework. That 

is2 the revival of Castilian law and the downgrading of 
the Digest2 influenced by conceptions drawn from the common 

lawo permitted lawyers to act in an opportunist fashion in 

finding'and quoting authority. Professor Franklin has 

stated that: 
"As there was tremendous land speculation in 
Louisiana in the period under consideration 
certain Anglo-American common lawyers supported 
the penchant hispanophile because of the 
incognoselbility of the feudal Spanish Romanist 
materials. " 240. 

Although I obviously would not agree with the terminology9 

Professor Franklin has raised an important point# relevant 

to the present discussion, and in line with the arguments 

above. The revival of Castilian lawp and all that it 

brought in its trainp allowed opportunistic lawyers access 

to a, vast pool of diverse and varying Castilian and other 

civilian authority which could be cited in court before 

a bench whose occupants were often not familiar with 

civilian legal systems and their methodology. 

Thus, it is permissable to conclude that the revival 

of Castilian law in the period from, 1812 to 1817 was due 

to, opportunist lawyers exploiting a loophole in the 1808 Act 

promulgating the Digest, and was facilitated by the 

habituation of the legal profession to the common law's 

methods of Statutory interpretation - thus permitting the 

downgrading of the Digest. As already indicatedv this 

point is speculative; but the important aspect is that 

240. Existential Forcel p. 96. 
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arguments based on H@Zes and Cottin as to the nature of 
the Digest and its sources are untenable, if their full 
historical context is examined. The apparent downgrading 

of the Digest and revival of the Castilian law evidenced 
by Cottin was a real 

' 
downgrading and a real revival: it 

is no evidence as to the nature of the Digest nor as to 
its source origins. What actually was happening in the 
Louisiana courts and why is a subject deserving of greater 
study -a study outwith the scope of this work - but the 

above brief sketch indicates roughly what was happening 

and the conclusions (although speculative) are reasonable 
given the present state of knowledge. 

Conalusions on the 1808 Digest. 

The historical background of the 1808 Digest is now 
familiar. The work of Dargo explains and sets out the 

political and legal motives for codification: preservation 
of the civil law from the threat of the importation of 

common lawq and settling the confusion over the authorities 

relevantq while reducing the law to an easily usedq 

comprehensive code. 
241 'The pressure of these two motives 

acting together resulted in the redaction of the 1808 

Digest. ' The law was overhauled, reformed and rendered into 

accessible languages. It must be remembered that the 

confusion over the laws in force was a real confusion 

producing much uncertainty. 242. Thus, we must conclude that 

the 1808 redaction of the Digest was the result of a desire 

to end confusion over the lawsp reduce the laws to an 

accessible and easily consulted form by abolishing the 

necessity for reference to a mass of juristic material and 

of a desire to preserve the civil law from common law 

encroachments. It should be noted that commercial law was 

not codified, and there was no equivaletit to, the French Code 

de Commerce. This is a point that will be considered infra 

after discussion of the Quebec codification. 

241. Dargog 2p. cit. 0 chapters 5-7 
242. See chapter 3 supra, at note; 130-170- 
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The two codifiersp Moreau Lislet and Browng based 
the Digest on either the French Code Civil of 1804 or its 
1800 Projetv or both* Which was used and why need not 
concern us here. 243-Their 

acceptance of either or both of 
these two redactions was a critical one. They modified 
the codes in the light of each other and in the light of 

other material available to them. The redactors appear 
to have carefully selected provisions from either the Code 
civil or its Projet or from the Partidasl Febrerop Pbthier 

and other similar material. This thesis has been concerned 
to explore the reasons why; but the complexity of the 

work of selection indicates the care put into the selection 

of provisions and justifies the assumption that the 

selection was based on reasons, rather than arbitrary whim# 
even if the two redactors have left us no account of why 
they chose the provisions they did. Sufficeit to say that 

they borrowed extensively from many varied and competing 

potential sourcesp and for the reasons as explicated in 

chapters four and five supra. 

The 1808 Digest is not a codification of the Castilian 

law which through the mechanism of the Recopilaci6n de las 

Indias was technically, in force prior to redaction of the 

Digest. The redactors clearly did not interpret their 

instructions to mean that they should codify the Castilian 

law. The reasons why have been explored to some extent in 

chapter three; but it is worthwhile to devote some brief 

attention to the matter. First, the relevant Act stated 
that the civil law 244. 

presently in force should form the 

basis of the code. This could be ambiguousp but clearly 
for the redactors, influenced by natural lawq the civil 
law referred to the modern usage of Romanist legal systems. 
In their task of modernising the law they clearly preferred 
to use the French code, a very modern statement of law both 

accessible and amenable to borrowing. In the course of 

243. See supra at notes 69-89. 
244. See chapter 3 supra at notes 240-241. 
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the nineteenth century the Code Civil was received in 

many countries both in Europe and South America 245*- 
and 

it even had some influence in Japan. 246. In using the Code 

Civil of France as a basic source# the redactors were 
acting within both their mandate and the civilian tradition. 
They went on to use Pothierv Domatp the Corpus Iuris and 
Castilian laws and juristic commentariest all to compile 
their own modern civil code according to the criteria they 

set themselves. And this they did admirably. The Digest 

of 1808t although the vast bulk of its provisions are 
borrowed from elsewhere, is unique. The transplanted law 

has been put together to form a law whichp though based 

onather lawst forms together a new system of laws. Professor 

Hans Baade has recently put forward a new theory as to the 

reasons for the copying of the French code. 
246 lie suggests 

that the "living law" of the territory was French and that 

this explains the close copying from the French code. 
247* 

The particular research on which this conclusion has been 

based has already been discussed in this thesis in 

connection with matrimonial property. 
248-There it was 

accepted that he Must be correct in that the revival of 

French legal folkways after 1803, would certainly facilitate 

the adoption of a matrimonial property law of a French 

"contractual" type. Certainly, it has been pointed out 

in chapter three that there does generally seem to have 

been a revival of French law after 1803; but this would 

seem to be part of the general confusion over the laws in 
249. 

force in the early Territorial period in Louisiana. 

Professor Baade's thesis, howevert must be rejected in so 

far as it attempts to provide a general explanation for 

the copying of the French code and its projet. He suggests 

that the "French Code Civil of 1804 had to serve as the 

basic text and was generally acceptable to the extent it 
--a--aa- 

245. See references in note 88 supra. 
246. See Naojira Sugiyama "Les transformations du droit 
civil Japonais et Vinfluence du droit civil fra isoll 
pp. 673-689p Le Droit Civil Fran2aist Livre Souve r (note 
63 su-Pra)* .0 
246a. Marriage Contracts_, PP. 

_83-84. 247. Ibid. PP-83-84- 
248. See chapter four suprap at notes 256-301. 
249. See chapter three supra, at notes 156-171* 
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reflected or harmoniously advanced the 'living law' of 
the Territoryq the Custom of Paris. 11 250OAs 

pointed outp 
to claim that the Custom of Paris was the "living law" of 
the Territory is to exaggerate: there had been a revival 

of French law, but only as part of the general confusion 

over the laws in force in the Territory. There seems no 

evidence to suggest that the redactors generally were 

attempting to embody in their code the Itliving law". 

Blackstone was copied for provisions on the concept of 

Puissance paternelle his Commentaries cannot really be 

described as "living law" for the Territory. The redactors 

were concerned to provide a civil code in a short period# 

and used the-Prench code as a model. They used the French 

code in a critical fashion: they did not copy it 

unthinkingly. They, changed some of its articles, and 
introduced provisions taken from other sources they consulted 
for various reasons. They do not seem generally to have 

been concerned with embodying the "living law". As regards 

Professor Baadets theory, it must be correct in so far as 

that "living law" of marriage contracts was French may 

well have encouraged the redactors to copy French provisions; 

but there is no evidence that the redactors generally were 

concerned to embody the "living lawlt in their code. 
251. 

The 1808 Digest was replaced in 1825 by a new code; 
though many Digest articles were included in the new code. 

The period of 1812 to 1817 saw a movement for revival of 
the Castilian law and circumvention of the Digest. This 

250.1jarrawe Contracts, p. 84- 
251. Professor Baader-s thesis is most attractive and 
ingenious, and, as said here, does help explain why the 
redactors adopted the French. "contractual" model of 
matrimonial property. Generally, the redactorp may indeed 
have wished to follow the law they knew as being applied; 
but this would require proof. It is difficult to accept 
thatp as regards sea4'horep Justinian's Institutes were 

r 

the "living law". If seems much more likely that the 
redactors-deliberately updated and modernised the law: 
knowing that the Castilian laws were formally in forcep 
the redactors used the materials to hand to provide a 
civil code relatively quickly in order to prevent 
reception of the common law. The common civilian foundation 
in Roman law would make the change relatively easy. 
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movement resulted in the compilation of the de la Vergne 

manuscript notes and the translation of the Partidas, 
into English. The movement for the re-assertion of the 
Castilian law does not reflect on the nature of the Digest, 
but rather on the activities of the Louisiana bar and the 
inability of many of its members to grasp how the code 
could have been used. Further, the movement reflects on 
the opportunist nature of the attorneys in their task of 
winning cases for their clients by exploiting the loophole 
in the Act promulgating the Digest and by restricting the 

application of the Digest as far as they could. The 
Castilian law would still have governed civil matters 

outWith the scope of the Digest: commercial law for example# 
in whicý the courts often applied the Ordinance of Bilbao. 

The 1808 Digest thent the result of confusion over 
the laws and fears of the introduction of Anglo-American 

common law, is a modern civil code introducing innovations 

and updating the law; it drew on many sources but essentially 
is based on the French code or its projet. The unharmonious 

conflicting sources were unified into one coherent whole 

and the Louisiana law was rejuvenated and modernised; both 

these results were achieved through extensive transplantation 

within the civilian tradition. 

4 
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Chapter -Seven 

The Civil Code of Lower Canada. 
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It will be recalled that in chapter three it was 
pointed out that the Codification Commission was instructed 
to draw up the code on the basis of the law actually in 
forces' and that what was actually the law in forces, wasp 
apparently, no easy task to discover. 1. Arising out of the 

research in chapters four and fives, there are some matters 
concerning the actions of the codifiers which merit 
discussions, and this section is accordingly devoted to them. 
Fortunatelyp in comparison to the 1808 Digest, the matters 
of controversy are relatively few; this Chapter will 
acccrdingly be appreciably shorter than the preceding, being 

merely devoted to the actions and task of the codifiers. 

Walton summed up the work of redaction thus: 
"Our civil codeq theng codifies the old French law 
of Quebeep as modified by statutes, and also codifiesp 
but only as to its broad principles, the commercial 
law of the provincet which is derived from English 
as well as from French sources. " 2. 

Brierly stresses that the bulk of the code is derived from 

the host of legal writings of ancien r6, qime France. 3-Both 

these opinions are indeed correct; but both potentially 

may be misleading, in that they tend diminish the 

importance of the redactors in innovating in the law. 

The redactors were indeed conservative in their work; they 

did not boldly innovate: but nonetheless their very actions 

in selecting among provisions, given considerable uncertainty 
in some areas of the law, had (potentially) the effect of 

reforming the law. The rationalising of the law into a 

code also had a necessary modernising effect. 
4- As well 

as the abovey the redactors did suggest amendments and 
improvementsp which were, in themselves, hardly negligiblep 

as will be shown below. 

One author who has not adopted the common view of 

1. See chap: 3 at notes 423-4 and Brierley Codificationg 
pp-547-554. 
2. F. P. Waltong The Score and Interpretation of the Civil 
Code of Lower Canada, 1907, p. 23. 
3. See Brierleyp Codificationp P-553: quoted surral chapter 
3, note 421. 
4. See chapter I supra, at notes 50-53. 
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the 1866 Code as being of an essentially conservative 
nature is Munrop since he was of the opinion that: "it 
is probably well within the bounds of truth to suggest 
that more Roman Law found its way into the contemporary 
legal system by way of the Code NapolleSon than through any 
other single channelq or, possiblyt through all other 
channels combined.,, 

59 By this'he means that it was through 

copyin the Code Napolgon that the redactors of the Quebec 
Code introduced Roman law. 6. The accuracy of his view has 

already been contested in chapter three, and there is no 
need to re-iterate the arguments here. 7-Despite Munro's 

stricturesp most authors would obviously agree with the 
traditional view of the extreme conservatism of the Quebec 

codification. This view enabled a supreme court judgep 
in contrasting the Quebec Code with-the French, to state 
that: 

"Au contraireq ici, nous ntavons pas subi cette 
influence de 1789, et ctest aux v6ritables sources 
du droit national fran ais que nous avons un 
droit civil francais plus historique que les 
Franjais eux-mk6s" 8. 

This statement is misleading. There may well have been 

no Revolution in 1789 in Quebecq but the idea of the 

Revolution and of the new society based upon it were not 

without effect even in the distant quelques arpents de 

neiga. Limpens also stresses that the Quebec code resembles 
the, ancien droit of the northern France rather than the 

C. N.: 
"The Quebec Code of 1856 is certainly not a direct 
offspring of the Code Napoleon; it is above all - 
and the fact is worthy of attention -a 
codification founded on the Custom of Paris. 
Nevertheless one is bound to notep in addition to 
certain striking borrowings, a great similarity of 
drafting in the matters cormon to both codes. " 9,, 

5. I'lunro, New World, P-148. 
6. There exists an article by C. P. Shennan., "Roman Law in 
the Quebec Civil Code"t 25 Boston Univ. Law Rev. pp. 196-228 
(1945). This article consists of comparison or the C, Q, 's 
articles with Roman texts to discover where they correspond; 
it is quite unsatisfactory. 
7. See chapter 3 sul2ra at notes 327-334. 
8. See R. Taschereaut I'Le Si'd"cle de la Renaissance et son 
influence sur le droit civil du Quebect" in Revue Juridiaue 
Th"Emis (1962) PP-7-17 at p. 16. 
9. Jean LiTnst "Territorial Expansion of the Code"t in B. 
Scharz (ed. The Codej, "a]2oleon and the Common-Law Worldt Few 
York, New York U. P... 1956t pp. 92-109 at p. 99, 
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This statement is misleading; and, even with the major 
qualification in the last sentence, it must be taken to 

be so misleading as to be wrong. Th 
,e 

codified law of 
Quebec has a radically different appearance from that of 
France of the ancien r9pime; it bears the unmistakeable 
stamp of the French code. Thus, though the law of 

obligations in the Quebec codep as regards many individual 

provisions and as 
, 

regards the divisions in the lawp appears 
to bear a closer relationship to Pothier than to-the Code 

Napol'e'on; 10 'it is undoubtedly the case that, the whole 
thrust of the law of obligations is towards the easy and 

secure transference of both moveable and immoveable 

prore rty and sancity of contract: in thisp the law of 

obligations is closer to the "modern law" of the French 

code than the ancien droit as foundp for example# in 

Pothier. 

The work of the codifiers in Quebec is best approached 
by examining two matters: firsto what the codifiers 
declared they were doing and how they saw their task; and., 

secondq what they actually did. The first encompasses 

examining the statements they made as to whY they selected 

certain topicsq and how they saw their selections in 

relation to their society, while the second necessitates 

an examination of the-sources the redactors used and the 

selection they-made. Both of these arep of coursep the 

subjects of chapters four and five; but here it will be 

possible both to draw on the experience of those two 

chaptersp and to develop more clearly the work of the 

redactors by using their Rergrts, in which they made many. 

statements of, policy. 

1. How the Codification Commission saw its task. 

The Codification Com-ais-sion started their Second- 

Report with a long comment on the task set them. 11. The 

instructions of the legislature have been discussed in 

10. See First Reloort, pp. 6-8. 
II., Second Report, PP-139-143- 
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chapter 39 as has the working method of the redactorsp 
and there is little point in discussing them again here. 

The Commission's comment does have some relevance for us, 
howeverv because in it they point out that "on an infinity 

of points there is uncertainty and difference of opinion. " 

They go on to state that this is because authors disagree, 

while there is no legislation, and the courts do not concur. 
This is instructive, as it shows the extent to which the 

Commission recognised that it had to choose between 

conflicting views and select among sources in order to 

determine the lawp much less suggest amendments to the law. 

The redactors have left some statements on how they 

selected the law in force and why they suggested amendmentsp 

and we shall examine such here. 

A statement of primary importance comes at the end 

of the Pirst Report of the Codification Commission: though 

this statement is phrased to refer only to that Reloortp 

there should be no doubt that it may be generalised to 
6" 12. 

refer to the whole of work of the Commission. This 
13- 

statement has already been quoted; it does justify the 

general approach-adopted here towards the Quebec codification 

in so far as it indicates that the redactors were well 

aware that they were involved in a continual process of 

choosing between competing provisions. They had to choose 

between competing statements of law in force and also 

between competing potential reforms. This declaration of 

the codifiers does not say what criteria they used to judge 

which provision was "the most convenient and beneficial". 
14. 

McCord does tell us that the Commissioners chose amendments 

which would harmonise the law with their society and adapt 

the law to the changes society has undergone. 
15. 

This matter may be pursued further by examining those 

12. First Reporto P-32. 
13- Chapter 3 supral at note 424. 
14. First Report 

,v 
P-32v quoted chap. 3 note 424 supra. 

15. McOordp Synopsisq p. II; quoted chap. 3 at notes 
428-9 supra. 
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statements made by the codifiers in the Re2grtsl where 
they mentioned they were exercising a choice. Secondly, 

it may be answered by inference from the choice made 

whan all the potential provisions examined by the codifiers 

are analysed. The two methods of answering should really 
be combined, as we have combined them in our analysis of 

the codets provisions on family and employment. Nonetheless# 

it is useful here to broaden the scope of our understanding 
by examining some of the codifiers' policy statements as 
to why they chose a certain provision. 

It is useful to direct our attelition first to the 

codifiersl-treatment of contract. It will be recalled 
that in, chapter two it was argued that codification took 

place in Quebec in the period of greatest influence of 

nineteenth century economic liberalism. If we look briefly 

at the codifiers' actions in the area of contract law# we 

find that they adopted the doctrines of economic liberalism 

and tried to introduce them into the law. 

C. N. 1134 16. has no direct equivalent in the Quebec 

code. O. Q. 1022 is indeed analogousp but lacks the fine 

imperative statement found in the Prench code: however, 

as pointed out in discussing Louisianap the content of 

the law of contract should be examined to give meaning 

to such declarations of'principle. 

As with Louisiana, it is relevant to examine the 

Commission's attitude to penalties and stipulated damages. 

It will be recalled that C. N. 1229 (D. 0-129 (p. 285)) 

assimilated penalty clauses to stipulated damages. This 

the Quebec redactors decided not to dog and in their Rgrort 

on this section of the codeg they said as follows: 

"The articles... embrace the subject of obligations 
with a penal clause. They make no departure from 
the rules established in the articles of the Prench 
code, niLiibered from 1226 to 12339 except in the 
omission of the article 1229p declaring the penalty 
to be compensation for damages suffered from the 
inexecution of the obligation. The Commissioners 

16. Sea. chapter 6 supra between notes 2 and 3. 
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think this declaration by which stIpUlated 
damages and penalties are assimilated without 
qualificationgis a confounding of things which 
are in many respects differentp and governed by 
different rulesp and they have therefore rejected 
it. " 17. 

This is a reasonable analysis. If we examine the relevant 

articles on stipulated damages in the Quebec codep 
18. 

we 
find that the Quebec codifiers have adopted the rule of 
the Code Napoleon that stipulated damages cannot be reduced 
by the courts. The redactors argue thatp the French code 
having removed the right of the courts to diminish stipulated 
damagesp it is desirable to alter the law of Quebec to the 

same as that in Francev and they state thus: 
"The evils which arise from regarding certain 
clauses in contracts as merely comminatory, and 
therefore not to be enforcedg are obvious, and 
of daily occurrence. Under the jurisprudence which 
had grown up in Prancep the courts constantly 
modified or disregarded clear stipulations in 
contractsp for the purpose of substituting to the 
declared will of the partiesp an uncertain equity 
in the settlement of their rights. In this country 
perhaps the interference has not been carried to 
the same length; but it is equally objectionable 
in principle; and although sustained by the 
authority of Dumoulin and Pothierv does not seem 
to have been derived from the justinian codep or to 
have been Justified by any positive legislation in 
France. " 19. 

The law was changed so that stipulated damages could not 

be varied by the court. Morin was not in favour of this 

change in the law; but the majority view was accepted for 

the code. From the above quotationp it may be seen that 

notions of both freedom and sanctity of contract were what 

motivated the two redactors in favour of change. Perhaps 

ease 
, 
of proof was also influential; but this does not 

appear in their Re-port. There is'unfortunately no 

indication of why Commissioner Morin objected-to the 

proposed change: his reasons would have been of great 
interest. If we return to'penalty clauses proper (C. Q. 

1131 to 1137). 9 we find that the Commissionersp Morin, once 

17. First Re-port, p. 24. 
18. C. Q. 1070-1078. 
19, Pirst ReE2rt, pA8. 

.0 
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more dissentingv had recommended the prohibition of the 

reduction of such clauses by the courts; and for the same 
reason as they recommended the prohibition of the reduction 
of stipulated damages. The recommended new article became 
C. Q. 1135. 

The ancien droitts rules on lesion had been restricted 
by the French code. 

20. The Commissioners followed the Code 

Napoleon in restricting the rescission of contracte, on the 

ground of lesiont and even extended this restriction. Thusp 
the Commissioners recommended that minors may not be 

restored for lesion if allthe relevant solemnities provided 
by law for the alienation of their property have been 

carried. out: 
2J. in this the rule of C. N. 1314 was adopted. 

As regards adults# the Commissioners recommended that they 

never be able to rescind contracts on the grounds of lesion: 

this amendment was adopted and became C. Q. 1012. This 

went beyond article 1313 of the French code. The Commissioners 

made the following instructive remarks. Their ac-tiong they 

saidp "may be easily shewn to be more consistent with the 

circumstances and the state of society in this country 
than the old rule. 11 22. The Commissioners state: 

"there seems to be no sound reason upon which in 
this countryp where real property is transferred 
so easily and made an-object of daily speculationg 
a person in the full exercise of his rights should 
be relieved from imprudence in this description of 
contract more than in any other. The rule violates 
that inLejLrity of contracts upon which the 
Commissioners throuwhout the title have been anxious 

, to insist and thev have no hesitation in recommending 
a Tne acLol: )TIon ol' the artlcle suggeszea I)Y 

amendment of thepresent law. " 23. 
Here the Commissioners have provided rules embodying the 

notion of Pacta sunt servanda because of their belief in 

economic liberalism., Thus, in the section on rescission 

of sale for lesion, the C. N. has articles 1674 to 1685 

inclusivep whereas the C. Q. has only one article, 1561, 
-------a 

20. See Pothier, T. O. nos-33-39, Bug. 2p pp. 20-22 and, T. V. 
nos. 330-3719 Bug. 3, PP-139-1569 and C. N. 1304-1314. See 
C. N. 1313 referring to c. N. 1674-1685. See discussion 
abovey chapter 6 at notes 6-17. 
21. First Report, p. 12. 
22. Pirat Rerort, p. 12. 
23. Pirst Rerort, p. 12 (my emphasis). 
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which merely refers to the section of the D. O. presently 
under discusbion. 

The Quebec redactors obviously sought to change the 

law to'favour economic liberalism by imposing rules which 
favoured freedom and sanctity of contract. They thought 

this was necessary given the nature of economic life in 

Quebec. Hencet the redactors' statement on contract shows 
that in this area of the law the redactors strived to shape 
the law to fit socio-economic "reality". They recognised 
that land was now as marketable a commodity as any moveable 

and that there could b. e no longer a "Just price". (This 

change possibly also reflects the fact that for the 

merchanf classes of Quebeco but no. t of course for the 

peasant farmersp land no longer necessarily represented 
wealth: it might be a means to acquire, wealth through 

speculationg but in the developing industrial economy of 

north America wealth was measured in money rather than land; 

and money did not depend on land. ) Purtherp the redactors 

were also adopting the economic and legal theories of their 

time. 24* 

- 

24-See First Re-port, p. 18: "it is certain that the doctrine 
of Judicial interference with the plain meaning of contracts 
is regarded with disfavor by modern jurists. " 

It is interesting to note the reversal of the Quebec 
law here recommended by the new Draft Civil Code. Book 5, 
title If chapter one contains an article (37) reintroducing 
a broad notion of lesion: "Lesion vitiates consent when 
it results from the exploitation of one of the parties by 
the other, and brings about a serious disproportion between 
the prestations of the contract. - Serious disproportion 
creates a presumption of exploitation. " See Report on 
The Quebec Civil Codep Civil Code Revision Officet pubd. 
1978,, Editeur officiel-Quebecp vol i Draft Civil Code 
P. 337- Vol. 2, tome 2 Commentaries: PPTUOEý--705 discusse's 
this article. P. 605 states: "Recognition of l9sion, 18 
part of a tendency in modern legislation to protect one 
party against exploitation by another. " See also 
introduction to Book 5, pp. 551 et. seq. of vol. 2 tome 2. - 
At P-551 it is stated: "From an economic standpointg and 
on the basis'of juridical moralityp it was the Statets 
duty to intervene in order to maintain equity in the 
juridical relations between its citizens, or even to 
re-establish equity. " See also especially P-553 for 
comments on lesion and civilian tradition. 
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A similar emphasis on the free and easy disposal of 
propertyv and certainty of rights and claims may be found 
in the. reforms in the law of prescriptionp registration 
and in the transference of property. In the lasty the 

old rulep traditionibus non nudis pactis dominia rerum 
transferun'turv was abolished in favour of the French code's 

rule that consent suffices to transfer property. 
25. 

Reforms in the law of testamentary succession also 
encouraged'the easy disposal of property. In all these 

reformsp as in the reforms on obligationsp the redactors 
were attempting to fit the law to society and to render 
the law on these matters appropriate to a modern commercial 

country. What must be emphasised is that the codifiers 
stressed the integrity of contractsv and limited in so 
far as possible judicial interference with bargains; 26 

andv furtherp the redactors stressed that immoveable 

property changed hands frequently in Quebecv and accordingly 

considered the law should facilitate such transfers. 279 

The above examples relate to obvious commercial mattersq 

where the redactors were seeking to adapt the law to the 

economic ideology of their period, In some other articlesp 

one can trace a similar attempt to fit the law to the 

circumstances of Quebec. 28. 

In the law on usufructv there had always been a 

prohibition on the felling of trees in a usufruct of landp 

apart froi,: in certain clearly specified exceptions. One 

of the rights of a usufructuary was to use for firewood 

wood from trees accidentally uprooted or broken down. The 

25. C. Q. 1025: see C. N. 1583 and C. L. 1903. The redactors 
pointed out that the same rule applied in England. 
26. See Fourth Report, p. 16 where a provision is stated to 
be "consistent with the principle of maintaining the integrity 
of contracts, observed throughout by the Commissioners.. 
and also p. 18: "These articles ... harmonize with the syst6 
of adhering to contracts and preventing the modification 
and enlargement of them by the courts. " 
27. Fourth Rerortt p. 16: "The inconvenience of such a rule 
[as to title where price unpaid] especially where immoveable 
property changes hands so frequently as in this countryp 
is obvious. " 
2ý.. E. -F. Surveyorp "La Province de Qu6bec et le Code Civil 
Franjais", 12 La Revue L! EEale (New series) (1906) pp. 12-i7p 
11sts major changes at pp. 14-15. 
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Codification Commissioners extended this rule so that the 
last section of C. Q. 456 now states that the usufructury 
"may even fell trees for fuel if there be any of the kind 
generally used in the locality for that purpose. 11 Puel 
would of course be of prime importance in a country with 
the fierce North American winter; and the Commissioners 
co,,. Tnent: 

"The additiong which is not found in the Code 
(hýapol-eon3p has been considered as necessary in 
a country where, as in thist fuel is of so great 
importance,, at the same time thatp in certain 
places it is found in great abundancep whilst in 
others it is, scarce and difficult to be obtained. " 29. 

The-Commissioners did not present this as an amendment of 
the existing lawp since they considered that it accorded 
with the usage and jurisprudence of the country. What is 
important here is that the redactors attempted to fit the 
law to the physical conditions of Quebec. Another 
interesting example of the attempt to fit the law to the 

circumstances of the country appears in C. Q. 503 in 

relation to running water. In C. N. 644p the equivalent 

articlep a proprietor of land issaid to be able to use 

running water crossing his land only for the rurpose of 
irrip. ratio . The Quebec codifiers did not follow thisp 

arguing that ggy use of the water for the benefit of the 

land should be allowedv provided that such use were not 
to-interfere with the rights of other proprietors to use 
the water. The new article "appeared to the Commissioners 
to be moreq than that of the Code [I%apol'eonjv applicable T 
to the circumstances of this countryp where what is called 

00. 
in France irrigation is very little or not at all practised. 

Such examples of the codifiers' attempts, in many 
instances, to fit the law to the circumstance§ of life in 

Quebec could be multiplied; 
31-but these few are sufficient 

29. Third Reportv P-377. 
30, See Third Re-rortj P-387 and also P-385. 0 31 - McCord's SynoEsi -1 s may be consulted for information. 
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to demonstrate the point. It has# howeverp been pointed 
out in chapter four that many of the provisions relating 
to family embodied in the Code could have been amended by 

using sources available to the redactorsp such amendments 
being more in tune with family life in the province. 
Detailed reasons for the rejection of such potentially 
useful reforms have been set out in chapter fourg and we 

need not repeat them here, bar to remark that the Quebec 

codification was in some ways conservative in naturep while 
the existing rules on the family were supported by an 
ideology of supremacy of husbands and fathers and by a 

strong conservative family tradition. On the other handp 

the'rules restricting easy transference of property and 
interfering with contractual liberty were antithetical to 

actual commerce and to the dominant ideolocmj of economic 
liberalism. The laws on employment were also raodernised, 
but modernised on the basis of existing sources. This is 

also an important point: all the reforms in contractp and 
transference of property were "borrowed" from source 

materials to hand. The codifiers attemptedp using the 

material's they hadp to modernise their law; but these 

materials, while suggesting amendmentsp could also limit 

modernisationg since amendments generally could only be 

suggested by the source materials consulted: the codifiers 
did not attemptv to any appreciable extentp to make up 

their own new provisions. 

2. The Sources Used. 

As will have been seen from chapters four and fivep 

the'redactors used a great variety of sources. The 1804 
32. 

Code II-apoleonp the 1825 Code of Louisianav, writers on 

the droit coutumier and droit Zcritj the Corrus Iuris 

Civilist civilian writers such as Voett hiunanists such 

as CuJasq jurisprudencet ordonnan . statutesp the Code 

32. J. P, Richert and E. S. Richertt "The Impact of the Civil 
Code of Louisiana upon the Civil Code of Quebec of 1866,11 
8 Revue Juridique Th`emis de 11univ. de 71ontreal (1973) 
PP-501-520 may be-found useful. 
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of the Swiss Canton le Vaudv commentators on the French 

code, Scots.. English and American writers (especially 

on coi=ercial matters), Quebec cases: all these were 

consulted and referred to and could suggest what the law 

was or ought to be. 33* 

Brierley has shown that the redactors constructed 
their code round a critique of the Code Yapoleont working 
from that code as a basic text. Is it possible to tell 

how they sifted the mass of material available to them? 

We can, first of all, rely on the sources referred to with 

each articlep since we know that these sources were those 

consulted in drawing up that article. From the frequency 

with which certain sources are citeds we can know that a 

standard procedure must have been to take each article 

of the Code Napol'eong and then, on its provision,, consult 

certain works, such as those of Malevillep of Toullierv 

the, Pandectes Franýaises, and, above all, * Flothier's treatises. 

The modern French commentators gave a critique of the 

Code NapolSon in operation: a critique which the redactors 

often'accepted and drew their own article accordingly. 
35. 

Pothier was obviously not the only author on the ancien 

droit automatically consulted; but he was the Most 

important. The next step, onemay suggest# was that the 

redactors would follow any apparently interesting 

references in the works consulted. Thus2 if say Maleville 

3J. A. Morelý, "L'Apparition de la Succession Testamentaire", 
2 R. du B. 966) pp-499-521 at -. 501 estimates more than 
300 titles consulted, Brierleyp Codific, ationy P-552Y 350. 
34. Brierleyq Codificationp PP-563-5 and see chapter 3 supra 
at notes 321-435. 
35. Instances of this will have been noted in chapters four 

and five. But the following examples will serve as 
illustrations. In chapter 59 the form of C. Q., 1600 seems 
to be the result of Marcade"s criticism Of the C. N.: see 
text at notes 288-301. C. Q. 1602's definition of locateur 
and locataire comes from the same source: see text at notes 
302-313. T rubric of the title on marriage covenants 
arises out of criticism of that of the C. N.: see ch. 4P 

notes 792-3. The C. N. restricted a husband's power to 
donate community property; the C. Q. redactors rejected 
this innovation; the criticisms of Toullier were probably 
influential: see ch- 4. notes 803-5. See the redactors 
remarks on C. N. 1429 (husbands granting leases of their 
wives property) at ch. 4 notes 824-59 referring to 
commentators on the C. N. See the problems over the wording 
of C. N. 1279 ch. 4p notes 907-913. For further examples, 
see ' 

First Report, p. 22t C. Q. -11181s improvement on C. N. 
1214; and C. Q. 1121-IiN's improvement on C. N. 1215-17: the 

redactors say they adopted Marcadb-'s views. Second aftLo_r-tV 

r-197: new rubric result of criticism Of C-N- 
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referred to Cujas, the redactors might examine Cujas. 
This is how some fairly unexpected authors come to be 

referred to. These authors were consulted only when works 
more regularly used referred to them. That this is what 
the redactors did is obvious if the sources cited are 
examined carefully. Similarly, often a text of the Corpus 
Iuris Civilis seems to be cited only when an author consulted 
cited such text. There is little point in attempting to 

prove this, although some instances have been pointed out 
in chapters four and five. 36. 

Some surprising works seem to have influenced the 

redactors. For example, a nineteenth century textbook on 
Roman law seems to have suggested one of the articles on 
louaizeýLes services. 

37-Not 
only writers on the droit coutumier 

were consulted: the redactors made usep for example, of 
Serres work, and Serres was a writer on the droit 'ecrit. 

He is referred top for example, in respect of tutelle. 3d. 

All the above demonstrates that the redactors consulted 

works not only to find the existing lawq but also to find 

possible provisions which could be useful for their 

elegance of expression or analysis and for potential reforms. 

In some areas of the law, notably obligations, there was 

no strong independent customary law tradition, and in these 

areas, generally derived from Roman lawv the codifiers 

obviously felt free to research within the modern civilian 
traditiong as well as examine the Roman texts themselves. 

This would explain why the redactors examined Voet's 

36. See chapter 4*-supr at notes 954-59 where the redactors 
were apparently referred to Rousseaud de la Combe by 
Malevillep and also at notes 936-938 where their references 
to Pothier seem to have been dictated by Fenet sur Pothier. 
See chapter 5, note 291, where it is pointed out that 
Maleville referred the redactors to Cujas. 
37. See chapter 5 su ra at notes 331-341P on C. Q. 1668. 
38. Serresq Les Institutions du Droit Fran2aisip, 1753. See 
C. Q. 284 and 293. Tutelle in the C. Q. followed the droit 
coutumier; that of the it'Ecrit was rather different. 
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Elementa Iuris and Ortolan's Instituts in respect of 
louage. Louage was a contract derived from Roman law; 
Voet was one of the most distinguished of the modern 
civiliansp while Ortolan's book was a modern text book 

on the Roman law itself. 38. 

The references to texts of the Corpus Iuris Civilis 

are many., and it would be of interest to study such 
references and to find out if there is any particular 
reason why the redacbts cited Roman texts. There is on 
the part of the redactors an obvious tendency in their 
Reports to bolster a view by reference to Roman law. Thusto 
in adopting their own C. Q. 1043 and rejecting the possible 
amendment suggested by C. N. 1372, the redactors said that: 
"The old rule is conformable to the principles of Roman law 

and ought to be preserved.,, 39-On 
article 1062, the redactors 

state that it is "not in the French codep but is taken from 

Pothierp as derived from the Roman law. it 40. On the 

question of Judicial reduction of damagesp discussed abovel 

one of the points against the ancien droit made by the 

redactors is that it "does not seem to have been derived 

from the Justinian code. t, 41*Althoughv this does not seem 
to have been the main reason for following the C. N. 9 the 

fact that Roman law is mentioned at all is significant. 
Again, in preferring their oim proposed article 1087 third 

paragraph to C. N. 1182, the redactors state: "The old rule 
is founded on Roman law and is unquestionably preferable 
to the modern one.,, 

42 OAs regards the interdiction of 

prodigals, the redactors thought it important to remark 
that the old law, which they are followingto is confornnble 
toRoman lawt, whereas the C. N. provision is not. 

43'At the 

beginning of their discussion of their title on usufructf 

38- See chapter, 5 
39- First Relportv 
40. Pirst Rerorto 
41. First Re-portv 
42. Pirst Reportp 
43. Second Report 

su-pra at notes 288-301 and 331-341. 
P. 16. 
P. 16 
P. 18. 
P. 20. 

p. 223. 
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the redactors state: "The rules of usufructf adopted by 

the Code Napol'eonp and, in great measurep reproducedin 
the following articlesp arep with a few exceptions, derived 

from Roman law and conformable to the old French 

jurisprudence.,, 
44. 

We find the codifiers stating: "All the 

articles of this chapter [i. e. that on use and habitation] 

areconformable to the Roman and to the new lawp as also 
to the old French Jurisprudence...,, 

45-We 
find article 560 

described as conformable to the Roman law and the old 
jurisprudencef though differing from C. N. 704.46. The 

French code had no provisions on emphyteusisf whereas the 

Quebec hasp and these provisions were described as 
"conformable to our jurisprudenceg and almost exclusively 
taken from the Roman law. " 47" 

Roman texts have been cited in regard to some of the 

articles of the Quebec code studied in chapters four and 

five. In C. nq,. 1418f 1419 and 1425p the redactors departed 

from the terms of the ancien droit: they appear to cite 

the Roman texts and stress their articles conformity to 
48. 

Roman law in order to support their copying of the C. N. 

In respect of C. Q. 188, the redactors again seem to cite 

Roman provisions to support their departure-from the ancien 

droit . 
49. 

The. redactors cite a Roman text in respect of 

C. Q. 84 on the domicile of servants: this citation was 

perhaps to support the redactors' following of the 

criticised provisicn of the French codep when the ancien 

droit was uncertain. 
50. 

More examples of the redactors' references to Roman 

law could be given; but to do so is unnecessary here. One 

point to be noted is that when the redactors specifically 

refer to Roman law. 51. they always describe tho Roman law 

44. Third Report, P-375. 
45. Third Report, P-383. 
46. Third Rer-ortt P-407. 
47. Third Reportq P-407. 
48. See chapter 4, note 863. 
49. See chapter 4, text at notes 1017-1020. 
50. -See chapter 5 su]2ra at notes 284-286. 
51. As distinct from merely citing a text under an article 
without a comment. 
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as being the same or lbonformable" to the old law or the 
C. N.: nowhere do the codifiers state that they are 
introducing a rule of Roman law purely because it is the 
Roman law. A second point is that the references to 
Roman law are generally quite unnecessary: since the 

redactors are codifying the anci 
, en droit, with amendmentsp 

to refer to a propostion as being derived from the ancien 
droit is sufficient, the references to Roman law being 
thus redundant. It is different, of courses when the 

mention that, -they are copying an article of the C. N. which 
differs from the C. N. # and cite a Roman text in its 

support: though they obviously are copying the French codes 
the Roman text gives added authority. Were more time 

available, it would be interesting to explore this further 
to assess the accuracy of the redactors' remarks and to 

examine all the articles under which Roman law is cited. 
It is unnecessary to do this here; but the references do 

show an attempt to bolster propositions of law with the 

prestigious Roman law. One could quote examples where the 

redactors stated that the law they were reducing to 

articles was contrary to Roman law. 52. This shows that the 

redactors felt it necessary to act against the prestigious 
Roman law: they had to explain why they did not follow it. 

The, influence of texts of the Digest on the Quebec code is 

unclear, and no attempt has been made here to trace such 

influence. It can be stated that the references to 

Justinian's Corrus Iuris examined in chapters four and five 

have had no Positive influence on the law in the code: 
53. 

the redactors have not adopted any provisions from Roman 

law contrary to the ancien droit or the French code. 
54. 

(This does' not mean that other references not examined have 

not had 'an effect on the law: though I can sp9t no such. ) 

Any "Roman" provisions embodied in the code as here studiedv 

52' 0 See e. g. Pirst Reror, t p. 16; Second Rerýort, p. 20"; Third 
Rerortj P-403. IvIore examples could be given: these should 
suffice. 
53. See as well as supra notes 48-50P chapter 4 notes 
1099 and 1104. 
54. Cf. Louisiana: see chapter 6 at notes 62-66. 
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have always come from other works: in adopting a "Roman" 

proposition of law, the redactors were followingp for 

examplep the anci 
, en droitv and the fact that the proposition 

is ultimately of Roman origin is irrelevant. The knowledge 

that much of the law in force was of Roman origin combined 
with frequent rererences to Roman law in the authors the 

redactors studied, must have led the redactors to examine 
the Roman lawp and to cite its texts from time to time; 

but it would appear that the Roman law proper has had 
little direct influence on the Quebec code. 

One other potential source of provisions in the Code 

would have'been decisions of the Quebec courts. Surprisingly 

little usep however, was made of such decisions. (It will 
have been noted that none were referred to in chapters four 

and five. ) Professor Miorel states that: 
"Si Von rfe-glige le quatrieme livre du Code, 

. 1-1 consacre en r6alite' aux lois connercialesp on ne 
peut retenir que 64 articles sur un total de 
2,277 qui. cotpose les trois prefaiers livres ou soient 
invoquie'es des decisions de nos tribunaux. Rarementq 
d' 

'* ailleursp trouve-t-on plus d'un arAt sous un 
m'drae article: toute la ýurisprudence canadienne 
quel. nous, laissent conna1tre nos codifications se 
ramene a 72 decisionsp dont quelques-unes sont 
reprises a deux occasions differentes. " 55. 

Nor ivere court decisions used to any appreciable extent 

in the fourth book on cozatiz. ercial law, for Brierley informs 

us that only 95 decisions are cited in all the Reports-. 
56. 

Since"in chapters four and five we have not met with 

any citations of ýuebec cases, nothing may be said here 

as to their use by the redactors. We mayq however, comment 

generally on the paucity of references. By the time of 

codification not many volumes of Reports had been 
57. 

published, and this undoubtedly would depress the 

importance of court decisions as a source. Fdrtherp 

55. Op. 2it., note 33 supra at P-502., See also note 58 below. 
56. Codification., P-551.9 note 87. 
57. Brierley states 32 volumes available by 1865: Codification 
P-551, note 87. 
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the method adopted for codifying the law, as discussed 
above, would tend to emphasise doctinal writings at the 

expense of court decisions. Doctrinal writings tend to 

give a, complete synthesis of the law grouped in convenient 
classifications; whereas court decisions tend to turn on 
one or two points, do not give convenient syntheses of the 
lawq andq being scattered through volumes collected 
generally by year, would not be convenient to use: this 
is a point the redactors make themselves. 58 'The redactors 
referred to several French Recueils and R'6pertoires of 
JuripMrudence such as those of Denisartv Merlinp and 
Guyot: these would be convenient to useq purely by reason 

of theig organisation of the material. These arep of cotirse, 
only suggestions, a thoroughýexamination and analysis of 
cited court decisions and their relationship to the 

articles would be instructive, but is outwith the scope 

of this work. Morel examined the influence of court 
decisions on testamentary succession in the Code: 59-it 

is perhaps significant that decisions were important in 
this area of the lawq introduced by statute and somewhat 
different from the ancien droit. Cases had to be usedp 

since the writers on the ancien droit did not deal with 
the matter in a relevant fashion. 

It has been pointed out that Englisht American and 

Scots coamentators were used by the redactors. These 
6o. 

authors were used mainly in Book Your on conmercial lawp 

and have thus'not featured in chaptersfour and five. That 

these authors should have been used-in these areas of law 

and not in others is significant. In the "traditional" 

areas of private law - property, obligationsp family - 
the redactors did not consider that Erskinev Bellp Kent, 

or Blackstone had anything useful to tell themp or could 

58. See Seventh Re]2 
the redactors state 
textwriters as more 
their opinions viere 
59. See Morel, or. c 60. ljlaltoný 2p. 2it. 
showing where these 

2rt, p. 216 wherep on commercial lawp 
that they refer to jurists and 
convenient than the cases on which 
based. 

it. note 33 surral assim 
-note 2 surra pp-13 

is 
useful in 

authors were used. 
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suggest new insights or useful wording. (Compare with 
this the use of Blackstone in the 1808 Louisiana Digest. ) 

In a sense the action of the redactors is hardly surprising: 
they had-been instructed to codify the law in force, and 
it would have been difficult to argue that these Anglo- 
American and Soots authors stated the law in force in Lower 

Canada; similarlyq these authors would not provide useful 

models, the French code being pre-eminent in this respect. 
When commercial law is consideredp the reasons for using 
these Anglo-American and Scots authors become obvious. 

To show some of the reasons for the use of the Anglo- 

American and Soots authorities, it is necessary first to 

set, out-briefly the nature of the Fourth Book of the Quebec 

Code. The redactors recognised that many of the provisions 
on contracts in the third book affected trade no less 

than private transactions. 
61- However, these contracts 

were part of the traditional law on obligations of the 

civil law of Europe., descending from the Roman law. 

Nonethelesso those traditional contracts did not cover 
fully the complexity of the legal transactions necessary 
in a modern commercial society. In Francep the Code de 

Commerce provided for the purely commercial aspects of the 

law (one thinks of shipping, bills of exchange and the like). 

The 1808 Louisiana Digest provided no regulation of purely 

mercantile affairsp and the Louisiana courts tended to 

utilise the Castilian law in this respect. The Quebec 

redactors provided a fourth book to cover commercial lawp 

and in this departed from the scheme of the Code Napolgon. 

They were, however, following the instructions of the 

legislature. 
62. 

After recounting that the contracts in Book 

Threeýalso-could pertain to commercial law) the Codification 

Commission stated that: 
"there remains a class of subjects which so 
exclusively belong to the law merchant that it has 
been necessary to collect the rules concerning 
them under a distinct general headingg and for that 

-SS 

61. Seventh Report, p. 214. 
62. Con. Stat. L. Clan. ch. 2 s-4: see chap. 3 note 385 
for reference. 
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purpose add another to the three great divisions 
of the French code. it 63, - 

The codifiers tellingly follow this, by stating that this 
is a class of subjects on which the law is less fixed 

64. than on others in the code. 

The redactors state that some rules of commercial 
law may be found in statutesor French Ordonnances; but 
that much is to be sought only in usage and jurisprudenceg 

and that the Quebec system ("if system it may be called") 
has been borrowed indiscriminately partly from France and 
paidy from England. 

65-They 
stress that there is no orderly 

design and regular practices are the result of tacit usage. 
They therefore conclude that the system of usage should 
be left as such and to be developed by interpretation and 
modification when necessary. They declare that: 

"This course is consistent with the history and 
character of comnercial law in all countries. It 
has always begun in usagep and positive law has 
done little more than to followp and to declare 
the general and fundamental rules which such 
usages has originated. 11 66. 

They state that such caution is even more necessary in 

Quebec than in an "older- and more developed" country. 

From the'above, we can -see that the redactors felt 

that in commercial law-there should be the minimum of 

regulation: business practices should be allowed to develop 

on their own as much as possible, with legislation only 

on certain key or core points. They stated further that 

established usages in*Quebec were drawn from both French 

and English practice. 'The redactors comment later that 

they cite not only the old and modern law of France and 
the law of England but also Scots and American jurists and 

continental law. They state that no difficulty arises from 

so doing because "the laws of commerce are of-universal 

application. , 67. 

63. Seventh-Report, p. 214. 
64. Ibid. 
65. Ibid. 
66. Ibid. p. 216. 
67. Ibid. p. 216. 
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It thus becomes easy to see why the redactors 
consulted these non-Prench sources in Book Four. They 
felt it better to leave the law fairly general. The present 
commercial usages were already influenced by English law. 

The law merchant was univeraal. These three considerations 
allowed the redactors freedom in selection of sources for 

consultation. Nonethelesso the redactors did limit this 

freedom in that they felt they had to try as beat they 

could to state the existing law. Thus we find them 

stating that a treatise of Pothier cannot be used because 

it was based on a 1673 ordinance which most people regard 

as not having been received in Lower Canada. 
68. (This 

dispute over the legal status of Royal ordinances will 
be recal'Ied. ) 69. 

One interesting consideration is that the new Code 

de Commerce ought properly to have been ignored for the 

same reason as Pothier's treatise was ignored: its 

provisions could never have been regarded as the law of 

Lower Canada; yet an important consideration supported 

the redactors in their use of the modern French law - its 

modern nature. This suggests that had the redactors had 

a use for this treatise of Pothierv they would have used 

it anyway. The argument for this treatise's exclusion 

is not totally convincing for another reason. If we turn 

to that section of the redactors' Report on maritime law, 

we find a brief history of maritime law from the lex 

Rhodia de iactu onwards. The 1681 Code de la 1arine is 

praised highlyq and the redactors state that it gave 

maritime law to a large portion of the continent and to 

England. 70-They 
go on to say that it cannot have had force 

in ý4uebec, firstv because of the problematic nature of 
the validity of such Royal legislation in Quebecq and 

secondo because the change in sovereignty would have done 

68. 
, 
Ibid. p. 216. 

69. See 'chapter 3 supra, at notes 324-325. 
70. See Seventh Rer2rt, p. 224. 
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away with the old admiralty law anyway. Nonethelessq the 

redactors use this Prench legislation to a very considerable 
extent because they regarded it as written reason of universal 
sanction and authorityq even though the Code de la Marine 

was not registered in Quebec. 71 'We thus can see that the 

redactors could easily have defined any of the French 

ordinances as written reason and used them in the code, 
had they so wished. 

Thus., though the redactors were willing to reject 
some sources as not being in force in Quebeev they were 
willing to classify other sources as written reason and 
draw on them for their code. The argument could be 
turned to favour the Anglo-Ame3ican and Scots sources: 
they, if required# could be defined as written reason 
expressing the universal law merchant. What was obviously 

of importance was the modernity and utility Of the source: 
thus the use of the Code de Commerce. This stress on 

modernity would influence the redactors in their use of 

contemporary Englishq American and Scots law. Indeedt 

the Commissioners explicitly state that the courts refer 

more to modern French law and the English law (in commercial 

cases) than the ancien droit: 
"from the want of completeness and full adeption 
[of the ancien droit] which an extended commerce 
and enlarged jurisprudence have given to the law 
of the present day, and not less from absence of 
treatises of a character to fix as a system the 
law of that earlier period. " 72. 

In Bell, Story and the likev the Commissioners found a 

modern comprehensive statement of commercial law; a 

necessary modern statementl as the ancien droit dealt 

with a society where commerce was not nearly so highly 

developed as in Quebec in the nineteenth century. 

The reasons why the Anglo-American and Scots textbooks 

were used so extensively in the Fourth Book are now obviousp 

as are the reasons why they were only used in the Fourth 

71. Ibid'.. q p. 226. Cf. Waltong U. cit. note 2 at P-139. 
72. 

, 
Seventh Reportp p. 216. 
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Book. The nature of commercial law demanded this use; 
the modernity of these sources facilitated their usev while 
equitable principles of the universal law merchant could 
be relied on to validate any references. We also find 
that the Commissioners regarded the Scots law as being 

often analogous to the Quebec; they accordingly frequently 

referred to Bell's Commentaries. 73-These 
reasons for the 

use of these sources would not be applicable when other 

areas of the code were considered. In these other areas 
there was a strong French tradition: the laws were certain 
and fixed except in so far as the French sources themselves 

gave differing views. There could be no possible argument 
for reference to the Anglo-American law by reason of its 

modernity: the French code was far more modern in its 

provisions and exposition of the law. 

We can conclude this general section on how the 

redactors used the sources available to them by commenting 
that by far and away the bulk of the code was culled by 

the redactors from the writings work of French jurists of 
the ancien riEgimeq writings which the redactors synthesised 

using the French code; as commented on by the modern juristso 

the French code itself suggested provisions. Much of 
the Code Napoleon could be taken (and was so taken by 

the redactors in Quebec) as the expression of the ancien 

droit in a mod 
- 
ern synthesis. This synthesis the redactors 

compared with the ancien droit and the criticisms of the 

modern commentators; and they drew up their own code on 
the basis of this sustained critical evaluation of the 

French code, selecting their provisions as theysaw fit# 

whether the reasons behind the selection were legal 

conservatisini. qa support for economic liberalism or whatever. 
(Chapters four and. five will have shown to some extent 
the reasons*behind selections; these reasons will be 

73. See Seventh Report, p. 230: "The Scotch law, which is 
exposed by Bell with his usual precision and clearness, 
has been consulted as analogous to our own. " See also 
Walton., 2p. cit. note 2 at PP-140-146 for an account of 
the use of' Bell. 
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discussed further infra. ) 74. 

Promulgation of the Civil Code of Lower Canada. 

Prominent in the discussion of the Louisiana Digest 

of 1808 has been the vexed question of the Digest's 

relationship to the pre-existing law. This question arose 
because of disputes over the nature of the Digest as a 
"code". No such dispute exists over the Quebec code; no 

one doubts its nature as an authentic code in the modem 

civilian traditiong and we thus need not discuss the 
interpretation of the code by the courts. The Quebec 

redactorsp in a passage concluding their seventh Report, 

and. urging caution in legislative amendment of the code, 

put forward their own view on the code; This view concisely 

expresses the nature of a modern civilian code: 
"The Code is intended to cover, either by express 
terms or by legal implicationg all questions 
belonging to the wide range of subjects with which 
it deals. It constitutes a systemp with careful 
adaption of its different parts to each otherp and 
any fragmentary legislation$ with a view to 
particular changes, may seriously affect parts of 
ihe work not intended to be touchedy and lead to 
great and unforeseen derangement and confusion-" 75. 

The codifiers thought that their code was a unified whole 

composed of intetrelating and interpenetrating legal 

propositions, capable of extension by reasoning to cover 

circumstances for which there were no express provisions. 

Nonetheless., the redactors did consider the question 

of the relationship of the Code to the old law; and to 

explain this relationship, they inserted at the end of 
76. 

the Code a general article applicable to the Whole Code. 

This article977- 2613, provided thus in relevant part: 

, 
"The laws in force at the time of coming into 
force of this code are abrogated in all, cases: 

In which there is a provision herein having 
expressly or impliedly that effect; 

74. See chapter 8 infra. 
75. Seventh Rerort, p. 262. 
76. See Supplementary Report, P-369. 
77. The Code concludes with a short general section of 
three artioles: 2613-2615. For our purposesp C. Q. 2614 
is irrelevant. 
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In which such laws are contrary to or 
inconsistent with any provisions herein contained; 

In which express provision is herein made upon 
the particular matter to which such laws relate; 

It should be read along with article 2615: 
"If in any article of this code founded on the laws 
existing at the time of its promulgationg there be 
a difference between the English and French textep 
that version shall prevail which is most consistent 
with the provisions of the existing laws on which 
the article is founded; and if there be any such 
difference in an article changing the existing lawsp 
that version shall prevail which is most consistent 
with the intention of the articlev and the ordinary 
rules of legal interpretation shall apply in determ1ning 
such intention. 

From thýse two articles, it can be clearly seen that the 

redactors still considered the pre-codification law as 
applicable in interpreting the code: the old law was not 
totally abrogatedq andv potentially, still had a r`8`le to 

play. 
78-As Brierley points out, this means that the Quebec 

code is'not-the exclusive source of Quebec private law: 

it is only the primary source in a hierarchy of sources. 
79. 

The former law still has a secondary role to play: the use 

of the pre-code authority to interpret the code is known 

even for the Code NainolEon, though for that codep use of 
such authority is more imperio rationis than ratione 
imperii, while the pre-code law in Quebec still has some 
formal force. 8o. 

In effecto the position of the Quebec code 

vis-a-vis the old law is not soradically different from 
the position of the 1808 Digest, and shows that those 

scholars who deny the Digest the status of "code" are 
blinded by the almost complete abrogation of the ancien, 

78. See Brierleyp Codification, pr. 556-8; Lignault, Droit 
Civil, Vol. I. - PP-51-5- ýi. Agnaultsp P-522 remarks: 
il n'y a r. -as., ý proprement parlerg de droit ancien ni de 
dRoit nouveau en cette province. " Useful may be found 
Walton, 2p_. cit. note 2 at PP-80-131 and Lignault, I'Le 
Code Civil de la Province-de ýýiie`bec et son InterpretationlIp 
I Univ. Toronto L. Journal. (1935)p pp-104-136. 
79. Codificationt PP-557-8- 
80. One thinks of Fenet on Pothier. LIalevillethe Pandectes 
Fran2aises and the like also referred to the ancien droit 
in their explication of the C. N. 
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droit, in the promulgation of the Prench code: they thus 

do not see that each codification may be unique in its 

effect on the previous law. 81. However this may beg the 

important point is that the Quebec redactors did not 

envisage their codifications as a point of rupture from 

the old law, except in so far as its provisions amended 

or abolished the old law; but rather they viewed it as a 

continuation and restatement of the old law. They 

nonetheless did innovate and consciously select among 

provisions; and their code is in some essential sense - 
even if only in that of providing a synthesis - new law. 

As was stressed at the beginning of this chapter, the 

Civil Code of Lower Canada resembles the Code Napoleon 

far more than it does the ancien droit. To argue that it 

has remained truer to the pure spirit of the ancien droit 

would be nonsensical. The Quebec code is a true 

nineteenth century code, and thegenuine offspring of the 

French code. 

Conclusions on the Civil Code of Lower Canada. 

As discussed'in chapter threep the Quebec code was 

the result of the necd felt for a useful synthesis of the 

law in both'of the languages of the Province. The existing 

sources of private law were numerous and confused; and the 

whole was in need of rationalisation. It is unnecessary 

to r--o into this in any greater detail because of Brierley's 

work. 
82. There is' a possibility that a fear of the 

introduction of cori: lon'law was instrumental in supporting 

the idea of codification; but the evidence for this is 

slight. It would'seemthat, at the time of' codificationo 

the French Canadian laws were' secure and unlikely to be 

abrcgatea; and all the available evidence suggests that 

the "legal or technical factors", in Brierleyts phraseq 

were those which primarily brought about codification. 

It cannot be doubted, howeverv that the protection of their 

laws was dear to French Canadian hearts. 

81. See chapters lo 3 and 6 supra REL-gii-m-- 
82. Codificationy PP-526-542 and see chapter 3 supra 
at notes 366-99. 
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Brierley highlights the point that it is quite 
remarkable that, in the early periodp there had been no 
advocacy of codification "simply as a measure of 
intelligent reform". 

83-In the next chaptert we will consider 
the respective timings of the Quebec and Louisiana 
codifications; but it is important to point out here 
that Brierley's statement that codification was not 
publicly advocated until 1846 is not quite accurate. I 
have discovered'two other references to codification before 
this date, and they will be considered in the chapter 
following this, It is appropriate to say herep howeverp 
that for various reasons codification was not seriously 
considered until the period of union of the two Canadas. 

4 
We have seen that the redactors of the code considered 

their task to be as much as possible to codify the 

existing law9 using the Frenchýcode as a model, while 
drawing inspiration also from the 1825 code of Louisiana. 

They carried out their work, by means of a critique of the 

French codep as already explainedg andt because of their 

method of workingg always were able to consider many 

possible amendments of the law. Further, as they 

themselves realisedt even deciding what the law in force 

actually was involved them in a proces3 of' selectiong a 

selection which they tried to fit9 according to their own 

accountq to the state of the Province. 
84-It 

will have been 

seen that as regards the law of obligationsg the redactors 
innovated in a very important way to promote security and 
freedom of contract. Freedom of contract, was in line with 
the dominant contemporary ideology of economic liberalism. 

Similar influences seerr, to have affected their choice of 

provisions on the transfer of propertyp registration of 
title and the like., 'These innovations were of immense 

importance and'give the 1866 code an obvious nineteenth 

century aprearance. If we consider'the material covered 

83. Codificationo PP-529-30 
84. See text at notes 12-31 supral and see chapter 3y 
at notes 423-429. 
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in detail in chapters four and fiveg a rather different 

picture emerges. The laws on family were very traditional 

and not obviously fitted to the state of the province: 
the redactors., with the material available to themp could 
have selected provisions more suitable to Provincial life. 

Theypreserved the old law; this preservation of the old 
law was - certainly as regards jauissance maritale - 
supported by current ideology. Similarlyo the provisions 

on employment.., while, in'line with the ideas of classic 

contractual freedom current in the Provincep were obviously 
inadequate for an industrialising society. 

One important point is that virtually all the 

provisions considered above were drawn from other sources. 
The innovations promoting freedom and security of contract 

were largely taken from the French code (though amended 
in transplantation); the conservative provisions on family 

were taken from the ancien droit. Very little was made 

up by the redactors. For examplev the improved definition 

of louage to take account of bail ýa cheptel was suggested 

be Marcade. The codifierS might have researched widely 

for what they considered suitable law; but their research 

was restricted by the materials available to thein and by 

the fact that they themselves deliberately excluded certain 

materials from their research. For example, the redactors 
did not consider that Blackstone might have had provisions 

on family law which they could usefully have borrowed. 

It should be remembered that although the redactor3 were 
instructed to codify the laws in forcep their conservatism 
in family law was not imposed. The fact that they felt 

free to innovate in contract means that they could have 

proposed (in theory at least) a substantial reform of 

family law; that they obviously never considered such a 

reform is significant. The redactors' indebtedness to 

other legal systems for innovation is all-pervasiveý. Thus 

it is doubtful if they would have considered the amalgamation 

of mandate and lease and hire of services had not Marcade' 

pointed out that thelAustrian codet the Allgemeines 

bUrg-erliches, Gesetzbuch, had chosen to treat all services 
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paid for as objects never of mandate, but always of lease 
and hire . 

85. 

We may conclude that the Quebec code of 1866 provided 
the Province with a rationalised and modernised system 
of private law. The code is in many ways something 
completely new and uniquep although this uniqueness is 
the result of a redaction drawing on many different sources. 
The Commissioners for Codification in Quebec borrowed 
extensively to draw up their own new code. There are 
few articles which cannot be traced to some definite 
source. The Quebec code is original in that it is a new 
assemblage of old provisions garnered from many sourcesp 
through a process of selection by the codifiers. 

85. Sixth Report'. p. 8; and see chapter 5 supra at notes 
272-280. 
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4 

Chapter Eight. 

Conclusion: 

Codification, lawm, aking and legal change'. 
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I. Codification. 

Both the 1866 Quebec Code and 1808 Louisiana Digest 
are transplanted or borrowed codes: 

1. they are not original 
since their redactors utilised a foreign code both as a 
model and as a quarry of accessible and readily borrowable 

provisions. Both codes are obvious offspring of the 1804 

Code NapolEon. Indeed, very many codes are borrowed from 

other countries or heavily influenced by foreign codes. 
2. 

The form of a code seems to facilitate borrowing. That 
is, the arrangement of the law into concise propositions 
forming a coherent whole of relatively short length is 

easyýto, borrow wholesale and is attractive because of its 

rationalt logical structure. Por most of the nineteenth 
centuryp the Code Napoleon was the archetypal code# the 

paradigm copied by countries as diverse as Italy (1865) 

and Haiti (1825) 
. 
3. 

We can say that the Quebec and Louisiana codes are 
both borrowed codes; but this does not mean they are 

necessarily slavisht unthinking copies. In fact9 as will 
have been seeng both codes deviate in certain areas from 

the French code: both as regards substantive provisions 

and as regards topics chosen or arrangement. Thusy we 

, was deliberate: the redactors appear can see that copyinýg 
always to have considered alternatives and to have assessed 
the "suitability" (by their own criteria) of the Code 

Napol'e*ýon. There is sufficient evidence for us to assume 
that radical changes in the law made by codification were 

in fact quite deliberate. 

The lack of originality in codificatiOn is worth 

1. See Watson, 
-Society, P-136. 

2. See ibid. 9 and Watson, The Nature of Lawt Edinburghp 
19779 pp-107-8.4 
ý. See Abel-Nicolas Leger, "De Vinfluence du Code Napolleon 
a Halti, et des diff'erences de li5pislation civile entre 
la France et Haltip" PP-755-815 of Le Droit Civil 
Fran2ais. Livre Souvenirp Montre"alp 1936. See also 
chapter 6 supra, note 887 
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stressing. Very many codes have been adopted from other 

countriesq or if nott have been influenced as regards 
individual provisions or institutions by the law of other 

countries. Lack of originaXty is also betrayed by the 

use of existing material for the confection of codes. 
As a code, t the Oode Napol'6on is new; but much of it is 

composed of old material .4- The old material is combined 
to make something new (i. e. a code); but there is no 

necessity for a code to introduce sweeping changes in the 

law, although it may well do so. 

In many respects both the 1866 Quebec code and the 
1808 Digest are different from their model(s). These 
differences do not indicate originality in composing 
provisions by redactors, as the provisions are generally 
drawn from other sources, but rather originality in 

putting old sources together in a new way. (Similarlyt 

of coursep much of the Code Napol'eon and the B. G. B. is 

composed of old provisions combined in a new way. ) What 

is most relevant here is why the redactors selected the 

provisions they did. 

This brings us to an important consideration: that 

of sources. We have noted that Blackstone was used by 

the Digest'redactors in the traditional areas of private 
lawq whileg in these traditional areasy the Quebec 

redactors used only French and civilian sources. Can any 

reason be given for this difference? The reason why the 

Quebec redactors did not utilise common law sources in 

these areas must have been their consciousness of their 

task of codifying the law in force. Blackstonegfor exampleg 

would not suggest any useful improvements or provisions 

which could be borrowed. From our examinatioýi of the areas 

of the Louisiana law in which Blackstone was used, we can 

stateg as a general rule, that the provisions taken from 

Blackstone were not such as to modify the system of the 

modern civil lawt but rather such as would harmonise with 

As its compilers recognised. 
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it and cover a situation which the redactors felt required 
a legal, provision. Ifp for exampleg we look at the use 

of Blackstone's texts in the section of the Digest 
dealing with apprentices, we find that Blackstone provided 
a series of propositions of law which were useful and 

could be borrowed without difficulty and without doing 

violence to the system of the civilian code. It should 

also be recalled that the Digest redactors were more 
adventurous than their Quebec equivalents and innovated 

more freely (perhaps because of their natural law opinions). 
Another point to be considered is that, for the Digest 

redactorsq the Justinianic compilation was still a living 

source of lawv whereas for Quebect despite references to 

the Roman laws, it does not appear that the Cor-Pu-s- Iuris 

was a living source. This could be because of the more 

adventurous spirit of the Louisiana redactors and because 

the Castilian law authorised the Roman law to be used as 

a source imperio rationis. (Although the Roman provisions 

selected for governing the seashore as pointed out above 

are not particularly sensible. ) The Quebec redactors 

appear to have used the Roman law in-their Reports to 

bolster decisions already made, whereas the Louisiana 

redactors used it'as a quarry for potential provisions. 
(It is of course feasible for the Quebec redactors to have 

incorporated Roman provisbns; but they do not appear to 

have done so. ) 

Three points arise out of the foregoing brief discussion 

of sources. Firstv redactors may use sources which are 

not part of their traditional law but which fit into its 

system. The Digest redactors used Blackstone because he 

provided statements which could usefully be incorporated 

into their system of law not because they wished to 

introduce English law. Blackstone's provisions could 

, be regarded by the redactors as-general statements of 

universally valid law. Second, redactors may reject sources 
for ideological reasons. The Quebec redactors did not 

consider Blackstone as a source in the law of persons 
because he was a common lawyer. They would fear the 
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introduction of common lawt and the preservation of the 

civil law was an emotive topic in French Canada. (Their 

fears were reasonablev consider the problems caused by 
the use of the-term "consideration" in the code. )5* Thirdp 
the prestige of a legal system may influence redactors: 
thus, the prestige of the Code Napoleon influenced both 

the Quebec and Louisiana redactorsp whilep similarlyp the 

Quebec redactors used Roman law to support their decisionsp 

although it does not appear to have been an effective 
cause of those decisions. 

Both the 1808 Digest and the 1866 Quebec code are 

offspring of the French code, yet nearly 60 years separate 
them. Why did Quebec codify only in 1866, while Louisiana 

codified in 1808? The reasons for this difference must 
be sought in the histories of the two countries. 

In Louisianas the purchase of the Territory by the 

U. S. brought legal confusion. The early period of the 

U. S. administration seems to have seen a revival of the 

French law alongside the Castilian. 
6. 

An 1805 court 
decision had decided that the French, Roman and Spanish 

laws were the laws in force. 7-At the sez. e time, the U. S. 

administration hoped for a reception of the common law in 

the newly acquired Territory. 8. 
Both to settle the 

confusion over which were the authoritative sourcesof lawp 

and to help forestall the possible introduction of the 

cow,. on law, the territorial legislature passed a bill 

stating which sources of the law were authoritative. 
9. 

This bill was vetoed by Governor Claiborne. In the same 

year the legislature appointed Brown and Moreau Lislet to 

5. See, C. Q. 984 and 989. It seems likely that Day only 
intended to use an alternative form of exprestion for 
cause; he did not intend to introduce the English doctrine 
of consideration. See First Reporto p. 10 and also 
Brierleyq Codificationg P-564. 
6. See chapter 3 surra at notes 156-170. 
7. See chapter 3 surra at notes 168-169. 
8. See, above allt Dargo, 22. cit. p passim, est. at pp. 
105-153. 
9. See, eg. Dargo, 9M. cit. 9 P-136 and p. 146. 
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prepare a code. 
10. For various reasonsp investigated by 

Dargop Claiborne allowed the redaction of the Digest. 11. 

Thus both a desire to settle the laws in force and one 
to prevent reception of the common law seems to have 

motivated the redactors of the Digest in 1808. 

Brierley expresses surprise at the lateness of 

codification in Quebec and at the fact no one seems to 

have considered codifying the Quebec laws until the 1840s. 12. 

That codification was not seriously considered until the 
1840s may be explained by an examination of the history 

of' the Province in the first half of the nineteenth century. 

The period leading up to the unification of the two 

Canadas in 1840 had been one of great political strife 

culminating in the rebellions of 1837 and 1838. One point 

at issue was the Zuebec civil law. It is undoubtedly the 

case that many of the anglophone inhabitants of Lower 

Canada wished for the introduction of the English common 
law. As pointed out in chapter threeg s. 8 of the Canada 

Tenures Act appeared to mean that some areas of English 

law were applicable in Quebec. The law was in a confused 

state. The French Canadians in, the 1820's feared for the 

preservation of their lawv while the anglophones apparently 

wished-its-abolition. The question of codification appears 

briefly in the evidence given by John Neilson before the 

Parliar, rientary Select Committec on the Civil Government of 

Canada. Neilson remarked that in Louisiana "they have 

adopted a co*de very t,, ruch like the Code Civile [sic]; and 

if there were a code drawn upt there would be no objection 

to the laws in Lower Canadap for the objections arise more 

from ignorance than anything else". 
12a. Yeilson's remark 

is in the nature of an aside: codification does not seem 

to have been seriously considered. 

10. See, e. g. Dargop o-p. cit. 9 P-141 
11. See Dargo, op. cit. 1 pp. 141-153 ýnd 154-160. 
12. Codificationg PP-529-30- 
12a. Rerort from the Select Courrittee on the Civil 
Goverment of Canada, 22 July, 1628. Parliamentary Papers 
1826p vol. 7. Rer-ortp PP-3 et seq. L: inutes of Evidence 
PI). 15 et seq. Yeilson's statement is found at P-97. 
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Firstp given the conf'used state of the lawy the 

partial introduction of' aspects of English law, and the 

fact that the judges were in general common-law trained, 
it is conceivable that any attempt to codify would have 

been construed as an attempt to introduce the common law 

or to preserve those aspects of the common law already 
introduced. This point was made forcibly by Papineau in 

1832. In a speech devoted to the legal system and lawsq 

and reported in La flinerve, t he said: 
"La rZdaction d1un code de nos lois ne peut dans ce 
moment-ci offrir de grands bienfaits parce que nous 
avons des juges politiques qui maTtrisent les dieliberations 
des ccnseils.... 
% ýL`etat de la Louisiane... nous offre ciuelqul 
analogie par rapport aux syst'emes de lois qui y ont 
prevalue On a senti la ne-cessite- d'un refaite et 
dans le travail on a tache de se rapprocher autant 
que possible du Code-Napoleon, monument de legislation 
le plus vaste, le plus judicieux qui ait 6t6 donn6 
a Vhumanitle. Tandis que llon poursuivant ce grand 
travail qui devait entratner de si grands avantagesp 
ici on a voulu introduire la maRse de la jurisprudence 
anglaises que les Anglais eux-memes malgr6 leur 
partialitle national qui leur a fait admirer 
1'exag. 'e-ration tout ce qulils ont de bon, reconnai'ssent 
rour etre le code civil le plus iraparfýit d'Europe. 11 

. 
13. 

Given the applicability of soaie aspects of English law in 

some areas of Quebec, given what was seen as the ignorance 

of the judges and their partiality for connon lawt it is 

hardly surprising that no moves were made to sort the 

legal confusion throuL, -h codification, lest the English 

law be introduced in the process oj. ' codifying. 
14. 

Second, the 1820s and 1830s were, periods of political 

and constitutional upheaval in Lower Canada. Thesewere 

periofls of constant conflict between the elected Assembly 

and the Goverment of the Province. For much of this time 

the Assembly was continuously prorogued.., becaýise of its 

refusal to pass Appropriation Acts., Undoubtedlyp the 

13. Found quoted in Patineau. Te2Stes Q-oisift-eý-P e, "enItILS, 
Ouelletv quebecp 19702 P-41. 

-7 14. See chapter 3 supra at notes 3-77 70. 
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state of affairs in the legislature was not such that a 
comprehensive programme of legislative reform such as 

codification could be embarked on and successfully carried 
15-r through. odification would hardly be considered during 

the power strugple between the Governor and Assembly. 16. 

Third, the nature of the laws militated against 

codification. The laws were confused and unsatisfactory. 
The feudal system of land tenure was still in force and 
the object of major disputep while apparently retarding 

ý17- the commercial development of the province; it would 
have been unthinkable to have codified the feudal lawo 

but not to do so would have required a comprehensive but 

complex, programme of reform in the process of codification. 
Political circumstances militated against thisp as did 

fears that such a reform might result in the introduction 

of the English laws. 

Hence, we can see that although codification might 
have been a sensible solution to problems over the lawp 

the situation of the country rendered it impossible. In 

the 1840s, the situation had changed. The country was 

politically stable. Important and necessary reforms were 

undertaken relating to hypothecs, unifying the law and 

abolishing feudal tenure. The necessary political stability 

allowed the comprehensive refor,, n required for codification 

to take place. 
18. In Louisiana, circumstances were very 

different. There was indeed antagonisra between the 

governor and the elected legislature; but the Territory 

was generally stable. Purther, preservation of the civil 
law was a greater issue than in Quebecp whose laws were 

more secure: similarlyq there seems to have been greater 

15. Consider the difficulties encountered in bodifying in 
France under the National Asse, -ablyp Legislative Assemblyy 
Convention and Directorate. See General Surve , p. 280. 
16. On this, see the reference3 in-chapter 3, note 371P 
especially Manning. 
17. See chapter 2 at notes 101-106 and chapter 3 at notes 
337-370- 
18. See chapter 3v notes 371-399 supra. 
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confusion over the laws in force in Louisiana. 

The above discussion illustrates that codification 
can be a political issue or depend on political 
considerations. In a country where there is a great 
political dispute, as in Lower Canada in the 1820s and 
1830s, a programme of codificationg rationalisingp 
consolidating and reforming the lawp is not considered, 
because legislaturest politicians and lawyers are concerned 
with matters other than reforms of the law of a largely 
technical nature. Basic politics are of more immediate 
importance. Codification canp of course, be itself a 
political issue, as it was in Louisiana; but it cannot be 

doubted, that the lack of a movement for codification'in 
Quebec should be attributed to the political situation of 
the country. - The legal-technical need for codificationg 
even with obvious models availablev is not sufficient. There 

must be both a desire for codification and sufficient 
stability to allow such a comprehensivep lengthy task to 

be carried out. 

A point related to the above should be considered: 

codification required a necessary ideological consensus 

or stability and certainty of ideas. A few examples will 
illustrate this. Codification as a process demands 

reflection on the laws and on the general principles 

underlying them: if there is no general agreement as to 

what these principles should be, the codification process 
is likely to be frustrated. Thus, prior to the redactLon 

of the Projet de l'An VIII, the various governmental 

organs in France from the Revolution onwards failed to 

promulgate a code. Although rolitical instability hampered 

their actionsp a major difficulty was lack of agreement 

on the nature of the code: how general it should be, how 

detailed, ý how "philosophicall'. 19* If codification had been 

considered in Lower Canada in the 1820s and 1830sy whether 

or not feudal tenure should have been preservedv 

19. See General Survey, p. 280, 
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and whether or not s. 8 of tIrCanada Tenures Act should have 
been preservedl would have caused posoibly insuperable 

problems. 
20. 

Similar problems confronted the 1945 French Civil 
Code Reform Commission. Le-on Julliot de la Morandi`8re 
remarked thus in his 1953 Preliminary Report: 

II[Tjhe revision of the Civil Code... poses more 
problems than mere juridical technique. The 
moralt philosophicalt economic and political 
bases of its rules have to be examined. " 21. 

This posed particular problems in the law of property and 
obligations; and in France after 1945 there was a conflict 
between socialist and liberal principles: was private 
proDerty still an inalienable right?. should freedom of 
contract prevail rather than there being a controlled 
economy? These conflicts and doubts hampered the work of 
the Coarnission, 22. Codification was not taking place in a 

period of ideological certainty and basic., principles could 

not be decided on. On the contraryp the period of 

codification in Quebec and Louisiana was a period of 
ideological certainty: no one doubted that property rights 

were absolute; no one doubted that freedom of contract 

should prevail. In both countries the laws were reformed 
to support these principlesp the relevant articles being 

culled from the Code ITapol7e`bn, which itself reformed the 

law of France in this way. The redactors of the Code 

Napol'e-on similarly had no doubts as to the principles 

20. On this sectionp see chapter 3 at notes 364-366. It was 
the section which decided English law governed land held 
on socages 
21. "Preliminary Report of the Civil Code Reform Commission 
of France", trans. J. Dainow in 16 La. L. Rev. (1955-56) 
pp-1-56 at P-17. 
22. See ibid. at PP-17-19p and B. Audit, "Recqnt Revisions 
of the French Civil Code", 38 La. L Rev. (1977-8) PP-747- 
804 at PP-755-756. At P-755 AU-dit-ýaTST. 11[T]he formulation 
of a code with as wide a scope as the Code Napoleon 
requires strong political support for both its ideological 
foundations and the effort necessary for its realization.... 
[Tjhe Commission of 1945 pursued its task in the midet of 
a*political and economic crises. " Audit still foresaw 
problems in revising the law on property and contract. 
See his pp. 803-4. 
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their code should embody. Codification, in generalp 
because of its emphasis on law as a logical systemp 
requires reliance on first principlesp whether these 

principles are stated inthe code or merely implicit in 
it. Periods of great instability in ideas do not ' readily,, 
permit codificationg because of the lack of a firm 
ideological consensus to underpin the basic principles 
supporting a code. 

23. 

One further difference between the codes of Quebec 
and Louisiana is of interest. -Quebec included in its 

code a fourth book dealing with commercial law: in so doing 
Quebec innovated, the Code Napol5on not dealing with 
commercial lawq which was served by its own separate code. 
Neverthelessl the Quebec Code, in codifying a body of 
commercial law distinct from the civil law# was, in a 
general sensev following the French patternl. and indeed 
the traditional civilian distinction between droit civil 
and droit commercial. Louisiana did not codify its 

commercial law. In the territorial and early state periodp 
its courts continued to apply in general the commercial 
law of Spain. 24. When the Louisiana legislature proposed 

codification in 1806, the French Code de Commerce did not 

exist. It seems likely that the idea of codification in 

Louisiana was suggested by the obvious advantages of the 

French code which was closely followed as a model, the 

1808 redaction being highly. derivative. 25-It is probablep 
thenp that no one in 1806 in Louisiana conceived of codifying 

23. It is interesting to read the Report on the new Draft 
Civil Codep which seems to reveal a new form of consensus 
about the nature and objects of the law: a consensus 
involving fairness in contracts and recognition for unions 
other than marriage (to give two examples). See Report on 
the---Quebec Civil Code, vol. 1. foreword by P. A. Mpau, 
pp. XXIII-XXVI. 
24. See chapter 6 supra at notes 193-200 &-Batizap "The Unity 
of Private Law in Louisiana under the Spanish Rule, " 4 
Inter-Arnerican Law Review (1962) pp-139-156 at PP-151-56. 
25. There is no evidence that the appearance of the C. N. 
prompted codification in Louisianav but such is the natural 
inference: the C. N. showed what could be donep and served 
as a model. 
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commercial lawp since the Code de Commerce had not yet 
appeared to prompt such a codification and to serve as a 
model. The 1808 redaction was confined within 
boundaries set by the 1804 French civil code. The Code 
de Commerce was not finished until the end of Augustt 1807, 

and came into effect only on Ist. Januaryp- 1808. It 

apparently did not occur to anyone in Louisiana to codify 
laws other than those traditionally designated "civil" 
laws2 that iso those embodied in the French code. The 

Resolution appointing Brown and Moreau Lislet to carry- 
out the codification talked only of "Civil Code" and "Civil 

Laws". 26. 

Thd* lack of such a Code of Commercial law has one 
curious effect on the 1808 Digest. In chapter four it was 
shown that the 1808 Digestv the 1866 C. Q., and the 1804 

C. N. 9 all have provisions on the authorisation of married 

women by their husbands. 27-There is no necessityfor such 

authorisation if the wife is a public trader acting in 

course of her trade. Article 4 of the French Code de 

Commerce provides that a_wife may not be a public trader 

without the consent of her husband. This provision appears 
in the C. Q. in the section on authorisation of married 

womeng being taken from the French commercial code 0 
28. 

There is no equivalent in the Digest. Hencep because the 

1808 Digest in this respect followed the C. IT-9 which was 
to some extent relying on the future existence of the Code 

de Commercep the Digest lacks a provision on a rule of 

some importance. 

In the i820sp when the Oommission of Livingstonp -- 
Derbigny and lilloreau Lislet was at workodrawing up the new 

26. Found quoted in Tucker, Source Books, p. XVIII. 
27. See chapter 4 supra at notes 3bU-464 and 876-981. 
28. C. Q. 179: see chapter 4 surra at notes 914-919, 
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code of civil law, a Code of Commerce was drawn up; 
29. 

but it was not adopted. The reasons for the rejection of 
this Code are unknown. This unenacted commercial code 
followed the French Code de Commercet although with some 
variation. 

30-Thusv 
we find in the projected commercial 

code a provision stating that married women must have the 

consent of their husbands to their beingpublic traders. 31* 

Conclusions as to why the projected commercial code 

was rejected would be entirely speculative, and with one 

exception belowv we need not concern ourselves with them 

here. 32. However, that the French commercial code was 
fo Ilowed in the redaction of the projet in Louisiana must 
be of siknificancel in that it supports the argument that 

no-one-in 1806 conceived of codifying the commercial laws, 
because there was no model either to suggest such a 
codification or available to be followed. 

This difference between. the 1866 Quebec code and 1808 
Louisiana Digest can be assigned to the fact that the two 

count'ries codified at different times. Louisiana codified 
before the French Code de Commerce could serve as a modelp 

while Quebec codified long after the prom-ulgation, of the 

Code de Commerce. In Quebecq because the pre-code comercial 

29. See 14. ITathang "In search of a IvIissing Link: Edward 
Livingston and the proposed Code of Coxnerce for Louisiana" 
48 Tul. L. Rev. (1973-4) pr,. 43-54; and H. R. Sachse, "Report 
to the Louisiana Law Institute on Article Yone of the Uniforni 
Commercial Code" 41 Tul. L. Rev,. (1966-7) PP-505-554 at 
PP-526-7- ITathan at his P-47 suggests that the Code was 
drawn up by Livingston. 
30. Nathan describes thus the projected Commercial Code: 
"Indisputably the Code followed the French Code de 
Commerce as a modelp but the French code was more a 
springboard than a matrix. Although the formats are 
similar, and many of the articles identical, the Louisiana 
Code added many provisions of its own and omitted many 
of the French provisions. " (P-48). 

Book twop on maritime cormnercep was almost identical 
to that of the French coffmercial code. Other books varied 
to a greater or lesser extent. Unfortunately I have not 
been able to see a copy of the Louisiana projected code. 
31. Article 5 of proposed Code of Commerce. 
32. See the suggestions of rathan, pp_-cit-p P-539 
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law was an amalgam of French and English principles# the 
Code de Commerce could hardly be copied as readily as 
the Code ITapol6on had been copied. I)artherv the inclusion 

of the corrynercial law as a separate book in the civil 
code was one of obvious conveniencep and one which did 

not detract from the traditional separation of "civil" 

and "commercial" law. The non-codification of commercial 
law in Louisiana in 1808 may be taken to suggest Just how 
important models may be in codificationg as both a quarry 
and a stimulus. 

Nathan suggests that the Projet of the 1820's was 

rejected in part because the socio-economic state of 
Louisia4a did not warrant a separate code for merchantsp 
Louisiana being an agrarian society. 

33-If he is correct 
for the 1820's,, his arguments would apply g fortiori to 

Louisiana in the territorial period. This speculation 

of Nathan's seems to be unacceptablep forf as shown in 

chapter two, there was a fairly strong mercantile cormaunity 
in Louisiana based in New Orleans: the territory was not 

merely composed of plantations. Purther there, are a 

significant number of early Louisiana cases which deal 

with comi. ercial matters outwith the scope of the 1808 

Digestp and in which the Spanish sources of commercial law 

were used by the courts. This would surely indicate that 

in the early period a Code of Commerce would have been 

useful. 
34. 

One must conclude thato whatever contributory factors 

there may have been, it is most probable that there was no 

codification of commercial law in Louisiana because there 

was no foreign model to copy and from which to borrow. 

The importance of a model in many codes cannot more 

adequately be stressed: there was no com-,,. ercial code not 
because there was no need, but because there was no model. 

33. Qp. qit. note 29 surra at P-53. 
34. See chapter 2 supra at notes 6-38 on mercantile communitY. 
On Spanish commercial law in the coUrtSp see chapter D' 
at notes 192-200. 
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Had the 1804 Code Civil des Franýais had a fourth book 

on commercial law after the pattern of its descendant in 
Quebeep we can be certain that in 18C8 Louisiana would 
have adopted a code of four books with the last book 
devoted to cormnercial law. 

The complexity of the circumstances surrounding the 

genesis of a civil code should be stressed. Legal- 
technical rea. sons for codificationg though a factor in 

promoting codification, on their own are not necessarily 
sufficient to bring about codification: Quebec shows this 

clearly. Political circumstances may promote or prevent 

codificationg as both Louisiana and Quebec show. The 

general. political state of a country must be such as to 
facilitate codification. The actual form the code takes 

may be influenced by a variety of factorsp such as the 

existence of foreign models, contemporary philosophy or 
legal science. The content of the code may be influenced 

by similar factors. What seems most to influence the form 

of the code are existing models and current philosophyp 

while the content, seems most to be influenced by 

provisions in the law of the codifying country and of 
foreiEn countries. Codes are at the same time both new 

and deeply rooted in the past. For a country to codify is 

to give a dra,,,,,, atic new form to Lhe law; while the process 

of codification aids and prompts reflection on the law and 
the need for its modernisation. The provisions tend to 

have definite historical sources: codifiers do not appear 
to attempt often to work out a code of law from first 

principles. Codification, because it promotes reflection ony 

and reform oft the law tends to result in borrowing of 

provisions. Conversely., the foral of a code and its manner 

of expression are easy to borrow: codes are readily 
transplanted. 

The for. m and content of any civil code appear to depend 

on a series of' complex historical contingencies: frora the 

sources available to the codifiers to their views on what 
the law ought to be. It would serve little purpose here - 
even if r-ossible - to describe all such contingencies: 
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suffice it to say that they may be many. 

2. Codifiers as lawmakers. 

This study has stressed the actions of the redactors 
in reforming or preserving the law in their task of 
selection among competing potential provisions. Technically, 
of course, any reforms were made by the legislature who 
enacted the two codes: it cannot be doubtedphowever, that 
the real motivators of change were either of the two sets 
of redactors. It was they who sifted the source material; 
they who selected provisions; they who drew up the code 
for the legislature basically to accept or to reject. True 
that in Quebec the legislature did not accept all the 
proposed reforms of the Codification Comnission, but this 
does not really affect matters. Essentiallyt the task of 
the two legislatures was to accept or reject in toto; but, 

even if the legislatures scrutinised the texts closelyt 
even if-they modified partsv the task of reforming (or 

preserving) through codification was essentially that of' 
the two sets of redactors: it was they who were the 
lawmakers. Brierley points out theit the Quebec Codification 
Connission $'enjoyed the most complete freedom and 
responsibility in all of its work.,, 

35OThe 
'Juebec codification 

especially was "a work for full time legal exr-erts", 
369 

as all codes are bound to be. 

This being so, the motives vie have to concentrate on 
to discover the reasons for chanEe or stasis are those of 
the redactors. Hence, presuprosing that the redactors 
were acting purposively and reasonablyý their motives 
should be discoverable, if they have not stated them 

explicitlyp and it should be possible to ascertain the 

criteria they used in making or rejecting changes. This 

much has already been explained in chapter onev and the 

results obtained support the view. 

35. Codificationt P-572. 
36. Ibid. P-573. 
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Problems flow from this. This emphasis on the 

motives and actions of the codifiers as lawmakers could 
eventually reduce itself to a concern with the psychology 
of the. redactors and their particular views of the world; 
it would be false to become so caught up in the 

subjectivism of the redactors' views. The reason for this 

is the objectification of law: its existence as a body of, 
theory outwith and separate from the redactors allows them 

to view it as separate from them and to act upon it in a 
manner divorced from subjective social considerations. 

37. 

That is, questions of the redactors' subjective opinions 

of the world do not arise. The redactors viewed themselves 

as actor. s in an objective world existing separate from 

themv and which they could manage through the mechanism 

of law. Conse quently, the nature of the economys the 

family or whatever was, for themp a fact objectively 

existing. 

It is a mistake to oppose "society" to "law": law is 

one aspect of society and effective within social life. 

The manner in which legal regulations may havep or are 
38. 

intended to have, an effect on social life may be obvious; 

but it is not easy to grasp how social phenomena may have 

an effect on law. Often, "society" and "law" are opposed 

to one another with a vague relationship of mutual influence 

supposed. This approach is generally unsatisfactory and 

does not readily permit analysis of the relationship 
between I'law" and "society" in casual terms. If it is 

accepted that law is constructed by lawmakers, examination 

of the actions and motives of la, =akers permits an 

37. Instructive is the following remark of P. L. Berger and 
"he Social Constr1intion of Realftyp Penguinp T. Luckm, ann in ri 

19719 PP-103-4 TIE-specially on the theoretical level it is 
quite rossible for knowledge to attain a great deal of 
detachment frox. the biographical and social interests oN 
the knower. " 
38. This is not to say that any law may have only an 
intended result; not all of any law's effects may be 
intended. 
39. Cf. some of the approaches outlined in chapter I su*pra 
at note 2 et. geq 
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understanding of the causes of legal development or stasis 
by other social phenomena. This involves treating 
legislators (in a wide sense) as mediators between 

, 
"society" 

and "law"; mediators as conscious agents, acting 
deliberately for various reasons. 

40-By 
studying the social 

context, by studying the codifiers' actions in the face 

of the various choices presented to them, it is possible 
to show how the redactors have attempted to shape the law 

according tRe the various criteria they have set themselves. 
Such criteria need not be thought out by the redactors; 
their societyp and their position within that society, may 
result in their making assumptions as to what is desirable. 

The legislators act as mediators between "society" and 
&it 4t. "law ; they bring about legal development or legal stasis. 

The relationship of causality between all the factors 

potentially influencing law and the law itself is dependent 

on those who make the law: it is they who make these various 
factors effective on the law in their construction of the 

law. The recovery of all factors influencing legislators 

or lawmakers is undoubtedly impossible; but I would hope 

that this thesis has shown that it is possible to recover 

enough of these factors, and to delineate them in sufficient 
detail, to allow the reconstruction of the historical 

causes or legal developTent or legal stasis in such a way 

as to permit the making of suggestions aiding, a move 

towards a more &, -eneral theory of legal development. And 

40. Cf. the following remarks of Zygmunt Bauman in 
Herineneutics and Social Sciencep 19789 Hutchinsong London# 
at p. 12: "Men and women do what they do or. purpose. Social 
phenomenap since they are ultimately acts of men and 
womeng demand to be understood in a different way than by 
mere explaining. Understanding them must contain an element 
missing from the explaining of natural phenomena: the 
retrieval of purpose., of-intentionp of the unique 
confiEuration of thoughts and feelings which preceded a 
social phenomenon and found its only manifestationg imperfect' 
and complete, in the observable consequences of action. " 
41. Using "society" in a very wide sense: see chapter 1 
surrap text after note 33. It should not be forgotten 
that"jeorrarhy way have an effect on law. 
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this will be done in the following section. 

To state that law is a human construct is to repeat 
a truism; but this is a truism worth stressing. Law is a 
human construct, and it is in human actions and their 

underlying causes that the reasons for legal change or 
stasis should be sought. A change in economic organisation 

or ideology (in itself a human construction) does not in 

itself cause, a change in the law: a lawmaker has to see 
the change and then act to change the law because of the 

change in the economy. (Law is not a self-perpetuating 
living body: it only exists through human actions. ) 

Indeed in the hypothetical example of change in the economyp 
theslawmaker may see the change, may realise that it requires 
(or might require) a change in the law; but yet for other 
reasons the lawmaker may not bring about such a change 
(reasons of ideology and the like) and legal stasis might 

result. The method we have adopted here is only valid for 

investigating the effect of factors other than law on law: 

for the effect of lavi on other social phenomena, another 

method would be required, as a change in the law ILay have 

effects on society quite different from those intended. 
42. 

The historical causes of leEal development and 
legal stasis. 

In this study we have examined in detail two areas 

of tvio codesp and have briel"Iy fflenced at other asiDects 

of the same codes. It is apixopriate now to assess the 

more general implicationsff these investigations. Ne 

shall here be concerned with drawing out what is of more 

general import in the conclusion3 already drawn on f&, tilys 

employment and the brief investigation of contract as they 

appear in the law of both codes: frora this investigation - 

of the changes - or lack of changes - in the law, we shall 

42. For exmaple the intention of' legislaltion to raise 
taxes is usually to raise revenue for the goverriment (it 
may of course be to discourage imports and the like); a 
major eftect is often the el-a-Ljoyment of tax 1F-'-Yrs to 
avoid payment of such taxes. 
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assess the influence on, and causes of, legal development 
and legal stasis, so as to help depict the efl*ect of 
social circumstances on law. 

To this endq it is useful to consider in outline the 
t-riain argument of the thesis. 

It vias argued that there is considerable dispute over 
the nature of the relationship between law and other social 
phenomena, and that this was a topic worthy of investigation. 
What was chosen for investigation was the effect on law 

of the social and other circumstances in which it is located 
(rather than, for example, the effect of law on the conduct 
of social relationships); and it was argued that the proper 
method to study this effect was to examine the changes 
made in the law at a period of rapid and increasing 

social change. 

Reliance was placed on the fact that law has generally 
developed through borrowingg and that legislators generally 

choose between particular and potential rules to revise 
the law. Hence, a study of the rules examined in 

considering reform would suggest why the enacted rule was 

chosen. (And indeed, in both Louisiana and Quebec, redactorso 
in codifyine their laws, obviously confined themselves to 

the examination of certain legal works and codes. ) 

Furthermorey since codification focused attention on the 

state of the lawv and provided an unrivalled opýortunity 
for : 'nodernisation of the legal provisionsp it was 

convenient to study codi. L*ication. Louisiana and ýuebec 

were most attractive for study because of their rich 
juridical culture and the transformations their societies 

viere underE. ýoin- at the period of' their restective 

codifications. 

This being so, it was r-ossibleg by investigation of 

contemporary social trends in Louisiana and ýuebect and 

comparison of* such trends with the trends in development 

or stasis of the law, to ascertain why the redactors of 
both codles selected the provisions they did. Of coursep 
this places great stress on the actions of the redactors; 
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43. but this is -I would argue - necessary as the 

connection in the social structure between abstract legal 
formulations - such as codes - and other social phenomena 
is made by those whose task it is to create law. In this 

casep the redactors mediate between the wider society and 
its formulated law. Evidence is lacking for the 1808 

Digest; but the redactors of the 1866 Quebec code obviously 

acted in the manner suggested here: they consciously 

selected provisions to fit in with their views of how 

the law should be. 

Inorder to carry out this plan, it was necessary to 
build up a picture of the societies of Louisiana and Quebec 

at the relevant periods; and this was done: special 
attention was paid to the legal culture of both societies 
to emphasise the likely influences on the redactors. The 

general picture of both societies was sufficient to allow 

us to develop a broad understanding of trends within those 

societies: however, when we came to discuss the chosen 
topics of family and employment, it was necessary to be 

more careful in analy8ing what is meant by family and 

employment and in describinF their development. This was 

done, paying some attention to recent developments and 

controversy in the historiography of the family. 

The family was analysed through two fundamental 

relationships: between parent and child and husband and 

wife. The'change and stasis in the law referring to these 

two fundamental relationships in the Digest of 1,808 and 
Code of 1866 were depicted and analysed: and the conclusions 
deduced therefrom laid out as to the factors (historical 

causes) influencing the redactors' actions. Employment 

was analysed in a similar fashionp describing, the move 
from the servant as part of the family to the'oervant as 

employee or wage-labourer in a formal contract with his 

employer which was devoid of any personal associations. 

43. See preceding section (2) of this chapter, text from 
notes 35-42. 
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Some general provisions on contract were also examined; 
from them it was obvious that both sets of redactors were 
concerned to embody the ideals of liberal individualism 
in their codes. 

All the above raised many questions about the 

codification of the law in both jurisdictions. The 

Louisiana codification is the subject of major controversy 

among scholars; we were able to suggest solutions to some 

of the problems concerning the relationship of the Digest 

to the previous law, the nature of the Digest and the 

significance of the de la Vergne manuscript. The research 
further elucidated the rrocess of codification and the 

activitips of the codifiers as lawmakers. 

From our investigationsy we can state thatp in the 

most general of terms, the Quebec codification of 1866 

was highly conservative (with one exception) in comparison 
tolhe 1808 Louisiana Digest. Of coursep this statement 
is so general that it could be regarded as a major 
distortion of the activities of the Quebec redactors; buto 

nonetheless, it is probably fair to say that in the law 

on husband and wife and parent and childv the Quebec 

redactors rejected many potentially useful reforms. Furtherv 

their provisions on employment would rapidly become 

anachronistic in an industrialising society; and the 

redactors' general conservatism prevented them from 

following the lead of the Austrian code in amalgamating 
lease of work and mandatep which amalgamation they themselves 

regarded as desirable. The one exception to this 

conservative trend in the 1866 ýauebec code is the law of 

contract: it will be recalled that the redactors gave 

the law of contract a new orientation along the lines 

indicated by the 1804 French codep but surpassing the latter 

in strict adherence to freedom and sanctity of contract. 

That the 1866 codification should be generally conservative 
in results is understandable given the conservative 
instructions of the legislature and the strong commitment 

of the members of the Codification Cominission to the 

preservation of the French Canadian law. It was pointed 
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out in chapter three that these two factors were likely 
to inhibit massive legal change, in that the restrictive 
nature of the instructions and the desire to protect the 
law would cause the redactors to be over-cautious lest 

they in some, way subvert the integrity of the Quebec 
legal tradition. 44-This 

said, it must be recalled that 

the conservatism of the redactors and of the codification 
in general did not inhibit them from giving law of contract 

a new orientation. This is a very significant point; it 

will be returned to later. 
, 

The 1808 Digest of Orleans presents a rather different 

picture. The redactors introduced and consolidated major 

reforms in the-law relating to husband and wife. These 

reforms had been foreshadowed by the earlier Act 45-on 

the celebration of marriages; but this Act merely indicated 

a new direction for the law: the redactors consolidated 
the trend set by the Act, and enthusiastically gave a new 

direction to this whole area of the law. Thusp the law 

on the husband and wife relationship became northern French 

in style and provisions. - a complete change from the 

previous Castilian law. As regards parent and childv 

investigated through, the notion of puissance raternelle., 

it is clear that there, has been a similar radical change: 

the law from being Castilian has. changed to Frenchf and 

the broad Castilian patriapotestad has given way to a 

narrow northern French model of puissance Paternelle - 

this despite the preservation of the Castilian division 

of nonage into minority and pupillage. The Digest 

redactors also provided a modern law on the traditional 

civilian locatio orerarum on the contrac t for zrage labour; 

they drew especially on the aqJ_et of the French code of 

1804, though other sourcesp notably Pothiervwere influential. 

Other provisions on employment, especially those relating 

to apprentices and engagesp were drawn, from Blackstone,, 

44. See chapter three supra at notes 436-437 
45. Louisiana Acts, 1807t ch. 17 (April 6th. )., See chapter 
4 supra at notes 370-371 and 451-464. 
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and a recent territorial Act. 46-These 
provisions were 

such as to harmonise with the civil law. All these 

provisions on employment were compatible with the old 
Castilian law; but they were more modern and more suited 
to Louisiana society of the period. The law of contract 
also was radically modernisedv following the French code. 
Here, again there was a major shift away from the Castilian 
law on the topic. Lest it be thought that these changes 

were unconsciousv due to ignorant reliance on the French 

codification rather than due to a desire to change the 

law to be similar to the Prenchq it should be recalled 
that the redactors in many instances departed from the 

French code: consider minority, seashoret 
47-and the like. 

We can be sure that the Digest redactors consciously 
rejected the Castilian provisions in favour of those 

deriving from the French code and its Projet. 

That this is so is not surprising. As was shown in 

chapter threep the civilian legal systems were amenable 
to the easy transmissability of legal provisionso and 

indeed, the Code Napoleonp during the course of the 
48. 

nineteenth centuryq was borrowed by many jurisdictions. 

Purtherp the redactors' identifiable natural law biasp 

and their rational'systemic outlook would tend to lead 

them to favour the superior French codep especially when 

there seems to have been a return to French legal ways 

in Louisiana just prior to the promulgation of the Digest. 
49. 

If we analyse the choices made by the redactorsp we 

46. Louisiana Acts, 1806, ch. 11 (May 21st. ). 
47. See chapter 6 supra at notes 62-66. 
48. See chapter 3 surra at notes 136-170; see chapter 
at note 88 supra. 
49. As Baade, Marriage Contracts shows. See also ch. 3 at 
notes 156-170 on the revival or French law. As argued in 
chapter 6 supra at notes 246a-250Y I accept Baade's 
argument in so far as the revival of-French law - to 
a limited extent - as a "living law"(in so far as it 
took place)would facilitate the adoption of French law 
in the Digest. I do not accept that the redactors were 
attempting to codify the "living law" as the law in 
force, that "living law" being French. 
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get the following results. We noted that in Quebec 
there were many opportunities for the redactors to update 
the law in codifying; but thatv in generalp these 

opportunities were'-not taken. Thusp the wife still 

suffered many traditional contractual incapacities and 

required authorisation by her husband. Broadly, this 

follows-the C. N.; but unlike in the latter, lack of 

authorisation, under the Quebec code, rendered the wife's 

actions null. Again, following the C. N. 9 the wife can 

only separate from the husband on the ground of his 

adultery if he has kept his concubine in the marital 
home. With certain exceptions (for our purposesihere 

unimport , antý the Quebec code has kept very close tothe 

ancien droit under the Coutume de Paris as regards 

puissance du marip much closer than has the Code Napolgon. 

Many of the possible reforms found in the C. N. or in coutumes 

other than that of Paris, or in the 1825 Louisiana Codep 

would, have rendered the law more appropriate and 

ccnvenient economically, making for greater, certainty and 

ease in transactions by women. Howeverv the ideology of 

nineteenth century Quebec would, follow the subjection of 

, 
the wife to the husband, who was undisputed head of the 

household. The redactors were doubtless quite content 

to preserve the old law on this pointp as it fitted their 

notions of what was, rrorer. They merely updated the law 

to make it easier, to operate: witness the reform of the 

manner of authorisation. it is surely significant in 

this respect that the redactors never even considered 

whether or not married women should be incapacitated: 

furtherp virtually all the sources they consulted, would 

support the notion of puissance du marip and indeedl the 

position of the wife under the Quebec lawes regards her 

property was perhaps somewhat better than that of women 

Is under English law before the Married Women's Property Acts 

of the late nineteenth century. 
50. We should also consider 

that the inconveniences of marital authorisation would 

probably be slight in practicep and that the ideology of 

the supremacy of the husbandp for which the old law was 

50. See A. H. L. anchestery A Kodern LeFal History of England 
andylales, London, ButterWOrthsq 1980P PP-368-373. A 
direct comparison of the position of wives in both the 
laws would be rather hazardous. 
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eminently suited, would causeýthe retentionxf the status 
quo. The stasis in the law was not caused by the use of 
the Code ITapol'gon or the lack of foreign models: the 

redactors did not follow the C. N. completelyp and models 
for provisions improving the lot of the wife were not 
lacking for the redactors. The redactors obviously 
preferred the almost complete superiority of the husbandl 

and their choice of provisions must have been dictated 
by the ideoloS7 of the period: not by any vision of the 

material needs of society. The C. N. to some extent 
expressed better, in its rules on puissance maritalep 
nineteenth century ideology of the affective family; but 

there bqing no necessity for such a changep the Quebec 

redactors preserved in this respect the old law. 51. We 

can see that the ideology of the authority of the husband 

and general legal conservatism must have worked togetherv 

in the face of no necessity for changep to preserve the 

existing law with only some technical improvements. 

The Quebec provisions of paternal power are also 
highly conservative., Aspects of them (for example, the 

rejection of the ITapoleonic provisions enhancing the role 

of grandparents) are directly contrary to the reality of 

Quebec family life of the period. Furthert the denial 

to fathers of the automatic right to the tutorship of 

their children and to administration of their children's 

property, runs contrary to the ideoloLgy of the period. 
On the other hand, the provisions are all workable and 

reasonably consonant with the needs of the periodv while 

51. This orientation of the French code towards expressing 
the ideals of the affective family relates to its apparent 
conception of the reason for'the ruissance du mari 
because of' C. N. 224 on authorisation by minord: see ch-4 
surra at notes 947-962;, this does not afrect the comments 
made above in the text-on the rejection of potential 
reforms - consider the, nullity of wives' unauthorised acts 
because of the ideology of the supremacy of the husband. 
The ideal of the affective family is different rrom that 
of the supremacy of the husband: alsop it is not so 
obvious that C. N. 224 has this ef,, &*, ect as that other 
provisions of the C. N. derogate from the ruissance du 
mari. 
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some updating of the law has been undertaken. 'vVe may 
conclude that 8tasis here has resulted from traditionalism 

or conservatism among the lawyers, and has been 

facili. tated by the rough suitability of the law and the 

traditions of control over children. 

we look at the Louisiana provisions on husband 

and wife of 1808, we note that there has been a major 

change from the Castilian law. Under the Castilian law,, 

there was a very loose requirement of marital authorisation, 
and the law was-in many respects quite antithetical to 

the French. Yetp we find that the redactors of the Digest 

adopted the French conception of puissance du marip and 

as a result, the actions of wives became much more 
restricted in law. To modern eyest the liberal Castilian 

provisions seem much more suitable for early nineteenth 

century Louisianap and the adoption of the French 

provisions a puzzling retrograde step. The explanationg 
howeverp is not difficult to find. In chapter, f'ourt we 

pointed out that the redactors were heavily influenced 

by the general excellence of the Code F'apolton: its 
, 

modernityp its compression, its coherence. Furtherv the 

facts surrounding codification such as the drawing up of 

the code in French, the 1807 Act on the celebration of 

marriages, and the limited revival of French legal ideas 

surmorted adoption of, these articles from the Code 

1-! *a-r-ol^6on. Howeverg we know that although the Ccde 

J'apol`eon zmay be classed as the causa causans of the 

choicep the choice would not have been exercised h*ad the 

rules not been consonant with the general family ideology 

,. uite simply, the of early nineteenth century Louisiana: q 

redactors, and their society, believed that wives should 

be subject to their husbands. Here the reasofis f9r the 

selection of the particular rules were the rrestipe of 
the French code, its comprehensiveness in comparison to 

the fraE-Yr. entary Castilian treatment, and the ideoloL; 7 of 

supremacy of the husband. Thus, what rniEht seem-a 

retrogade step, when viewed from perspective of econortic 

efficacy, is explicable in terms of legal culture and 

social values. 
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The Digest redactors also radically changed the 
law on parent and childv rejecting the Cazdlian extended, 
almost Romaný ratria potestad in favour of a more liberal 

version of the Code Napol'eon's limited puissance paternelle. 
To modern eyes, this change appears an obvious one of great 
utility. The motives of the redactors can be more 

precisely pinpointed in that the Code Napoleon provided 
them here with modern texts more suitable to conditions 
in Louisiana. There can be little doubt that the prime 
motive for reforim here was the desire to update the, law 
(the old law must surely have been virtually unworkable) 
and that the codifiers' selection of the Napoleonic texts,, 

was motivated by a desire to t,, iodernisev and the French 

code provided the most suitable modern provisions. That 
the desire to mnodernise was the, iain motive is evidenced 
by the Digest's departures from, the French code and., - 
indeedf by the Digest's more liberal provisions. 

Hence, fron. the provisions on fainily law in both 

codesp we see that reform can be the result of the prestige 

of a particular system from which borrowings are'made 952. 
the desire to reinforce soi*rie social value or ideoloa- not 
directly related to material conditions# and the desire 

to render the lwýv more consonant with material conditions 

and ideology. The social oriE, -ins of the refor, -,, may be 

mary and varied. 

As regards stasis, we can see that it also can result 

from various causes. IdeoloE7 in ý)wuebecj combine(I with 

a conservative legal tradition, prevented useful 

development of the laa on 
_ruissance 

raternelle and 

ruissance meritalev thouLl-h sortie reforms were undertaken, 

Conversely, C. N. 224 suggested a new interpreýation of 

nuissance maritale in line .,, tith the current ideology of 

the affective faraily, as did the C-Ne's rrovisions on 

52. Of. A. 'Natsonp "Comparative Law and Legal Changellý 
0 37 C&nbridf, -e Law Journal (1978) pp-313-336 at p. 326 on 

"Transplant Bias". 
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parental rights of tutorship and administration: legal 

conservatism combined with the lack of need for such a 
change to prevent such a development taking place. 

Before going on to assess the significance of these 

origins of stasis and development, it is useful to look 

at some other results. 

In both codes, we noted that the law of contract was 
given a new orientation around the ideals of freedom of 
contract and sanctity of contract. This ist out of the 

areas of law we looked att one of the most important 

changes. This was an updating of the law due to a change 
in ideologyp and a chanEe in the economic system: in short, 
it would appear that here there is a development resulting 
from changed material social conditions and changed ways 
of regarding those social conditions. The timing of the 

change in both countries is significant. Louisiana moved 
towards, the classic nineteenth century view of contract 
both earlier than Quebec and before Louisiana had reached 

an equivalent level of industrial and economic development. 

The reasons why Louisiana adopted these provisions are 

obvious: current economic theoryp ideology of liberalism 

and the like. The siFnificant point is the delay of 
Quebec. This delay is entirely due to the fact that 

codification in Quebec took place sixty years after that 

in Louisiana. The reasons for the differences in the 

times of codification have been canvassed abovep and need 

not be repeated here. 53. It cannot reasonably be doubted 

thatY had the opr, ortunity presented itself, the .!,, uebec 
law on contract would have been revised along the lines 

it was revised in 1866: nonethelesso what was necessary 

was. o-rrortunitZ, for lawmakers to act. This example of' 

refor. n shows neatly that, although the reform'may be 

supported by ideology of the society and by material 

circwistancesp the actual reform may depend on the 

continE-encies of politics; here the fact that codificationp 
for various reasonsp was sixty years earlier in Louisiana 

53. See surra, section I of this chapter at notes 12-18. 
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than Quebecs the important point being that, change in 
law does not mechanistically, in a necessary fashion, 
follow on change in society. 

If we look at the rules on employment adopted in 
both codest we find that they were dictated by legal 
tradition and the ideology of contractual liberalism. 

Effectively, in Louisiana, we can say that the rules 
were probably a fair reflexion of the requirements of 
the relationship between employer and employee at the 

period: as reEards Quebec, howeverv it is doubtful if 
this is so. The rules were insufficient to meet the needs 

of the contract for wage labour in mid-to-late nineteenth 
century, Quebec. The rules were, howeverp supported by 
the ideology of contractual liberalism. 

If we draw all the above discussion togetherp we find 
that the following pattern emerges. First, there is 
little in either of the two codes that is new. Reforms 

were generally borrowed; even reforms rejected Would 
have been borrowed. This is an obvious point and does 

not need to be stressed. Secondv we find that reform or 

stasis maý be caused by varying factors. That is, the 

irwriediate cause of any reform or lack thereof can be of 

an infinite variety of indi vidual factors or combination 

of such. The process of reform (here codification) may 

affect the reform: the need for a coherent statement of 
law inherent in codification imposes a certain dynamic on 
the reform or restatement of the law resulting in certain 

54. 
changes. Similarly, the prestige of a foreign system 

may be an impýortent factor in reform. Ideology rather 

than "practical" needs may be of importance in either 

54. Cf. 114ax Weber: "The force of the purely logical legal 
doctrines let looseo and a legal practice dominated by 
itp can considerably reduce the role played by 
considerations of practical needs in the formation of the 
law.... 11 Found in IvIlax Weber on Law in Economy and 
Society. ed. Max Eh insteiny trans. by Edward Shils, 
Cambridge 11assachusetts, Harvard U. P. 19540 at p. 205- 
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reform or stasis. Examples of factors promoting or 
hindering legal change could be multipliedv but to do so 
is pointless. We can summarise the broad changes in the 

law thus: in Louisiana the prestige of the Code Napole'on 
(legal-cultural factor) aided by the ideology of the 

periodp resulted in the reform of the law on husband and 

wife; in Louisiana, the grossly inappropriate nature of 

the Castilian Patria T)otestad-, (material factor) coupled 

with the ideology of the period resulted in reform of the 

law on parent and child: in Louisianap the-ideology of 
liberalism and the nature of economic activity led to the 

reform of the law on contract. In Quebec the same factors 

led. to t' he reform of the law on contract. Employment in 

Louisiana was reformed to fit material conditions and 

liberal ideologyj whereas employment in Quebec, was reformed 

to fit liberal ideology but not material conditions. The 

lack of reform in Quebec in the law on husband and wife 

and parent and child may be attributed totýe ideology, 

of the period and the conservative nature of the Quebec 

codif icat ion. 

We may note that there was always a ýreason for the 

selection of any provision, but the reason may be-other' 

than that of practical needs. In both countries, the 

drastic reformsq or lack of reform, in the provisions of 

family law studied generally owe nothing to material 

conditions or practical considerations (in so far as the 

latter are ascertainable). The ideology of the society 

and legal-cultural factors were what determined the choice 

of the redactors. With the law relating to employmentq 

again-the ideology of the society played a role, but in 

Louisiana material conditions were probably reflectedq 

whereas in Quebec they were probably notp for the reasons 

canvassed above. The law'on contract in both codes was 

fairly radically re-oriented in order to fit in with the 

current notions of freedom and sancity of contract. In 

making this changeg the redactors recognised both the 

reality of business affairs in their period and the current 

ideology of liberal capitalism. 
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It may be seen that generally the redactors were not 
guided by the material and economic circumstances of the 

two countries; but ratherpother considerations promoted 
the selection of particular rules. For examplep family 

life in Quebec would stress the grandparent to grandchild 

relationship; but the redactors, following the ancien 
droit, gave this relationship no importance when dealing 

with the condition of the parentless * child. Here the 

redactors valued legal tradition above change: the 

existing conception of puissance paternelle was extended 
logically, the legal culture's stress on coherence and 
tradition outweighing consideration of the nature of 
family ýife in Quebec. 

The preceding summary of the findings of this thesis 

shows that law develops or stands still as a result of 

many and differing influences, and that these influences 

can be located in the legal culture itself as well as in 

the wider society. It is important to stress, howeverp 

that there is no immediate connection between a change in 

any particular state of affairs and a corresponding change 

in the relevant law. The effect of social circumstances 

on law is always and inevitably mediated through lawmakers. 

Because lawmakers act as mediators between society and 

law, the immediate causes of change or stasis will always 

tend to be found in the intellectual climate or ideology 

of their society as familiar to the lawmakers. Hence we 

may see, as we have seen herep that in their reforms the 

lawmakers are concerned with embodying in the law the 

ideals of their legal and social cultureq confident in 

the notion that the legal provisions will have an effect 

in society. (Whether or not these changes or lack of 

changes have the intended effect is a rather different 

point. )55. It is thus relevant to consider the particular 

55. Cf- Shael Herman,, "Legislative Management of History: 
Notes on the Fhilosophical Foundations of the Civil Code'19 
53 Tul. L. Rev. (1978-9)9 PP-380-397- 
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social background of the lawmakers in ascertaining the 

reasons for any change or stasis; although, as pointed 
out above, we can expect a reasonable detachment on the 56. 
part'of the lawmakers from their own particular circumstances. 
Vie may state there isýan immediate cause for, every 
example of stasis and change, and also indeed for the 

whole thrust of any area of the law or a whole code: these 

causes are many and cannot be reduced in any obvious way 
to a simple proposition. The positive law in any given 
legal system cannot in any way be taken to be inevitable. 

, This saidl it must be conceded that the above begs 

many important questions. Vie have succeeded in 

attributing aspects of legal change and stasis to a 

plurality of causes within societyp without in any way 
discussing how that society itself is determinedy or how 

the law relates to other aspects of society, that is, the 

effect of law. on other social phenomena. These are 
important points9 but ones outwith the scope of this study 

and we need not discuss them. What we have established 
is that no narrow mechanistic model of legal change or 

stasis and their relationship to social phenomena is 

suffident. Legal development or non-development is a 

complex processp involving the interplay of many factors. 

What we have found in this study above all else is that 

legal change is likely to reflect the ideology of society 

as endorsed by the lawmakers. We can make no necessary 

connections between material circumstancesp objectively 

viýewedf and law. Law existing as a human construct in the 

realm of ideas isl when opportunity for reform arisesy 

more likely to reflect those ideas than any other social 

phenomenon. ' This is shown most obviously by the change 

in the law on husband and wife in Louisiana: the change 

was caused by leEal ideology (the superiority of the 

French code) and social ideology (the supremacy of the 

husband) not by any functional consideration of the family 

structure. Similarly with employment and contract: the 

56. See preceding section of this chapter at notes 35-42. 

0 
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ideology of the period is more important than any 
consideration of the "needs" of industry and corrmerce in 

a functional sense. 

We have thus indicated the range of factors likely 
to be the immediEte causes of legal change or stasis: as 
pointed out above, this enterprise leaves untouched the 

whole question of total shifts in the structure of society 
and their effect on law. It should here be stressed once 
more thatv viewed from atlmacro-structural" position, 9 the 
law is itself part of the total structure. We have viewed 
the soci'eties of Louisiana and Quebec in a period of 
transition, the period of the move towards industrialisationp 

of the development of the liberal economy and of the 

growth of the affective family. We have# for the reasons 
indicated in chapter one, distinguished between law and 

society to permit the examination of the influence of non- 
law on law; but it should be recalled that this is primarily 

a device to allow us to focus our attention on the 

relationship of law to other social phenomena. Conceiving 

of society as a totalityp the transformation of the law 

is one aspect of the continuing transformation of that 

society. This studyv however, has drawn attention to the 

actions of lawmakerst and has shown that the proper method 

of study of legal stasis or development is to examine the 

actions of lawmakers as social actors: that isp as members 

ofý and influenced by, their society and of a particular 

grouping or class of that society, they are involved in 

an activity (law making) which is both conscious and purposive. 
They cannot be said to be acting as mere reflections of a 

class groupirigg nor as unconscious agents of some hidden 

deeper structure (whether of the unconscious'mind or of 

society is irrelevant). Nor arethe redactors of law actors 
in some functionalist sense: the law we, find in the 1808 

Digest or 1866 Code is not a mere expression of the aims 

of bourgeois society, nor an attempt to embody the most 

efficient way of carrying out some aim. Influenced by 

any number of factors drawn from the social grouping and 
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the legal culturep the redactors clearly act consciously 
to embody in their codes their beliefs as to what the law 

should be. That isp they act consciously, but not 
subjectively: their position as lawmakers gives distance 
to their actionsp and they conceive of themselves as 
acting in an objective sense. Lawmakers mediate between 
law and other social phenomena: they regulate the effect 
the latter has on the former. 

The mediation carried out by lawmakers is a complex 
processi subject to many influences. Opportunity for 

reform is necessaryp and this can be affected by many 
circumstances. General political circumstances and the 
institutions regulating the legal system may enable or 
prevent reform. 

57. When the causes of legal development 

or legal stasis are what is at issue this process of 
mediation is the proper object of study. What are necessary 
to further knowledge of the causes of' legal change are 

studies of this process of mediation in its wider social 

context., What this study has shown is that explanations 

of legal change based on some mechanistic social principle 

are inadequate, as indeed are all explanations which do 

not take adequate account of the purposive activity of 
lawmakers and legislators and their intervention and 

mediation between law and the wider society. 

57. Cf. the following remarks of Paul Hirsty On Law and 
Ideologyp P-113: "Law and legislation must be conceived 
as rrocesses.... The process of legislation has 
attached to it conditions of access and operatio4 and 
through these conditions many and varying influences 
and circumstances express themselves. The conditions 
and influences acting. upon the process are effective 
and are given form through its procedures. Conditions 
and influences are not themselves legal fortas or effects: 
it is only throu&h and as legislation and legal practice 
that they are eftective. " See also A. Watsonq "Comparative 
Law and Legal Change", cited note 52 supra. 
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